
International Registration designating India 

Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 1 
 

 

2727800    17/01/2014

[International Registration No. : 1194513]
SYNGENTA PARTICIPATIONS AG

Schwarzwaldallee 215 CH-4058 Basel Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical products for agriculture, horticulture and forestry; manure for agriculture.

7969



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/11/2018; Application No. : 728291 ;Switzerland 

4189069    13/03/2019

[International Registration No. : 1467801]
CLARIANT AG

Rothausstrasse 61 CH-4132 Muttenz Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical products for use in industry, namely catalysts, catalyst carriers and adsorbents not for use in olefin 
polymerization processes.

7970



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 16/07/2019; Application No. : 734100 ;Switzerland 

4315600    24/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489989]
ATR CHEMICALS SA

Via delle Fornaci 4 CH-6828 Balerna Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Adhesives for use in industry; chemical products for use in industry, science, photography as well as in agriculture, 
horticulture and forestry.

7971



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 16/07/2019; Application No. : 734101 ;Switzerland 

4315706    24/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1490010]
ATR CHEMICALS SA

Via delle Fornaci 4 CH-6828 Balerna Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Adhesives for use in industry; chemical products for use in industry, science, photography as well as in agriculture, 
horticulture and forestry.

7972



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/03/2019; Application No. : 88328614 ;United States of America 

4316341    26/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1490336]
LIFE TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION

5781 VAN ALLEN WAY CARLSBAD CA 92008 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Reagents, assays, and enzymes for use in scientific research.

7973



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4319735    28/06/2019

[International Registration No. : 1492040]
TOSOH SILICA CORPORATION

2-5-10, Shiba, Minato-ku Tokyo 105-0014 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemicals; chemical adsorbents; chemical additives; chemical emulsifiers; chemical extenders; chemical sorbents; 
chemical fillers; anti-foaming agents; chemicals for the manufacture of paints; chemicals for use in the manufacture of 
paper; chemicals for use in anti-foaming agents; chemical fillers for industrial rubber and tires; chemical additives for film 
and resin; chemical additives for glue and adhesives; chemicals for use in the manufacture of chemical fertilizers and 
pesticides.

7974



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4320686    28/06/2019

[International Registration No. : 1491926]
TOSOH SILICA CORPORATION

2-5-10, Shiba, Minato-ku Tokyo 105-0014 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemicals; chemical adsorbents; chemical additives; chemical emulsifiers; chemical extenders; chemical sorbents; 
chemical fillers; anti-foaming agents; chemicals for the manufacture of paints; chemicals for use in the manufacture of 
paper; chemicals for use in anti-foaming agents; chemical fillers for industrial rubber and tires; chemical additives for film 
and resin; chemical additives for glue and adhesives; chemicals for use in the manufacture of chemical fertilizers and 
pesticides.

7975



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4320989    02/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1491386]
USA kasder Group Co., Ltd.

228 Park Ave S 85556 New York NY 10003 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Anti-knock substances for internal combustion engines; anti-tarnishing chemicals for windows; antifreeze; automatic 
transmission fluids; brake fluid; chemical additives for enhancing the performance of lubricating oils, greases and internal 
combustion engine fuels; chemical additives for fuel; chemical additives for motor fuels; chemical additives for use with 
internal combustion engine fuels; chemical adsorbents for removing impurities from fuel; chemical preparations for use in 
the manufacture of anti-tarnishing preparations for surfaces including windows; chemical preparations in the nature of 
glue accelerators and de-bonding agents for the hobby, craft and plastic modeling industry; coolants for vehicle engines; 
detergents for industrial use; hydraulic brake fluid; hydraulic fluid; power steering fluid; radiator flush; transmission fluids.

7976



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 27/03/2019; Application No. : 4537770 ;France 

4321964    22/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1492016]
MLPC INTERNATIONAL

209 avenue Charles Despiau F-40370 RION-DES-LANDES France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical products for use in industry; vulcanizing agents; unprocessed plastics; chemical intensifiers for rubber; 
chemical products for use in the composition of rubber, rubber preservatives, anti-oxidant products; chemical additives 
for rubber.

7977



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 19/03/2019; Application No. : 36914076 ;China 

4322054    26/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1490829]
Laviosa Chimica Mineraria S.p.A.

Via Leonardo da Vinci 21 I-57123 Livorno Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Bentonite; ammonium salts; drilling muds; additives, chemical, to drilling muds; chemicals for the manufacture of paints; 
chemical additives for oils; plasticizers.

7978



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 23/07/2014; Application No. : FI2014C001020 ;Italy 

3057970    04/03/2015

[International Registration No. : 1236113]
Salvatore Ferragamo S.p.A.

Via dei Tornabuoni, 2 I-50123 Firenze (FI) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Perfumery; perfumes; eau de parfum; eau de cologne; toilet water; after shave creams; after shave lotions; shaving 
lotions; shaving creams and foams; hair lotions; shampoos; hair conditioners; essential oils for personal use; cosmetics; 
beauty masks; cold creams; hand creams; body and facial creams; deodorants for personal use; antiperspirants for 
personal use; skin cleansers; soaps for personal use; toilet soaps; bath soaps; bath and shower foams; bath and shower 
gel; body oils; body lotions; skin lotions.

7979



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/03/2019; Application No. : 2019/25985 ;Turkey 

4302187    02/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1471037]
KURTSAN ILACLARI ANONIM SIRKETI

Istoc Otomarket, A-2 Blok, Burak Plaza, Kat 7, Bagcilar TR-34169 Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Non-medicated hair shampoo; non-medicated shampoo conditioners; non-medicated dandruff shampoo; non- medicated 
hair creams; non-medicated facial creams; foam cleansers for personal use; non-medicated cosmetic hand creams; non-
medicated body creams; non-medicated hair tonics; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely, body mist; non-
medicated serums for use on brow, hair, skin, lips, lash; non-medicated cosmetic soap; non-medicated skin soap; non-
medicated beauty soap; non-medicated shaving soap; oil baths for hair care; argan oil for cosmetic purposes; hair 
conditioners; non-medicated natural soap bars; rose water for cosmetic purposes; make up remover; wrinkle removing 
skin care preparations; foot deodorant spray; aloe vera gel for cosmetic purposes.

7980



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 07/07/2019; Application No. : 88502849 ;United States of America 

4313151    22/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489155]
Too Faced Cosmetics, LLC

18231 McDurmott West Irvine CA 92614 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care; non-medicated skin care preparations.

7981



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4315545    20/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1415722]
Beiersdorf AG

Unnastr. 48 20253 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Non-medicated cosmetics.

7982



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 28/07/2019; Application No. : 88543292 ;United States of America 

4315595    27/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489960]
Xtreme Lashes, LLC

24127 West Hardy Rd. Spring TX 77373 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Eyelash extensions.

7983



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4315601    14/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489998]
Dewy tree Co., Ltd.

801, 9, Jungdae-ro 23-gil, Songpa-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Soap powder; bleaching preparations for household laundry; polishing creams; multi functional shampoo; lipsticks; 
cosmetics for massage; cosmetic preparations for the hair; pre-moistened cleansing tissues; beauty soap; phytocosmetic 
preparations; cosmetics for animals; ambergris; natural perfumery; dentifrices; cosmetic soaps; tissues impregnated with 
cosmetic lotions; mask pack for cosmetic purposes; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics; make-up preparations; 
tissues impregnated with cosmetics.

7984



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/02/2019; Application No. : 018019440 ;European Union 

4317452    30/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1490196]
HELI'S GOLD BEAUTY SRL

Via Pialoi 21/a I-30020 Marcon (VE) Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; body cleaning and beauty care preparations; lacquer for cosmetic purposes; facial preparations; shampoos; 
nail varnish; hair care lotions; hair balsam; hair spray; hair gel; cosmetic creams; hand creams; skin cream; hair creams; 
face creams for cosmetic use; anti-wrinkle cream; perfumes; scented water; ethereal oils.

7985



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4321282    26/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1491370]
Dongmei Lin

Shop 46, 160 Rowe St EASTWOOD NSW 2122 Australia

Successfield Pty Ltd

5 Averill St RHODES NSW 2138 Australia

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Anti-ageing creams; baby oil; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for the body; oils for the hair; oils for the skin; products for 
beauty care; salt crystal removers; salts for bath use; shampoos; shower foams; shower gels; bar soap; shower soap; skin 
balms; skin care products; soap for brightening textile; bath soap; beauty care products; body care products; cakes of 
soap; cleaning products for the skin; collagen preparations for cosmetic purposes; colours for cosmetic purposes; 
cosmetic acne cleansers; anti-aging creams; cosmetic acne creams; cosmetic articles for personal use; cosmetic bath 
products; cosmetic creams; cosmetic eye gels; cosmetic face powders; cosmetic goods for care of the skin; cosmetic kits; 
cosmetic masks; cosmetic milks; anti-cellulite preparations; cosmetic moisturisers; cosmetic oils; cosmetic powder; 
cosmetic products for skin care; cosmetic skin care products; cosmetic soaps; cosmetics for children; cosmetics for 
protecting the skin from sunburn; cosmetics for the treatment of dry skin; cosmetics for the use on the hair; anti-smear 
agents for cleaning purposes; cosmetics for use on the skin; cream for skin whitening; day creams; emulsified essential 
oils; emulsifying solvent cleaners; essences for skin care; exfoliants; extracts of flowers; extracts of plants other than for 
pharmaceutical purposes; eye lotions for cosmetic use; anti-sun preparations; eye masks; eye moisturisers for cosmetic 
use; eye pads for cosmetic use; facial care products; gel eye masks; lip gloss; lip glosses; lipsticks; lotion for the eyes; 
lotions for cosmetic purposes; anti-wrinkle cream; moisturisers; moisturising body lotion; moisturising creams; 
moisturising gels; moisturising lotions; moisturising preparations; moisturising skin creams; moisturising skin lotions; 
non-medicated baby care products; non-medicated balms; babies' creams; non-medicated bath salts; non-medicated 
cleaning creams for use on the person; non-medicated cleaning preparations for use on the body; non-medicated cleaning 
preparations for use on the person; non-medicated cleansing creams; non-medicated cleansing lotions; non-medicated 
cleansing preparations; non-medicated cosmetics creams; non-medicated eye wrinkle lotions; non-medicated face cream; 
baby body milks; non-medicated face lotion; non-medicated facial lotions; non-medicated foot balms; non-medicated gels 
for the body; non-medicated hair care products; non-medicated hand lotion; non-medicated lip balms; non-medicated 
lotions; non-medicated moisturisers; non-medicated oils; baby lotions; non-medicated skin care beauty products; non-
medicated soap powders; non-medicated soap products; non-medicated soap-based handwashes; non-medicated soaps; 
non-medicated sprays for use on the body; oil for cosmetic use; oil for the body; oils for babies; oils for cleaning 
purposes.

7986



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 04/12/2018; Application No. : 017995838 ;European Union 

4321823    29/05/2019

[International Registration No. : 1491702]
Oriflame Cosmetics AG

c/o Oriflame Global Management AG, Bleicheplatz 3 CH-8200 Schaffhausen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Non-medicated conditioning and care preparations for application to the hair, scalp, skin and nails; shampoos; hair 
conditioner; soaps; perfumes; perfumery; eau de cologne; toilet waters; essential and herbal oils; cosmetics; make-up; 
make-up preparations; lipsticks; nail varnishes; nail varnish removers; eyeliner; mascara; non-medicated toilet 
preparations; hair lotions; hair sprays and hair gels; preparations for use in the bath or shower; bath and shower oils, gels, 
creams and foams; face and body masks; face and body scrubs; facial washes; skin cleansers and hydrators; skin toners; 
skin moisturizers; blemish creams and blemish gels; deodorants; antiperspirants; preparations for use before shaving and 
after shaving; shaving soaps; shaving creams; shaving gels; after-shave preparations; pre-shave preparations; talcum 
powders; toiletries; dentifrices; toothpastes; foot care preparations (non-medicated).

7987



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4322028    29/05/2019

[International Registration No. : 1490800]
GUANGZHOU YISHENG TRADING COMPANY LIMITED

ROOM 902-904, 126 WEST HUANGPU BLVD, TIANHE DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU 510060 GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Essential oils; lipstick; cosmetics; nail polish; mascara.

7988



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 4 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/02/2019; Application No. : 4526914 ;France 

4321834    14/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1491829]
Parfums Christian Dior

33 avenue Hoche F-75008 Paris France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Candles, perfumed candles.

7989



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

2742666    16/01/2014

[International Registration No. : 1201832]
Orion Corporation

Orionintie 1 FI-02200 Espoo Finland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; including anaesthetics; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, 
food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for 
destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.

7990



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 08/04/2016; Application No. : 1763708 ;Australia 

3360076    14/04/2016

[International Registration No. : 1300555]
Paradigm Biopharmaceuticals Ltd.

Level 2, 517 Flinders Lane Melbourne VIC 3000 Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

7991



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4293481    22/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1384896]
Thanks Ai Global Pte. Ltd.

8 Eu Tong Sen Street, 16-92 The Central Singapore 059818 Singapore

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Dietary supplements.

7992



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4293483    22/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1384897]
Thanks Ai Global Pte. Ltd.

8 Eu Tong Sen Street, 16-92 The Central Singapore 059818 Singapore

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Dietary supplements.

7993



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/03/2019; Application No. : VA 2019 00647 ;Denmark 

4293500    27/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1476119]
Novo Nordisk A/S

Novo Allé DK-2880 Bagsværd Denmark

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for weight reduction and long-term weight loss maintenance.

7994



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 28/02/2019; Application No. : 88319631 ;United States of America 

4314356    26/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1490448]
Amylyx Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

43 Thorndike Street Cambridge MA 02141 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of neurological diseases and neurodegenerative diseases.

7995



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 16/07/2019; Application No. : 734422 ;Switzerland 

4317410    05/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1490080]
SYNGENTA CROP PROTECTION AG

Rosentalstrasse 67 CH-4058 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Products for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides, insecticides, nematicides.

7996



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4317415    19/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489726]
Life Technologies Corporation

5781 Van Allen Way Carlsbad CA 92008 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Kits comprising primarily of assays, reagents, enzymes and/or nucleotides for medical diagnostic use.

7997



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 10/07/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 016 043 ;Germany 

4321360    26/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1490754]
Serumwerk Bernburg AG

Hallesche Landstraße 105b 06406 Bernburg Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals and natural remedies; demineralized water for medical purposes; adjuvants for medical purposes.

7998



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/03/2019; Application No. : 018038846 ;European Union 

4321370    09/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1490776]
sanoctua GmbH & Co. KG

Wildstr. 20 89522 Heidenheim an der Brenz Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Dietary supplements and dietetic preparations; dietary supplements for humans and animals; dietary supplemental drinks; 
liquid dietary supplements; liquid vitamin supplements.

7999



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 19/06/2019; Application No. : 733014 ;Switzerland 

4321793    19/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1490822]
Abbott Products Operations AG

Hegenheimermattweg 127 CH-4123 Allschwil Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical products, medicines for human medicine; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances 
and foods for medical use; nutraceutical preparations for therapeutic or medical use; food supplements; vitamin 
preparations; plasters, materials for dressings.

8000



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 29/05/2019; Application No. : 4555643 ;France 

4321835    21/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1491832]
VIRBAC

1ère Avenue - 2065 M - L.I.D F-06516 CARROS CEDEX France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Veterinary products; veterinary preparations; medicines for veterinary use; sanitary products for veterinary use; dietetic 
products for animals; food supplements for animals; disinfectants for veterinary use; preparations for destroying weeds 
and vermin.

8001



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 6 
 

 

4317366    04/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489940]
Mogas Industries, Inc.

14204 E. Hardy Street Houston TX 77039 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Metal valves not being parts of machines.

8002



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 6 
 

 

4322023    16/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1490788]
Guangdong Xiongjin Metal Products Co., Ltd.

Jinli new central district (Dulangkai Industrial land), Gaoyao District, Zhaoqing Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Ironmongery; fittings of metal for furniture; fittings of metal for building; fittings of metal for windows; strap-hinges of 
metal; building materials of metal; props of metal; locks of metal, other than electric; door handles of metal; door fittings of 
metal.

8003



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 6 
 

 

4323435    29/05/2019

[International Registration No. : 1490955]
ACCIAIERIE VALBRUNA S.p.A.

Via A. Volta, 4 I-39100 Bolzano Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Common, raw and semi-finished non-precious metals and their alloys; anchors, anvils, bells, rolled and cast building 
materials; rails and other metallic railways materials; chains (except engine-chains for vehicles); cables and non-electrical 
metallic wires; metal locking mechanisms; metallic pipes; safes and boxes; steel balls; nails and screws; goods of 
common metal not included in other classes; special fine carbon steel, alloyed steel for casehardening and for hardening 
and tempering, spring and carriage-spring steel, heat and corrosion resistant stainless steel, high speed and super high 
speed steel for hot and cold work moulds and tools in general; hot rolled, cold drawn, peeled or ground steel bars; pieces 
forged by design and steel castings fused by models.

8004



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 7 
 

 

3551557    02/02/2017

[International Registration No. : 1344504]
SPRAYING SYSTEMS CO.

200 WEST NORTH AVENUE GLENDALE HEIGHTS IL 601393408 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Machines for coating particles in a fluidized bed.

8005



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/03/2019; Application No. : 88340246 ;United States of America 

4315599    29/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489965]
Acoinos Inc.

P.O. Box 1383 Los Altos CA 94023 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Electricity generators.

8006



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/02/2019; Application No. : 88303442 ;United States of America 

4320982    13/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1491389]
Bellofram Acquisition II, LLC

8019 Ohio River Blvd. Newell WV 26050 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Parts of oilfield wellhead machines, namely, gate valves, ball valves, check valves, plug valves, globe valves, choke and 
manifold industrial pumps, pump and valve parts, pipe fittings and flanges; valves; check valves; backpressure valves; oil 
and gas valves; oil and gas production products and equipment; wellheads; wellhead accessories; flanges; seating 
nipples; pumping and flowing tees; stuffing boxes; and parts and accessories for the foregoing.

8007



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/01/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 100 631.3/07 ;Germany 

4321309    01/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1490710]
Dürkopp Adler AG

Potsdamer Straße 190 33719 Bielefeld Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Industrial sewing machines; industrial sewing machine installations; industrial sewing machine motors; bobbins for 
industrial sewing machines.

8008



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/12/2018; Application No. : 018003485 ;European Union 

4321356    09/05/2019

[International Registration No. : 1490740]
Liebherr-Werk Biberach GmbH

Memminger Straße 120 88400 Biberach/Riß Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Mixing installations of all kinds, in particular concrete mixing installations; conveyor machines for the construction 
industry; fixed mountable and convertible concrete pumps (machines); concrete pumps (machines) for mounting on 
chassis, vehicles and crawler tracks; concrete distribution booms; truck-mounted concrete pumps; parts and accessories 
for the aforesaid goods, in particular chassis, vehicles and crawler tracks; agitators; mobile agitators; machines for 
homogenising biomass, in particular in biogas installations, manure containers and sewage treatment plants; earth-
moving equipment of all kinds, in particular hydraulic excavators, two-way excavators, wheel loaders, bulldozers, loading 
tractors, cable excavators; pile driving and drilling apparatus, rotary drilling implements, industrial drilling apparatus; 
machine tools; material handling apparatus of all kinds, in particular timber handling apparatus, hydraulic excavators, 
telescopic loaders, reach stackers; pipelayers, being parts/components of machines; side boom crawlers; mobile breaker 
installations (machines); cranes of all kinds, in particular tower cranes, automobile cranes, deck cranes, container cranes, 
mobile wharf cranes, crawler cranes, stacker cranes (reach stackers); gas and diesel engines for block-type thermal power 
stations; machines and machine tools, in particular toothed machines, including gear shaping machines, gear hobbing 
machines, gear grinding machines and tools therefor, in particular gear cutting tools; installations for material flow 
engineering, in particular gantry robots, belts for conveyors, workpiece storage systems, workpiece pallet storage 
systems; robot cells for workpiece machining, being parts/components of the aforementioned goods in class 7; hydraulic 
and electromechanical winches; belts for conveyors; slewing bearings for wind installations; hydraulic controls for 
machines, motors and engines; parts and accessories for the aforesaid goods, in particular landing gear, diesel engines, 
exhaust gas after treatment installations, diesel-hydraulic hybrid drives; electric motors, motor control apparatus, 
actuators, gears including, for example, pump transfer cases, valves, cylinders and hydraulic components, equipment 
including, for example, lift arms; work tools and mounted tools including, for example, scoops, grabs, buckets; hydraulic 
quick coupling systems for mounted tools; quick hitches being parts/components of the aforementioned goods in class 7, 
vibrators (machines) for industrial use, hydraulic hammers, pipe gripping apparatus; cabins; telescopic wheel loader; 
support systems, especially for mobile cranes and truck-mounted concrete pumps.

8009



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 28/10/2013; Application No. : 012258026 ;European Union 

2788501    10/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1210645]
ALBERT BROWNE LTD.

190 Waterside Road LEICESTER ENGLAND LE5 1QZ United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
USHA A. CHANDRASEKHAR.

3-E1, COURT CHAMBERS, NEW MARINE LINES ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 020.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Measuring, detection and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; monitoring apparatus; apparatus for 
scientific research and research carried out in laboratories; test kits for use in laboratories for automatic washing-
disinfecting devices for endoscopes.

8010



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 02/06/2014; Application No. : 064856 ;Jamaica 

3095030    02/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1256179]
APPLE INC.

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for creating, authoring, distributing, downloading, transmitting, receiving, playing, editing, extracting, 
displaying, storing and organizing text, data, graphics, images, audio, video, and other multimedia content, electronic 
publications; electronic publication reader software; database management software; computer software for accessing, 
browsing and searching online databases; data synchronization software.

8011



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 26/01/2017; Application No. : 87314408 ;United States of America 

3615111    26/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361083]
LEICA BIOSYSTEMS IMAGING, INC.

1360 Park Center Drive Vista CA 92081 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable computer software for viewing, analyzing, manipulating, measuring, annotating, processing, storing and 
exchanging images and data on digital slides in the fields of scientific, clinical, medical and educational research; 
downloadable computer software for digitizing microscope slides for viewing, integration with other data, management 
and analysis, all in the fields of scientific, clinical, medical and educational research; computer imaging software for 
digitizing, analysis and processing of microscope slides and associated data; downloadable computer software for 
digitizing, analysis, and processing microscope slides and associated data.

8012



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4314483    26/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490611]
Thorlabs, Inc.

56 Sparta Avenue Newton NJ 07860 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Multiphoton imaging system comprised of microscopes.

8013



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 04/02/2019; Application No. : 4521949 ;France 

4315624    30/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490003]
ESSILOR INTERNATIONAL

147 rue de Paris F-94220 CHARENTON-LE-PONT France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Spectacles (optics); reading spectacles; spectacle frames; sunglasses; goggles for sports; ophthalmic lenses; spectacle 
lenses, including organic (plastic) lenses, mineral lenses, corrective lenses, progressive lenses, sunglass lenses, 
polarized lenses, filtering lenses, tinted lenses, colored lenses, light-sensitive lenses, photochromic lenses, treated lenses, 
coated lenses, anti-reflective lenses, semi-finished lenses; blanks for spectacle lenses; semi-finished blanks for spectacle 
lenses; contact lenses; cases for spectacle lenses; cases for ophthalmic lenses; spectacle cases; cords and chains for 
spectacles.

8014



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4316314    26/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490087]
Thorlabs, Inc.

56 Sparta Avenue Newton NJ 07860 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Multiphoton imaging system comprised of microscopes.

8015



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4316318    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489604]
Changzhou Amass electronics Co., Ltd

NO.211 CAOQIAO, QINXIANG VILLAGE, LIJIA TOWN, WUJIN DISTRICT, CHANGZHOU JIANGSU China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Connections for electric lines; power distributing device for high voltage explosion proof; materials for electricity mains 
[wires, cables]; connections electric; plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; wire connectors 
[electricity]; junction boxes [electricity]; distribution boxes [electricity]; transformers [electricity]; terminals [electricity].

8016



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4316630    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490142]
SEED CO., LTD.

40-2, Hongo 2-chome, Bunkyo-ku Tokyo 113-8402 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Eyeglasses; eyeglass lenses; parts and accessories for lenses; eyeglass frames; eyeglass cases; contact lenses; 
containers for contact lenses.

8017



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4316639    19/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490230]
Korea Fashion Vision Co., Ltd.

325, 30, Teheran-ro 6-gil Gangnam-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Eyeglasses; contact lenses; sunglasses; anti-glare glasses; 3D spectacles; correcting lenses [optics]; eyeglass cases; 
computer programs, downloadable; micrometer screws for optical instruments.

8018



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4317328    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489823]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

HUAWEI ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT, SHENZHEN 518129 GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Notebook computers; laptop computers; wearable computers; computer software for creating and editing music and 
sound; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; computer memory devices; computer keyboards; interactive touch screen 
terminals; thin client computers; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; computer software applications, 
downloadable; downloadable mobile applications; tablet computers; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; computer 
screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; computer 
programmes [programs], recorded; hand-held electronic dictionaries; smart rings; smart watches; smart glasses; face 
recognition device; handprint reading machines; scales; scales with body mass analyzers; wearable activity trackers; 
switchboards; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; stands for mobile phones; telecommunication apparatus in the form of 
jewelry; equipment for communication network; smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; cases for 
smartphones; covers for smartphones; security surveillance robots; portable media players; wearable video display 
monitors; television apparatus; earphones; microphones; camcorders; sound transmitting apparatus; video monitoring 
devices; virtual reality headsets; loudspeakers; cabinets for loudspeakers; cameras [photography]; selfie lenses; teaching 
robots; gas testing instruments; biochips; laboratory robots; digital weather stations; optical lenses; USB cables; USB 
cables for mobile phone; plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; touch screen; electronic chips; 
integrated circuits; video screens; batteries, electric.

8019



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4317332    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489844]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

HUAWEI ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT, SHENZHEN 518129 GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Notebook computers; laptop computers; wearable computers; computer software for creating and editing music and 
sound; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; computer memory devices; computer keyboards; interactive touch screen 
terminals; thin client computers; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; computer software applications, 
downloadable; downloadable mobile applications; tablet computers; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; computer 
screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; computer 
programmes [programs], recorded; hand-held electronic dictionaries; smart rings; smart watches; smart glasses; face 
recognition device; handprint reading machines; scales; scales with body mass analyzers; wearable activity trackers; 
switchboards; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; stands for mobile phones; telecommunication apparatus in the form of 
jewelry; equipment for communication network; smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; cases for 
smartphones; covers for smartphones; security surveillance robots; portable media players; wearable video display 
monitors; television apparatus; earphones; microphones; camcorders; sound transmitting apparatus; video monitoring 
devices; virtual reality headsets; loudspeakers; cabinets for loudspeakers; cameras [photography]; selfie lenses; teaching 
robots; gas testing instruments; biochips; laboratory robots; digital weather stations; optical lenses; USB cables; USB 
cables for mobile phone; plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; touch screen; electronic chips; 
integrated circuits; video screens; batteries, electric.

8020



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4317334    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489850]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

HUAWEI ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT, SHENZHEN 518129 GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Notebook computers; laptop computers; wearable computers; computer software for creating and editing music and 
sound; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; computer memory devices; computer keyboards; interactive touch screen 
terminals; thin client computers; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; computer software applications, 
downloadable; downloadable mobile applications; tablet computers; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; computer 
screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; computer 
programmes [programs], recorded; hand-held electronic dictionaries; smart rings; smart watches; smart glasses; face 
recognition device; handprint reading machines; scales; scales with body mass analyzers; wearable activity trackers; 
switchboards; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; stands for mobile phones; telecommunication apparatus in the form of 
jewelry; equipment for communication network; smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; cases for 
smartphones; covers for smartphones; security surveillance robots; portable media players; wearable video display 
monitors; television apparatus; earphones; microphones; camcorders; sound transmitting apparatus; video monitoring 
devices; virtual reality headsets; loudspeakers; cabinets for loudspeakers; cameras [photography]; selfie lenses; teaching 
robots; gas testing instruments; biochips; laboratory robots; digital weather stations; optical lenses; USB cables; USB 
cables for mobile phone; plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; touch screen; electronic chips; 
integrated circuits; video screens; batteries, electric.

8021



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4317422    21/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490099]
GUANGZHOU HAVIT TECHNOLOGY COMPANY LIMITED

RMS. 1307, Poly World Trade Center, Phase 2, No 1000 Xingang Dong Road, Haizhu District Guangzhou City China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Smartwatches [data processing]; protective films adapted for smartphones; portable media players; covers for 
smartphones; cell phone straps; microphones; mobile power [rechargeable batteries]; wearable activity trackers; couplers 
[data processing equipment]; camcorders; computer peripheral devices; virtual reality headsets; selfie sticks [hand-held 
monopods]; audio- and video-receivers; cabinets for loudspeakers; earphones; chargers for electric batteries; sockets, 
plugs and other contacts [electric connectors].

8022



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4317432    05/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490137]
Jiangmen Audiovisio Electronics Co.,Ltd.

Bulg 8-9, No.185, Jianshe 3RD, Jiangmen City Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sound tube; tape recorders; cabinets for loudspeakers; megaphones; radio receiver; audio-and video-receivers; vehicular 
radio; audio connector.

8023



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4317453    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490199]
STARVISION CO., LTD.

564, Olympic-ro, Gangdong-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Contact lenses; containers for contact lenses; spectacles; sunglasses; cases for spectacles, for pince-nez and for contact 
lenses.

8024



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4317473    31/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490286]
Shenzhen Kaijingda Technology Ltd

6/F., Bldg. 6, No. 29, Makan South Road, Makan Village, Xili Town, Nanshan District, Shenzhen City 102445 Guangdong Province 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Data processing apparatus; smart watches [data processing]; pedometers; scales; video telephones; smart phone cases; 
cabinets for loudspeakers; microphones; headphones; earphones; cameras [photography]; gauges; automatic indicators 
of low pressure in vehicle tires [tyres]; wires, electric; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; plugs, sockets and 
other contacts [electric connections]; anti-glare glasses; alarms; theft prevention installations, electric; smoke detectors; 
chargers for electric batteries; electrified fences.

8025



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 11/03/2019; Application No. : 88334442 ;United States of America 

4317480    28/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490295]
Latent Heat Solutions LLC

831 Pine Ridge Road Golden CO 80403 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Batteries; battery packs; energy storage devices, namely, electrochemical energy devices and rechargeable energy 
storage devices; electronic devices, namely, personal computers, handheld computers, mobile phones, smart phones, e-
readers, tablets, and cameras.

8026



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4317546    30/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489681]
Zabbix, SIA

Dzelzavas Street 117 LV-1021 Riga Latvia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software.

8027



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

MPX 

Priority claimed from 19/02/2019; Application No. : 2019-153 ;Leichtenstein 

4320606    19/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491824]
APPLE INC.

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer hardware, computer peripheral devices, graphics accelerators, and graphics processor units.

8028



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Digi-Key 

Priority claimed from 02/08/2019; Application No. : 88564331 ;United States of America 

4320615    13/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491822]
Digi-Key Corporation

701 Brooks Ave. South Thief River Falls MN 56701 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software, namely, a downloadable mobile application used to check the inventory and pricing of, and to purchase, 
electronic components and hardware.

8029



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

DEVICE 

Priority claimed from 08/04/2019; Application No. : 37365918 ;China 

4320675    26/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491783]
Shenzhen Sunway Communication Co., Ltd.

Building A, B, No. 1013, Xihuan Road, Shajing Street, Bao'an District, Shenzhen City Guangdong province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Data processing apparatus; couplers [data processing equipment]; magnetic data media; aerials; anti-interference devices 
[electricity]; transmitters of electronic signals; radios; masts for wireless aerials; transmitters [telecommunication]; mobile 
telephones; radio-frequency antennas; radio-frequency receivers; radio signal tuners; audio- and video-receivers; sound 
transmitting apparatus; acoustic couplers; loudspeakers; audio interfaces; telephone receivers; measuring apparatus; 
measuring devices, electric; wires, electric; magnetic wires; electric wire harnesses for automobiles; semi-conductors; 
integrated circuits; regulating apparatus, electric; connections for electric lines; connections, electric; switches, electric; 
control panels [electricity]; antenna filters; filters for radio interference suppression; batteries, electric; chargers for 
electric batteries; rechargeable batteries; chips [integrated circuits].

8030



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 07/03/2019; Application No. : 018033253 ;European Union 

4320733    13/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491844]
Stem Sel s.r.l.

Viale Giuseppe Fanin 48 I-40127 Bologna Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific apparatus and instruments for the cellular biotechnology; scientific apparatus and instruments for the isolation, 
separation and selection of human stem cells.

8031



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4320762    09/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491780]
JIANGSU JIESHITONG RADIO FREQUENCY SYSTEM CO., LTD.

NO. 8 DONGJIN STREET, DONGTAI CITY JIANGSU PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Aerials; branch boxes; transmitters of electronic signals; wireless apparatus; intercommunication apparatus; masts for 
wireless aerials; transmitters [telecommunication]; transponders; network communication equipment; lightning 
conductors.

8032



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4321286    31/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491361]
hyPHY USA Inc

2711 Centerville Rd Ste 400 Wilmington DE 19808-1660 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electronic apparatus for preparing signals for transmission onto an electromagnetic pathway; flexible electric cables; 
insulated electrical cables; electric interface cables; electric couplings for electrical cables; printed circuit boards; printed 
circuits; printed electric circuits; integrated circuit boards; integrated circuits; electronic apparatus for receiving and 
decoding signals from an electromagnetic pathway; computer chips; computer circuit boards; electronic circuit boards; 
integrated circuits for processing video and multimedia signals; interface cards for computers in the form of printed 
circuits; interface cards in the form of printed circuits for electrical apparatus; transmitters for the transmission of 
electronic signals; receiving terminals for electrical signals; apparatus for electrical signal transmission, namely, 
transmitters and receivers for video and multimedia signal transmission; converters for analogue signals, namely, 
transcoding circuits to facilitate long-distance video communication; software for preparing signals for transmission into 
an electromagnetic pathway; converters for digital signals, namely, transcoding circuits to facilitate long-distance video 
communication; software for receiving and decoding signals from an electromagnetic pathway; decoders; encoders; 
apparatus for decoding encoded signals; data transmission cables; cables for electronic transmission of signals and 
images.

8033



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 25/02/2019; Application No. : 36475369 ;China 

4321291    02/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490704]
Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD., BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT SHENZHEN China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; wearable 
computers; portable digital electronic scales; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; selfie sticks used as 
smartphone accessories; smartphones in the shape of a wristband; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical 
purposes; security surveillance robots; wearable video display monitors; selfie lenses; laboratory robots; teaching robots; 
stylus for computer; computer programs, downloadable; downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; electric plugs; 
electric sockets; computer memory devices; computer programs, recorded; computer keyboards; computer operating 
programs, recorded; mouse [computer peripheral]; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; notebook computers; electronic 
publications, downloadable; downloadable music files; downloadable image files; laptop computers; bags adapted for 
laptops; sleeves for laptops; computer software applications, downloadable; tablet computers; pedometers; fingerprint 
scanner; scales; switchboards; transmitters of electronic signals; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; radios; modems; 
transponders; smartphones; program-controlled telephone switching equipment; network communication equipment; 
cabinets for loudspeakers; loudspeakers; microphones; sound transmitting apparatus; television apparatus; camcorders; 
headphones; portable media players; digital photo frames; headsets; cameras [photography]; air analysis apparatus; gas 
testing instruments; optical lenses; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; integrated circuits; video screens; 
sensors; electronic chips; chargers for electric batteries; batteries, electric; computer hardware; rechargeable batteries; 
smartglasses; smart watches; wearable activity trackers; covers for smartphones; cases for smartphones; selfie sticks 
[hand-held monopods]; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; large-screen liquid crystal displays [LCDs]; 
electronic diary; flat panel display screens; liquid crystal display [LCD] screens; intercoms; car televisions; video 
monitors; touch screens; electronic pens; flexible flat panel displays for computers; stands adapted for tablet computers; 
video image printers; stands adapted for mobile phones; USB cables; USB cables for cellphones; digital door locks; 
central alarms; security tokens [encryption devices]; covers for tablet computers; black boxes [data recorders]; interactive 
touch screen terminals; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; electronic sheet music, downloadable; smart rings; 
downloadable software applications for mobile phones; face recognition devices; scales with body mass analysers; 
bathroom scales; protective films adapted for smartphones; electric and electronic effects units for musical instruments; 
audio interfaces; equalizers [audio apparatus]; virtual reality headsets; car video recorders; set-top boxes; thermal 
imaging cameras; infrared detectors; digital weather stations; biochips; electronic key fobs being remote control 
apparatus; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; thin client 
computers; hand-held electronic dictionaries.

8034



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 05/07/2019; Application No. : 40201914709Y ;Singapore 

4321342    11/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490722]
KPR Singapore Pte Ltd

5008 Ang Mo Kio Avenue 5, 05-13 Techplace II Singapore 569874 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Articles of footwear for protection against accidents; articles of footwear for protection against injury; foot protectors for 
protection against accident or injury; footwear for protection against accident; footwear for protection against fire; 
footwear for protection against injury; industrial boots for protection against accident; industrial boots for protection 
against injury; outdoor boots for protection against accident or injury; safety footwear for protection against accident or 
injury; protective shoes for protection against accident or injury; rubber shoes for protection against accident or injury; 
safety boots for use in industry for protection against accident or injury; safety footwear for protection against accident or 
injury; shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; working shoes for protection against accident or injury.

8035



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 11/03/2019; Application No. : 88334433 ;United States of America 

4322265    28/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491669]
Latent Heat Solutions LLC

831 Pine Ridge Road Golden CO 80403 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Batteries; battery packs; energy storage devices, namely, electrochemical energy devices and rechargeable energy 
storage devices; electronic devices, namely, personal computers, handheld computers, mobile phones, smart phones, e-
readers, tablets, and cameras.

8036



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 26/12/2018; Application No. : 35580090 ;China 

4322330    25/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491237]
Shenzhen Aobay Technology Co., Ltd.

Room 432, 4th Floor, Gongyi Building, Gongyi 432, Shibida-Gongyi Building, No. 55 Zhenhua Road, Fuqiang Community, Huaqiangbei 
Subdistrict, Futian District, Shenzhen City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Covers for tablet computers; protective films adapted for computer screens; stands adapted for tablet computers; 
computer software applications, downloadable; touch screen pens with electrically conductive pen tip; computer 
peripheral devices; pedometers; face recognition apparatus; time clocks [time recording devices]; rules [measuring 
instruments]; signs, luminous; cellular phones; covers for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; stands 
adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks for smartphones; earphones; cabinets for loudspeakers; cameras; selfie lenses; 
selfie monopods for smartphones, cameras; surveying apparatus and instruments; temperature indicators; telescopes; 
universal serial bus [USB] cables for smartphones; protective goggles; protective helmets; theft prevention installations, 
electric; eyeglasses; decorative magnets.

8037



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4322333    14/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491241]
WBQ IP LLC

166 E. LEVERING MILL ROAD BALA CYNWYD PA 19004 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable computer software applications for use in connection with smartphones, PDA devices, tablet computers 
and other portable and handheld digital electronic devices, namely, software featuring valuation guides with specifications 
and prices relating to watches, featuring reference materials relating to watches, featuring guides to authentication of 
watches and information and guides to services that enable subscribers to sell their watches; downloadable electronic 
publications, namely, a guide featuring valuation guides with specifications and prices relating to watches.

8038



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 10/12/2018; Application No. : 88222866 ;United States of America 

4322352    03/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491255]
FEI Company

5350 NE Dawson Creek Drive Hillsboro OR 971245830 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
High brightness, submicron ion and electron beam columns using field emission technology for scientific and laboratory 
use, namely, focused ion beam columns for ion lithography, ion beam milling, secondary ion mass spectroscopy and 
mask repair; focused electron beam columns for scientific and laboratory use, namely, electron beam lithography, electron 
beam microscopy, and liquid metal ion sources.

8039



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 10/12/2014; Application No. : 14/4140887 ;France 

3138599    04/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1260320]
LA DIFFUSION TECHNIQUE FRANCAISE

19 rue de la Presse F-42000 SAINT-ETIENNE France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; 
suture material.

8040



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 18/07/2019; Application No. : 1399369 ;Benelux 

4317377    15/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490020]
Formula One Licensing B.V.

Beursplein 37 NL-3011 AA Rotterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Ear defenders; ear plugs; ear protection devices; protective ear plugs; ear plugs for protection against noise; ear plugs for 
sleeping; ear plugs for soundproofing; noise protection means in the form of deformable ear plugs; hearing protectors; 
hearing protection devices; hearing protectors without the ability to reproduce or transmit sound.

8041



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 01/08/2019; Application No. : 4020190119996 ;Republic of Korea 

4317380    20/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490022]
ACH Medical Co.,Ltd.

28, Namyang-ro 930beon-gil, Namyang-eup, Hwaseong-si Gyeonggi-do 18255 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rigid medical endoscopes; medical endoscopes; laparoscopes; apparatus for non-invasive surgery; flexible medical 
endoscopes; gastroscopes; medical instruments; medical apparatus and instruments; endoscopes for medical purposes; 
endoscopic apparatus for medical purposes; endoscopy cameras for medical purposes; medical and surgical 
laparoscopes; endoprostheses; thoracoscopes; artificial teeth; dental fixtures; dental apparatus and instruments; 
instruments for use in prosthetic dentistry; dental implants; implant fixture for dental purposes.

8042



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 01/08/2019; Application No. : 4020190119997 ;Republic of Korea 

4317383    20/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490062]
ACH Medical Co.,Ltd.

28, Namyang-ro 930beon-gil, Namyang-eup, Hwaseong-si Gyeonggi-do 18255 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rigid medical endoscopes; medical endoscopes; laparoscopes; apparatus for non-invasive surgery; flexible medical 
endoscopes; gastroscopes; medical instruments; medical apparatus and instruments; endoscopes for medical purposes; 
endoscopic apparatus for medical purposes; endoscopy cameras for medical purposes; medical and surgical 
laparoscopes; endoprostheses; thoracoscopes; artificial teeth; dental fixtures; dental apparatus and instruments; 
instruments for use in prosthetic dentistry; dental implants; implant fixture for dental purposes.

8043



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 10 
 

4317475    16/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490293]
Vee International Inc.

625 South Street Garden City NY 11530 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Adult sexual aids, namely, artificial penises, penis enlargers, vibrators, vibrating rubber rings, masturbators, artificial 
vaginas.

8044



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 10 
 

 

4317551    08/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489706]
FRITZ RUCK Ophthalmologische Systeme GmbH

Ernst-Abbe-Straße 30b 52249 Eschweiler Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; 
suture materials.

8045



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 10 
 

4320674    08/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491741]
Zenyum PTE. LTD

81 Ayer Rajah Crescent, 01-69 JTC Launchpad Singapore 139967 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Teeth braces; dental braces.

8046



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 06/02/2019; Application No. : 88291848 ;United States of America 

4322342    05/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491249]
Group K Diagnostics, Inc.

1015 Chestnut Street, Suite 1010 Philadelphia PA 19107 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical diagnostic apparatus for detecting and quantifying analyte concentrations in biological samples, and assessing 
the medical status of a patient.

8047



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 11 
 

4316340    23/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490340]
Thorlabs, Inc.

56 Sparta Avenue Newton NJ 07860 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
LED light engines.

8048



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 20/03/2019; Application No. : 88348077 ;United States of America 

4317315    22/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489776]
Taylor Commercial Foodservice Inc.

750 N. Blackhawk Road Rockton IL 60172 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Refrigerated alcohol beverage dispensing units for commercial use.

8049



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 01/03/2019; Application No. : 88321450 ;United States of America 

4317448    30/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490191]
Delta T, LLC

2348 Innovation Drive Lexington KY 40511 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric fans.

8050



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 12 
 

4292021    28/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486170]
YANTAI CHANGHONG PLASTIC CO.,LTD.

NO. 20-1, BAOAN ROAD, DEVELOPMENT ZONE, YANTAI CITY 264006 SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bicycle kickstand; mudguards; bicycle handlebars.

8051



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 12 
 

4320885    29/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491505]
BRUSA KOLTUK VE IÇ TRIM TEKNOLOJILERI SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI

Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Mavi Cad. 2.Sokak No:2 Nilüfer TR-16159 Bursa Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vehicle seats; sea vehicle seats, railway vehicle seats, air vehicle seats, armrest for vehicle seats, fitted vehicle seat 
covers, safety vehicle seats for children, footrests for vehicle seats.

8052



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 12 
 

 

Priority claimed from 27/03/2019; Application No. : 37107274 ;China 

4322308    12/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491219]
Hasco Magna Electric Drive System Co., Ltd.

Building 3, No. 881, Jinshi Road, Baoshan District 200949 Shanghai City China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Land vehicle transmission gear; land vehicle electric motor; land vehicle clutch; land vehicle motor; land vehicle 
transmission motor; propulsion unit for land vehicle; torque converter for land vehicle; reduction gear for land vehicle.

8053



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 03/02/2017; Application No. : 87323902 ;United States of America 

3546375    08/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1342487]
WILLIAM GOLDBERG DIAMOND CORP.

589 Fifth Avenue New York NY 10017 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jewelry, namely, bracelets, earrings, rings and pendants; diamonds; jewelry; necklaces; watches; diamond jewelry.

8054



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 14 
 

4241767    28/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1477379]
KGHM Polska Miedz S.A.

M. Sklodowskiej-Curie 48 PL-59-301 Lubin Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Gemstones, pearls and precious metals, and imitations thereof.

8055



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 14 
 

 

Priority claimed from 28/06/2019; Application No. : 88493103 ;United States of America 

4317308    21/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489743]
CIRCA 1901 PARIS, INC.

18325 WATERVIEW PARKWAY Dallas TX 75252 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jewelry.

8056



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 15 
 

4317412    05/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490092]
BURGETT, INC.

4111 North Freeway boulevard, Suite 1 Sacramento CA 95834 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Musical instruments, namely pianos.

8057



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 17 
 

Priority claimed from 26/04/2019; Application No. : 2019-063749 ;Japan 

4293997    14/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487056]
TORAY KABUSHIKI KAISHA (TORAY INDUSTRIES, INC.)

1-1, Nihonbashi-Muromachi 2-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-8666 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Carbon fibers for use in manufacturing, namely, adhesive-coated thermoplastic composite strips and sheets that are 
further molded for use in footwear, athletic goods, sports footwear and recreational products; adhesive-coated 
thermoplastic composite strips and sheets containing glass fibres, which are further molded for use in footwear, athletic 
goods, sports footwear and recreational products; carbon fibers for use in manufacturing, namely, adhesive-coated 
thermoplastic composite strips and sheets for use in further manufacture; adhesive-coated thermoplastic composite strips 
and sheets containing glass fibers, for use in further manufacture; plastic composite materials reinforced with carbon 
fibers; plastic composite materials reinforced with glass fibers; prepreg materials made of carbon fibers; prepreg materials 
containing glass fibers; electrical insulating materials; chemical fibers not for textile use; carbon fibers not for textile use; 
carbon fibers in the form of sheets not for textile use; rock wool; chemical fiber yarns and threads not for textile use; 
plastic sheeting for agricultural purposes; plastic films not for packing use; semi-worked plastic products; rubber, raw or 
semi-worked; carbon paper that is composite semi-worked product of carbon fibers and carbons for use in base materials 
for electrodes.

8058



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 16 
 

Priority claimed from 19/12/2018; Application No. : 018002236 ;European Union 

4304417    14/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487603]
ELMO & MONTEGRAPPA S.P.A.

VIA CA' ERIZZO 43/45 I-36061 BASSANO DEL GRAPPA (VI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper stationery; pens; pen ink; pen sets; steel pens; pen ink cartridges; pencil leads; money holders; planners 
[printed matter]; pencils; desk sets; penholders; pen clips; pen cases; writing or drawing books; stands for pens and 
pencils; desk organisers; desk mats; desktop document racks; desktop business card holders; pencil toppers; correcting 
and erasing implements; writing and stamping implements; calendars; inkwells; paperweights; manuals [handbooks]; 
pamphlets; pen ink refills; ink reservoir; office binders; writing sets; note books; paper cutters; office requisites, except 
furniture; pen and pencil boxes; gift cases for writing instruments; writing tablets; absorbent paper; calligraphy paper; 
writing paper.

8059



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 19 
 

4286946    25/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485444]
DOLOMITE FRANCHI S.p.A.

Via Zanardelli 13 I-25054 Marone (Brescia) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Building materials, not of metal; non-metallic rigid piping for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; buildings, transportable, 
not of metal; monuments, not of metal; bricks; non-metallic refractory construction materials in the form of blocks, 
granules or powder.

8060



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 20 
 

 

4314408    22/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490512]
Jiangxi Huaminsheng Furniture Co., Ltd.

Dongshan Furniture Industrial Park, Nankang Economic Development Zone, Ganzhou City Jiangxi Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Furniture; counter (table); metal furniture; sofa; workbench; crate; picture frame; wooden furniture partition; furniture 
door; office furniture.

8061



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 20 
 

Priority claimed from 18/01/2019; Application No. : 018011854 ;European Union 

4317317    10/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489778]
Cristian Zambrini

Via Tagliamento 13 I-48017 Conselice (RA) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Animal housing and beds; kennels for household pets.

8062



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 20 
 

Priority claimed from 18/01/2019; Application No. : 018011855 ;European Union 

4317318    10/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489779]
Cristian Zambrini

Via Tagliamento 13 I-48017 Conselice Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Animal housing and beds; kennels for household pets.

8063



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 21 
 

4317443    16/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490175]
Ahn ik jae

103-606, 51, Hakdong-ro 97-gil, Gangnam-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Make-up brushes.

8064



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 24 
 

 

4310870    28/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1433178]
Cozy Comfort Company LLC

4634 E. Peak View Rd Cave Creek AZ 85331 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Blanket throws, namely, whole body blankets.

8065



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 25 
 

 

Priority claimed from 04/09/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 049 404.0/09 ;Germany 

2741978    19/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1201853]
GALERIA Kaufhof GmbH

Leonhard-Tietz-Str. 1 50676 Köln DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, footwear, headgear for wear, heels, heelpieces for footwear, suits, babies' pants [clothing], layettes [clothing], 
bathing suits, bathing trunks, bath robes, bathing caps, bath sandals, bath slippers, bandanas [neckerchiefs], berets, leg 
warmers, clothing of imitations of leather, motorists' clothing, paper clothing, visors [hatmaking]; boas [necklets], teddies 
[undergarments], brassieres, chasubles, dresses, shower caps, inner soles, pocket squares, masquerade costumes, 
mittens, fishing vests, football shoes, footmuffs, not electrically heated, gabardines [clothing], galoshes, spats, money 
belts [clothing], non-slipping devices for footwear, belts [clothing], clothing for gymnastics, gymnastic shoes, half-boots, 
scarves, gloves [clothing], slippers, slips [undergarments], shirt yokes, shirt fronts, wooden shoes, trousers, trouser 
straps, braces for clothing [suspenders], girdles, hats, hat frames [skeletons], jackets [clothing], jerseys [clothing], stuff 
jackets [clothing], bodices [lingerie], skull caps, hoods [clothing], ready-made linings [parts of clothing], pockets for 
clothing, ready-made clothing, camisoles, corsets [underclothing], collars [clothing], detachable collars, neckties, ascots, 
short-sleeve shirts, bibs, not of paper, clothing of leather, leggings [trousers], underwear, anti-sweat underwear, liveries, 
maniples, cuffs, coats, pelisses, mantillas, corselets, mitres [hats], dressing gowns, muffs [clothing], caps [headwear], 
cap peaks, outerclothing, ear muffs [clothing], combinations [clothing], slippers, paper hats [clothing], parkas, pelerines, 
furs [clothing], petticoats, ponchos, jumpers [pullovers], pyjamas, cyclists' clothing, welts for footwear, waterproof 
clothing, skirts, sandals, saris, sarongs, collar protectors, sashes for wear, pyjamas, sleep masks, veils [clothing], 
wimples, breeches for wear, lace boots, fittings of metal for footwear, shoes, soles for footwear, footwear uppers, tips for 
footwear, smocks, aprons [clothing], dress shields, ski gloves, ski boots, skorts, underpants, socks, sock suspenders, 
boots for sports, sports shoes, boots, boot uppers, headbands [clothing], esparto shoes or sandals, shawls, fur stoles, 
studs for football boots, beach clothes, beach shoes, garters, stockings, sweat-absorbent stockings, heelpieces for 
stockings, stocking suspenders, tights, sweaters, togas, jumper dresses, knitwear [clothing], sports jerseys, tee-shirts, 
turbans, overcoats, uniforms, body linen [garments], sweat-absorbent underclothing [underwear], pants, underclothing, 
underclothing, wet suits for water-skiing, vests, hosiery, top hats.

8066



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 25 
 

3457327    08/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1321350]
VDR Fashion Group B.V.

Burgemeester Burgerslaan 40 a NL-5245 NH Rosmalen

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, footwear, headgear.

8067



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 25 
 

4315205    27/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1283836]
Timo Beelow

Goerdelerstr. 11 42329 Wuppertal Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing.

8068



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 25 
 

4316331    28/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490303]
IMPLUS FOOTCARE LLC

2001 TW ALEXANDER DRIVE BOX 13925 DURHAM NC 27709 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Athletic apparel, namely, socks.

8069



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 13/06/2019; Application No. : 733028 ;Switzerland 

4316641    15/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489673]
Triumph Intertrade AG

Triumphweg 6 CH-5330 Bad Zurzach Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, footwear and headgear.

8070



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 25 
 

 

4317322    16/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489804]
Bella Luna Oy (0626766-2)

Heikinpolventie 1 FI-37150 Nokia Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Footwear, headgear, clothing.

8071



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 25 
 

4322056    08/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490831]
WANG LEI

NO. 10-4, YONGNING ROAD, XICHENG STREET, HUANGYAN DISTRICT, TAIZHOU 318024 ZHEJIANG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hats; scarfs; leather belts [clothing]; wedding cloth (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 
(2) (b) of the Common Regulations); clothing; gloves [clothing]; trousers; hosiery; layettes [clothing]; shoes.

8072



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 27 
 

4321895    26/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491880]
Suzhou Tuntex Fiber & Carpet Co.,Ltd.

NO.1, 204 National Highway West Side, Ti-yu West Road, The Town Of Chengxiang, Taicang 215400 Jiangsu China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Carpets; rugs; mats; bath mats; floor coverings; door mats; automobile carpets; wallpaper; rubber floor mats.

8073



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 28 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/03/2019; Application No. : 4-2019-07509 ;Viet Nam 

4292025    17/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486186]
SEMO VINA CO., LTD.

Plot AL 09b-11-13, Road 8, Tan Thuan Export Processing Zone, Tan Thuan Dong Ward, District 7 Ho Chi Minh City Viet Nam

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Toys; stuffed toys; figures (toys); plush toys; dolls.

8074



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 28 
 

 

4314375    22/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490501]
GUANGZHOU S-UP KIDS CO.LTD

Room 55-10, No. 200, East of Fangcun Avenue, Liwan District, Guangzhou City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Stationary exercise bicycles; twirling batons; building blocks [toys]; conjuring apparatus; batting gloves [accessories for 
games]; toys; Go board games; bladders of balls for games; sleds [sports articles]; bite indicators [fishing tackle].

8075



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 28 
 

4322048    21/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490826]
NEW TIME PLASTIC MFG CO.,LTD

FONG SHOU INDUSTRIAL AREA, WAN NIAN COUNTY, SHANGRAO CITY JIANGXI PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Playing balls; rackets; trampolines; surfboards; wakeboards; stuffed toys; swimming pools [play articles]; fishing tackle; 
slides [playthings]; play balloons; toys; toy houses; surf skis; swimming jackets; dolls' beds; toy furniture; inflatable toy; 
puppets; swimming rings.

8076



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 29 
 

Priority claimed from 30/04/2015; Application No. : 3559834 ;Spain 

3119412    14/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1259216]
CALIDAD PASCUAL, S.A.U.

Carretera de Palencia, s/n E-09400 ARANDA DE DUERO (BURGOS) ES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT M. JOSHI

501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI ( EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Eggs, milk and dairy products; jellies, jams, compotes, fruit and vegetable spreads; animal fat, butter; margarine; edible 
oils and fats.

8077



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 29 
 

4317488    25/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490384]
JINAN BABAOYU YANGJI ZHUANYE HEZUOSHE

JINZHUANG VILLAGE, ZHANGXIA TOWN, CHANGQING, JINAN 250300 SHANDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Meat; poultry, not live; chicken egg; egg; processed chicken egg; salted egg; preserved egg; fish, not live; bean curd 
goods; dried edible mushroom.

8078



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 28/02/2019; Application No. : 88320143 ;United States of America 

4316351    20/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489656]
Apollo Brands LLC

2600 W. 8th Ave. Denver CO 80204 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chewing gum.

8079



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 06/08/2019; Application No. : 018104379 ;European Union 

4321809    09/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491504]
FENDI SRL

Palazzo della Civiltà Italiana Quadrato della Concordia, 3 I-00144 ROMA Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beverages with coffee, cocoa, chocolate or tea base; bread; pastries; chocolate; ice cream; sorbets; edible ices; sugar.

8080



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 31 
 

4317416    26/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490098]
The Redwood Group, LLC

5920 Nall Avenue, Suite 400 Mission KS 66202 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fresh chickpeas; fresh lentils; fresh peas; fresh beans; unprocessed beans.

8081



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 31 
 

4317527    26/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489665]
The Redwood Group, LLC

5920 Nall Avenue, Suite 400 Mission KS 66202 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fresh chickpeas; fresh lentils; fresh peas; fresh beans; unprocessed beans.

8082



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 32 
 

Priority claimed from 08/02/2019; Application No. : 018021203 ;European Union 

4317501    07/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489652]
CEDER'S Drinks Ltd

1 Princeton Mews 167-169 London Road Kingston upon Thames KT2 6PT United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-alcoholic beverages.

8083



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 32 
 

4317583    25/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489711]
Liquid Reinventions Limited

2 Lee Lok Street 407-9 Oceanic Industrial Centre Ap Lei Chau Hongkong 999077 China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beers; fruit beverages; fruit juice; mineral and aerated water; non-alcoholic cordials; syrups for beverages.

8084



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 33 
 

4315607    05/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489999]
AUSTRALIAN WHISKY HOLDINGS MANAGEMENT PTY LTD

5B Morrison Street HOBART TAS 7000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Whisky.

8085



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 20/02/2014; Application No. : 86198546 ;United States of America 

2857482    09/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1216415]
Centric Digital LLC

120 Fifth Avenue, 7th Floor New York NY 10011 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Business management consulting services in the field of digital strategy, digital marketing, product development and 
technology.

8086



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 35 
 

 

Priority claimed from 08/10/2013; Application No. : 063502 ;Jamaica 

2859694    08/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1218784]
APPLE INC.

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2728883

IR DIVISION
Business management; data processing services; advertising agency services; advertising, marketing, and promotion 
services; advertising and marketing consultation; sales promotion services; promoting the goods and services of others; 
conducting market research; analysis of advertising response and market research; design, creation, preparation, 
production, and dissemination of advertisements and advertising material for others; media planning services; 
administration of consumer loyalty programs; arranging and conducting incentive rewards programs to promote the sale 
of goods and services; providing business, consumer, and commercial information over computer networks and global 

8087



communication networks; business services, namely, providing computer databases regarding the purchase and sale of a 
wide variety of products and services of others; retail store services; online retail store services provided via the internet 
and other electronic and communications networks; arranging and conducting of commercial, trade, and business 
conferences, shows, and exhibitions; information, advisory business management; data processing services; advertising 
agency services; advertising, marketing, and promotion services; advertising and marketing consultation; sales 
promotion services; promoting the goods and services of others; conducting market research; analysis of advertising 
response and market research; design, creation, preparation, production, and dissemination of advertisements and 
advertising material for others; media planning services; administration of consumer loyalty programs; arranging and 
conducting incentive rewards programs to promote the sale of goods and services; providing business, consumer, and 
commercial information over computer networks and global communication networks; business services, namely, 
providing computer databases regarding the purchase and sale of a wide variety of products and services of others; retail 
store services; online retail store services provided via the internet and other electronic and communications networks; 
arranging and conducting of commercial, trade, and business conferences, shows, and exhibitions; information, advisory 
and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid.

8088



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 35 
 

3533338    26/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1298535]
Ashley Furniture Industries Inc.

One Ashley Way Arcadia WI 54612 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Retail store services in the field of furniture and home furnishings.

8089



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 35 
 

3547612    25/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1344172]
OPEN COMPUTE PROJECT FOUNDATION

Post Office Box 82287 Austin TX 78708 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Promoting collaboration within the information technology community to drive adoption of leading edge data center 
designs and practices; promoting the exchange of information and resources within the information technology 
community.

8090



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 14/07/2017; Application No. : 87528722 ;United States of America 

3708362    26/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1377589]
Synergy CHC Corp.

865 Spring Street Westbrook ME 04092 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Business development consultation services; brand consultancy services; business marketing consultation services; 
business consultation and management services in the field of consumer goods; business consultation and management 
services in the field of consumer health goods.

8091



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 35 
 

4313176    22/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489182]
Schemmann, Michael

IICPA Michael Schemmann, 290 East Phillips Lake Loop Road Shelton WA 98584 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Accounting services.

8092



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 27/02/2019; Application No. : 734307 ;Switzerland 

4320616    26/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1492062]
Adecco Group AG

Bellerivestrasse 30 CH-8008 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Employment agency services; research, selection, placement and management of temporary, short-term and permanent 
personnel; employment agency services by means of Internet platforms and software application directly linking job 
applicants and employers.

8093



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 36 
 

 

Priority claimed from 28/11/2013; Application No. : 657262 ;Switzerland 

2770494    10/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1207228]
Banque Pictet & Cie SA

route des Acacias 60 CH-1227 Carouge GE Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial and monetary services; banking services; investment services; investment services relating to capital, funds 
and trusts; consulting services for capital investment; services relating to mutual funds, collective investment funds and 
hedge funds; financial services relating to trusts; wealth management services; trusteeship; financial subscriptions and 
issue of securities; assessment services and transaction services for financial securities and financial derivative 
products; information and financial consultancy services for securities and raw materials and operations on securities 
and raw materials; financial transfer and transaction services and payment services; credit and debit card services; 
exchange and foreign exchange services; information, advice and analyses relating to finance; quotations and trading 
futures on stock indices; provision of solvency reports and credit ratings; appraisal services; financial evaluation 
services; financial brokerage services; loan, credit and hire-purchase financing services; deposit of securities, stocks and 
bonds; fund raising and financial sponsorship; insurance services; real estate affairs.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 09/07/2019; Application No. : 40201914885U ;Singapore 

4316342    01/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490306]
INSTAREM PTE. LIMITED

16 Raffles Quay, 20-05 Hong Leong Building Singapore 048581 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial services; financial services provided by electronic means; electronic funds transfer services; financial exchange 
services; processing electronic payments made through prepaid cards.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 04/04/2019; Application No. : SD2019/0029247 ;Colombia 

4322927    10/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490883]
LOLA KANDELAFT

Calle 75 No 3-53 BOGOTÁ , D.C. Colombia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial analysis regarding investments; analysis of financial markets and preparation of reports relating thereto; 
analysis, appraisal and forecasting of risks in the financial and investment markets; advice regarding financial risk 
management; financial consultancy and advice; management of financial assets, investments and real estate; trading of 
financial instruments; financial advisory services relating to securities, derivatives and other financial products; stock 
exchange services regarding financial securities; brokerage services regarding financial derivatives; financial 
management and investment services related to securities; financial services and related consultancy; financial 
information and advisory services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 37 
 

 

3544883    14/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1338550]
Jaguar Land Rover Limited

Abbey Road, Whitley Coventry, Warwickshire CV3 4LF United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.37;Maintenance, repair, servicing, reconditioning, restoration, inspection, care, cleaning, respraying and polishing of 
motor land vehicles, civil engineering construction machines, automotive manufacturing machinery, agricultural 
machines, internal combustion engines or of parts and fittings for all these goods; diagnostic or inspection services, all 
for motor cars or for parts and fittings therefor, or for internal combustion engines; assembly of accessories for vehicles 
(installation services); vehicle breakdown assistance [repair]; providing emergency roadside assistance service; tuning of 
engines and motor vehicles; providing maintenance and vehicle repair assistance and information to drivers regarding 
their vehicles; maintenance, upgrading and diagnostic repair services for in-car electronics systems or in-car 
entertainment systems; charging station services for electric vehicles; vehicle battery charging; automobile 
customization services; automotive upgrade services; information, consultancy and advice relating to any of the 
aforesaid services and for the supply of parts for motor land vehicles
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 37 
 

 

4315576    10/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1450293]
Jaguar Land Rover Limited

Abbey Road, Whitley, Coventry CV3 4LF United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Maintenance, repair, servicing, reconditioning, restoration, inspection, care, cleaning, painting and polishing of motor 
land vehicles, civil engineering construction machines, automotive manufacturing machinery, agricultural machines, 
internal combustion engines or of parts and fittings for all these goods; assembly of accessories for vehicles (installation 
services); vehicle breakdown assistance [repair]; providing emergency roadside assistance service; tuning of engines 
and motor vehicles; providing maintenance and vehicle repair assistance and information to drivers regarding their 
vehicles; maintenance, upgrading and diagnostic repair services for in-car electronics systems or in-car entertainment 
systems; charging station services for electric vehicles; vehicle battery charging; automobile customization services; 
automotive upgrade services; information, consultancy and advice relating to any of the aforesaid services and for the 
supply of parts for motor land vehicles (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); diagnostic or inspection services [prior to repair or servicing], all for vehicles or for parts and 
fittings therefor, or for internal combustion engines.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 37 
 

Priority claimed from 14/05/2019; Application No. : 2004487 ;Australia 

4315594    19/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489959]
WT Partnership Aust. Pty Ltd

Level 26, 45 Clarence Street Sydney NSW 2000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Building and construction services; construction consultation; construction information; building construction 
supervision; provision of information in relation to building construction; building project management; building 
maintenance.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 37 
 

Priority claimed from 08/05/2019; Application No. : 2004488 ;Australia 

4317361    19/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489928]
WT Partnership Aust. Pty Ltd

Level 26, 45 Clarence Street Sydney NSW 2000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Building and construction services; building construction supervision; construction consultation; construction 
information; provision of information in relation to building construction; building project management; building 
maintenance.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 38 
 

4308015    10/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1244315]
Megaport (Services) Pty Ltd

Level 4, 825 Ann Street Fortitude Valley QLD 4006 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Communication of data by means of telecommunications; data transmission services over telecommunications networks; 
digital network telecommunications services; fibre optic telecommunications services; hire of telecommunications 
installations; operation of telecommunications systems; operation of wide-band telecommunications networks; optical 
fibre telecommunications services; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; provision 
of telecommunication facilities; switching network services (telecommunications); telecommunications; 
telecommunications routing and junction services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 39 
 

 

4308041    28/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1322364]
Virtuoso, Ltd.

Suite 900, 777 Main Street Fort Worth TX 76102 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation; arranging travel tours; travel guide 
services; travel information services; providing information in the field of travel by means of a global computer network.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 39 
 

Priority claimed from 25/07/2019; Application No. : 88537039 ;United States of America 

4316344    28/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489669]
Kopf Leasing, Incorporated

2311 Toledo Road Elkhart IN 46516 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Freight transportation by truck; freight and transport brokerage.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 41 
 

4320613    30/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491768]
TETRAMAP INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

Level 4, 3 Ferncroft Street, Grafton Auckland 1010 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Educational and training services, namely, coaching, conducting courses, conducting workshops, tutorials, seminars and 
conferences, all in the fields of personal development, personal awareness, teambuilding and team development, 
leadership development, communication, organisational development and effectiveness, business education and training; 
all the aforesaid also provided online; education, training and coaching services for personnel, team, and leadership 
development; education, training and coaching services in the field of communication and organisational development; 
publishing of books; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; information, advisory and consultancy 
services in relation to the foregoing.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 42 
 

4301196    28/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488013]
Melvia Pty Ltd

U372 585 Little Collins St MELBOURNE VIC 3000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Online provision of web-based applications (non-downloadable).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 42 
 

4314368    22/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490484]
HEALTH HOPE (BEIJING) TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

11013, 10TH FLOOR, BUILDING 3, NO.6 COURTYARD, FUTONG EAST STREET, CHAOYANG DISTRICT 100102 BEIJING 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer programming; computer software design; updating of computer software; consultancy in the design and 
development of computer hardware; maintenance of computer software; computer system analysis; computer system 
design; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; software as a service [SaaS]; electronic data 
storage.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 42 
 

 

Priority claimed from 28/02/2019; Application No. : 88319636 ;United States of America 

4317382    26/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490025]
Amylyx Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

43 Thorndike Street Cambridge MA 02141 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical research and development; pharmaceutical drug development services; testing of pharmaceuticals.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 43 
 

 

4308044    28/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1322365]
Virtuoso, Ltd.

Suite 900, 777 Main Street Fort Worth TX 76102 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for temporary lodging, restaurants, and meals.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 43 
 

4322922    29/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490875]
GoEuro Corp.

2637 E Atlantic Blvd 33734 Pompano Beach FL 33062 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Booking agency services for hotel accommodation; providing temporary accommodation; tourist home services; 
provision of information relating to the booking of accommodation; consultancy services relating to hotel facilities; 
information relating to hotels; providing reviews of restaurants and bars; temporary accommodation reservations; 
appraisal of hotel accommodation (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common 
Regulations); rating holiday accommodation; travel agencies for arranging accommodation; hotel reservations; tour 
operator services for the booking of temporary accommodation; booking of hotel accommodation; agency services for 
the reservation of temporary accommodation; hotel accommodation services; provision of information relating to hotels; 
provision of information relating to restaurants; provision of information relating to bars; making hotel reservations for 
others; restaurant information services; provision of hotel accommodation; arranging of accommodation for holiday 
makers; providing travel lodging information services and travel lodging booking agency services for travelers; providing 
online information relating to hotel reservations; providing on-line information relating to holiday accommodation 
reservations; providing information about temporary accommodation via the internet.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 45 
 

4308006    28/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1197028]
Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP

525 West Monroe Street Chicago IL 60661 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing legal services to others.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 45 
 

4320614    26/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491686]
TAHOTA LAW FIRM

16th and 17th Floor, Palm Springs International Center, No. 199 Midle of Tianfu Avenue, High-Tech Zone, Chengdu 610041 Sichuan 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing legal information; legal research; legal services in relation to the negotiation of contracts for others; monitoring 
intellectual property rights for legal advisory purposes; legal administration of licences; litigation consulting; litigation 
services; legal document preparation services; alternative dispute resolution services; intellectual property agency 
services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 45 
 

4320876    26/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491687]
TAHOTA LAW FIRM

16th and 17th Floor, Palm Springs International Center, No. 199 Tianfu Avenue, High-Tech Zone, Chengdu 610041 Sichuan China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Copyright management; legal service; legal research; licensing of intellectual property; intellectual property consultancy; 
arbitration services; intellectual property watching services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 45 
 

4321825    13/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491748]
ALLBRIGHT LAW OFFICES

11, 12/F, Shanghai Tower No.501, Yincheng Middle Road 200120 Pudong New Area Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Intellectual property consultancy; legal research; legal services; patent licensing [legal services]; licensing of trademarks 
[legal services]; registration of domain names [legal services]; legal services relating to copyright licensing; licensing of 
databases [legal services]; licensing of patent applications [legal services]; legal services provided in relation to lawsuits; 
legal services relating to the exploitation of patents; legal services relating to the registration of trademarks; legal 
services for procedures relating to industrial property rights; licensing of computer software [legal services]; legal 
services in relation to the negotiation of contracts for others; licensing of patents and patent applications [legal services]; 
licensing of industrial property rights and copyright [legal services]; licensing of registered designs [legal services]; legal 
services relating to the exploitation of industrial property rights and copyright; legal services relating to the exploitation 
of broadcasting rights; legal services relating to the exploitation of intellectual property rights; licensing of rights relating 
to audio productions [legal services]; legal services relating to the negotiation and drafting of contracts relating to 
intellectual property rights; licensing of computer software and industrial property rights [legal services]; legal services 
relating to the management and exploitation of copyright and ancillary copyright; consultancy and legal services in the 
field of privacy and security laws, regulations, and requirements; legal services relating to the exploitation of ancillary 
rights relating to film, television, video and music productions; legal services relating to the protection and exploitation of 
copyright for film, television, theater and music productions; licensing of rights relating to television, video and radio 
programs, productions and formats [legal services]; management and exploitation of industrial property rights and 
copyright by licensing for others [legal services].
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 22/04/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 028 726.6/07 ;Germany 

2697328    15/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1187801]
Vollmer Werke Maschinenfabrik GmbH

Ehingerstrasse 34 88400 Biberach/Riss DE 

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.

74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine tools, wood working machines, tool reconditioning machines, in particular saw blade sharpening 
machines, saw tooth setting machines and planing knife grinding machines; parts of all the aforementioned goods (as far 
as covered by class 7); saw blade guides as machine parts; machines for metal, wood and plastics processing, machines 
for use in the chemical industry and machine parts of the aforementioned goods.

Cl.9;Computers; computer operating programmes (stored), computer peripherals; computer programmes and computer 
software (stored); computer programmes (downloadable); data processing equipment; interfaces (devices or programmes 
for computers); control apparatus (electrical); material testing instruments and machines.

Cl.37;Assembly, installation, repair, cleaning, maintenance of machines; repair, cleaning and maintenance of machine 
parts; rental of machines of class 7, machine tools, wood working machines, tool reconditioning machines, in particular 
blade sharpening machines, saw tooth setting machines and planing knife grinding machines.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 17/12/2013; Application No. : 012438495 ;European Union 

2761608    19/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1205934]
GRIMALDI INDUSTRI AB

Hovslagargatan 5B, 2nd fl. SE-111 48 Stockholm Sweden

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.

74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; cycles and motorcycles, including tricycles; mopeds; 
bicycles; all-terrain bikes; city bicycles; racing bicycles; bicycle trailers; machine coupling and transmission components 
for land vehicles; parts, components and accessories for the aforesaid goods included in this class.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; machines and appliances 
for physical exercise; stationary exercise bicycles; spin bikes (stationary); models of vehicles; protective paddings (part 
of sport suits); parts, components and accessories for the aforesaid goods included in this class.

Cl.35;Advertising, including on-line advertising; business management; business administration; input, processing, 
systematization, production and checking of computerized information; providing consumer product information via the 
Internet; sales promotion (for others), marketing and retail services, including marketing and retail services on-line and 
via electronic trade, relating to vehicles, bicycles, sporting articles and exercise appliances including parts, components, 
fittings and accessories for said goods; arrangement of trade fairs and exhibitions for commercial or advertising 
purposes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

2912390    26/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1228926]
REXANT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

Wellborne Commercial Centre, 8 Java Road, Room 709, North Point Hong-Kong (CN) China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
USHA A. CHANDRASEKHAR.

3-E1, COURT CHAMBERS, NEW MARINE LINES ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 020.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors; glaziers" diamonds [parts of hand tools]; 
apparatus for tattooing; pestles for pounding; cutting bars; razors, electric or non-electric; sharpening steels; scythe 
stones; gimlets [hand tools]; carpenters" augers; hand drills [hand tools]; levers; table forks; forks; lawn clippers [hand 
instruments]; harpoons; harpoons for fishing; nail extractors; rakes [hand tools]; cutter bars; whetstone holders; priming 
irons [hand tools]; lifting jacks, hand-operated; drills; truncheons; spades [hand tools]; rabbeting planes; chisels; 
engraving needles; garden tools, hand-operated; abrading instruments [hand instruments]; numbering punches; goffering 
irons; implements for decanting liquids [hand tools]; depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; blade sharpening 
instruments; livestock marking tools; nail clippers, electric or non-electric; oyster openers; polishing irons [glazing tools]; 
ear-piercing apparatus; tube cutting instruments; riveters [hand tools]; expanders [hand tools]; cutting tools [hand tools]; 
hand tools, hand-operated; stamping-out tools [hand tools]; picks [hand tools]; stone hammers; sharpening stones; 
punch rings [knuckle dusters]; centre punches [hand tools]; daggers; pickaxes; mallets [hand instruments]; punch pliers 
[hand tools]; blades [weapons]; annular screw plates; tap wrenches; ladles for wine; ladles [hand tools]; foundry ladles 
[hand tools]; breast drills; lasts [shoemakers" hand tools]; holing axes; scythe rings; instruments for punching tickets; 
diggers [hand tools]; rams [hand tools]; scythes; hainault scythes; fire irons; emery grinding wheels; sledgehammers; 
thistle extirpators [hand tools]; nail nippers; ice picks; blades [hand tools]; razor blades; jig-saws; spatulas [hand tools]; 
sand trap rakes; shovels [hand tools]; trowels; machetes; beard clippers; hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-
electric; hair clippers for animals [hand instruments]; taps [hand tools]; fireplace bellows [hand tools]; swords; hammers 
[hand tools]; fullers [hand tools]; masons" hammers; riveting hammers [hand tools]; mattocks; ditchers [hand tools]; 
mincing knives [hand tools]; manicure sets; manicure sets, electric; pedicure sets; needle files; files [tools]; hand pumps; 
shaving cases; needle-threaders; cheese slicers, non-electric; egg slicers, non-electric; pizza cutters, non-electric; plane 
irons; scaling knives; molding irons; can openers, non-electric; farriers" knives; budding knives; braiders [hand tools]; 
hunting knives; penknives; grafting tools [hand tools]; bill-hooks; pruning shears; knives; shears; cattle shearers; 
shearers [hand instruments]; border shears; scissors; sword scabbards; vegetable slicers; agricultural implements, hand-
operated; stropping instruments; screwdrivers; sabres; reamer sockets; drill holders [hand tools]; perforating tools [hand 
tools]; nail files; nail files, electric; saws [hand tools]; bow saws; tweezers; hair-removing tweezers; guns, hand-operated, 
for the extrusion of mastics; guns [hand tools]; dies [hand tools]; fruit pickers [hand tools]; saw blades [parts of hand 
tools]; tool belts [holders]; table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons]; crimping irons; hand implements for hair curling; 
money scoops; fingernail polishers, electric or non-electric; hackles [hand tools]; pin punches; nail punches; punches 
[hand tools]; insecticide sprayers [hand tools]; syringes for spraying insecticides; reamers; weeding forks [hand tools]; 
frames for handsaws; saw holders; rasps [hand tools]; cutters; cleavers; paring irons [hand tools]; graving tools [hand 
tools]; razor strops; leather strops; planes; marline spikes; borers; hollowing bits [parts of hand tools]; bits [parts of hand 
tools]; secateurs; silver plate [knives, forks and spoons]; pruning knives; sickles; drawing knives; scrapers [hand tools]; 
trowels [gardening]; mortise chisels; caulking irons; gouges [hand tools]; mitre [miter (Am.)] boxes [hand tools]; clamps 
for carpenters or coopers; mortars for pounding; branding irons; hatchets; adzes [tools]; vices; hoop cutters [hand tools]; 
axes; fulling tools [hand tools]; earth rammers [hand tools]; ratchets [hand tools]; tube cutters [hand tools]; squares 
[hand tools]; extension pieces for braces for screw taps; plant parasite killing apparatus; stretchers for wire and metal 
bands [hand tools]; irons [non-electric hand tools]; flat irons; razor cases; embossers [hand tools]; scraping tools [hand 
tools]; milling cutters [hand tools]; awls; choppers [knives]; bayonets; wick trimmers [scissors]; curling tongs; 
nutcrackers; sugar tongs; cuticle tweezers; eyelash curlers.

Cl.9;High-frequency apparatus; sockets, plugs and other contacts [electric connections]; circuit closers; switchboxes 
[electricity]; optical goods; acoustic conduits; coaxial cables; fibre [fiber (Am.)] optic cables; cables, electric; wire 
connectors [electricity]; contacts, electric; branch boxes [electricity]; distribution boxes [electricity]; junction boxes 

8116



[electricity]; connectors [electricity]; lightning conductors [rods]; monitors [computer hardware]; terminals [electricity]; 
junction sleeves for electric cables; sheaths for electric cables; identification sheaths for electric wires; switches, electric; 
converters, electric; telegraph wires; telephone wires; wires, electric; conductors, electric; copper wire, insulated; fuse 
wire; optical fibers [fibres] [light conducting filaments]; connections for electric lines; step-up transformers; transformers 
[electricity]; ducts [electricity]; DVD players; ticket dispensers; coin-operated musical automata [juke boxes]; fire engines; 
answering machines; accumulators, electric; accumulators, electric, for vehicles; actinometers; alidades; altimeters; 
ammeters; anodes; antennas; anticathodes; apertometers [optics]; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; remote 
control apparatus; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of railway points; electro-dynamic apparatus for the 
remote control of signals; monitoring apparatus, electric; sound recording apparatus; distillation apparatus for scientific 
purposes; diffraction apparatus [microscopy]; air analysis apparatus; apparatus to check franking; sound transmitting 
apparatus; apparatus for fermentation [laboratory apparatus]; breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; breathing 
apparatus, except for artificial respiration; apparatus and installations for the production of X-rays, not for medical 
purposes; cash registers; electric apparatus for commutation; intercommunication apparatus; stills for laboratory 
experiments; projection apparatus; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; X-ray apparatus not for medical 
purposes; blueprint apparatus; flashing lights [luminous signals]; stereoscopic apparatus; telephone apparatus; 
telegraphs [apparatus]; telephone transmitters; facsimile machines; phototelegraphy apparatus; igniting apparatus, 
electric, for igniting at a distance; acid hydrometers; salinometers; acidimeters for batteries; aerometers; beacons, 
luminous; barometers; anode batteries; galvanic batteries; batteries for lighting; solar batteries; batteries, electric; 
balances [steelyards]; betatrons; binoculars; electronic tags for goods; magnetic tape units for computers; computer 
memory devices; fire hose; fire hose nozzles; encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; safety tarpaulins; signalling 
buoys; life buoys; marking buoys; directional compasses; vacuum gauges; electrolysers; variometers; scales; letter 
scales; weighbridges; precision balances; levelling staffs [surveying instruments]; camcorders; video cassettes; video 
telephones; video screens; viewfinders, photographic; micrometer screws for optical instruments; viscosimeters; 
wavemeters; voltmeters; mechanical signs; current rectifiers; jigs [measuring instruments]; gas testing instruments; 
gasometers [measuring instruments]; galvanometers; heliographic apparatus; hygrometers; hydrometers; weights; 
peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors; holograms; plotters; loudspeakers; sounding leads; plumb bobs; range finders; 
densimeters; densitometers; detectors; galena crystals [detectors]; smoke detectors; counterfeit [false] coin detectors; 
transparencies [photography]; slide projectors; diaphragms [photography]; dictating machines; dynamometers; floppy 
disks; sound recording discs; disks, magnetic; optical discs; circular slide rules; disk drives for computers; juke boxes 
for computers; DNA chips; electronic notice boards; bullet-proof waistcoats [vests (Am.)]; life jackets; identification 
threads for electric wires; nose clips for divers and swimmers; locks, electric; bells [warning devices]; alarm bells, 
electric; electric door bells; signal bells; mirrors for inspecting work; road signs, luminous or mechanical; signs, 
luminous; marine depth finders; probes for scientific purposes; buzzers; needles for record players; measures; pressure 
measuring apparatus; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; inverters [electricity]; pressure indicators; 
temperature indicators; incubators for bacteria culture; measuring instruments; mathematical instruments; levelling 
instruments; surveying instruments; azimuth instruments; interfaces for computers; ionization apparatus not for the 
treatment of air or water; spark-guards; calipers; slide calipers; screw-tapping gauges; calculating machines; pocket 
calculators; decompression chambers; cinematographic cameras; electronic pens [visual display units]; holders for 
electric coils; identity cards, magnetic; video game cartridges; encoded magnetic cards; riding helmets; protective 
helmets; carriers for dark plates [photography]; automated teller machines [ATM]; cathodes; choking coils [impedance]; 
coils, electric; electromagnetic coils; spools [photography]; cinematographic film, exposed; computer keyboards; 
solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches]; electronic agendas; push buttons for bells; mouse pads; magnetic encoders; 
anti-glare visors; collectors, electric; calibrating rings; protective suits for aviators; commutators; compact discs [audio-
video]; compact discs [read-only memory]; comparators; marine compasses; computers; notebook computers; 
condensers [capacitors]; wind socks for indicating wind direction; battery boxes; cabinets for loudspeakers; diving suits; 
reflecting discs for wear, for the prevention of traffic accidents; covers for electric outlets; logs [measuring instruments]; 
lasers, not for medical purposes; lactodensimeters; lactometers; darkroom lamps [photography]; neon signs; thermionic 
tubes; amplifying tubes; flashlights [photography]; head cleaning tapes [recording]; magnetic tapes; videotapes; 
surveying chains; fire escapes; rulers [measuring instruments]; slide-rules; contact lenses; correcting lenses [optics]; 
optical lenses; lens hoods; optical condensers; sounding lines; electricity conduits; measuring spoons; magnifying 
glasses [optics]; thread counters; magnets; decorative magnets; resuscitation mannequins [teaching apparatus]; mouse 
[computer peripheral]; pressure gauges; divers" masks; solderers" helmets; protective masks; materials for electricity 
mains [wires, cables]; money counting and sorting machines; voting machines; material testing instruments and 
machines; hemline markers; megaphones; diaphragms [acoustics]; diaphragms for scientific apparatus; metal detectors 
for industrial or military purposes; metronomes; rules [measuring instruments]; carpenters" rules; dressmakers" 
measures; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; coin-operated mechanisms for television sets; shutter releases 
[photography]; micrometers; microprocessors; microscopes; microtomes; microphones; modems; animated cartoons; 
teeth protectors; knee-pads for workers; headphones; surveyors" levels; verniers; sound recording carriers; magnetic 
data media; optical data media; socks, electrically heated; weighing machines; punched card machines for offices; 
furniture especially made for laboratories; shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; objectives [lenses] 
[optics]; lenses for astrophotography; egg-candlers; fire extinguishers; electrified fences; limiters [electricity]; clothing 
for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; clothing for protection against fire; asbestos clothing for protection 
against fire; clothing especially made for laboratories; ozonisers [ozonators]; octants; eyepieces; ohmmeters; wrist rests 
for use with computers; spectacle frames; eyeglass frames; oscillographs; plumb lines; mirrors [optics]; spectacles 
[optics]; sunglasses; sports goggles; signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; radio pagers; pince-nez; electronic 
pocket translators; transmitters [telecommunication]; transmitters of electronic signals; periscopes; gloves for divers; 
gloves for protection against accidents; asbestos gloves for protection against accidents; gloves for protection against X-
rays for industrial purposes; furnaces for laboratory use; pipettes; pyrometers; planimeters; plane tables [surveying 
instruments]; plates for batteries; wafers for integrated circuits; compact disc players; cassette players; sound recording 
strips; X-ray films, exposed; films, exposed; life-saving rafts; laboratory trays; semi-conductors; polarimeters; fire pumps; 
measuring glassware; life belts; circuit breakers; fuses; telerupters; food analysis apparatus; diagnostic apparatus, not 
for medical purposes; distance measuring apparatus; speed measuring apparatus [photography]; appliances for 
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measuring the thickness of leather; apparatus for measuring the thickness of skins; speed checking apparatus for 
vehicles; teaching apparatus; time recording apparatus; distance recording apparatus; apparatus and instruments for 
astronomy; surveying apparatus and instruments; weighing apparatus and instruments; navigational instruments; optical 
apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for physics; chemistry apparatus and instruments; measuring 
apparatus; boiler control instruments; cosmographic instruments; meteorological instruments; naval signalling 
apparatus; observation instruments; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; satellite navigational 
apparatus; regulating apparatus, electric; precision measuring apparatus; audio- and video-receivers; prisms [optics]; 
printers for use with computers; apparatus for changing record player needles; retorts" stands; drainers for use in 
photography; cleaning apparatus for sound recording discs; fire beaters; sighting telescopes for firearms; test tubes; 
pressure indicator plugs for valves; magnetic wires; computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer programs 
[downloadable software]; record players; computer game software; processors [central processing units]; rods for water 
diviners; electronic publications, downloadable; distribution consoles [electricity]; control panels [electricity]; radar 
apparatus; vacuum tubes [radio]; masts for wireless aerials; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; radios; vehicle 
radios; frames for photographic transparencies; screens for photoengraving; walkie-talkies; voltage surge protectors; 
voltage regulators for vehicles; stage lighting regulators; light dimmers [regulators], electric; speed regulators for record 
players; cell switches [electricity]; washing trays [photography]; marking gauges [joinery]; time switches, automatic; 
relays, electric; safety restraints, other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment; X-ray photographs, other than for 
medical purposes; rheostats; respirators for filtering air; respiratory masks, other than for artificial respiration; retorts; 
refractometers; grids for batteries; horns for loudspeakers; saccharometers; traffic-light apparatus [signalling devices]; 
dog whistles; signalling whistles; sextants; inductors [electricity]; safety nets; nets for protection against accidents; fire 
alarms; signals, luminous or mechanical; sirens; scanners [data processing equipment]; integrated circuit cards [smart 
cards]; sonars; sound locating instruments; lighting ballasts; resistances, electric; spectrograph apparatus; 
spectroscopes; speed indicators; alcoholmeters; satellites for scientific purposes; protection devices for personal use 
against accidents; audiovisual teaching apparatus; radiotelegraphy sets; radiotelephony sets; spectacle lenses; optical 
glass; anti-glare glasses; personal stereos; stereoscopes; fire boats; sulphitometers; hands free kits for phones; drying 
racks [photography]; spherometers; integrated circuits; printed circuits; counters; parking meters; kilometer recorders 
for vehicles; revolution counters; abacuses; taximeters; ear plugs for divers; tachometers; television apparatus; 
teleprompters; teleprinters; portable telephones; theodolites; thermometers, not for medical purposes; thermostats; 
thermostats for vehicles; crucibles [laboratory]; tone arms for record players; totalizators; transistors [electronic]; 
protractors [measuring instruments]; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; starter cables for motors; discharge tubes, 
electric, other than for lighting; capillary tubes; X-ray tubes not for medical purposes; telephone receivers; quantity 
indicators; automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tires [tyres]; gasoline gauges; water level indicators; electric 
loss indicators; light-emitting electronic pointers; slope indicators; levels [instruments for determining the horizontal]; 
mercury levels; spirit levels; urinometers; amplifiers; particle accelerators; sprinkler systems for fire protection; electric 
installations for the remote control of industrial operations; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; balancing 
apparatus; video recorders; sound reproduction apparatus; invoicing machines; tape recorders; protection devices 
against X-rays, not for medical purposes; railway traffic safety appliances; data processing apparatus; oxygen 
transvasing apparatus; theft prevention installations, electric; film cutting apparatus; time clocks [time recording 
devices]; drying apparatus for photographic prints; optical character readers; centering apparatus for photographic 
transparencies; dosage dispensers; battery chargers; acoustic [sound] alarms; sounding apparatus and machines; life 
saving apparatus and equipment; editing appliances for cinematographic films; cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus; 
couplers [data processing equipment]; computer peripheral devices; anti-interference devices [electricity]; demagnetizing 
apparatus for magnetic tapes; acoustic couplers; alarms; fog signals, non-explosive; adding machines; readers [data 
processing equipment]; heat regulating apparatus; photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, thermic]; bar code readers; 
filters for respiratory masks; filters for ultraviolet rays, for photography; filters [photography]; magic lanterns; optical 
lamps; signal lanterns; cameras [photography]; glazing apparatus for photographic prints; shutters [photography]; 
darkrooms [photography]; photometers; flash-bulbs [photography]; enlarging apparatus [photography]; photovoltaic 
cells; containers for contact lenses; spectacle cases; pince-nez cases; containers for microscope slides; cases especially 
made for photographic apparatus and instruments; chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; chronographs [time 
recording apparatus]; eyeglass chains; cyclotrons; compasses [measuring instruments]; frequency meters; egg timers 
[sandglasses]; fire blankets; chips [integrated circuits]; pedometers; meteorological balloons; electrified rails for 
mounting spot lights; asbestos screens for firemen; protective helmets for sports; eyeglass cords; tripods for cameras; 
switchboards; distribution boards [electricity]; workmen"s protective face-shields; projection screens; radiology screens 
for industrial purposes; fluorescent screens; screens [photography]; exposure meters [light meters]; galvanic cells; 
epidiascopes; ergometers; armatures [electricity].

Cl.17;Shock-absorbing buffers of rubber; compressed air pipe fittings, not of metal; cellulose acetate, semi-processed; 
balata; asbestos paper; paper for electrical capacitors; insulating paper; asbestos felt; insulating felt; plastic fibers 
[fibres], not for textile use; carbon fibers [fibres], other than for textile use; asbestos fibers [fibres]; vulcanized fiber 
[fibre]; foam supports for flower arrangements [semi-finished products]; dielectrics [insulators]; floating anti-pollution 
barriers; lute; insulators; insulators for railway tracks; insulators for electric mains; insulators for cables; asbestos mill 
boards; liquid rubber; rubber, raw or semi-worked; valves of india-rubber or vulcanized fiber [fibre]; clack valves of 
rubber; rings of rubber; insulating paints; insulating varnish; latex [rubber]; insulating tape; adhesive bands, other than 
stationery and not for medical or household purposes; asbestos sheets; viscose sheets, other than for wrapping; sheets 
of regenerated cellulose, other than for wrapping; insulating oils; insulating oil for transformers; reinforcing materials, not 
of metal, for pipes; brake lining materials, partly processed; soundproofing materials; insulating refractory materials; 
padding materials of rubber or plastics; rubber material for recapping tires [tyres]; non-conducting materials for retaining 
heat; boiler composition to prevent the radiation of heat; sealant compounds for joints; filtering materials [semi-
processed foams or films of plastic]; compositions to prevent the radiation of heat; bags [envelopes, pouches] of rubber, 
for packaging; pipe muffs, not of metal; sleeves of rubber for protecting parts of machines; asbestos packing; threads of 
plastic for soldering; threads of plastic materials, not for textile use; threads of rubber, not for use in textiles; elastic 
threads, not for use in textiles; stops of rubber; insulating gloves; plastic substances, semi-processed; insulating plaster; 
plastic film, not for wrapping; anti-dazzle films for windows [tinted films]; asbestos coverings; bark coverings for sound 
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insulation; plastic sheeting for agricultural purposes; asbestos cloth; rubber stoppers; expansion joint fillers; clutch 
linings; washers of rubber or vulcanized fiber [fibre]; pipe gaskets; weatherstripping; gaskets; rubber solutions; mica, raw 
or partly processed; acrylic resins [semi-finished products]; synthetic resins [semi-finished products]; junctions, not of 
metal, for pipes; substances for insulating buildings against moisture; chemical compositions for repairing leaks; glass 
wool for insulation; fiberglass for insulation; asbestos fabrics; fiberglass [fibreglass] fabrics, for insulation; insulating 
fabrics; hoses of textile material; connecting hose for vehicle radiators; waterproof packings; rubber seals for jars; foils 
of metal for insulating; ebonite [vulcanite] molds [moulds]; asbestos slate; slag wool [insulator]; watering hose; canvas 
hose pipes; asbestos safety curtains; ebonite [vulcanite].
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Priority claimed from 11/12/2013; Application No. : 012415261 ;European Union 

2914775    07/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1229841]
DRAMAFORUM OY

Tekniikantie 12, FI-02150 Espoo (Finland)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; computer programs; computer programs featuring 
games and educational instruction in the fields of geography, biology, culture, languages and social communication; 
virtual reality software for educational instruction purposes in the fields of geography, biology, culture, languages and 
social communication; computer game programs, computer game programs downloadable via the internet; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; blank magnetic data carriers, blank USB flash drives, 
recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; e-books; talking books; animated cartoons in 
the form of cinematographic films; data processing equipment and computers.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes, namely, greeting cards, 
post cards, posters; printed matter; children"s books and magazines; magazines and books related to games, online 
games and computer games, educational children"s magazines and books in the fields of geography, biology, culture, 
languages and social communication; photographs; stationery; artists" materials, namely, brushes and pens; paint 
brushes; printed instructional and teaching materials in the field of geography, culture, biology, languages and social 
communication.

Cl.41;Education, providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; workshops, tutoring, classes and 
instruction, on line instruction, and providing of training in the fields of games, virtual environments, culture and 
children"s education and entertainment; entertainment; electronic games services and entertainment services provided 
online via the internet; organizing sporting and cultural events; arranging and conducting of conferences, seminars and 
concerts for educational purposes in connection with games, virtual environments and culture; music services, namely, 
music publishing, music production, music instruction, music entertainment, performance of music, live music services, 
publication of music books, production of music shows, organization of musical concerts and competitions, providing 
digital music (not downloadable) from the internet, education services relating to music; gaming services for 
entertainment purposes; entertainment services, namely, providing an on-line computer game; providing non-
downloadable and downloadable books in the field of gaming, geography, biology, culture, languages and social 
communication, via a website; organization of entertainment competitions for children in the field of gaming, geography, 
biology, culture, math, languages and social communication; entertainment services, namely, providing a non-
downloadable on-line computer game via the internet; arranging and organization of gaming contests; advisory services 
relating to entertainment, namely, providing advice in the field of entertainment activities and events for children; 
amusement park services, namely, live entertainment, providing recreational areas in the nature of children"s adventure 
playground area; online education and entertainment services, namely, online workshops, tutoring, classes, games and 
instruction in the field of gaming, geography, biology, culture, math, languages and social communication; provision of 
children"s educational services online, namely, providing online workshops, tutoring, classes, games and instruction in 
the field of gaming, geography, biology, culture, math, languages and social communication; professional consultancy 
relating to education, namely, providing consultation services regarding virtual environments, and education and 
entertainment for children; language education services in the nature classes, workshops and training; professional 
training services in the fields of games, virtual environments, culture and children"s education and entertainment; 
publication of books, newspapers, periodicals and other printed matter; film production, production of educational and 
children"s films; production of radio and television programs, production of educational and children"s television 
programs and TV shows; production of educational and children"s plays; publishing services for children"s books, 
magazines and games; organization of entertainment events; organizing and conducting of online entertainment, namely, 
online games and game events, the proceeds of which may be donated to charity.
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Priority claimed from 24/09/2014; Application No. : 2536/2014 ;Iceland 

3219364    24/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1268387]
BLUE LAGOON LTD. (BLAA LONID HF.)

Nordurljosavegi 9 IS-240 Grindavik Iceland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; shampoo; cosmetic preparations.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and 
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides; clay for baths; 
clay for healing purposes; pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of psoriasis; salts for medical purposes; 
pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of skin.
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Priority claimed from 12/01/2015; Application No. : UK00003089 ;United Kingdom 

3246728    15/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273155]
AUTUMNPAPER LIMITED

5th Floor Rear Suite, Oakfield House, 35 Perrymount Road, Haywards Heath West Sussex RH16 3BW United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; perfumes; essential oils; eau de Cologne; toiletries; talcum powder, for toilet use; shampoos; bath 
preparations, not for medical purposes; bath salts, not for medical purposes; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; 
cosmetic creams; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; lotions for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic preparations for skin 
care; cosmetics; hair lotions; dentifrices; deodorants; preparations for use before shaving and after shaving.

Cl.9;Spectacles; sunglasses; contact lenses; spectacle frames; spectacle cases; eyeglasses cords; pince-nez; pince-
nez cases; eyeglass frames; eyeglass cords; binoculars; goggles for sports; computer software applications, 
downloadable; computers; computer game software; telecommunication transmitting sets.

Cl.14;Precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; alloys of precious metal; semi-precious stones; precious stones; 
watches; clocks; jewellery and imitation jewellery; bracelets; brooches; necklaces; earrings; chains; tie pins; cufflinks; 
diamonds; pearls; cases for jewellery; cases for watches; straps for wristwatches; watch chains.

Cl.18;Handbags; backpacks; travelling bags; suitcases; trunks; haversacks; fur; fur-skins; collars for animals; covers 
for animals; boxes of leather or leather board; wallets; key cases; briefcases; card cases; vanity cases, not fitted; 
parasols; purses; umbrellas; walking sticks; whips; leather pouches; leather leads; furniture coverings of leather.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; boots; shoes; heels; slippers; bath slippers; sandals; sports shoes; socks; 
hosiery; tights; hats; caps (headwear); berets; scarves; gloves (clothing); mittens; belts (being articles of clothing); T-
shirts; shirts; trousers; bathing trunks; bathing suits; underwear; bodices (lingerie); bath robes; outerclothing; coats; 
jackets; parkas; waterproof clothing; suits; jumpers; knitwear; leggings; neckties; pyjamas; waistcoats; headbands 
(clothing); wristbands; skirts; jerseys; dresses; stockings; vests; shawls; overalls; sleep masks; cuffs; fur stoles.

Cl.35;Retail services connected with the sale of soaps, perfumes, essential oils, eau de Cologne, toiletries, talcum 
powder, for toilet use, shampoos, bath preparations, not for medical purposes, bath salts, not for medical purposes, 
tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions, preparations for body and beauty care, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, 
deodorants, preparations for use before shaving and after shaving, spectacles, sunglasses, contact lenses, spectacle 
frames, spectacle cases, eyeglasses cords, pince-nez, pince-nez cases, eyeglass frames, eyeglass cords, binoculars, 
goggles for sports, computer software applications, downloadable, computers, computer game software, 
telecommunication transmitting sets, precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought, alloys of precious metal, semi-
precious stones, precious stones, watches, clocks, jewellery and imitation jewellery, bracelets, brooches, necklaces, 
earrings, chains, tie pins, cufflinks, diamonds, pearls, cases for jewellery, cases for watches, straps for wristwatches, 
watch chains, handbags, backpacks, travelling bags, suitcases, trunks, haversacks, fur, fur-skins, collars for animals, 
covers for animals, boxes of leather or leather board, wallets, key cases, briefcases, card cases, vanity cases, not fitted, 
parasols, purses, umbrellas, walking sticks, whips, envelopes of leather, leather leads, furniture coverings of leather, 
clothing, footwear, headgear, boots, shoes, heels, slippers, bath slippers, sandals, sports shoes, socks, hosiery, tights, 
hats, caps (headwear), berets, scarves, gloves (clothing), mittens, belts (being articles of clothing), t-shirts, shirts, 
trousers, bathing trunks, bathing suits, underwear, bodices (lingerie), bath robes, outerclothing, coats, jackets, parkas, 
waterproof clothing, suits, jumpers, knitwear, leggings, neckties, pyjamas, waistcoats, headbands (clothing), wristbands, 
skirts, jerseys, dresses, stockings, vests, shawls, overalls, sleep masks, cuffs and fur stoles; online retail services 
connected with the sale of soaps, perfumes, essential oils, eau de Cologne, toiletries, talcum powder, for toilet use, 
shampoos, bath preparations, not for medical purposes, bath salts, not for medical purposes, tissues impregnated with 
cosmetic lotions, preparations for body and beauty care, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, deodorants, preparations for 
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use before shaving and after shaving, spectacles, sunglasses, contact lenses, spectacle frames, spectacle cases, 
eyeglasses cords, pince-nez, pince-nez cases, eyeglass frames, eyeglass cords, binoculars, goggles for sports, computer 
software applications, downloadable, computers, computer game software, telecommunication transmitting sets, 
precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought, alloys of precious metal, semi-precious stones, precious stones, watches, 
clocks, jewellery and imitation jewellery, bracelets, brooches, necklaces, earrings, chains, tie pins, cufflinks, diamonds, 
pearls, cases for jewellery, cases for watches, straps for wristwatches, watch chains, handbags, backpacks, travelling 
bags, suitcases, trunks, haversacks, fur, fur-skins, collars for animals, covers for animals, boxes of leather or leather 
board, wallets, key cases, briefcases, card cases, vanity cases, not fitted, parasols, purses, umbrellas, walking sticks, 
whips, envelopes of leather, leather leads, furniture coverings of leather, clothing, footwear, headgear, boots, shoes, 
heels, slippers, bath slippers, sandals, sports shoes, socks, hosiery, tights, hats, caps (headwear), berets, scarves, gloves 
(clothing), mittens, belts (being articles of clothing), t-shirts, shirts, trousers, bathing trunks, bathing suits, underwear, 
bodices (lingerie), bath robes, outerclothing, coats, jackets, parkas, waterproof clothing, suits, jumpers, knitwear, 
leggings, neckties, pyjamas, waistcoats, headbands (clothing), wristbands, skirts, jerseys, dresses, stockings, vests, 
shawls, overalls, sleep masks, cuffs and fur stoles; department store retail services connected with the sale of soaps, 
perfumes, essential oils, eau de Cologne, toiletries, talcum powder, for toilet use, shampoos, bath preparations, not for 
medical purposes, bath salts, not for medical purposes, tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions, preparations for body 
and beauty care, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, deodorants, preparations for use before shaving and after shaving, 
spectacles, sunglasses, contact lenses, spectacle frames, spectacle cases, eyeglasses cords, pince-nez, pince-nez cases, 
eyeglass frames, eyeglass cords, binoculars, goggles for sports, computer software applications, downloadable, 
computers, computer game software, telecommunication transmitting sets, precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought, 
alloys of precious metal, semi-precious stones, precious stones, watches, clocks, jewellery and imitation jewellery, 
bracelets, brooches, necklaces, earrings, chains, tie pins, cufflinks, diamonds, pearls, cases for jewellery, cases for 
watches, straps for wristwatches, watch chains, handbags, backpacks, travelling bags, suitcases, trunks, haversacks, fur, 
fur-skins, collars for animals, covers for animals, boxes of leather or leather board, wallets, key cases, briefcases, card 
cases, vanity cases, not fitted, parasols, purses, umbrellas, walking sticks, whips, envelopes of leather, leather leads, 
furniture coverings of leather, clothing, footwear, headgear, boots, shoes, heels, slippers, bath slippers, sandals, sports 
shoes, socks, hosiery, tights, hats, caps (headwear), berets, scarves, gloves (clothing), mittens, belts (being articles of 
clothing), t-shirts, shirts, trousers, bathing trunks, bathing suits, underwear, bodices (lingerie), bath robes, outerclothing, 
coats, jackets, parkas, waterproof clothing, suits, jumpers, knitwear, leggings, neckties, pyjamas, waistcoats, headbands 
(clothing), wristbands, skirts, jerseys, dresses, stockings, vests, shawls, overalls, sleep masks, cuffs and fur stoles.
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3293802    16/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281675]
COVEY/LINK, LLC

2460 North Canyon Road Provo UT 84604 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Pre-recorded electronic media products, namely, CDs and DVDs in the fields of improving personal, team, 
organizational and business skills, abilities and performance, and leadership, management development and assessment; 
pre-recorded electronic media products, namely, computer software for use in improving personal, team, organizational 
and business skills, abilities and performance, and for use improving personal, team, organizational and business 
leadership, management development and assessment.

Cl.16;Publications, namely, books, booklets, workbooks, manuals, written articles, columns, white papers, paper and 
plastic overhead transparencies, charts, tables, handouts and pamphlets, all in the fields of improving personal, team, 
organizational and business skills, abilities and performance.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, providing seminars, workshops, conferences, educational speakers, training, and 
personal coaching, all in the fields of improving personal, team, organizational and business skills, abilities and 
performance.
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Priority claimed from 09/06/2015; Application No. : 681267 ;Switzerland 

3319205    07/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1287177]
Cartier International AG

Hinterbergstrasse 22 Postfach 61 CH-6312 Steinhausen Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Handbags, travel bags, garment bags [for travel], traveling sets [leatherware], wheeled bags, wallets, purses [coin 
purses], card cases [wallets], document holders, attaché cases, attaché cases for documents, key cases [leather goods], 
trinket baskets of leather, traveling trunks, sets and cases intended for toiletry articles [empty], clutch bags [evening 
purses], leather or leather-board boxes, trunks and suitcases, attaché cases for documents, umbrellas, small bags and 
bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather for packaging.

Cl.25;Clothing; sashes for wear; shawls, scarves, ties, suspenders, gloves (clothing), belts (clothing), footwear (except 
orthopedic footwear), headgear.
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3334861    02/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1292672]
STEPHEN PARRY

11 Rowan Crescent Letchworth, Hertfordshire SG6 4EY United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Publications in electronic format; instructional and teaching materials in electronic format or as computer 
programs; manuals and other publications relating to training in electronic format or as computer programs; publications 
in electronic format and computer programs relating to the organisation, management and administration of business or 
other undertakings and the improvement thereof.

Cl.16;Publications; instructional and teaching materials; manuals and other publications relating to training; 
publications relating to the organisation, management or administration of businesses or other undertakings and the 
improvement thereof.

Cl.35;Business management, business administration, office functions, consultancy relating to any of the foregoing; 
business consultancy services; business management consultancy services; consultancy relating to the organisation, 
management or administration of businesses or other undertakings and the improvement thereof.

Cl.41;Educational services; provision of training; training services for business or other undertakings; provision of 
seminars, conferences and workshops (training); educational and training services relating to the organisation, 
management or administration of business or other undertakings and the improvement thereof.
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Priority claimed from 18/11/2015; Application No. : 86824915 ;United States of America 

3351841    19/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298016]
BURGER KING CORPORATION

5505 Blue Lagoon Drive Miami FL 33126 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IRA LAW

I-34, 4th Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi - 110014

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Chicken pieces; potato fries; French fried potatoes; hash brown potatoes; garden salads; milk; milk products 
excluding ice cream, ice milk, and frozen yogurt; milk shakes; beverages having a milk base; onion rings; processed 
apples; whipped topping; jellies; jams; eggs; bacon; cheese; pickles; processed onions; prepared meals consisting 
primarily of meat, fish and poultry; constituents for meals, namely, beef, chicken and fish burger patties; all of the 
foregoing sold in restaurants for consumption on or off the premises.

Cl.30;Hamburger sandwiches; fish sandwiches; chicken sandwiches; veggie burger sandwiches; breakfast 
sandwiches; hot sandwiches; burritos; sandwiches; wrap sandwiches; burgers contained in bread rolls; French toast; 
pancakes; condiments, namely, pickle relish and sandwich relish; mustard; ketchup; mayonnaise; salad dressings; 
oatmeal; cinnamon rolls; doughnuts; pies; desserts consisting primarily of ice cream and also featuring a variety of 
customer-selected toppings therefor, namely, coffee-flavored topping syrup, cookie crumbs, cake and marshmallow 
topping; desserts consisting primarily of ice milk and also featuring a variety of customer-selected toppings therefor, 
namely, coffee-flavored topping syrup, cookie crumbs, cake and marshmallow topping; milk products, namely, ice cream, 
ice milk and frozen yogurt; all of the foregoing sold in restaurants for consumption on or off the premises.

Cl.43;Providing food and drink; providing temporary accommodation; cafe and coffee bar services; preparation of food 
and beverages; food and drink take-out restaurant services; restaurant services; fast-food restaurant services; quick-
service restaurant services; self-service restaurant services; snack bars and restaurant and bar services, including take-
out snack bar, restaurant and bar services; providing prepared meals; preparation of food and meals for consumption on 
or off the premises.
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Priority claimed from 17/11/2015; Application No. : 014800874 ;European Union 

3378910    28/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1303505]
THE BODY SHOP INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

Watersmead Littlehampton, West Sussex BN17 6LS GB

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics and skin care products; non-medicated skin care preparation; hair care and hair styling preparations; 
personal deodorants, sun-tanning preparations; sunscreen oils and lotions; shaving preparations; perfumes, eau de 
toilette, essential oils for personal use, perfume oils; nail care preparations; nail enamel; pumice stone, cotton sticks and 
wool swabs for non-medical purposes all for use on the body, scented room fragrances, incense sticks, potpourri and 
sachets; powdered cosmetic tissues; tissues impregnated with lotions; kits and gift sets containing skin and/or hair care 
preparations.

Cl.35;Retail store services, online retail services all connected with beauty products, cosmetics, toiletries, skin care 
preparations, hair care preparations, fragrances, and personal care products; demonstration of goods, namely beauty 
products, cosmetics, toiletries, skin care preparations, hair care preparations, fragrances, and personal care products for 
the benefit of home and telephone shopping; computerised online ordering services connected with beauty products, 
cosmetics, skin care products, fragrances; promotional services.

Cl.36;Charitable fundraising services.

Cl.41;Cultural, humanitarian and educational services.
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3443657    04/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1319802]
LEICA BIOSYSTEMS NUSSLOCH GMBH

Heidelberger Str. 17-19 69226 Nussloch Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for diagnostic, scientific research or laboratory purposes; chemical diagnostic preparations for 
scientific or research use; chemicals for use in histological and cytological tissue processing, namely fixative and 
dehydrant; chemical reagents, for laboratory use for non-medical purpose; reagents for use in genetic research; 
products, namely diagnostic preparations containing antibodies for scientific or laboratory use; none of the foregoing 
being for medical or veterinary use; histology and cytology reagents and stains for preparation of pathology tissue 
specimens for research purposes.

Cl.5;Histology and cytology reagents and stains for preparation of pathology tissue specimens for medical purposes; 
diagnostic preparations, namely, diagnostic preparations for histological and cytological tissue processing applications; 
diagnostic preparations, namely antibodies for the treatment of cancer reagents for medical, diagnostic, or veterinary 
purposes; medical preparations in the nature of epitope retrieval solutions; digestive enzymes and enzyme preparations 
for medical and diagnostic purposes; diagnostic histological dye and stain solutions; double, triple, or multiple immuno-
histochemical staining; double, triple or multiple in situ hybridisation application of multiple antibodies or probes in the 
same staining procedure to a tissue section during IHC staining for medical, research, or veterinary purposes; diagnostic 
kits for processing, embedding and staining histological tissues consisting primarily of monoclonal or polyclonal 
antibodies, none of the above for use as veterinary vaccines

Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and equipment, namely, scientific laboratory workstations and associated computer software 
used for protein, nucleic acid or immunoassay analysis in the fields of in-vitro diagnostics and biomedical diagnosis; 
computer operated automation systems comprised of computer hardware and operating software for laboratory 
instruments; laboratory instruments for specimen preparation; automated immunostainers for laboratory use; laboratory 
equipment for use in specimen preparation, namely, tissue processors; haematology slide makers and stainers for 
placing a barrier on a slide for use in scientific research; clinical chemistry instruments for laboratory use, namely, 
clinical chemistry analyzers; random access clinical chemistry analysers for the analysis of biological samples for 
scientific research purposes; immunoassay clinical analysers; histopathology instruments, tissue processors and 
haematology instruments used in scientific research for processing biological samples; laboratory devices for histology 
and cytology, namely coverslipping machines for slides, tissue infiltration apparatus, tissue embedding machines, 
staining machines, staining machines with immunological responses; tissue processors for processing biological 
samples for laboratory use; multiwell plates for use in chemical analysis and laboratory or medical research use; 
cryostats; cryomacrotomes; automatic slide scanners; laboratory equipment and supplies for collecting, preparing, 
holding and filing of histological and cytological specimens for microscopic, magnetic resonance, tomosynthesis, ultra-
sound or x-ray examination, namely, sample containers, specimen containers, sample cassettes, biopsy cassettes; label 
printer for printing labels for sample cassettes and biopsy cassettes; barcode reader for reading the printed labels on 
sample cassettes and biopsy cassettes; x-ray, magnetic resonance, tomosynthesis, ultrasound or microscope-based 
devices for examining tissue samples; software for tracking the location of histological and cytological specimens; 
microtomes and microtome blades for use in histology lab; ultramicrotomes and ultramicrome blades, diamond knives, 
glass knives, glass breaker for preparing glass knives for laboratory use; tissue cutting tools and micro and macro tissue 
grossing stations for laboratory use; fume hoods for specimen preparation for laboratory use; microscopic slides and 
cover glass; specimen embedding cassettes; specimen embedding stations for laboratory use; slide and specimen 
cassette electric printers; image analysis devices, namely, scanners; electronic image recording, image storing and image 
representing devices, namely, digital cameras; reading devices and writing devices for codes of multiwell plates, 
cassettes, slides, sample carriers, namely, bar-code scanners, storing and transporting devices, namely, blank hard 
drives for computers; computer operating software for image analysis and image storage devices, namely, digital 
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cameras; software operating for histological and cytological scientific and diagnostic apparatus and laboratory 
equipment; computer software for digitizing microscope slides for viewing, integration with other data, management, and 
analysis, all in the fields of virtual microscopy, digital pathology, digital hematology and medical information technology; 
automated digital scanning system integrating optical microscopy, motorized sample positioning, digital image capture, 
data processing, manipulation and display for use in scanning and digitizing microscope samples in research and clinical 
environments; digital slide information management software for digitizing entire glass microscope slides into diagnostic 
quality images displayed in context with reports, case histories and other associated documents, cross-linked and 
concurrently viewable for use in the fields of virtual microscopy, digital pathology, digital hematology and medical 
information technology; software for tracking the location of histological and cytological specimens.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus, namely, histopathology instruments, tissue processors and haematology instruments for 
clinical purposes, namely tissue staining instruments for staining, diagnostic medical apparatus and instruments, namely, 
diagnostic medical apparatus for performing immuno-histochemistry and in situ-hybridisation staining reactions, and 
histological and pathological staining; DNA in situ hybridisation probes; diagnostic medical apparatus for promoting and 
controlling reaction on microarrays or under slide covers; medical instruments, needles, probes, and devices for the 
purpose of tissue biopsy or tissue removal from glands and/or organs in the human body; surgical device, namely, a 
vacuum used in breast biopsies; biopsy site markers; x-ray, magnetic resonance, tomosynthesis, ultrasound or 
microscope-based devices for examining tissue samples.

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair of scientific apparatus and equipment; maintenance and repair of pathology and clinical 
laboratory apparatus; maintenance and repair of computer operated automation systems for laboratory instruments; 
maintenance and repair of scientific, fine mechanical, optical, electronic apparatuses and devices, namely, digital 
cameras.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design, namely, research and design in the field of testing, 
analyzing, examining or storing biological samples, medical samples, and cell samples; industrial analysis and research 
services namely, scientific research services for medical purposes, laboratory biological research, clinical biological 
research, biological research and research relating to the testing of biological samples, medical samples, and cell 
samples; creation of computer programs for the data processing of scientific, optical and electronic apparatuses and 
devices; creation of computer programs for use in providing data processing for scientific, diagnostic, research or 
laboratory purposes for use in microtomes, ultramicrotomes, cryomicrotomes, cryostats, macrotomes, cryomacrotomes, 
telepathology devices, automatic slide scanners; creation of computer programs for use in providing data processing for 
scientific, diagnostic, research or laboratory purposes for use in laboratory devices for histology and cytology, namely, 
coverslipping machines for slides, tissue infiltration devices, tissue embedding machines, staining machines, staining 
machines with immunological responses, contrasting machines, glass knife breakers, high-pressure freezing devices for 
microscopic sample preparation, and sample carriers for microscopic preparations; scientific consultation, namely, 
technical advice for scientific and medical institutions with respect to the application of scientific, diagnostic, research 
and laboratory optical and electronic apparatuses and devices, not to include medical consultations; maintenance and 
repair of scientific devices, namely, computer operating software for image analysis and image storage devices; 
maintenance and repair of computer operating software for image analysis and image storage devices.
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3478380    13/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1325179]
MIP METRO GROUP INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GMBH & CO. KG

Metro-Straße 1 40235 Düsseldorf Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; furbishing preparations; buffing compounds; 
grease-removing preparations; abraders; soap; perfumery; beauty care cosmetics; hair lotion; dentifrice; scouring 
solutions; make-up removing preparations; antistatic preparations for household purposes; antiperspirants [toiletries]; 
aromatic essential oils; flavorings [flavourings] for beverages [essential oils]; breath freshening strips; breath freshening 
sprays; ethereal essences; eyebrow cosmetics; cake flavorings [essential oils]; bath salts, not for medical purposes; 
cosmetic preparations for baths; bath preparations, not for medical purposes; balms other than for medical purposes; 
beard dyes; mustache wax; bergamot oil; pumice stone; skin whitening creams; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for 
cosmetic purposes; laundry bleach; bleaching salts; bleaching soda; extracts of flowers [perfumes]; polish for furniture 
and flooring; floor wax; deodorants for human beings or for animals; detergents other than for use in manufacturing 
operations and for medical purposes; canned pressurized air for cleaning and dusting purposes; scented wood; sachets 
for perfuming linen; scented water; perfume water; depilatory preparations; scale removing preparations for household 
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purposes; colorants for toilet purposes; paint stripping preparations; cosmetic dyes; greases for cosmetic purposes; 
shining preparations [polish]; starch glaze for laundry purposes; smoothing preparations [starching]; hair dye; hair 
straightening preparations; hair spray; hair rinses [shampoo-conditioners]; shampoos; cosmetic creams; cosmetic 
preparations for skin care; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics; cosmetic kits; cosmetic pencils; cleaning chalk; 
false nails; false eyelashes; varnish-removing preparations; lavender oil; lavender water; creams for leather; lip glosses; 
lipsticks; lipstick cases; floor wax removers [scouring preparations]; lotions for cosmetic purposes; air fragrancing 
preparations; make-up preparations; preparations for unblocking drain pipes; douching preparations for personal 
sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries]; musk [perfumery]; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; nail art stickers; 
nail polish; nail care preparations; washing soda, for cleaning; soda lye; neutralizers for permanent waving; oils for toilet 
purposes; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for cleaning purposes; oils for perfumes and scents; pastes for razor strops; 
mint for perfumery; mint essence [essential oil]; polishing creams; polishing paper; smoothing stones; polishing wax; 
pomades for cosmetic purposes; potpourris [fragrances]; dry-cleaning preparations; shaving preparations; shaving soap; 
after-shave lotions; fumigation preparations [perfumes]; joss sticks; windshield cleaning liquids; cleansing milk for toilet 
purposes; cleaning agents for household purposes; rust removing preparations; non-slipping liquids for floors; non-
slipping wax for floors; sandpaper; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; abrasive paper; make-up powder; 
emery paper; beauty masks; shoe cream; shoe polish; shoe wax; sunscreen preparations; laundry starch; talcum powder, 
for toilet use; wallpaper cleaning preparations; turpentine, for degreasing; cosmetics for animals; shampoos for pets; 
toiletries; drying agents for dishwashing machines; tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations; tissues 
impregnated with cosmetic lotions; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; laundry blueing; laundry soaking preparations; 
laundry preparations; hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; cotton sticks for 
cosmetic purposes; fabric softener for laundry; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; dental bleaching gels; animal 
grooming preparations; essential oils and aromatic extracts; cleaning and fragrancing preparations; tailors" and 
cobblers" wax.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; dietetic foodstuffs and preparations for medical or veterinary 
purposes; infant formula; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; dressings, 
medical; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying noxious animals; fungicides; 
herbicides; algicides; alcohol for pharmaceutical purposes; parasiticides; anti-rheumatism bracelets; antiseptics; 
antiseptic cotton; appetite suppressants for medical purposes; bracelets for medical purposes; eye-washes; babies" 
diaper-pants; babies" diapers; bath salts for medical purposes; bath preparations for medical purposes; therapeutic 
preparations for the bath; bacterial poisons; balms for medical purposes; bandages for dressings; cotton for medical use; 
chemical preparations for medical purposes; chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; chemical preparations 
for veterinary purposes; sanitary towels; deodorants for clothing and textiles; detergents for medical purposes; diabetic 
bread adapted for medical use; diagnostic agents for medical use; dietetic substances for medical purposes; dietetic 
beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic foods adapted for medical use; albuminous preparations for medical 
purposes; fly catching paper; adhesives for dentures; yeast for pharmaceutical purposes; adhesive plasters; remedies for 
perspiration; charcoal for pharmaceutical purposes; corn remedies; dog lotions; dog washes; pants, absorbent, for 
incontinents; insecticides; insect repellents; personal sexual lubricants; tincture of iodine; cooling sprays for medical 
purposes; camphor oil for medical purposes; candy for medical purposes; chewing gum for medical purposes; 
germicides; adhesive tapes for medical purposes; compresses; herbal teas for medicinal purposes; stick liquorice for 
pharmaceutical purposes; linseed for pharmaceutical purposes; solutions for contact lenses; solvents for removing 
adhesive plasters; lotions for pharmaceutical purposes; air purifying preparations; magnesia for pharmaceutical 
purposes; medicinal drinks; medicinal herbs; menstruation knickers; sanitary pads; menthol; lactose for pharmaceutical 
purposes; mineral food supplements; mineral waters for medical purposes; mineral water salts; acne treatment 
preparations; preparations for the treatment of burns; preparations for callouses; air deodorising preparations; douching 
preparations for medical purposes; mothproofing preparations; mothproofing paper; mouthwashes for medical purposes; 
medicinal oils; antiparasitic collars for animals; antiparasitic preparations; lozenges for pharmaceutical purposes; 
pesticides; mint for pharmaceutical purposes; bunion pads; pharmaceutical preparations; rat poison; fumigating sticks; 
fumigation preparations for medical purposes; contact lens cleaning preparations; medicine cases, portable, filled; 
ointments for pharmaceutical purposes; panty liners; sunburn ointments; sunburn preparations for pharmaceutical 
purposes; starch for dietetic or pharmaceutical purposes; breast-nursing pads; tobacco-free cigarettes for medical 
purposes; sanitary tampons; thermal water; animal washes; tinctures for medical purposes; glucose for medical 
purposes; tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions; vermin destroying preparations; first-aid boxes, filled; 
surgical dressings; absorbent cotton; vitamin preparations; wart pencils; wadding for medical purposes; cotton swabs for 
medical purposes; insect repellent incense; incontinence diapers; sugar for medical purposes; dietary supplements and 
dietetic preparations; dental preparations and articles; hygienic preparations and articles; pest control preparations and 
articles; medical and veterinary preparations and articles.

Cl.16;Bookbinding material; photographs [printed]; artists" materials; painters" brushes; typewriters, electric or non-
electric; office requisites, except furniture; teaching materials [except apparatus]; plastic materials for packaging (not 
included in other classes); printing fonts; printing blocks; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; tissues of paper for 
removing make-up; transfers [decalcomanias]; address plates for addressing machines; address stamps; addressing 
machines; folders for papers; document files [stationery]; albums; almanacs; moisteners [office requisites]; 
announcement cards [stationery]; document laminators for office use; aquarelles; architects" models; arithmetical tables; 
wristbands for the retention of writing instruments; atlases; stickers [stationery]; money holders; moisteners for gummed 
surfaces [office requisites]; cabinets for stationery [office requisites]; mats for beer glasses; pictures; paintings 
[pictures], framed or unframed; biological samples for use in microscopy [teaching materials]; blueprints; pencils; pencil 
holders; pencil leads; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; 
pads [stationery]; pamphlets; paperweights; letter trays; postage stamps; writing paper; brochures; cords for 
bookbinding; bookbinding apparatus and machines [office equipment]; bookbinding cloth; fabrics for bookbinding; 
bookbindings; books; bookends; staples for offices; chromolithographs [chromos]; comic books; diagrams; document 
holders [stationery]; printers" reglets; electrotypes; inking sheets for document reproducing machines; inking sheets for 
duplicators; printers" blankets, not of textile; printing type; letters [type]; covers [stationery]; obliterating stamps; labels, 
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not of textile; stencil cases; flags of paper; folders [stationery]; binding strips [bookbinding]; ink ribbons; inking ribbons 
for computer printers; typewriter ribbons; spools for inking ribbons; color prints; watercolor [watercolour] saucers for 
artists; paint boxes [articles for use in school]; paint trays; penholders; pen clips; pen boxes; pens [office requisites]; pen 
wipers; humidity control sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; figurines [statuettes] of papier mâché; filter 
paper; finger-stalls [office requisites]; isinglass for stationery or household purposes; bottle wrappers of cardboard or 
paper; correcting fluids [office requisites]; flyers; plastic film for wrapping; sheets of reclaimed cellulose for wrapping; 
molds for modelling clays [artists" materials]; forms, printed; photo-engravings; franking machines for office use; 
fountain pens; stuffing of paper or cardboard; trays for sorting and counting money; geographical maps; song books; 
terrestrial globes; greeting cards; graphic representations; graphic reproductions; etching needles; engraving plates; 
engravings; glue for stationery or household use; elastic bands for offices; gummed tape [stationery]; gummed cloth for 
stationery purposes; stands for pens and pencils; manuals [handbooks]; hand labelling appliances; hand-rests for 
painters; stapling presses [office requisites]; hectographs; histological sections for teaching purposes; wood pulp paper; 
wood pulp board [stationery]; envelopes [stationery]; hat boxes of cardboard; paper coffee filters; calendars; coasters of 
paper; file cards; cards; tags for index cards; cardboard; cardboard tubes; catalogues; adhesive bands for stationery or 
household purposes; apparatus for mounting photographs; adhesive tape dispensers [office requisites]; clipboards; bags 
for microwave cooking; carbon paper; copying paper [stationery]; correcting tapes [office requisites]; correcting ink 
[heliography]; credit card imprinters, non-electric; chalk for lithography; chalk holders; balls for ball-point pens; french 
curves; bibs of paper; bookmarkers; steel letters; luminous paper; lithographs; lithographic stones; office perforators; 
perforated cards for jacquard looms; blotters; loose-leaf binders; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging; canvas 
for painting; palettes for painters; house painters" rollers; painting templates; painters" easels; marking chalk; marker 
pens; graining combs; stencils; pencil lead holders; modelling paste; polymer modelling clay; modelling materials; 
plastics for modelling; modelling clay; modelling wax, not for dental purposes; musical greeting cards; notebooks; paper-
clips; numbering apparatus; oleographs; files [office requisites]; pantographs [drawing instruments]; electrocardiograph 
paper; paper for recording machines; paper ribbons; paper tapes and cards for the recordal of computer programmes; 
paper sheets [stationery]; face towels of paper; paper handtowels; papier mâché; covers of paper for flower pots; paper 
knives [cutters] [office requisites]; paper bows; table napkins of paper; paper handkerchiefs; paper bags; pastel crayons; 
tracing patterns; tracing cloth; tracing paper; parchment paper; seals [stamps]; posters; placards of paper or cardboard; 
advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; plastic cling film, extensible, for palletization; place mats of paper; packing 
[cushioning, stuffing] materials of paper or cardboard; portraits; postcards; prospectuses; erasing products; rubber 
erasers; scrapers [erasers] for offices; erasing shields; etchings; paper for radiograms; arithmetical tables; ledgers 
[books]; passport covers; drawing boards; drawing pens; tracing needles for drawing purposes; push pins; drawing t-
squares; rosaries; newsletters; indexes; cream containers of paper; trading cards other than for games; absorbent sheets 
of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; stencils [stationery]; boxes of cardboard or paper; checkbook covers; slate 
pencils; writing slates; shields [paper seals]; signboards of paper or cardboard; tailors" chalk; manifolds [stationery]; 
sewing patterns; drawer liners of paper, perfumed or not; pencil boxes; nibs; nibs of gold; inkstands; writing instruments; 
writing or drawing books; writing chalk; writing cases [stationery]; typewriters, electric or non-electric; typewriter keys; 
rollers for typewriters; writing materials; writing cases [sets]; writing brushes; desk mats; printed publications; stencil 
plates; handwriting specimens for copying; school supplies [stationery]; page holders; adhesive bands for stationery or 
household purposes; composing frames [printing]; galley racks [printing]; seals; sealing wax; sealing machines for 
offices; sealing compounds for stationery purposes; sealing wafers; silver paper; steel pens; photograph stands; starch 
paste [adhesive] for stationery or household purposes; steatite [tailor"s chalk]; holders for stamps [seals]; cases for 
stamps [seals]; stamp pads; seal ink pads; stamp stands; prints [engravings]; embroidery designs [patterns]; tickets 
(travel tickets, entrance tickets); ink; inkwells; inkstones; ink sticks; tablecloths of paper; table linen of paper; toilet 
paper; printing sets, portable [office requisites]; transparencies [stationery]; indian inks; envelope sealing machines, for 
offices; tablemats of paper; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; packaging material made of 
starches; wrapping paper; duplicators; mimeograph apparatus and machines; square rulers; vignetting apparatus; 
viscose sheets for wrapping; blackboards; obliterating stamps; writing board erasers; xuan paper for chinese painting 
and calligraphy; drawing materials; sketch pads; drawing boards [painters" articles]; drawing sets; drawing instruments; 
charcoal pencils; drawing rulers; drawing squares; drawings; chart pointers, non-electronic; printed timetables; 
periodicals; magazines [periodicals]; newspapers; paper shredders for office use; paper clasps; numbers [type]; cigar 
bands; compasses for drawing; works of art and figurines of paper and cardboard, and architects" models; decoration 
and art materials and media; filtering materials of paper; bags and articles for packaging, wrapping and storage of paper, 
cardboard or plastics; stationery and educational supplies; glue for stationery or household use; money holders; 
disposable paper products; printed matter; paper and cardboard; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class.

Cl.29;Poultry; game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruit and vegetables; jellies for food; jams; 
compotes; eggs; milk; milk products; edible oils; edible fats; ajvar [preserved peppers]; albumin milk; seaweed extracts 
for food; alginates for culinary purposes; non-alcoholic eggnog; apple purée; artichokes, preserved; eggplant paste; 
oysters, not live; black pudding; beans, preserved; bouillon; bouillon concentrates; fat-containing mixtures for bread 
slices; butter; buttercream; dates; curd; yolk of eggs; powdered eggs; albumen for culinary purposes; white of eggs; 
peas, preserved; peanut butter; peanuts, prepared; peanut milk for culinary purposes; pickled gherkins; fatty substances 
for the manufacture of edible fats; fish, not live; salted fish; fish, preserved; fish fillets; foods made from fish; fish, tinned 
[canned (am.)]; isinglass for food; fish meal for human consumption; fish mousses; fish roe, prepared; preserved meat; 
meat jellies; canned meat; salted meats; fruit chips; fruit preserved in alcohol; fruit pulp; fruit salads; fruit-based snack 
food; jellies for food; prawns, not live; poultry, not live; gelatine; vegetables, cooked; vegetables, dried; vegetables, 
preserved; vegetables, tinned [canned (am.)]; vegetable mousses; vegetable salads; toasted laver; herrings, not live; 
lobsters, not live; ginger jam; yogurt; vegetable soup preparations; tripe; crystallized fruits; potato chips; potato flakes; 
potato fritters; cheese; caviar; kephir [milk beverage]; hummus [chickpea paste]; kimchi [fermented vegetable dish]; 
animal marrow for food; bone oil, edible; coconut butter; coconut fat; coconut, desiccated; coconut oil; evaporated milk; 
preserved garlic; soups; crayfish, not live; croquettes; crustaceans, not live; rennet; salmon, not live; spiny lobsters, not 
live; liver; liver pâté; linseed oil for culinary purposes; lecithin for culinary purposes; lentils, preserved; milk of almonds 
for culinary purposes; margarine; marmalade; almonds, ground; corn oil; milk ferments for culinary purposes; milk 
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beverages, milk predominating; blue mussels [not live]; milk shakes; whey; nuts, prepared; fruit, preserved; frozen fruits; 
fruits, tinned [canned (am.)]; olives, preserved; olive oil for food; palm kernel oil for food; palm oil for food; vegetable 
marrow paste; pectin for culinary purposes; vegetable juices for cooking; piccalilli; pickles; mushrooms, preserved; 
pollen prepared as foodstuff; cranberry sauce [compote]; prostokvasha [soured milk]; quark; colza oil for food; rice milk 
[milk substitute]; ryazhenka [fermented baked milk]; raisins; cream [dairy products]; seeds, prepared; anchovy; sardines, 
not live; sauerkraut; fruit peel; shellfish, not live; ham; whipped cream; snail eggs for consumption; pork; lard; sea-
cucumbers, not live; silkworm chrysalis, for human consumption; sesame oil; tahini [sesame seed paste]; shrimps, not 
live; smetana [sour cream]; soya beans, preserved, for food; soya milk [milk substitute]; sunflower seeds, prepared; 
sunflower oil for food; bacon; suet for food; preparations for making soup; tuna, not live; tofu; tomato paste; tomato juice 
for cooking; truffles, preserved; clams, not live; aloe vera prepared for human consumption; edible birds" nests; game, 
not live; sausages; sausages in batter; meats; preparations for making bouillon; onions, preserved; meats; fish, seafood 
and molluscs; dairy products and dairy substitutes; birds eggs and egg products; oils and fats; processed fruits, fungi 
and vegetables (including nuts and pulses); prepared meals consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry or vegetables; 
soups and broths; snacks and desserts, namely birds" nests; stews and pre-cooked stew; condensed tomatoes; dips; 
pollen prepared as foodstuff; pork snacks; soya [prepared]; prepared meals, mostly of meat; fish, seafood or vegetables; 
snacks and side dishes of potatoes; soups and soup preparations; stews, stocks and broths; yucca chips.

Cl.30;Rice; tapioca; sago; flour; cereals; bread; pastries; sweetmeats [candy]; ices; sugar; honey; syrups and treacles; 
yeast; baking powder; salt; mustard; vinegar; sauces [condiments]; ice; seaweed [condiment]; aniseed; flavorings 
[flavourings], other than essential oils, for beverages; wheat flour; flavorings [flavourings], other than essential oils, for 
cakes; beer vinegar; buns; unleavened bread; petit-beurre biscuits; cheeseburgers [sandwiches]; chow-chow 
[condiment]; chutneys [condiments]; couscous [semolina]; curry [spice]; custard; dessert mousses [confectionery]; ice 
cream; peanut confectionery; essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils; vermicelli [noodles]; 
meat tenderizers, for household purposes; meat pies; meat gravies; fondants [confectionery]; fruit coulis [sauces]; spring 
rolls; pastry; minced garlic [condiment]; royal jelly; fruit jellies [confectionery]; hominy; husked barley; pearl barley; 
barley meal; crushed barley; tea-based beverages; chips [cereal products]; cereal bars; cereal-based snack food; 
condiments; cloves [spice]; glucose for culinary purposes; gluten additives for culinary purposes; semolina; groats for 
human food; crushed oats; oat flakes; oatmeal; husked oats; halvah; ginger [spice]; frozen yogurt [confectionery ices]; 
coffee flavorings [flavourings]; artificial coffee; vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes; coffee-based 
beverages; cocoa-based beverages; candy; capers; caramels [candy]; potato flour; chewing gum; cookies; cooking salt; 
salt for preserving foodstuffs; crackers; infusions, not medicinal; cakes; cake frosting [icing]; garden herbs, preserved 
[seasonings]; cake powder; cake dough; turmeric; edible turmeric; liquorice [confectionery]; stick liquorice 
[confectionery]; food flavorings, other than essential oils; gingerbread; corn flour; maize meal; macaroni; macaroons 
[pastry]; maltose; malt for human consumption; malt biscuits; malt extract for food; almond confectionery; marinades; 
marzipan; almond paste; mayonnaise; farinaceous foods; sea water for cooking; coffee beverages with milk; cocoa 
beverages with milk; creamed rice; chocolate beverages with milk; ham glaze; pastry dough; muesli; nutmegs; muesli; 
oat-based food; peppers [seasonings]; noodle-based prepared meals; noodles; chocolate-coated nuts; nut flours; palm 
sugar; breadcrumbs; pasta sauce; pâtés en croûte; pies; pastilles [confectionery]; pelmeni [dumplings stuffed with meat]; 
pesto [sauce]; petits fours [cakes]; pancakes; pepper; gingerbread; mint for confectionery; peppermint candy; pizzas; 
popcorn; bee glue; high-protein cereal bars; puddings; quiches; ravioli; rice cakes; rice-based snack food; relish 
[condiment]; ice, natural or artificial; unroasted coffee; saffron [seasoning]; preparations for stiffening whipped cream; 
dressings for salad; sandwiches; sauces (spices); leaven; chocolate; chocolate-based beverages; chocolate mousses; 
allspice; celery salt; bread rolls; mustard meal; soya bean paste [condiment]; soya flour; soya sauce; sorbets [ices]; 
sauces [condiments]; spaghetti; powders for ice cream; baking soda [bicarbonate of soda for cooking purposes]; food 
starch; starch for food; star aniseed; sushi; natural sweeteners; tabbouleh; tacos; tapioca flour; dough; ferments for 
pastes; pasta; tomato sauce; tarts; chocolate decorations for cakes; candy decorations for cakes; tortillas; vanilla 
[flavoring] [flavouring]; vanillin [vanilla substitute]; waffles; vareniki [stuffed dumplings]; cream of tartar for culinary 
purposes; wheat germ for human consumption; sausage binding materials; aromatic preparations for food; chicory 
[coffee substitute]; cinnamon [spice]; gluten prepared as foodstuff; pralines; confectionery for decorating christmas 
trees; sweetmeats [candy]; rusks; prepared meals consisting primarily of pasta or rice and savoury snacks, in particular 
snacks based on corn, cereals, flour and sesame, biscuits and crackers, dumplings, pancakes, pasta, rice and cereal 
foodstuffs, pastes and farinaceous foods, sandwiches and pizzas, spring rolls and seaweed rolls, steamed buns, tortilla 
foodstuffs; salts, seasonings, flavourings and condiments; baked goods, confectionery, chocolate and desserts; sugars, 
natural sweeteners, sweet coatings and fillings, bee products; ice, ice creams, frozen yogurts and sorbets; coffee, teas 
and cocoa and substitutes therefor; processed grains, starches, and goods made thereof; baking preparations and yeast; 
fish crackers.

Cl.31;Sowing seeds; agricultural products not included in other classes; horticultural products not included in other 
classes; forestry products not included in other classes; live animals; fruit, fresh; vegetables, fresh; seeds; natural plants; 
flowers; foodstuffs and fodder for animals; malt; algae for human or animal consumption; aloe vera plants; artichokes, 
fresh; oysters, live; trees; raw barks; berries, fresh fruits; flower bulbs; beans, fresh; nettles; christmas trees; chicory, 
fresh; peas, fresh; peanuts, fresh; chestnuts (fresh); fish, live; fish spawn; cucumbers, fresh; spinach, fresh; grains; 
marrows, fresh; poultry, live; grains [cereals]; fresh green salad; hazelnuts; herrings, live; wood chips for the manufacture 
of wood pulp; hops; hop cones; lobsters, live; locust beans, raw; cocoa beans, raw; potatoes, fresh; seed germ for 
botanical purposes; bran; garlic, fresh; coconuts; wreaths of natural flowers; live crayfish; crustaceans, live; garden 
herbs, fresh; salmon, live; spiny lobsters, live; lentils, fresh; maize; almonds [fruits]; mussels, live; straw mulch; nuts 
[fruits]; olives, fresh; oranges, fresh; plants; mushrooms, fresh; peppers [plants]; fresh leeks; rice, unprocessed; rhubarb, 
fresh; rye; beet, fresh; sardines, live; edible sesame, unprocessed; bushes; pine cones; tuna, live; grapes, fresh; flowers, 
dried, for decoration; wheat; citrus fruit, fresh; sugarcane; onions, fresh vegetables; live animals, organisms for breeding; 
agricultural and aquacultural crops, horticulture and forestry products; all aforementioned goods except for animal feed.

Cl.32;Mineral water [beverages]; aerated water; non-alcoholic beverages; fruit drinks; juices; syrups for making 
beverages; powders for effervescing beverages; pastilles for effervescing beverages; peanut milk [non-alcoholic 
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beverage]; preparations for making mineral water; preparations for making aerated water; essences for making 
beverages; vegetable juices; smoothies; soya-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; preparations for making 
beverages.

Cl.33;Fruit extracts, alcoholic; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based; preparations for making alcoholic 
beverages; alcoholic beverages (except beer).

Cl.34;Ashtrays; firestones; lighters for smokers; gas containers for cigar lighters; chewing tobacco; mouthpieces for 
cigarette holders; liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; pipe cleaners for tobacco pipes; pipe racks for 
tobacco pipes; snuff; snuff boxes; tobacco jars; pocket machines for rolling cigarettes; oral vaporizers for smokers; 
cigarettes; cigarette cases; cigarette filters; cigarette paper; books of cigarette papers; cigarillos; cigars; cigar cutters; 
cigar cases; humidors; tobacco and tobacco products (including substitutes); tobacco pipes, pouches, thread and 
tobacco tins; matches; oral vaporizers for smokers and electronic cigarettes, and flavourings and solutions therefor; 
parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.
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3532325    07/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1331893]
Canon Medical Systems Corporation

1385, Shimoishigami, Otawara-shi Tochigi 324-8550 JP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Clinical testing preparations; diagnostic preparations; pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations.

Cl.9;Telecommunication machines and apparatus; computer software for use in medical examination and diagnosis; 
genetic analyzers; apparatus for DNA analysis; X-rays tubes not for medical purposes; X-ray image intensifiers not for 
medical use; microwave tubes; transmitter tubes; X-ray flat panel detectors; radiation detectors; electronic machines, 
apparatus and their parts.

Cl.10;Imaging diagnostic apparatus for medical use; X-rays tubes for medical use; X-ray image intensifiers for medical 
use; medical apparatus for animals; medical apparatus for nursing care; infrared radiator units for therapeutic purposes; 
light therapy equipment; medical apparatus, instruments and their parts and fittings.

Cl.16;Magazines [publication]; newspapers.

Cl.35;Counselling services for opening hospitals or clinics; arranging, conducting and organization of trade fairs; retail 
or wholesale services for medical apparatus and instruments.

Cl.36;Hire-purchase loans or lease-purchase of medical apparatus and instruments.

Cl.37;Repair or maintenance of medical apparatus and instruments and providing information relating thereto; 
installation of medical apparatus and instruments; telecommunication wiring; repair or maintenance of chemical 
processing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of telecommunication machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of computers; repair or maintenance of laboratory apparatus and instruments.

Cl.41;Conducting of medical seminars and workshops [training]; conducting of medical imagery contest; provision of 
non-downloadable electronic publications.

Cl.42;DNA analysis and authentication; medical analysis and research services and consultancy relating thereto; 
computer software design; technological advice relating to computer software design, computers and medical apparatus 
and instruments; testing, inspection and research services in the fields of medical apparatus and instruments, and 
providing information and consultancy relating thereto; rental of computers; providing computer programs designed to 
the specifications of others.

Cl.44;Clinical testing for medical purposes; clinical testing for veterinary services and physical examination; rental of 
medical apparatus and instruments.
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Priority claimed from 02/09/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 107 983 ;Germany 

3536541    22/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1334042]
MIP METRO Group Intellectual Property GmbH & Co. KG

Metro-Straße 1 40235 Düsseldorf Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beer), wines.

Cl.35;Wholesale and retail services, as well via Internet, with alcoholic beverages; mail order retail services in the field 
of food and alcoholic beverages; advertising; business management; presentation of goods on communication media, for 
wholesale purposes; rental of advertising space on the Internet; arranging of contracts for others for the buying and 
selling of goods; online ordering services; business administration in the field of transport and delivery, as well as 
invoicing services; administrative processing of computerized purchase orders; shop window dressing; marketing; sales 
promotion; providing and rental of advertising space on the Internet [banner advertising]; rental of publicity material; 
provision of advertising time on communication media; publication of printed matter for advertising purposes, in  
particular catalogues; business inquiries provided also via Internet and other computer and electronic communication 
networks in relation to electronic wholesale services in the field of food and alcoholic beverages.
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Priority claimed from 08/06/2016; Application No. : 201606660 ;Norway 

3536826    17/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1334192]
KONGSBERG AUTOMOTIVE ASA

P.O. Box 62 N-3602 Kongsberg Norway

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; small items of metal hardware; 
pipes, hoses and tubes of metal; pipes, hoses and tubes of stainless steel.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for industrial purposes, namely, machines and machines tools including tubes, hoses 
and pipes for producing oil, namely, fuel, diesel, gas oil, industrial oil, motor oil, textile oil, bleaching oil, cement oil, oil 
separating chemicals, crude oil, gas, namely, fuel gas, gas oil, lighting gas, petroleum gas, natural gas, bottles, powdered 
milk, dairy products, food, namely, food for human consumption, namely, fresh, frozen, dried, cooked and conserved 
food, namely, meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, fruits and vegetables, jellies, jams, compotes, eggs, edible oils, 
fats, grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products, live animals, seeds, natural plants and flowers, foodstuffs 
for animals, malt, coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee, rice, tapioca and sago, flour and preparations made from cereals, 
bread, pastry and confectionery, ices, sugar, honey, treacle, yeast, baking-powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces 
(condiments), spices, ice, drinks, namely, beers, mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages, fruit 
beverages and fruit juices, syrups and other preparations for making beverages, alcoholic beverages (except beers); 
robotic arms for gluing; motors and engines, namely, hydraulic engines and motors for aircraft, helicopters, ships and 
boats; machine coupling and transmission components for aircraft, helicopters, ships and boats.

Cl.12;Vehicles, namely, automobiles, motorcycles, all-terrain vehicles, trucks, aircraft, helicopters, ships, boats, rail 
locomotives, and agricultural and construction vehicles, namely, tractors and trucks; apparatuses and parts for apparatus 
for locomotion by land, air or water, namely, hydraulic circuits including hydraulic hoses for automobiles, motorcycles, 
all-terrain vehicles, trucks, aircraft, helicopters, ships, boats, rail locomotives, and agricultural and construction vehicles, 
namely, tractors and trucks.

Cl.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica, plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping 
and insulating materials; flexible pipes, hoses and tubes, not of metal, flexible pipes, hoses and tubes of rubber or plastic.
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Priority claimed from 03/05/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 013 048 ;Germany 

3566209    02/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1348225]
ThyssenKrupp AG

ThyssenKrupp Allee 1 45143 Essen Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Chemical machinery, namely converter steel works for crude steel production, namely including steel converters 
for decarburizing pig iron by means of oxygen, ladle treatment equipment, vacuum treatment equipment, continuous slab 
casting or ingot casting equipment; gas turbine power plants and steam turbine power plants for electricity generation 
namely including generators, low-pressure and high-pressure turbines, coal mills; electrolysis machinery, particularly for 
the electrolysis of water.

Cl.11;Blast furnaces for pig iron production; gas pipeline systems, namely including switchable diverters for gases, 
smelting gases, coke-oven gases, blast furnace top gases, converter gases, process gases, as well as mixed gases and 
utility gases composed from the specified gases which occur in pig iron production, crude steel production, and/or coke 
production; machinery for hydrogen production; machinery for ammonia synthesis and urea synthesis; machinery for 
converting CO proportions of a smelting gas by means of a water-gas shift reaction or a steam reforming with water vapor 
or a partial oxidation with air and/or oxygen; machinery for separating process gases in a gas mixture by means of a 
pressure swing adsorption; machinery for gas purification and gas conditioning of utility gases, and facilities consisting 
thereof, for yielding, treatment, recovery, and/or production of chemical products from industrial exhaust gas emissions 
and/or synthesis gases, which contain the components of the respective end product, particularly of ammonia, methanol, 
or other hydrocarbon compounds, as well as biotechnological facilities for fermenting synthesis gases; machinery and 
apparatus for reducing and/or processing gases that are harmful to the climate in steel production in particular in 
integrated steel mills; coke-oven machinery for producing coke and raw gas from coal by means of a distillation process, 
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comprising, in particular, coke ovens with oven roofs for filling coke-oven batteries with coal and coke extinguisher 
equipment for quickly extinguishing and cooling produced coke; cooling towers for gas turbine power plants and steam 
turbine power plants for electricity generation.

Cl.35;Professional business consultancy pertaining to emission reduction and utilization of gases that are harmful to 
the climate; professional business consultancy pertaining to the construction of metallurgical and chemical plants; 
business management analysis, business management assistance, business management consultancy, business 
management organization (consultancy), business management planning, business management supervision, all the 
latter services in connection with metallurgical and chemical plants.

Cl.37;Construction, maintenance, installation, and commissioning of metallurgical and chemical plants.

Cl.42;Planning and development of chemical and/or metallurgical machinery and plants; industrial analysis and 
research services, as well as technological consultancy services in the fields of metallurgy and chemical industry; 
engineering services pertaining to the integration of smelting technology and chemical machinery and plants; 
technological consulting, research, and development services in the fields of emission reduction and the utilization of 
gases that are harmful to the climate.
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Priority claimed from 28/09/2016; Application No. : 015874134 ;European Union 

3593489    27/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1354882]
ENERCON GMBH

Dreekamp 5 26605 Aurich Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Equipment and apparatus for regenerative wind energy production, in particular wind power installations, wind 
energy converters, wind-mills, wind-diesel systems; parts for the aforesaid goods, in particular generators, rotor blades 
for wind energy installations, rotors for wind energy installations, not including drive equipment and systems for water 
vehicles, in particular ships, and individual parts and components for the aforesaid drive equipment.

Cl.9;Electric installations, apparatus and instruments for energy generation, included in this class; data processing 
equipment and computers for monitoring and controlling wind energy installations; parts for the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class, namely electric circuits, frequency converters, measuring, signalling and checking (supervision) 
instruments, not including shore connection devices for water vehicles (electricity), in particular ships, and individual 
parts and components for the aforesaid shore connection devices, and converter installations.

Cl.19;Towers for wind energy installations.
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2016; Application No. : 016189243 ;European Union 

3613357    09/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359711]
SAP SE

Dietmar-Hopp-Allee 16 69190 Walldorf Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs and computer software; computer programs and computer software for Internet of Things; 
computer programs and computer software for the analysis of business and other data; computer programs and 
computer software for the purpose of business decision making; computer programs and computer software for 
processing, managing, analyzing large data volumes, for readouts of large data volumes from databases, and for the 
evaluation of transactional and other data; all of the above also for operation by way of a cloud computing model; data 
carriers containing computer software, including tapes, discs and cards.

Cl.35;Systematic ordering of data and information in computer databases; systemisation of data and information in 
computer databases for computer software in the nature of software for Internet of Things, for the processing of business 
transactions, for the analysis of business data, for the purpose of business decision making, for RAM data management 
(in-memory data management); systemisation of data and information in computer databases for analysis and direct data 
processing applications, and for the creation, development and design of RAM databases (in-memory databases), for 
readouts on a real-time basis, and for the rapid evaluation of transaction data, all of the above also for operation by way of 
a cloud computing model.

Cl.41;Training in the use of Internet of Things programs.

Cl.42;Creating, development and design of computer programs and computer software, in particular for commercial 
functions, including for Internet of Things, for the analysis of business data, for the purpose of business decision making, 
for data processing, for data management, for analysis and direct data processing applications, for the creation, 
development and design of databases for enabling database readouts on a real-time basis, and for the rapid evaluation of 
transaction data; all of the above also for operation by way of a cloud computing model; providing computer software as 
a service and/or by way of cloud computing, including software for data warehousing, for the analysis of business data, 
for the purpose of business decision making; information technology outsourcing services; implementation, 
maintenance, rental and servicing of computer programs and software; updating and maintenance of computer programs 
and computer software, in particular programs relating to the development, creation, programming, execution, function, 
production, disseminating, distribution, application, use, operating, handling, modifying, sale, maintenance, rental, 
updating, design and outsourcing; technical consultancy with regard to the creating, development, use and application of 
computer programs and software; research in the field of computer programs and software; hosting services.
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Priority claimed from 23/03/2017; Application No. : 87383787 ;United States of America 

3836556    21/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1401009]
AMAZON TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

410 Terry Avenue North Seattle WA 98109 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL

K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Consumer electronic products, namely, doorbells, motion sensors and monitoring equipment, namely, video 
monitors and video cameras for monitoring the interior and exterior of homes, retail stores, or offices for security and 
surveillance; electronic wireless LAN enabled doorbells; electronic doorbells; electronic doorbells with a camera allowing 
persons to identify who is at their door from remote locations; motion sensors and monitoring equipment, namely, video 
monitors and video cameras for monitoring the interior and exterior of homes, retail stores, or offices for security and 
surveillance; electronic wireless LAN enabled motion sensors and monitoring equipment, namely, video monitors and 
video cameras for monitoring the interior and exterior of homes, retail stores, or offices for security and surveillance; 
downloadable software and software applications permitting users to identify and communicate with persons at their 
door; downloadable software and software applications permitting users to monitor their home, office and other facilities; 
downloadable applications for monitoring a user"s home, office and other facilities, for use over the Internet, mobile 
devices, wireless Internet networks or systems and other computer and electronic communication networks; speakers; 
wireless local area network enabled speakers; customizable electronic speakers; computer application software for use in 
controlling and managing speakers, wireless local area network enabled speakers, customizable electronic speakers; 
luminous signs; electric signs; electronic signs; backlit signs; lighting controllers; lighting control apparatus; electric 
control devices for lighting fixtures; computer software for sharing videos; computer application software for sharing 
videos; computer application software for mobile phones and other mobile devices, namely, software for sharing videos.

Cl.35;Online retail store services featuring consumer electronic products; promoting consumer awareness of safety 
and crime prevention.
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Cl.37;Consumer electronic product installation services; installation services for consumer electronic products, 
namely, doorbells, motion sensors, monitoring equipment, and video cameras; installation services for security and 
surveillance products; consultancy services related to installation of consumer electronic products.

Cl.42;Cloud recording and storage services, namely, providing cloud hosting provider services and providing 
temporary use of online non-downloadable cloud computing software for use in electronic storage of data; cloud video 
recording services, namely, providing cloud hosting provider services and providing temporary use of online non-
downloadable cloud computing software for use in electronic storage of data; providing an online non-downloadable 
internet-based application featuring technology enabling users to share videos.

Cl.45;Electronic monitoring and security services for residential and commercial properties; providing information 
about safety and crime prevention; providing a website featuring information about safety and crime prevention.
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Priority claimed from 15/08/2018; Application No. : UK00003331879 ;United Kingdom 

4113433    29/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1453598]
Osler Diagnostics Limited

King Charles House, Park End Street Oxford OX1 1JD GB

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Assays and reagents for scientific or medical research purposes.

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals; medical preparations; chemical preparations and reagents for medical purposes; diagnostic 
preparations, substances, agents, reagents, assays and materials for medical purposes; diagnostic testing preparations, 
substances, agents, reagents, assays and materials for medical purposes.

Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments; scientific research and laboratory apparatus and instruments; material 
testing apparatus and instruments; communications apparatus and instruments; monitoring, measuring, signalling and 
control apparatus and instruments; audio-visual apparatus and instruments; computer apparatus and instruments; 
software; application software (apps); data capture, collection, recording, processing, transmission, reproduction, 
storage and/or communications apparatus and instruments; electrical and electronic components; parts and fittings for 
all the aforementioned goods.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; medical diagnostic apparatus and instruments; testing apparatus and 
instruments for medical and/or medical diagnostic purposes; diagnostic testing apparatus and instruments for the 
measurement of clinical bio markers; parts and fittings for all the aforementioned goods.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear.

Cl.41;Education, training and educational research services; publishing services; publication of medical and/or 
scientific publications; consultancy, advisory and/or information services relating to or connected with the 
aforementioned services.

Cl.42;Research and development services; medical research and development services; scientific research and 
development services; pharmaceutical research and development services; design services; research, design and 
development of medical apparatus and instruments; research, design and development of medical diagnostic apparatus 
and instruments; research, design and development of diagnostic tests for the measurement of clinical bio markers; 
software research, design and development services; consultancy, advisory and/or information services relating to or 
connected with the aforementioned services.

Cl.44;Medical services; medical diagnostic services; medical testing, screening and analysis services relating to the 
diagnosis and/or treatment of disease; consultancy, advisory and/or information services relating to or connected with 
the aforementioned services.

Cl.45;Intellectual property licensing services; licensing of technology; licensing of manufacturing technology and/or 
manufacturing processes; licensing of intellectual property and/or intellectual property rights; licensing of industrial 
property and/or industrial property rights; licensing of patents, confidential information, technical information and/or 
know-how; consultancy, advisory and/or information services relating to or connected with the aforementioned services.
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Priority claimed from 03/01/2019; Application No. : 88248151 ;United States of America 

4189074    18/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467824]
DataOnline Corp.

One Maritime Plaza, Suite 2200 San Francisco CA 94111 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Telecommunications hardware and software for monitoring and alerting remote sensor status via wireless 
networks; electronic device, namely, remote monitoring unit comprised of a battery, parameter sensors, and on-board 
wireless radios used for remote monitoring, tracking, and control of mobile and fixed industrial and commercial assets; 
electronic device, namely, remote monitoring unit connected to a main power line and comprised of parameter sensors 
and on-board wireless radios used for remote monitoring, tracking, and control of mobile and fixed industrial and 
commercial assets; downloadable software for connecting, operating, and managing networked electronic devices used 
to monitor mobile and fixed industrial and commercial assets in the internet of things (IoT).

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for connecting, operating, and managing 
networked electronic devices used to monitor mobile and fixed industrial and commercial assets in the internet of things 
(IoT); provision of temporary use of non-downloadable software for data acquisition services relating to the remote 
monitoring of fixed and mobile industrial and commercial assets; computerised data analysis services relating to the 
remote monitoring of fixed and mobile industrial and commercial assets in the field of transportation route optimization, 
forecasting and alerts, and predictive maintenance; provision of temporary use of non-downloadable software for the 
remote monitoring of the functioning, location, inventory and use of industrial assets, namely, storage tanks, drill sites, 
skids, railcars, pump stations, lift stations, pipelines, hazardous materials, reefers and International Standards 
Organization (ISO) tank containers to benefit the connection of information, people and objects.
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4191571    25/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1467987]
ALPS ALPINE CO., LTD.

1-7, Yukigaya-otsukamachi, Ota-ku Tokyo 145-8501 JP

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals; ceramic glazings; lithium; cerium; neodymium; praseodymium; industrial non-metallic minerals other 
than purposes of building or construction; chemical compositions for developing, printing and enlarging photographs; 
reagent paper [not for medical purposes]; paper pulp.

Cl.2;Dyestuffs; pigments; printing toner; paints; printing ink; colors for painting pictures; nonferrous metals in foil or 
powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists; precious metals in foil or powder form for painters, decorators, 
printers and artists; filled toner cartridges for printers; ink cartridges, filled, for inkjet printers; ink cartridges, filled, for 
computer printers; filled toner cartridges for photocopiers.

Cl.3;Paint stripping preparations; polishing preparations; soaps and detergents; dentifrices; cosmetics; aromatic oils; 
perfume and perfume oils for the manufacture of cosmetic preparations; incense.

Cl.4;Grease for shoes and boots; leather preserving oil and grease; fuels; mineral oils and greases for industrial 
purposes [not for fuel]; non-mineral oils and greases for industrial purposes [not for fuel]; waxes [raw material]; candles.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations; preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides; reagent paper for medical 
purposes; diapers; diaper covers; mothproof paper; dental materials; lacteal flour for babies; dietary supplements for 
humans; beverages for babies; food for babies.

Cl.6;Pipework of metal; common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; iron and steel; magnetized steel; nonferrous 
metals and their alloys; metallic materials consisting primarily of magnetized amorphous alloys; metal materials for 
building or construction; containers of metal for transport; hardware of metal, small; wire rope; industrial packaging 
containers of metal; metal nameplates and door nameplates; tool boxes of metal, empty.

Cl.7;Crushing machines; cutting machines; industrial robots; agitators; mixers [machines]; kneading machines; high 
pressure washers; metalworking machines and tools; power driven polishers, wrenches and grinders; mining machines 
and apparatus; construction machines and apparatus; loading-unloading machines and apparatus; industrial fishing 
machines; chemical processing machines and apparatus; mixing machines for use in the manufacture of 
pharmaceuticals; machines for manufacturing pharmaceutics as well as their parts and fittings as far as included in this 
class; textile machines and apparatus; food or beverage processing machines and apparatus; lumbering, woodworking, 
or veneer or plywood making machines and apparatus as far as included in this class; pulp making, papermaking or 
paper-working machines and apparatus; printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus; glassware manufacturing 
machines and apparatus; painting machines and apparatus; packaging or wrapping machines and apparatus; plastic 
processing machines and apparatus; semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; machines and mechanical 
systems for inserting electronic components into printed boards automatically; electronic component manufacturing 
machines and mechanical systems; electronic component assembling machines and mechanical systems; electronic 
circuit assembling machines and mechanical systems; machines and apparatus for manufacturing rubber goods; stone 
working machines and apparatus; vehicle washing installations; food mixing machines for commercial use; food peeling 
machines for commercial use; food cutting, chopping and slicing machines for commercial use; dishwashers; machines 
and apparatus for wax-polishing, electric; lawnmowers; waste compacting machines and apparatus for industrial 
purposes; waste crushing machines for industrial purposes; electric food blenders for household purposes; agricultural 
machines and agricultural implements, other than hand-operated; non-electric prime movers, not for land vehicles; parts 
of non-electric prime movers; mufflers for motors and engines; parts and fittings of mufflers for motors and engines; 
pneumatic or hydraulic machines and instruments; adhesive tape dispensing machines; automatic stamping machines; 
washing machines [laundry]; machine elements, not for land vehicles; curtain drawing devices electrically operated; 
electric door openers; 3D printers; starters for motors and engines; current generators; motors, electric, other than for 
land vehicles; starters for automobile engines; actuators for valves; linear actuators; linear motors.

Cl.8;Electric razors and electric hair clippers; bladed or pointed hand tools, hand operated; swords; hand tools, hand 
operated, other than bladed or pointed hand tools; egg slicers, non-electric; non-electric planes for flaking dried bonito 
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blocks [Katsuo-bushi planes]; can openers, non-electric; spoons; cheese slicers, non-electric; pizza cutters, non-electric; 
forks [cutlery]; vegetable slicers; braiders [hand tools]; electric flat irons; shaving cases; pedicure sets; eyelash curlers; 
manicure sets; hair-removing tweezers.

Cl.9;Toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers; blueprint apparatus; cash registers; coin counting or 
sorting machines; photo-copying machines; mathematical instruments; time and date stamping machines; time clocks 
[time recording devices]; punched card office machines; voting machines; postage stamp checking apparatus; fire 
alarms; gas alarms; anti-theft warning apparatus; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; sports training 
simulators; chromatography columns; apparatus for automatic chromatography; laboratory apparatus and instruments; 
chromatography columns for laboratory experimental machines and apparatus; laboratory ovens and laboratory 
apparatus as well as their parts; biochips; virus testing apparatus for laboratory use; measuring or testing machines and 
instruments; bacteria testing apparatus not for medical use; liquid analysis apparatus; gas testing instruments; 
chromatography columns for measuring or testing machines and instruments; microfluidic chips; pedometers; 
temperature sensors; humidity sensors; biochip sensors; sensors as being measurement apparatus, other than for 
medical use; encoders as being measurement apparatus; wearable activity trackers; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical 
purposes; 3D spectacles; thermal imaging cameras; sound recording apparatus; photographic machines and apparatus; 
cinematographic machines and apparatus; optical machines and apparatus; optical lenses; automatic control apparatus 
and remote monitoring apparatus for measuring, monitoring and controlling air condition; event recorders; solar 
batteries; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; rotary converters; phase modifiers; electric switches; 
regulating apparatus, electric; control panels [electricity]; electrical controlling devices; connectors [electricity]; switches, 
electric; contacts, electric; connections, electric; electrical adapters; electric transformers; battery chargers; DC/DC 
converters; converters, electric; automatic control apparatus for electrical power supplies; variable electric resistors; 
electric resistors; accumulators, electric; fuses; batteries and cells; electric or magnetic meters and testers; oscillators; 
electric wires and cables; telecommunications apparatus and instruments; parts and accessories for telecommunications 
apparatus and instruments; audio speakers and their accessories; CD and DVD audio players and recorders; CD and DVD 
video players and recorders; optical disc video players and recorders; CD and DVD disc changers; optical disc changers; 
audio amplifiers; audio players and video players incorporating hard disk drives; audio players and video players 
incorporating IC memory; television receivers [TV sets]; radio receivers; equalisers [audio apparatus]; navigation 
apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; parts and fittings of navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board 
computers]; controllers for navigation apparatus for vehicles; navigational instruments; parts and fittings for navigational 
instruments; loudspeakers; camera modules for mobile phones; lens actuators for camera modules of mobile phones; 
radio beacon machines and apparatus; digital cameras; digital video cameras; radio wave transmitting and receiving 
machines and instruments for use in the locating of lost pets; video surveillance systems; radio remote control apparatus 
for starting automobile engines; car stereos; audio transmitter units for automobiles; controllers for car audio equipment; 
sound amplifiers; diaphragms [acoustics]; portable vibration speakers; limiters [electricity]; speakers utilizing bone 
conduction technology; headphones utilizing bone conduction technology; frequency converters for actuators; frequency 
converters for motors; remote controls for telecommunication machines and apparatus; controllers for 
telecommunication machines and apparatus; remote control apparatus; remote control telemetering machines and 
instruments; data communication apparatus and instruments; electric coils for telecommunication apparatus; protective 
covers and cases for tablet computers; computer cases; integrated circuit modules for telecommunication devices and 
apparatus; personal digital assistants in the shape of a watch; smartphones; cases or covers adapted for smartphones; 
liquid crystal display [LCD] protection sheets for smartphones; touch panels; touch screens; touch panels for personal 
digital assistants; magnetic encoders; electronic display units; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts and 
fittings; electronic animal identification apparatus; computers; computer peripheral devices; computer programs; 
electronic identification tags; electronic tags; optical mouse; scanners [data processing equipment]; visual display units 
for computers; hard disk drives; printers; electrostatic copying machines; electronic dictionaries; word processors; 
electronic control apparatus and instruments for automobiles; electronic control apparatus and instruments for steering 
wheels for automobiles; electronic control apparatus and instruments for automobile pedals; electronic control apparatus 
and instruments for gear shifts for automobiles; electronic control apparatus; computer programs for vibration control; 
computer programs for telecommunication; parts for electronic control apparatus and instruments for automobiles; touch 
pads; thermal printers; touch-sensing input devices; computer software for use with touch-sensing input devices; 
computer software for use with touch pads, touch panels and touch screens; chips [integrated circuits]; integrated circuit 
cards [smart cards]; IC tag readers; electronic pens; inductors [electricity]; magnetic cores; resistance wires; electrodes; 
satellites for scientific purposes; dust protective masks; spectacles [eyeglasses and goggles]; prerecorded CD-ROMs; 
prerecorded DVDs; prerecorded magnetic data carriers; game programs for arcade video game machines; game 
programs for home video game machines; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with programs for hand-held games 
with liquid crystal displays; metronomes; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with automatic performance 
programs for electronic musical instruments; effecters for electric or electronic musical instruments; electric and 
electronic effects units for musical instruments; phonograph records; downloadable music files and audio files; sound 
recordings; downloadable image files and video files; video recordings; visual and written data about magazines, books, 
newspaper, maps, photographs and drawings, downloadable; electronic publications, downloadable; exposed 
cinematographic films; exposed slide films; slide film mounts; vehicle-mounted devices for electronic toll collection; 
electronic locks; control apparatus for electronic locks; electronic locks for security purposes; keyless entry systems.

Cl.10;Ear plugs for sleeping; ear plugs for soundproofing; esthetic massage apparatus for commercial use; medical 
apparatus and instruments; electric massage apparatus for household purposes; gloves for medical purposes; ear picks; 
finger guards for medical purposes; teething rings; ice bag pillows for medical purposes; triangular bandages; supportive 
bandages; surgical catguts; feeding cups for medical purposes; dropping pipettes for medical purposes; teats; medical 
ice bags; medical ice bag holders; nursing appliances; nursing bottles.

Cl.11;Sanitary apparatus and installations; toilet bowls and seats sold as a unit; prefabricated bathroom installations 
sold as a unit; toilet stool units with a washing water squirter; disinfectant dispensers for toilets; toilet bowls; seats for 
use with Japanese style toilet bowls; bath fittings; desiccating apparatus; drying apparatus; drying apparatus for 
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chemical processing; recuperators for chemical processing; steamers for chemical processing; evaporators for chemical 
processing; distillation apparatus for chemical processing; heat exchangers for chemical processing; chromatography 
columns for industrial purposes; parts of chromatography columns for industrial purposes; chromatography apparatus 
for industrial purposes; parts and fittings of chromatography apparatus for industrial purposes; milk sterilizers; ice-cream 
making machines for industrial purposes; bread-making machines for industrial purposes; drying apparatus for harvest; 
forage drying apparatus; towel steamers for hairdressing purposes; hair drying machines for beauty salon use; hair 
steamers for beauty salon use; shampoo basins for barbers' shop use; cooking apparatus and installations for 
commercial use; dish drying machines for commercial use; dish disinfectant apparatus for commercial use; kitchen sinks 
for commercial use; household electrothermic appliances; heat exchangers, other than parts of machines; industrial 
furnaces; nuclear reactors [atomic piles]; boilers, other than parts of non-electric prime movers or engines; air 
conditioners for industrial purposes; air conditioners for vehicles; parts and fittings of air conditioners for vehicles; 
ventilation [air-conditioning] installations for vehicles; parts and fittings of ventilation [air-conditioning] installations for 
vehicles; defrosters for vehicles; parts and fittings of defrosters for vehicles; freezing machines and apparatus for 
industrial purposes; waste water treatment tanks for industrial purposes; septic tanks for industrial purposes; garbage 
incinerators; gas water heaters for household purposes; electric lamps and other lighting apparatus; light bulbs for 
directional signals for vehicles; lights for vehicles; anti-dazzle devices for vehicles [lamp fittings]; non-electric cooking 
heaters for household purposes; kitchen sinks for household purposes; household tap-water filters; stoves for household 
purposes, non-electric; chromatography columns for pharmaceutical manufacturing purposes.

Cl.12;Tilting-carts; traction engine; ropeways for cargo or freight handling; rickshaws; sleighs and sleds [vehicles]; 
trolleys; carts; horse drawn carriages; carts [Riyakah]; shopping carts; vehicle joysticks; vessels and their parts and 
fittings; aircraft and their parts and fittings; railway rolling stock and their parts and fittings; automobiles and their parts 
and fittings; two-wheeled motor vehicles, bicycles and their parts and fittings; push scooters [vehicles]; side cars; 
wheelchairs; non-electric prime movers for land vehicles, not including their parts; machine elements for land vehicles; 
anti-theft alarms for vehicles; motors, electric, for land vehicles; baby carriage [prams]; couplings for land vehicles; 
clutches for land vehicles; driving chains for land vehicles; mobility scooters; hydroplanes; remote control vehicles, other 
than toys; space vehicles; electric vehicles; carrier tricycles; delivery tricycles; tricycles; drink holders for automobiles.

Cl.13;Firearms; ammunition; gunpowder; explosive powders; pyrotechnic products; cartridges for pyrotechnic 
products; tanks [weapons].

Cl.14;Precious metals; unwrought and semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations; key rings; wristwatches; 
clocks; watches; parts and accessories for clocks and watches; commemorative shields; trophies [prize cups]; personal 
ornaments [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; jewellery; jewellery boxes.

Cl.15;Tuning apparatus for musical instruments; musical instruments; music stands; conductors' batons; tuning forks.

Cl.16;Office requisites, except furniture; pastes and other adhesives for stationery or household purposes; addressing 
machines; ink ribbons; automatic stamp affixing machines; electric staplers for offices; envelope sealing machines for 
offices; stamp obliterating machines; drawing instruments; typewriters; checkwriters; mimeographs; relief duplicators; 
paper shredders for office use; franking machines; rotary duplicators; ink ribbon cartridges; ink ribbons and ink ribbon 
cartridges for computer printers; ink ribbons and ink ribbon cartridges for hand-held label printers; stationery; wrapping 
paper; industrial packaging containers of paper; paper and cardboard; hygienic hand towels of paper; towels of paper; 
table napkins of paper; hand towels of paper; handkerchiefs of paper; baggage tags; printed matter; photographs 
[printed]; photograph stands; iron-on transfer sheets.

Cl.17;Electrical insulating materials; insulating gloves; rubber cords and laces; industrial packaging containers of 
rubber; plastic semi-worked products; plastic in the form of bars, blocks, pellets, sheets, films, plates and tubes in further 
manufacture for general industrial use; rubber [raw or semi-worked]; soundproofing materials of rock wool, not for 
building purposes; asbestos boards; asbestos powder.

Cl.19;Non-metallic minerals for building or construction; non-metal mooring bollards; stone sculptures; concrete 
sculptures; sculptures of marble; buildings, not of metal; water-pipe valves, not of metal or plastics; rainwater reservoirs 
of masonry.

Cl.20;Containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; containers for transport, not of metal; industrial packaging 
containers of wood, bamboo or plastics; cushions; pillows; mattresses; Japanese floor cushions [Zabuton]; nameplates 
and door nameplates, not of metal; tool boxes, not of metal, empty; picture frames; poles, not of metal; rice hulls.

Cl.21;Brush goods; cosmetic and toilet utensils; electric toothbrushes; clothes brushes; crystal [glassware]; kitchen 
utensils and containers, not including gas water heaters for household use, non-electric cooking heaters for household 
purposes, kitchen worktops and kitchen sinks; piggy banks; industrial packaging containers of glass or porcelain; 
cleaning tools and washing utensils; chamber pots; ceramic tissue box covers; cattle hair for brushes, raccoon dog hair 
for brushes, pig bristles for brushes and horsehair for brushes; tissue box covers of vinyl chloride; tissue box covers of 
wood; tissue box covers of plastic.

Cl.22;Tarpaulins for ships; sails; cotton waddings for clothes; hammocks; cotton batting for Futon; bindings, not of 
metal; wrapping or binding bands, not of metal; string; cordage; elastic bands for binding; packing [cushioning, stuffing] 
materials, not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard; industrial packaging containers of textile; packing, of straw, for 
bottles; sawdust; kapok; wood shavings; wood wool; wax waste for stuffing; cattle hair, raccoon dog hair, pig bristles and 
horsehair [raw material]; feathers and downs.

Cl.27;Bath mats for wet places; rugs; mats; carpets; floor coverings; wall hangings, not of textile; gymnastic mats; 
wallpaper; floor mats for automobiles; floor carpets for automobiles; artificial turf.
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Cl.28;Amusement machines and apparatus for use in amusement parks; controllers for game consoles; video game 
machines; joysticks for video games; toys for domestic pets; games; toys; dolls; Go games; Japanese chess [Shogi 
games]; Japanese playing cards [Utagaruta]; dice; Japanese dice games [Sugoroku]; dice cups; Chinese checkers 
[games]; chess games; checkers [checker sets]; conjuring apparatus; dominoes; playing cards; Japanese playing cards 
[Hanafuda]; mah-jong; game machines and apparatus; billiard equipment; sports equipment; fishing tackle.

Cl.35;Business management analysis; business consultancy; market analysis and research services; providing 
information concerning commercial sales; business management services; preparation, auditing or attesting of financial 
statements; employment agencies; import-export agencies; document reproduction; compilation of information into 
computer databases; office functions, namely filing, in particular documents or magnetic tapes; providing business 
assistance to others in the operation of data processing apparatus namely, computers, typewriters, telex machines and 
other similar office machines; providing employment information; retail services or wholesale services for automobiles 
and parts and fittings therefor; retail services or wholesale services for electrical machinery and apparatuses; retail 
services or wholesale services for printed matter; retail services or wholesale services for paper and stationery; retail 
services or wholesale services for sports goods; retail services or wholesale services for toys, dolls, game machines and 
apparatus; retail services or wholesale services for parts and fittings of measuring or testing machines and instruments; 
retail services or wholesale services for measuring or testing machines and instruments; retail services or wholesale 
services for parts and fittings of medical machines and apparatus; retail services or wholesale services for parts and 
fittings of kerosene fan heaters; retail services or wholesale services for aspheric glass lenses used for optical 
communication; retail services or wholesale services for parts and fittings of air conditioners; retail services or wholesale 
services for vehicle-mounted devices for electronic toll collection; information processing by means of computers.

Cl.36;Financial information; financial consultancy; financial analysis; financial management; loan financing; 
management of buildings; agency services for the leasing or rental of buildings; leasing or renting of buildings; real 
estate agency services relating to the purchase and sale of buildings; real estate appraisal; providing information on 
buildings or land [real estate affairs]; land management; agency services for the leasing or rental of land; leasing of land; 
real estate agency services relating to the purchase and sale of land; financial assessment of company credit; issuance of 
tokens of value; agencies for collecting gas or electric power utility payments; collection of payments for goods; agencies 
for commodity futures trading; antique appraisal; art appraisal; precious stone appraisal; charitable fund raising; 
insurance underwriting; marine insurance underwriting; insurance consultancy; insurance information.

Cl.37;Machinery installation; telecommunication wiring; construction; repair of buildings; vehicle repair services; 
vehicle breakdown repair services; vehicle maintenance; vehicle cleaning; anti-rust treatment for vehicles; shipbuilding; 
repair or maintenance of vessels; repair or maintenance of air vehicles; repair of bicycles; repair or maintenance of 
automobiles; repair or maintenance of rail vehicles; repair or maintenance of two-wheeled motor vehicles; repair or 
maintenance of fire alarms; repair or maintenance of burglar alarms; repair or maintenance of electronic machines and 
apparatus; repair or maintenance of telecommunication machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of consumer 
electric appliances; repair or maintenance of integrated circuit manufacturing machines and systems; repair or 
maintenance of semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; repair and maintenance of electronic component 
manufacturing machines and systems; repair and maintenance of electronic component assembling machines and 
systems; repair and maintenance of electronic circuit assembling machines and systems.

Cl.38;Telecommunication, other than broadcasting; broadcasting; news agencies; rental of telecommunication 
equipment including telephones and facsimile apparatus; rental of access time to computer database and providing 
information or advice relating thereto.

Cl.39;Transportation logistics; transport; transportation information; collection of recyclable goods [transport]; 
tracking of passenger or freight vehicles using computers or global positioning systems [transport information]; railway 
transport; car transport; marine transport; air transport; vehicle breakdown towing services; towing; porterage; hauling; 
freight forwarding; delivery of goods; message delivery; transport and storage of trash; freight brokerage; cargo 
unloading; warehousing services; temporary safekeeping of personal belongings; temporary storage of deliveries; 
storage; storage information; freight brokerage; transport reservation; brokerage for rental or chartering of vessels; 
conducting of travel tours; escorting of travel tours; travel arrangement and reservation services, excluding those for 
lodging; providing road and traffic information; packaging of goods; rental of warehouse space; parking lot services; 
vehicle rental.

Cl.40;Treatment or processing of cloth, clothing or fur, including drying; sawing of materials; metal treating; 
processing of rubber; processing of plastics; ceramic processing; wood-working; paper treating and working; stone 
treating; processing of bamboo, tree barks, rattan, vines or other natural materials other than processing of ingredients; 
planing of materials; laminating; engraving; recycling of waste; rental of metal treating machines and tools; providing 
material treatment information; recycling, sorting and disposal of industrial waste and trash; custom assembling of 
electric and electronic components; processing of metal surfaces using precision grinding techniques.

Cl.41;Club services [entertainment or education]; educational services relating to operation of computers; educational 
services relating to computers and computer software; educational services utilizing computer terminals; educational and 
instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; entertainment services; entertainment 
information; movie theatre presentations or movie film production and distribution; provision of on-line videos and 
images, not downloadable; presentation of live show performances; direction or presentation of plays; presentation of 
musical performances; provision of on-line sound and music, not downloadable; organization, arranging and conducting 
of sports competitions; organization of entertainment events excluding movies, shows, plays, musical performances, 
sports, horse races, bicycle races, boat races and auto races; organization, arranging and conducting of auto races; 
providing amusement facilities; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars; providing electronic publications; 
services of reference libraries for literature and documentary records; book rental; provision of on-line informational texts 
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relating to science and technology, not downloadable, for educational purposes; art exhibitions; exhibition of documents 
and materials relating to industry, natural science, construction, architecture and machinery for educational purposes; 
exhibition of academic documents and materials; providing sports facilities; providing facilities for movies, shows, plays, 
music or educational training; rental of television sets; rental of radio sets; rental of audio devices, video cameras and 
video cassette recorders.

Cl.42;Engineering; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; computer 
technology consultancy; information technology [IT] consultancy; scientific laboratory services; conducting technical 
project studies; technical research; technical writing; providing research information in the fields of science and 
technology; research and development of new products for others; vehicle roadworthiness testing; architectural services; 
surveying; designing of machines, apparatus, instruments [including their parts] or systems composed of such 
machines, apparatus and instruments; computer software design, computer programming, or maintenance of computer 
software; providing information or advice relating to computer software design, computer programming, or maintenance 
of computer software; configuration of computer networks; providing information or advice relating to configuration of 
computer networks; monitoring of computers and computer systems by remote access; installation, duplication, 
configuration and updating of computer programs; providing information or advice relating to installation, duplication, 
configuration and updating of computer programs; conversion of text, image and audio information to text, image and 
audio signals or data processing of these information for recording media; computer data conversion for others; 
computer data encryption and decoding services; providing information or advice relating to computer data encryption 
and decoding services; providing search engines for the internet; creating or maintaining web sites for others; providing 
information or advice relating to creating or maintaining web sites for others; testing, inspection or research of 
pharmaceuticals, cosmetics or foodstuffs; research on building construction or city planning; testing or research on 
prevention of pollution; testing or research on electricity; testing or research on civil engineering; material testing for 
others; quality control for others; testing, inspection or research on agriculture, livestock breeding or fisheries; testing or 
research on machines, apparatus and instruments; calibration [measuring]; designing, other than for advertising 
purposes; technological advice relating to computers, automobiles and industrial machines; rental of measuring 
apparatus; providing computer application software; software as a service [SaaS]; rental of computers; providing 
programs for computers and mobile phones; cloud computing; hosting computer sites [web sites]; server hosting.

Cl.44;Providing medical information; health consultancy; health care information services; managed health care 
services; physical examination; dietary and nutritional guidance; animal breeding and care; veterinary services; animal 
grooming; health care services for pets; providing medical information for pets; providing information relating to health 
maintenance of pets; nursing care; farming equipment rental; medical equipment rental.

Cl.45;Assisting in the locating of lost pets; assigning identifying information to affix to luggage and other property to 
facilitate its recovery following loss; lost pets investigation and recovery services; investigation or surveillance services 
for checking background profiles; pet sitting; providing location information of persons, articles or animals; providing 
location information of persons, articles or animals by means of communication terminals; providing location information 
of telecommunication devices and radio beacon devices for radio signal sources and radio access points; providing 
information from a computer database about investigation services relating to lost or stolen vehicles; stolen vehicle 
recovery services; stolen vehicle tracking; alarm response and verification services; monitoring of alarms; security 
guarding for facilities; personal body guarding; security screening of baggage; surveillance services; providing 
information about intellectual property rights; intellectual property consultancy; rental of fire alarms; rental of fire 
extinguishers.
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Priority claimed from 29/08/2018; Application No. : 1951796 ;Australia 

4193086    28/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469573]
OBEROI HOTELS PVT. LIMITED

4 Mangoe Lane Kolkata 700001 India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP

A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Provision of housing accommodation; provision of long-term accommodation; real estate services; leasing of real 
estate; real estate management; property management.

Cl.37;Construction services; building and construction of real estate subdivisions and developments; housing 
development.

Cl.43;Hotel services; restaurant services; hotel reservation and accommodation services; accommodation services.

Cl.44;Beauty salons; health clinics.
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Priority claimed from 11/10/2018; Application No. : 1383134 ;Benelux 

4195549    20/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469026]
STACKVISTA GROUP B.V.

Laapersveld 27 NL-1213 VB Hilversum Netherlands

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS

709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software.

Cl.41;Providing of training and courses; providing of training; instruction relating to the use of computer hardware and 
software.

Cl.42;Computer programming, development and engineering; automation services, partly within the framework of the 
management of computer projects; design and development of computer systems and computer software; adaptive and 
perfective maintenance of computer software; consultancy in the field of the aforesaid services.
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4196529    12/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469553]
SUSTAINABLE ETHICAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED

3 Warners Mill, Silks Way Braintree CM7 3GB United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CYRIL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS

4th Floor, Prius Platinum, D-3, District Centre, Saket, New Delhi - 110017, 011-66229000

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Pre-moistened or impregnated cleansing wipes; baby wipes; facial wipes, pads and tissues, pre-moistened or 
impregnated with cosmetic preparations; pre-moistened wipes for sanitary and cosmetic purposes; cleansing tissues and 
towels, pre-moistened or impregnated with toiletry, cleaning or cosmetic preparations; cotton wool for cosmetic 
purposes; cosmetics; shampoos and conditioners; soaps for intimate use; soaps for female personal use.

Cl.5;Feminine sanitary articles and hygiene pads; sanitary towels and tampons, panty shields and panty liners, 
absorbent sanitary articles, incontinence pads, nursing pads (all for female hygiene); personal lubricants; sexual 
stimulant liquids, creams and gels; intimate lubricants.
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Priority claimed from 03/12/2018; Application No. : MU/M/2018/28391 ;Mauritius 

4198817    18/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470706]
WEWORK COMPANIES INC.

115 West 18th Street New York NY 10011 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INVENTURE IP

G-13, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, NIZAMUDDIN WEST, NEW DELHI-110013

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Providing co-working facilities equipped with desks, private offices, office equipment, mailroom, printing center, 
receptionist, kitchen, meeting rooms, telecommunications equipment and other office amenities; co-working by the hour; 
business information services; incubation services, namely, providing work space containing business equipment and 
other amenities to emerging, start-up and existing companies; business development services, namely, providing start-up 
support for businesses of others; providing office support services; online business networking services; business 
consultation services in the nature of office space design; business management and organization consultancy; real 
estate marketing analysis; providing electronic tracking of real estate assets to others for business purposes; planning, 
design, development, maintenance, tracking and reporting of real estate construction projects for third parties; providing 
office support staff services; project management services for others; business consulting services in the fields of spatial 
layout and infrastructure architecture and interior design; consulting services in the field of spatial management to 
optimize business process efficiency and decision-making; computer-aided optimization and management, namely, 
managing logistics and physical spaces; convenience stores, on-line convenience stores, providing an on-line searchable 
database for the sale of goods and services of others; providing an on-line searchable ordering guide for locating, 
organizing and presenting goods and services of other on-line vendors; gift and sundries retail services; advertising of 
commercial real estate; advertising of residential real estate; advertising of commercial or residential real estate.

Cl.36;Real estate management services; real estate leasing; leasing of office space; real estate renting of apartments, 
condominiums and office space; real estate brokerage.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, providing classes in the field of computer programming and computer coding; 
educational services in the nature of operating an educational institution in the field of computer programming and 
computer coding; arranging, organizing, conducting and hosting entertainment events in the field of entrepreneurship.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; café, bar, cafeteria and restaurant services; catering services; lounge 
services; providing community centers for social gatherings and meetings; providing conference, exhibition and meeting 
facilities; rental of facilities and meeting rooms for business and social events; providing day care services; pet day care 
services; booking and reservation services for temporary accommodation, hotels, restaurants bars, catering services, 
and for placing orders for food delivery and pick up; rental of bed and bath linens; rental of table linens; food preparation 
services featuring meals for delivery or pickup; providing information in the field of recipes and cooking from a computer 
database; rental of conference rooms.
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4198967    08/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471027]
MONDAY SUNDAY A/S

Balticagade 11 DK-8000 Aarhus C Denmark

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Candles; candles for lighting; Christmas candles; perfumed candles; wicks for candles; illuminating oil; oils for 
leather; oils for paints; wax candles; scented candles; wax for making candles; candles and wicks for lighting.

Cl.8;Hand-operated food preparation implements for cutting, slicing, dicing and chopping food, kitchen knives and 
cutting implements, cutlery for eating; canteens of cutlery; cutlery sets sold in boxes adapted for cutlery; cutlery of 
precious metals; cutlery for use by babies; silver plate [knives, forks and spoons]; hand-operated food preparation 
implements for cutting, slicing, dicing and chopping food, kitchen knives and cutlery; disposable tableware [cutlery] 
made of plastics.

Cl.11;Lighting and lighting reflectors; lamps; lamp chimneys; lamp mantles; lampshade holders; strings of lights; 
fluorescent lamp tubes; chandeliers; lighting panels; electric candles; led candles; Christmas lights [other than candles]; 
candle lighters; food and beverage cooking, heating, cooling and treatment equipment; roasting spits.

Cl.20;Furniture and furniture fittings, not of metal; mirrors; picture frames; containers, not of metal, for storage or 
transport; garden furniture; office furniture; wine racks; beds; mattresses; cushions; picture holders; clothes hangers; 
coat racks; wickerwork; shelves, not of metal; mats for infant playpens; throw pillows; statues, figurines, works of art and 
ornaments and decorations, made of materials such as wood, wax, plaster or plastic, included in the class.
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4199533    05/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469820]
NINTENDO CO., LTD.

11-1, Hokotate-cho, Kamitoba, Minami-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 601-8501 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CYRIL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS

4th Floor, Prius Platinum, D-3, District Centre, Saket, New Delhi - 110017, 011-66229000

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic game programs; downloadable electronic game programs; video game programs; downloadable video 
game programs; video game cartridges; cases for smartphones; covers for smartphones; covers for tablet computers; 
protective films adapted for smartphones; sleeves for laptops; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; mouse pads; 
computer game software, recorded; computer game software, downloadable; computer programs, recorded; compact 
discs [audio-video]; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; electronic publications, downloadable; 
batteries, electric; headphones; eyeglasses; sunglasses.

Cl.18;Clothing for pets; collars for animals; bags; school bags; rucksacks; suitcases; card cases [notecases]; purses; 
wallets; key cases; luggage tags; garment bags for travel; bags for sports; vanity cases, not fitted; umbrellas.

Cl.25;Clothing; tee-shirts; shirts; polo shirts; sweatshirts; parkas; jackets [clothing]; raincoats; trousers; sweatpants; 
skirts; sweaters; pajamas; underwear; bathing suits; socks; neck scarfs [mufflers]; ear muffs [clothing]; gloves [clothing]; 
leggings [leg warmers]; bibs, not of paper; hats; caps being headwear; cap peaks; belts [clothing]; footwear; sports 
shoes; rain boots; beach shoes; sandals; slippers; masquerade costumes; Halloween costumes.

Cl.28;Games; toys; stuffed toys; dolls; portable games with liquid crystal displays; protective films adapted for screens 
for portable games; video game machines; controllers for game consoles; apparatus for games; arcade video game 
machines; board games; playing cards; protective carrying cases specially adapted for handheld video games; joysticks 
for video games; trading cards for games; puzzles; fairground ride apparatus; play balloons; ornaments for Christmas 
trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; paper party hats.

Cl.41;Entertainment services; entertainment information; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; 
providing online videos, not downloadable; providing online music, not downloadable; game services provided online 
from a computer network; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; providing amusement arcade 
services; amusement park services; organization of electronic game competitions; providing sports facilities.
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4200807    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471063]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD., BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT, SHENZHEN 
GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA

F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Smartglasses; smartwatches; smartphones; computer hardware; computer memory devices; tablet computers; 
laptop computers; notebook computers; headsets; camcorders; cameras [photography]; computer programs, recorded; 
computer software applications, downloadable; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; computer software platforms, 
recorded or downloadable; electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; 
digital music downloadable from the internet; computer chatbot software for simulating conversations.

Cl.41;Academies [education]; training; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; arranging and 
conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; on-line publication of electronic books and 
journals; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; providing on-line music, not downloadable; 
television entertainment; entertainer services; entertainment information; providing information about online education; 
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organisation of cultural and arts events; magazine publishing; publishing of electronic magazines; publishing of journals; 
publication of the editorial content of sites accessible via a global computer network; providing online non-downloadable 
general feature magazines; production of television programmes; providing online computer games; production of sound 
and image recordings on sound and image carriers; arrangement of training courses in teaching institutes; publication of 
books; vocational retraining; practical training [demonstration]; vocational guidance [education or training advice].
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4200904    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470932]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD., BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT, SHENZHEN 
GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA

F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Smartglasses; smartwatches; smartphones; computer hardware; computer memory devices; tablet computers; 
laptop computers; notebook computers; headsets; camcorders; cameras [photography]; computer programs, recorded; 
computer software applications, downloadable; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; computer software platforms, 
recorded or downloadable; electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; 
digital music downloadable from the internet; computer chatbot software for simulating conversations.

Cl.41;Academies [education]; training; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; arranging and 
conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; on-line publication of electronic books and 
journals; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; providing on-line music, not downloadable; 
television entertainment; entertainer services; entertainment information; providing information about online education; 
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organisation of cultural and arts events; magazine publishing; publishing of electronic magazines; publishing of journals; 
publication of the editorial content of sites accessible via a global computer network; providing online non-downloadable 
general feature magazines; production of television programmes; providing online computer games; production of sound 
and image recordings on sound and image carriers; arrangement of training courses in teaching institutes; publication of 
books; vocational retraining; practical training [demonstration]; vocational guidance [education or training advice].
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4201155    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471151]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD., BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT, SHENZHEN 
GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA

F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Smartglasses; smartwatches; smartphones; computer hardware; computer memory devices; tablet computers; 
laptop computers; notebook computers; headsets; camcorders; cameras [photography]; computer programs, recorded; 
computer software applications, downloadable; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; computer software platforms, 
recorded or downloadable; electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; 
digital music downloadable from the internet; computer chatbot software for simulating conversations.

Cl.41;Academies [education]; training; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; arranging and 
conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; on-line publication of electronic books and 
journals; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; providing on-line music, not downloadable; 
television entertainment; entertainer services; entertainment information; providing information about online education; 
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organisation of cultural and arts events; magazine publishing; publishing of electronic magazines; publishing of journals; 
publication of the editorial content of sites accessible via a global computer network; providing online non-downloadable 
general feature magazines; production of television programmes; providing online computer games; production of sound 
and image recordings on sound and image carriers; arrangement of training courses in teaching institutes; publication of 
books; vocational retraining; practical training [demonstration]; vocational guidance [education or training advice].
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Priority claimed from 20/07/2018; Application No. : UK00003326003 ;United Kingdom 

4201959    18/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470180]
ROK Group International Limited

ROK House, Kingswood Business Park, Holyhead Road Albrighton, Wolverhampton WV7 3AU United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Mobile telephones; smart phones.

Cl.36;Insurance services.

Cl.38;Telecommunications.

Cl.39;Recovery of vehicles.

Cl.44;Telemedicine services.
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4202608    17/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469777]
KIM, SOOK KYUNG

601 ho, Gomdallae-apt, 53, Gukhoe-daero 7-gil, Gangseo-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.

HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Holders for bags and pouches; bags; leather straps; leather-made package containers; multi-purpose waterproof 
vinyl bags; mountaineering sticks; pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal items; backpacks; belt bags; 
bags; umbrellas; purses; daypacks; bags for campers; parasols and walking sticks; parasols; pouches.

Cl.20;Furniture; inflatable pillows; fishing chairs; mattresses; wood boxes; outdoor tables; weather vanes, not of metal; 
tent pegs, not of metal; kennels for household pets; folding beds; dish shelves; folding chairs; folding tables; sleeping 
bag pads; camping furniture; cushions; storing boxes made from plastic material; non-metal tent pegs.

Cl.21;Chopping boards for kitchen use; watering cans; buckets; non-electric pots; cooking utensils, non-electric; 
coffeepots, non-electric; brushes; drinking bottles for sports; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; thermally 
insulated containers for food and beverages; dishes; kitchen utensils; jugs; camping grills; cups; portable pots and pans 
for camping; insect traps; toilet paper dispensers; portable cool boxes, non-electric; trash cans.

Cl.22;Groundsheets; indoor tents made of textile materials for retaining heat; ropes; mesh bags for storage; canvas 
bags for storage; paracord; fishing nets; rope ladders; shading tents; tents for camping; tent flies for camping tent; tarp; 
tarp screen; tents; tent flies; canvas bags for packing; hammocks.

Cl.25;Fishing vests; climbing clothes; leotards and tights; caps [headwear]; winter face masks (clothing); ear muffs 
[clothing]; swimsuits; sports wear; slippers; footwear; socks; aprons [clothing]; rain suits; uniforms; clothing; belts 
[clothing]; gloves [clothing]; ponchos; panties, shorts and briefs; beach clothes.
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4202634    04/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470679]
ECOVACS ROBOTICS CO., LTD.

108 SHIHU WEST ROAD, WUZHONG DISTRICT, SUZHOU JIANGSU PROVINCE China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.

NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Bread cutting machines; beverage preparation machines, electromechanical; mills for household purposes, other 
than hand-operated; coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; washing 
machines [laundry]; washing apparatus; vending machines; spin driers [not heated]; sweeping robots.

Cl.8;Nail clippers, electric or non-electric; manicure sets, electric; nail buffers, electric or non-electric; flat irons; 
tableware [knives, forks and spoons]; hand implements for hair curling; crimping irons; ceramic knives; knife handles.

Cl.9;Computer memory devices; electronic agendas; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; surveying 
apparatus and instruments; ticket dispensers; computer programs, recorded; smartglasses; humanoid robots with 
artificial intelligence; smartwatches; bathroom scales; wireless headsets for smartphones; power banks [rechargeable 
batteries].

Cl.10;Hot air therapeutic apparatus; medical apparatus and instruments; fumigation apparatus for medical purposes; 
dental apparatus, electric; ultraviolet ray lamps for medical purposes; respirators for artificial respiration; breast pumps; 
teats for babies" feeding bottles; apparatus for use in medical analysis; testing apparatus for medical purposes; 
nebulizers for medical purposes.

Cl.11;Electric torches; cooking apparatus and installations; roasters; kettles, electric; heaters for baths; hair driers; 
autoclaves, electric, for cooking; air-conditioning installations; air filtering apparatus; air purifying apparatus and 
machines; sterilization and disinfectant apparatus.

Cl.21;Blenders, non-electric, for household purposes; mills for domestic purposes, hand-operated; porcelain ware; 
combs; toothbrushes, electric; thermally insulated containers for food; cleaning instruments, hand-operated; pressure 
cookers, non-electric; autoclaves [pressure cookers], non-electric; mosquito killing instruments.
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4204257    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469656]
SQ Trade LLC

Leningradskoe highway, Estate 5 RU-141408 Khimki, the Moscow Region Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Amulets [jewellery]; articles of imitation gold jewelry; bangles; key chain tags; brooches [jewellery]; pins 
[jewelry]; ornamental pins; tie pins; pearls made of ambroid [pressed amber]; pearls [jewellery]; tie clips; cuff links; 
badges of precious metal; ornaments plated with precious metals; works of art of precious metal; cloisonné jewelry; 
jewelry; jewelry of yellow amber; chokers; rings [jewellery]; lockets [jewellery]; earrings; paste jewelry [costume jewelry]; 
ornaments [jewellery]; shoe jewellery; hat jewellery; ornaments of jet; silver jewelry; ivory jewelry; jewelry cases 
[caskets], not of precious metal; chains [jewellery]; watch chains.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins; trunks [luggage]; suitcases; umbrellas and parasols; walking 
sticks; whips, harness and saddlery.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear for wear.

Cl.35;Import-export agency services; rental of advertising space; demonstration of goods; opinion polling; market 
studies; on-line advertising on a computer network; business investigations; business management and organization 
consultancy; professional business consultancy; updating of advertising material; organization of exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; 
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shop window dressing; business management assistance; commercial or industrial management assistance; sales 
promotion for others; office machines and equipment rental; publicity material rental; publication of publicity texts; radio 
advertising; distribution of samples; dissemination of advertising matter; advertising; television advertising; advertising 
agency services.

Cl.40;Skin dressing; embroidering; tanning; leather staining; fur dyeing; textile dyeing; fur glossing; leather working; 
fur mothproofing; textile mothproofing; fabric waterproofing; crease-resistant treatment for clothing; textile treating; cloth 
edging; clothing alteration; dressmaking; cloth cutting; fur satining; custom tailoring; custom fashioning of fur.

Cl.42;Dress designing.
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Priority claimed from 26/09/2018; Application No. : 017961447 ;European Union 

4208578    08/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471523]
THERAVANCE BIOPHARMA IRELAND LIMITED

CONNAUGHT HOUSE, 1 BURLINGTON ROAD Dublin 4 D04 C5Y6 Ireland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI

D-17, South Extension Part II, New Delhi 110049, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food 
and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use; diagnostic preparations and materials; dietary supplements and 
dietetic preparations; disinfectants and antiseptics; medical dressings, coverings; pharmaceuticals and natural remedies; 
pharmaceutical products for treatment of human diseases of the respiratory, endocrine, circulatory, gastrointestinal, 
genito-urinary, integumentary, immune and central nervous system; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of 
cancer and pain; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of respiratory diseases and disorders; 
pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of gastrointestinal diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical 
preparations and substances for the treatment of ocular and dermatological diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical 
preparations and substances for the treatment of bacterial and viral infections, namely anti-infectives.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; medical and pharmacological 
research services; natural science services; testing, authentication and quality control; scientific investigation for medical 
purposes; bacteriological, chemical and biological investigation.
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Priority claimed from 04/06/2018; Application No. : UK00003315227 ;United Kingdom 

4213921    03/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1472580]
NOVEL TECHNOLOGIES HOLDINGS LIMITED

C/O Weightmans Llp Pall Mall Court, 61 - 67 King Street, Manchester M2 4PD United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS

709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for treating yarns, fibres and textiles; chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as 
in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; fire extinguishing and fire 
prevention compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; substances for tanning animal skins and hides; 
adhesives for use in industry; putties and other paste fillers; compost, manures, fertilizers; biological preparations for use 
in industry and science; preservatives and coatings for use in industry; chemicals for use in the manufacture of paints.

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood and masonry; colorants, 
dyes; inks for printing, marking and engraving; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, 
decorating, printing and art.

Cl.5;Plasters, materials for dressings; disinfectants; mosquito repellents; pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary 
use; food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; 
preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides; medical dressings; adhesive bands for medical purposes.

Cl.9;Electronic device protection in the form of cases, bumpers, skins, screen protectors, films, wrappers and carriers; 
cases, bumpers, skins, screen protectors, films, wrappers and carriers for mobile phones, tablet computers, computers, 
personal digital assistants, cameras, electronic organizers, electronic notepads, navigation devices and game controllers; 
casings for mobile phones, tablet computers, computers, personal digital assistants, cameras, electronic organizers, 
electronic notepads, navigation devices and game controllers; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and 
fire; clothing for use in laboratories; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, weighing, measuring, 
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, 
transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and 
other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data 
processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.

Cl.10;Special clothing for medical purposes; protective clothing for medical purposes; support bandages; surgical, 
medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; special furniture and bedding for medical use; artificial limbs, 
eyes and teeth; orthopaedic articles; suture materials; therapeutic and assistive devices adapted for the disabled; 
massage apparatus; apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants; sexual activity apparatus, devices and articles; 
prosthetics and artificial implants; latex gloves for medical purposes; sling for medical use; acupressure bands; 
orthodontic rubber bands.

Cl.16;Articles and materials for packaging, wrapping and storage; bags, foils, films, blisters, boxes, crates, pouches 
and cartons for packaging, wrapping and storage, all of plastics, cardboard or paper; plastic materials for packaging, 
wrapping and storage; bin liners; shopping bags made of plastic or paper; packaging film for food and beverage.

Cl.22;Ropes and string; nets; tents and tarpaulins; awnings of textile or synthetic materials; sails; packing [cushioning, 
stuffing] materials, not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard; raw fibrous textile materials and substitutes therefor; bags 
and sacks made of textile material for packaging, storage and transport; fillings for bedding, duvets and pillows.

Cl.23;Antimicrobial threads and yarns; yarns and threads; plastic fibres, threads and yarns for textile use and for 
packaging goods.
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Cl.24;Textiles and substitutes for textiles; fabrics; household linen; curtains of textile or plastic; mosquito nets; 
sleeping bags; sleeping bag liners; blankets; towels; bath sheets; bed canopies; handkerchiefs; cloths; kitchen towels; 
make-up pads of textile for applying and removing make-up.

Cl.40;Custom manufacturing services.
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Priority claimed from 23/05/2018; Application No. : 31119924 ;China 

4214077    07/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1472713]
GUANGDONG SHENGKEYIFANG TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

FLOOR 1, 2, BUILDING 4, NO. 18, KEYUAN ROAD, GUANGZHOU PRIVATE SCIENTIFIC & TECHNOLOGICAL PARK, NO. 
1633, BEITAI ROAD, BAIYUN DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU 510540 GUANGDONG, 510540 China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather laces; leather trimmings for furniture; umbrellas; alpenstocks; pocket wallets; harness fittings; pelts; 
bags; handbags.

Cl.25;Clothing; shoes; gloves [clothing]; wedding dresses; hosiery; sleep masks; hats; scarfs; girdles; ready-made 
clothing.
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Priority claimed from 24/07/2018; Application No. : AM 51504/2018 ;Austria 

4215700    08/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1473179]
SIBU DESIGN GmbH & Co KG

Jupiterstraße 8 A-4452 Ternberg Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Shower panels.

Cl.19;Wall linings, not of metal, for building; door panels, not of metal.

Cl.20;Plaques for furniture parts made of plastic or wood; doors for furniture; lockers [furniture parts]; furniture panels; 
furniture parts.
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4217467    18/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1473192]
TRANSMARCO CONCEPTS PTE LTD

12 Harper Road, Sulisam Building Singapore 369677 Singapore

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI

D-17, South Extension Part II, New Delhi 110049, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather wallets; purses; key cases; card cases [leather notecases]; bags made of leather; bags made of leather; 
bags made of imitation leather; bags made of plastic materials; beach bags; belt bags; boston bags; carrying bags; 
casual bags; clutch bags; cosmetic bags (not fitted); duffel bags; backpacks; briefcases; evening bags; garment bags; 
make-up bags; luggage bags; money bags; net bags for shopping; pouches [bags]; school bags; sling bags; sport bags, 
other that adapted [shaped] to contain specific sports apparatus; toiletry bags; travel bags; all the aforesaid goods 
included in this class.

Cl.25;Clothing, including belts made of leather, footwear, headgear.
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Priority claimed from 01/02/2019; Application No. : Ž-0155/2019 ;Serbia 

4286821    24/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485949]
Andreja Andrejevic

Bulevar kralja Aleksandra 130 11000 Beograd, Vracar Serbia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods made of these materials or coated therewith not included in other 
classes; jewelry, precious stones.

Cl.16;Paper; cardboard; printing products (printed matter); photographs; artists' materials.

Cl.35;Advertising.
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Priority claimed from 11/01/2019; Application No. : 88258586 ;United States of America 

4292023    13/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486175]
Reliance Worldwide Corporation

2300 Defoor Hills Road NW Atlanta GA 30318 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal fittings for plumbing use, for water supply and gas supply purposes, namely push-fit fittings in the nature of 
junctions, straight couplings, reducing couplings, conversion couplings, straight connectors, reducing connectors, 
bullnose connectors, elbows, reducing elbows, stubout elbows, elbows for pipes for dishwashers, drop ear elbows, hy-
ear elbows, branches, tees, bullnose tees, reducing tees, end stops, fitting reducers, threaded adaptors, slip fittings, 
swivel fittings, swivel adaptors, swivel elbows, slip couplings, slip tees, slip tee adaptors, manifold, namely manifolds 
with branches, angle stops, straight stops, stop valve tee adaptors, stop valve connectors, pipe connections and 
couplings, conversion tees, tube adaptors, capillary pipe tail pieces, bend supports for piping, compression adaptors, tail 
piece reducers, tail piece plugs, pipe bend supports, suspension clamps, clamp rings, crimp rings, pipe clips, sleeves, 
valve connections and couplings, check valves; metal parts of and accessories for plumbing fittings for water and gas 
supply, namely, kits for use by contractors and for installation of plumbing fittings, consisting of metal pipe connectors; 
metal pipes, tubing and tubing couplings for joining and terminating pipes.

Cl.9;Parts of and accessories for plumbing fittings, namely, flow regulators for commercial use; gauges, namely, 
temperature and pressure gauges and crimp ring gauges, namely, gauges to determine the correct sizing of crimp rings 
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post crimping.

Cl.11;Parts of and accessories for plumbing fittings, for water supply and/or gas supply purposes, namely pressure 
regulators as parts of gas and water installations; plumbing fittings for water supply and gas supply purposes, namely, 
push-fit fittings and couplings, pipe connections and couplings, elbows, tees, conversion tees, tap connectors, tube 
adaptors, capillary tails, compression adaptors, tail reducers, tail plugs, recessed assemblies, shower assemblies, pipe 
bend supports, pipe clips, sleeves, valve connections and couplings, thermostatic valves including valves with integral 
connectors, pressure limiting valves, pressure relief valves, gate valves, valves, all of the aforesaid for water supply and 
gas supply purposes; kits for making water heater installations, comprised of pipes for water supply and gas supply 
purposes; kits for making toilet and faucet plumbing installations comprised of swivel adaptors, stop valves and pipes for 
water supply purposes; contractor kits for plumbing, comprised of pipes and fittings for making bath, basin, shower and 
sink plumbing installations, for water supply purposes; plumbing components for bath, basin, shower and sink 
installations, namely, disconnect clips, pipes, tubing and ducting, for water supply purposes; plumbing fittings for water 
supply and gas supply purposes, namely, push-fit fittings in the nature of junctions, straight couplings, reducing 
couplings, conversion couplings, straight connectors, reducing connectors, bullnose connectors, elbows, reducing 
elbows, stubout elbows, dishwasher elbows, drop ear elbows, hy-ear elbows, branches, tees, bullnose tees, reducing 
tees, end stops, fitting reducers, threaded adaptors, slip fittings, swivel fittings, swivel adaptors, sweat adaptors, swivel 
elbows, swivel toilet connectors, slip couplings, slip tees, slip tee adaptors, manifolds including manifolds with branches, 
angle stops, straight stops, stop valve tee adaptors, stop valve connectors, faucet connectors, toilet connectors, toilet 
elbows, pipe connections and couplings, conversion tees, tap connectors, flexible water heater connectors, tube 
adaptors, capillary pipe tail pieces, bend supports for piping, compression adaptors, tail piece reducers, tail piece plugs, 
pipe bend supports, suspension clamps, clamp rings, crimp rings, pipe clips, sleeves, valve connections and couplings, 
check valves; parts of and accessories for the aforesaid goods, namely, supply line fittings and stops, for water supply 
and gas supply purposes; water hammer arrestors for water supply purposes; water heater connectors, for water supply 
and gas supply purposes; water heater kits consisting of connector fittings and disconnect clips, for water supply and 
gas supply purposes; plumbing contractor kits consisting of connector fittings and disconnect clips, for water supply and 
gas supply purposes; toilet and faucet kits consisting of faucet connectors, angle stops and tubing or ducting, for water 
supply purposes; plumbing components, namely, disconnect clips, for water supply purposes.

Cl.17;Flexible plastic pipes for plumbing purposes; non-metal tubing couplings for joining and terminating pipes.

Cl.19;Rigid non-metal pipes and tubing.

Cl.20;Non-metal clamps, non-metal supports, non-metal brackets.
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Priority claimed from 25/09/2018; Application No. : 88131381 ;United States of America 

4292028    25/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486195]
National Public Radio, Inc.

1111 North Capitol Street, NE Washington DC 20002 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for streaming, downloading, and listening to podcasts, 
radio programs, and news via the Internet and the worldwide web; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile 
application for providing news, entertainment, and cultural information via the Internet and the worldwide web; 
downloadable audio podcasts in the fields of news, culture, current affairs, politics, business, finance, and entertainment; 
audio recordings featuring music, non-fiction books, and audio documentaries.

Cl.38;Broadcasting, streaming, transmission, and delivery of audio, video, and other multimedia content via a global 
computer network; radio broadcasting; satellite transmission services.

Cl.41;News reporters services; providing electronic non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles featuring 
news, information, commentary, audio, and video all in the fields of news, culture, current affairs, politics, business, 
finance, and entertainment via a website; educational and entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable 
playback via global communications networks of audio and video programs in the fields of news, culture, current affairs, 
politics, business, finance, and entertainment; providing non downloadable playback via global communications 
networks of audio and video programs in the fields of news, culture, current affairs, politics, business, finance, and 
entertainment; providing on-line newsletters in the fields of news, culture, current affairs, politics, business, finance, and 
entertainment; radio programming, namely, scheduling; news syndication for the public radio broadcasting industry; 
radio entertainment production; entertainment and educational services, namely, organizing live cultural and arts events 
featuring commentary, discussions, and interactive storytelling in the fields of current events, international affairs, 
culture, performing arts, entertainment, education, politics, sports, race, ethnicity, science, health and fitness, personal 
finance, and the economy; entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting of competitions for musical 
performers; entertainment, namely, live music concerts; arranging and conducting events featuring live music.
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Priority claimed from 28/12/2018; Application No. : 2018/120735 ;Turkey 

4292030    04/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486189]
AZAK TAKIM TEKNOLOJILERI ANONIM SIRKETI

Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Mahallesi 2 Cadde No:3/2 Gebze Kocaeli Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Ironmongery, small hardware of metal, screws of metal, nails, bolts of metal, nuts of metal, pegs of metal, flakes of 
metal, pitons of metal, metal chains, furniture casters of metal, fittings of metal for furniture, industrial metal wheels, door 
handles of metal, window handles of metal, hinges of metal, metal latches, metal locks, metal keys for locks, metal rings, 
metal pulleys.

Cl.7;Machines, machine tools and industrial robots for processing and shaping wood, metals, glass, plastics and 
minerals, 3D printers; painting machines, automatic spray guns for paint, electric, hydraulic and pneumatic punching 
machines and guns, electric adhesive tape dispensers (machines), electric guns for compressed gas or liquid spraying 
machines, electric hand drills, electric hand saws, electric jigsaw machines, spiral machines, compressed air machines, 
compressors (machines), vehicle washing installations, robotic mechanisms (machines) with the abovementioned 
functions.

Cl.8;Hand-operated [non-electric] hand tools for the repair of machines, apparatus and vehicles and for use in 
construction, agriculture, horticultural and forestry, none of them being power tools; handles for hand-operated hand 
tools.
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Priority claimed from 01/03/2019; Application No. : 36566109 ;China 

4292354    27/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485362]
BAOLONG HUF SHANGHAI ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.

1ST FLOOR, 5TH BUILDING, NO. 5500 SHEN ZHUAN ROAD, SONGJIANG DISTRICT SHANGHAI China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Dies (hand tools); screw-thread cutters (hand tools); hammers (hand tools); screwdrivers, non-electric; tool belts; 
tongs; extension pieces for braces for screw taps; pincers; levers; crow bars; hand pumps; hand tools, hand-operated; 
handles for hand-operated hand tools; tap wrenches; pincers for assembling.

Cl.9;Alarms; surveying apparatus and instruments; sensor; connections for electric lines; light-emitting electronic 
pointers; transmitting sets (telecommunication); monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; weighing 
apparatus and instruments; counters; computers; downloadable apps for mobile phones; measures; tire pressure 
gauges; electric wire harnesses for automobiles; video screens; data processing apparatus; aerials; telecommunication 
transmitters; repeaters for radio and television stations; electronic numeric displays; remote control apparatus; computer 
operating programs, recorded; automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tyres; transmitters of electronic signals for 
vehicle tyres; tire pressure monitoring system for vehicles.

Cl.12;Tire valves for vehicle tires; air pumps (vehicle accessories); valves for vehicle tyres; tyres for vehicle wheels; 
vehicle wheels.
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4300732    29/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1186777]
Schmuckzeit Europe GmbH

Nordliche Ringstrasse 6 91126 Schwabach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Jewellery, horological instruments.

Cl.35;Retail services in relation to jewellery and horological instruments.
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4300749    03/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1431951]
AG S.A.S. di Accossato Giovanni

Via Don Eugenio Bruno, 6 I-10029 Villastellone (TO) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Duckboards of metal; ferrules of metal for handles.

Cl.7;Pumps [machines]; driving devices for machines; pneumatic controls for motors; radiator caps for cooling 
radiators of engines; power transmission chains; radiators [cooling] for motors and engines; oil filters; oil pumps for use 
in motors and engines; air filters for mechanical purposes; air filters for motorcycle engines; forging moulds; valves; 
exhausts for motors and engines; toothed wheels for driving chains; gear wheels for machines; disc brakes for machines; 
anti-swinging brakes for grippers; oil tank plugs and caps [vehicle engine parts]; radiators [cooling] for motors and 
engines; radiator caps for cooling radiators of engines; oil tanks [vehicle engine parts]; oil coolers [vehicle engine parts]; 
expansion tanks [parts of cooling radiators for vehicle motors and engines]; pinions [other than for land vehicles]; gear 
levers other than for land vehicles; clutch levers, other than for land vehicles; cylinders for machines; pistons for 
cylinders; cylinders for motors and engines; cylinders being parts of machines; shock absorbing cylinders [parts of 
machines]; cylinder head gaskets; cylinder blocks [parts of machines]; engine cylinders for vehicles; cylinders being 
parts of machines; belts for machines; belts for motors and engines; power transmission belting for machines; driving 
belts, other than for land vehicles.

Cl.12;Chainguards for vehicles; radiator grills of non-metallic materials for vehicles; speed gear levers for land 
vehicles; speed gear levers for land vehicles; clutch levers for land vehicles; main brake cylinders; main brake cylinders; 
brake cylinders for vehicles; wheel cylinders for vehicles; shock absorbing cylinders [parts of vehicles]; clutch cylinders 
for land vehicles; brake cylinders for land vehicles; belt pulleys for land vehicles; drive belts for driving land vehicles; 
transmission belts for land vehicles; brake calipers for vehicles; clutches for land vehicles; brake levers for vehicles; 
front spacers [parts of motorcycles]; headlight mounts [parts of motorcycles]; handle bar grips [parts of motorcycles]; 
handle bar dampers [parts of motorcycles]; shift levers [parts of motorcycles]; handle bar control levers [parts of 
motorcycles]; handlebar controls for mopeds; gear shift covers; motorcycle handlebars; twist grips for motorcycles; 
kickstands for motorcycles; brake discs for motorcycles; rearview mirrors; disc brake pads for land vehicles; brake pads 
for land vehicles; fork crown covers [bicycle parts]; wheel sprockets; sprockets for motorcycle drives; pinions for land 
vehicles; chains for bicycles, cycles; motorcycle chains; motorcycle chains; roller chains for motorcycles; chains for 
driving motorcycles; wheel trims; wheel rims for motorcycles; bicycles; direction signals for vehicles; direction indicators 
for bicycles; wheels; clutch mechanisms for motor cars; friction clutch driven plates for land vehicles; disc brake friction 
pads for vehicle braking systems; hub caps; vehicle brake discs; handlebars; tank waggons; parts and fittings for land 
vehicles; vehicles for use on land; brakes for land vehicles; differentials for land vehicles; gas caps for land vehicles; 
chainwheels for land vehicles; pedals for cycles; pedals for motorcycles; pedal driven land vehicles; vehicles for 
locomotion by land, air, water or rail; brake levers for cycles; parts and fittings for vehicles; parts and fittings for water 
vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 10/04/2019; Application No. : 2019-057203 ;Japan 

4300768    30/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482784]
MATSUSHITA Hiromi

1-6-13, Higashi-Tamagawa, Setagaya-ku Tokyo 158-0084 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Buckles of common metal [hardware]; hardware of metal, small.

Cl.14;Precious metals; jewel cases of precious metals; shoe ornaments of precious metal; ornaments (jewelry), 
unwrought and semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations; clocks and watches; trophies [prize cups]; 
commemorative shields; key rings [split rings with trinket or decorative fob]; fancy key rings of precious metal.
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4300772    05/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1211398]
JACQUEMUS SAS

69 quai de Valmy F-75010 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Optical goods; spectacles (optics), sunglasses, spectacle cases; spectacle frames.

Cl.18;Goods of leather or imitation leather (excluding cases adapted to the goods for which they are intended, gloves 
and belts); animal skins; umbrellas, parasols, sun umbrellas; walking sticks; handbags, travel bags, backpacks, satchels, 
school children's bags and satchels, beach bags, beggars' bags (handbags), shopping bags, garment bags (for travel), 
wheeled bags, kangaroo bags (child carriers), wallets, purses (coin purses), card cases (wallets), document holders, 
attaché cases, key cases (leather goods), trinket baskets of leather, trunks and suitcases, traveling trunks, sets and cases 
intended for toiletry articles (empty), clutch bags (leather goods), briefcases (leather goods).

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear (excluding orthopedic footwear), headgear; gloves (clothing), belts (clothing); underwear.
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4301014    23/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488156]
Shenzhen Diyiwei Electronics Co., Ltd.

101, the first floor of the fourth dormitory, Huachang Industrial Zone, Dalang Street, Longhua District, Shenzhen City Guangdong 
Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Kitchen machines, electric; shoe polishers, electric; scissors,electric; tin openers, electric; welding machines, 
electric;beaters, electric; shearing machines for animals; disintegrators;whisks, electric, for household purposes; 
blenders, electric,for household purposes; fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; agitators; mills [machines]; 
crushing machines;dishwashers; washing machines [laundry]; wringing machines for laundry; peeling machines; ironing 
machines; vacuum cleaners.

Cl.8;Stropping instruments; hair-removing tweezers; spanners [hand tools]; daggers; table cutlery [knives, forks and 
spoons]; pedicure sets; ear-piercing apparatus; files [tools]; razors, electric or non-electric; instruments and tools for 
skinning animals; screwdrivers, non-electric; hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; bill-hooks; razor 
blades; scissors; hand implements for hair curling; eyelash curlers; hobby knives [scalpels]; trowels [gardening]; pliers; 
cuticle tweezers; hand tools, hand-operated; curling tongs; crimping irons; beard clippers; apparatus for tattooing; 
manicure sets; table knives, forks and spoons for babies; flat irons; nail files.

Cl.10;Testing apparatus for medical purposes; body fat monitors;body composition monitors; hearing aids; ear picks; 
soporific pillows for insomnia; sex toys; condoms; love dolls [sex dolls];abdominal belts; orthopaedic footwear; 
orthopaedic belts.

Cl.21;Glass flasks [containers]; abrasive sponges for scrubbing the skin; kitchen utensils; statues of porcelain, 
ceramic,earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; porcelain ware;toothbrushes, electric; heads for electric toothbrushes; electric 
combs; powder puffs; glass incorporating fine electrical conductors; cosmetic utensils; cages for household pets;smoke 
absorbers for household purposes; eyebrow brushes;nozzles for watering cans; perfume vaporizers; plug-in diffusersfor 
mosquito repellents; carpet sweepers; thermally insulated containers for food; toilet sponges; toilet cases; powder 
compacts; make-up removing appliances; shaving brushes;perfume burners; toothbrushes; floss for dental 
purposes;electric devices for attracting and killing insects.

Cl.28;Targets; protective paddings [parts of sports suits]; scalemodel vehicles; fishing tackle; stationary exercise 
bicycles;chest expanders [exercisers]; dominoes; novelty toys forplaying jokes; darts; flying discs [toys]; soap bubbles 
[toys];Christmas trees of synthetic material; knee guards [sportsarticles]; elbow guards [sports articles]; scooters [toys]; 
buildingblocks [toys]; carnival masks; twirling batons; jigsaw puzzles;board games; rackets; video game consoles; 
parlour games;stuffed toys; spinning tops [toys]; toys; toy vehicles; toy pistols;dolls; drones [toys]; dolls' houses; teddy 
bears; kaleidoscopes;toy putty; remote-controlled toy vehicles; apparatus forgames; controllers for game consoles; 
amusement machines,automatic and coin-operated.
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Priority claimed from 25/09/2018; Application No. : 4485599 ;France 

4301067    15/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487932]
BEABA

31 avenue de l'Opéra F-75001 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Weighing apparatus and instruments (scales and food scales); lactometers, measuring and weighing apparatus 
and instruments specially adapted for the needs of children and babies; thermometers not for medical use; electric visual 
and/or sound monitoring apparatus; warning devices for babies/infants; electrical equipment, sensors, visualization 
and/or control devices for measuring, detection, monitoring and data processing; portable monitoring, measuring and 
detecting apparatus for infants and children; electric or electronic sensors for detecting, measuring, processing, 
collecting, recording and transmitting general information relating to well-being, sleep cycles, respiration rate, heart rate, 
arm and leg movements and activity during sleep of infants, babies and children; apparatus for transmitting sounds or 
images especially enabling remote monitoring of babies, intercommunication apparatus, walkie-talkies; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; programmable electronic devices for use in music boxes 
and for listening to recorded audio data; software and software applications for use on smartphones, electronic tablets or 
computers or on any mobile electronic apparatus and enabling the locating, programming, configuring and use of 
electronic devices; locating devices; downloadable software applications; application software for mobile 
telephones;covers for electric outlets; door stops; safety harnesses for children (other than for vehicle seats or sports 
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equipment); nets for protection against accidents; light dimmers (regulators);measuring spoons, television apparatus, 
cases for video recorders, magic lanterns, computers, protective hoods for children, telephones portable or not, child 
safety harnesses(other than for vehicle seats or sports equipment); mobile computing devices in the form of plush toys 
for wireless voice communication and transmission of data or images; mobile computing devices in the form of 
nightlights for wireless voice communication and transmission of data or images; game software; interactive multimedia 
systems for children comprised of educational software; game software; software for video games; educational software 
for children; educational software and computer hardware.

Cl.21;Non-electric household or kitchen utensils and containers(neither of precious metal, nor coated therewith); non-
electric cooking utensils; table plates; glasses; bowls; cups; egg cups;non-electric feeding bottle warmers; baby food jar 
warmers(non-electric); refrigerating containers; insulated containers,bags, small bags and pouches; microwave 
containers; feeding bottle drainers; hand-held shakers; brushes for cleaning feeding bottles; combs, sponges and 
brushes (except paintbrushes); cleaning material; potties for babies; portable baby baths; trash cans; babies' diaper 
disposal bins; toilet cases;hair brushes; toilet sponges, toothbrushes; flasks; perfume vaporizers; soap boxes; cotton 
boxes; talcum powder boxes;electronic feeding bottle holders, electronic mixers (electronic shakers).

Cl.35;Organizing and conducting trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; presenting goods via all 
communication media for retail sale of childcare articles; mail order sale services for childcare articles, mail order catalog 
services (communication media) for retail sale of childcare articles;online retail sale, order and purchase services for 
child care articles; on-line order services concerning gifts and gift lists;advertising; customer loyalty services and 
customer club services for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes;promotion of the goods and services of 
others; business management, business administration of an interactive online website enabling users of a software 
application to search,comment on and evaluate content on the Internet, of persons,companies, products, to order and 
purchase products, to attribute, purchase, sell and exchange user points, promotional articles including coupons, 
rebates, discounts, gift vouchers or special offers on products.

Cl.42;Providing access to online, interactive and electronic platforms for communicating and exchanging data and 
information,in particular contact information, commentary and opinions on product use; providing access to an Internet 
contact and communication management platform for information exchange about individuals and for forging and 
maintaining friendships and knowledge.
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Priority claimed from 16/05/2019; Application No. : 2019-069469 ;Japan 

4302206    30/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482772]
Crossfor Co., Ltd.

7-11-4, Kokubo, Kofu-shi Yamanashi 400-0043 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Buckles of common metal [hardware]; hardware of metal, small.

Cl.14;Precious metals; jewel cases of precious metals; shoe ornaments of precious metal; ornaments (jewelry); 
unwrought and semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations; clocks and watches; trophies [prize cups]; 
commemorative shields; key rings [split rings with trinket or decorative fob]; fancy key rings of precious metal.
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4308014    28/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1223261]
Virtuoso, Ltd.

777 Main Street, Suite 900 Fort Worth TX 76102 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business marketing consultation services for others, in the field of travel, namely, marketing for travel agencies, 
cruise lines and packaged travel groups.

Cl.38;Providing multiple-user access to a global computer information network.

Cl.42;Hosting the web sites of others on a computer server for a global computer network.
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4312974    28/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489526]
Stichting Hogeschool van Arnhem en Nijmegen

Ruitenberglaan 31 NL-6826 CC Arnhem Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; administrative services; business-organizational, 
business managerial and business advice; consultation on commercial-business area; market analysis and research; 
business research and surveys; human resources consultancy; giving management advice; business interim and project 
management; office functions, namely drawing up and compilation of plans, rosters or schedules.

Cl.41;Teaching; providing of training and courses; arranging of congresses; sporting and cultural activities; compiling 
teaching material; development of training programmes; development of educational methods; organisation and 
conducting of fairs and exhibitions for cultural and educational purposes; publishing, lending and distribution of books, 
newspapers, magazines and other periodicals; applied research in the field and education and training.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; computerisation services and 
consultancy; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; 
design and development of educational and teaching software; the design and development of software for education 
plans.
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4315208    30/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1317195]
BIOFARMA, Société par actions simplifiée

50 rue Carnot F-92284 SURESNES cedex France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for monitoring physiological signals; software for the analysis, storage and monitoring of physiological 
data, including diagnostic, surveillance and warning tools; devices for capturing and transmitting physiological signals; 
devices, such as electro-conductive clothing, incorporating electro-textile sensors for capturing physiological signals; 
personal digital assistant; transmitters of electronic signals; all the aforesaid goods being for use in the field of medical 
diagnostics and care.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; orthopedic articles; apparatus and 
instruments for monitoring, diagnosis, surveillance and alerts relating to heart, neurological, respiratory and 
physiological disorders; medical devices and instruments; diagnostic devices for medical use.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis 
and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; services in research, design and 
development of devices in connection with the capture and transmission of physiological signals; services in research, 
design and development of software for monitoring physiological signals; services in research, design and development 
of electro-conductive textiles for capturing physiological signals.

Cl.44;Medical services; medical diagnostic services via electronic and telematic means.
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4315227    02/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1342356]
Taizhou Yunsung Electrical Appliance Co., Ltd

Xingxing Plastics Industrial Park, Hougaoqiao Village, Hongjia Street, Jiaojiang District, Taizhou City Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Curling tongs; crimping irons; hand implements for hair curling; razors, electric or non-electric; hair clippers for 
personal use, electric and non-electric; depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; eyelash curlers; manicure sets, 
electric; insecticide sprayers, hand-operated; scissors.

Cl.11;Electric fans for personal use; fabric steamers; hand-held electric hair dryers; roasters; heaters, electric, for 
feeding bottles; coffee machines, electric; electric appliances for making yogurt; microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; 
bread baking machines; refrigerators.

Cl.26;Hair curlers, other than hand implements; hair bands; hair curling pins; hair coloring caps; hair curling papers; 
decorative articles for the hair; hair barrettes; hair nets; false hair; pins, other than jewellery.
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4315546    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1427201]
FAST Fashion Brands GmbH

Wichelmannweg 23 22041 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sunglasses.

Cl.14;Imitation jewellery, namely rings, keyrings, earrings, cuff links, bracelets, charms, brooches, chains, necklaces, 
tie pins, pins, medallions.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather as well as goods from leather and imitations of leather, namely shopping bags, 
cross-body bags, shoulder bags, handbags, evening bags, sports bags, beach bags, school satchels, shoulder straps, 
hipsacks, suitcases, hatboxes, attaché cases, travel garment covers, bags, neck pouches, toiletry bags, shoe bags for 
travel, sports packs, school backpacks; small leather goods, namely card cases [note cases], identity card cases; bags 
made of textile, leather and materials similar to leather, included in this class; wallets; rucksacks; suitcases; travelling 
bags; umbrellas; attaché cases; pocket wallets; college briefcases (included in this class); cosmetic bags and vanity 
cases, not fitted.

Cl.25;Clothing, in particular women's and men's outerclothing; blouses; costumes; dresses; skirts; jackets; trousers; 
shirts; pullovers; ties; coats; neck scarfs [mufflers]; gloves; stockings; underwear; t-shirts; polo shirts; sports clothing; 
bathing suits; leather clothing; headgear; shoes; boots; belts.
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Priority claimed from 19/12/2018; Application No. : 018002229 ;European Union 

4316343    18/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489789]
P3 group GmbH

Am Kraftversorgungsturm 3 52070 Aachen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business consultancy and advisory services; business strategy development services; business management 
consulting; business management and organization consultancy; business project management; project studies for 
businesses; business organisation consulting; business management; business administration; professional business 
consulting; business acquisitions consultation; advisory services relating to data processing; consultancy and advisory 
services in the field of business strategy; advisory services relating to business planning; consultancy services regarding 
business strategies; advisory services relating to market research; business management and enterprise organization 
consultancy; consultancy services regarding business strategies; consultancy in relation to technological aspects of 
public relations communications strategies; office functions; arranging and conducting of exhibitions for business 
purposes; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; data processing verification; data search in 
computer files for others; outsourcing services [business assistance]; data compilation for others; all of the aforesaid 
services being related to technological services and none of the aforesaid services related to the field of graphic design; 
retail services in relation to data recorded electronically from the internet; retail services in relation to data recorded 
electronically; retail services in relation to recorded content; retail services in relation to cooling pads for first aid 
purposes; retail services in relation to first-aid boxes, filled; retail services in relation to transmitters for use in emergency 
communications; retail services in relation to non-electrical distress beacons; retail services in relation to emergency 
light bars for vehicles; retail services in relation to engines and motors for model vehicles, aircraft and boats; retail 
services in relation to actuating mechanisms for operating aircraft flaps; retail services in relation to actuating 
mechanisms for operating aircraft flaps; retail services in relation to computers for managing control devices for aircraft; 
retail services in relation to aircraft landing guidance apparatus; retail services in relation to brake linings for aircraft 
landing gear; retail services in relation to inner tubes [for aircraft wheel tires]; retail services in relation to tires for aircraft 
landing gear wheels; retail services in relation to compensating cylinders for the braking systems of airborne vehicles; 
retail services in relation to geared electric motors for aircraft; retail services in relation to fuel for aircraft/ships; retail 
services in relation to power transmission couplings for aircraft; retail services in relation to fuselages [aircraft parts]; 
retail services in relation to landing gear [aircraft parts]; retail services in relation to cranks [parts of machines]; retail 
services in relation to differential gear mechanisms for air vehicles; retail services in relation to spline shank bits [parts of 
gearing for aircraft]; retail services in relation to buoyancy bags adapted for use with aircraft; retail services in relation to 
aeronautical engines; retail services in relation to lighting installations for air vehicles; retail services in relation to 
structural parts for aircraft; retail services in relation to running lights for aircraft; retail services in relation to hoods for 
aircraft; retail services in relation to brakes for aircraft; retail services in relation to starting couplings for air vehicles; 
retail services in relation to aerofoils for air vehicles; retail services in relation to drive chains for driving aircraft; retail 
services in relation to wheels for aircraft; retail services in relation to spoilers for air vehicles; retail services in relation to 
propellers for air vehicles; retail services in relation to glass panels for aircraft; retail services in relation to insulation for 
aircraft; retail services in relation to bodies for aircraft; retail services in relation to alarm systems for aircraft; retail 
services in relation to power transmissions for aircraft; retail services in relation to power transmissions for aircraft; retail 
services in relation to fuel tanks for aircraft; retail services in relation to aviation drive trains; retail services in relation to 
alternating current motors for airborne vehicles; retail services in relation to differential gear mechanisms for air vehicles; 
retail services in relation to articulated transmissions for aircraft; retail services in relation to blades for aircraft turbines; 
retail services in relation to monocoque structures for aircraft; retail services in relation to tyres for aircraft; retail services 
in relation to tyres for aircraft; retail services in relation to camshafts for air vehicles; retail services in relation to 
combustion engines for aircraft; retail services in relation to gearing for air vehicles; retail services in relation to gas 
turbine engines for air vehicles; retail services in relation to aircraft landing wheels; retail services in relation to 
transmission shafts for air vehicles; retail services in relation to transmissions for air vehicles; retail services in relation 
to aircraft; wholesale services in relation to data recorded electronically from the internet; wholesale services in relation 
to data recorded electronically; wholesale services in relation to recorded content; wholesale services in relation to 
cooling pads for first aid purposes; wholesale services in relation to first-aid boxes, filled; wholesale services in relation 
to transmitters for use in emergency communications; wholesale services in relation to non-electrical distress beacons; 
wholesale services in relation to emergency light bars for vehicles; wholesale services in relation to engines and motors 
for model vehicles, aircraft and boats; wholesale services in relation to actuating mechanisms for operating aircraft flaps; 
wholesale services in relation to actuating mechanisms for operating aircraft flaps; wholesale services in relation to 
computers for managing control devices for aircraft; wholesale services in relation to aircraft landing guidance apparatus; 
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wholesale services in relation to brake linings for aircraft landing gear; wholesale services in relation to inner tubes [for 
aircraft wheel tires]; wholesale services in relation to tires for aircraft landing gear wheels; wholesale services in relation 
to compensating cylinders for the braking systems of airborne vehicles; wholesale services in relation to geared electric 
motors for aircraft; wholesale services in relation to fuel for aircraft/ships; wholesale services in relation to power 
transmission couplings for aircraft; wholesale services in relation to fuselages [aircraft parts]; wholesale services in 
relation to landing gear [aircraft parts]; wholesale services in relation to cranks [parts of machines]; wholesale services in 
relation to differential gear mechanisms for air vehicles; wholesale services in relation to spline shank bits [parts of 
gearing for aircraft]; wholesale services in relation to buoyancy bags adapted for use with aircraft; wholesale services in 
relation to aeronautical engines; wholesale services in relation to lighting installations for air vehicles; wholesale services 
in relation to structural parts for aircraft; wholesale services in relation to running lights for aircraft; wholesale services in 
relation to hoods for aircraft; wholesale services in relation to brakes for aircraft; wholesale services in relation to starting 
couplings for air vehicles; wholesale services in relation to aerofoils for air vehicles; wholesale services in relation to 
drive chains for driving aircraft; wholesale services in relation to wheels for aircraft; wholesale services in relation to 
spoilers for air vehicles; wholesale services in relation to propellers for air vehicles; wholesale services in relation to 
glass panels for aircraft; wholesale services in relation to insulation for aircraft; wholesale services in relation to bodies 
for aircraft; wholesale services in relation to alarm systems for aircraft; wholesale services in relation to power 
transmissions for aircraft; wholesale services in relation to power transmissions for aircraft; wholesale services in 
relation to fuel tanks for aircraft; wholesale services in relation to aviation drive trains; wholesale services in relation to 
alternating current motors for airborne vehicles; wholesale services in relation to differential gear mechanisms for air 
vehicles; wholesale services in relation to articulated transmissions for aircraft; wholesale services in relation to blades 
for aircraft turbines; wholesale services in relation to monocoque structures for aircraft; wholesale services in relation to 
tyres for aircraft; wholesale services in relation to camshafts for air vehicles; wholesale services in relation to combustion 
engines for aircraft; wholesale services in relation to gearing for air vehicles; wholesale services in relation to gas turbine 
engines for air vehicles; wholesale services in relation to aircraft landing wheels; wholesale services in relation to 
transmission shafts for air vehicles; wholesale services in relation to transmissions for air vehicles; wholesale services in 
relation to aircraft.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; consultancy in the field of telecommunications; internet communication; 
communications by cellular phones; data transmission; data communication by electronic means; data broadcasting 
services; electronic communications for data transmission, all of the aforesaid services being technological services and 
none of the aforesaid services in the field of graphic design.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services; industrial research; engineering consultancy services; preparation of data 
processing programmes; engineering services; process monitoring for quality assurance; scientific research; technical 
testing services; development and testing of software; quality control; engineering testing; quality audits; quality control; 
surveying; technological planning services; technical project planning; technical measuring; research, development, 
design and upgrading of computer software; design and development of computer hardware; research and development 
for others; computer software consultancy; engineering testing; development of testing methods; new products (testing 
of -); testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of others for the purpose of certification; certification 
[quality control]; engineering project management services; development of systems for the transmission of data; design 
and development of operating system software; development of computer database software; safety technological testing 
services; computer programming services for electronic data security; design and development of internet security 
programs; consultancy and information services relating to information technology architecture and infrastructure; cloud 
computing; consulting in the field of cloud computing networks and applications; computer services for the analysis of 
data; technical data analysis, all of the aforesaid services being technological services and none of the aforesaid services 
in the field of graphic design.
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4316346    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489602]
Greentec Development GmbH

Neustiftgasse 32/12 A-1070 Wien Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Recorded content; information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and photographic devices; measuring, 
detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers.

Cl.42;IT consultancy services; scientific and technological services; testing, authentication and quality control.
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Priority claimed from 23/10/2018; Application No. : 017971326 ;European Union 

4316633    26/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489838]
ENX Association

20 rue Barthélémy Danjou F-92100 Boulogne-Billancourt France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management; business administration; auditing (terms considered too vague in the opinion of the 
International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); accounting; business consultancy and advisory 
services; business organisation consulting; consultancy in relation to business management and in the field of business 
strategy, in particular in relation to corporate social responsibility issues; professional business management 
consultancy in the field of the use of information technology and in connection with the providing of quality management 
systems; information and data compiling and analyzing relating to business management; business management and 
organization consultancy; business management consulting; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of 
goods and services; providing business information via a web site.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and computer software; consultancy services relating to 
computer networks (terms considered too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); consultancy relating to computer database programs; consultancy in the field of security 
software; information technology [IT] consultancy; quality control and quality assurance consultancy; consultancy in the 
field of computer technology, computer security, information security and telecommunications technology; quality audits 
(terms considered too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); 
certification (terms considered too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); quality control; testing services for the certification of quality or standards; cloud computing; computer 
system analysis; electronic data storage; surveying; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; 
quality control.
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4316635    20/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489739]
RCG Global Services, Inc.

170 Wood Avenue, 4th Floor Iselin NJ 0883 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management consulting and advisory services.

Cl.41;Teaching and training in business, industry and information technology.

Cl.42;Consulting in the field of information technology; Planning, design and management of information technology 
systems.
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Priority claimed from 14/01/2019; Application No. : 3772073 ;Argentina 

4316637    28/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489816]
ENEL S.P.A.

Viale Regina Margherita, 137 I-00198 Roma Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electric sockets; electric vehicle charging systems; charging stations and other equipment for charging and 
control of electric vehicles; charge regulators for electric vehicles; current rectifiers; rectifier modules; rectifiers; 
chargers; accumulators (batteries); mains chargers; electric cables for vehicles; software for the management of charging 
stations, for charging electric vehicles and other electrical loads and relative generation systems; downloadable software 
applications; software applications to locate charging stations.

Cl.37;Vehicle battery charging; charging services for electric vehicles; vehicle service stations [refuelling and 
maintenance]; provision of information relating to charging stations for electric vehicles; maintenance and repair of 
electric vehicles.

Cl.42;Platform as a service [Paas] for cloud-based management for data collection, data storage, analytics, rate and 
timing control, and for monitoring of electric generation and demand; software as a service (SaaS) including the 
collection, storage, analysis, control and management of data in the residential, commercial and industrial markets for 
use in optimization of electric vehicle charging equipment and apparatus and other electric loads and generation; cloud-
based platform as a service [Paas] for use in data optimization of load balancing, energy prices and environmental 
signals; computer programming services for controlling charging apparatus and other remotely controllable electric 
loads, for use by electric grid operators, utility companies and energy market participants in the residential, commercial, 
and industrial markets, trough operating computer systems and computer networks; design and development of energy 
management software in relation to aggregated electric demand, electric vehicle charging stations, energy storage 
systems and other electric loads and generating systems; computer technology consultancy in the nature of technical 
support services in relation to aggregated electric demand, electric vehicle charging stations, energy storage systems 
and other electric loads and generating systems; software as a service (SaaS) for the remote management of electric 
vehicle charging stations and control of networked electric vehicle charging stations and other electric loads and 
generating sources; computer programming services related to communication, monitoring and control of electric 
vehicles; research and development services relating to charging stations for electric vehicles, charge rectifiers for 
electric vehicles, chargers, current rectifiers, rectifier modules, electric sockets, chargers, accumulators (batteries), 
battery chargers, electric cables for vehicles; development of software for the management of charging stations, for 
charging electric vehicles and other electrical loads and relative generation systems; platform as a service [Paas] for 
consumption management.
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Priority claimed from 24/10/2018; Application No. : 017972321 ;European Union 

4317327    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489819]
TEKA INDUSTRIAL, S.A.

Cajo, 17 E-39011 Santander (Cantabria) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for 
railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery; small items of metal hardware; pipes and 
tubes of metal; ores.

Cl.7;Food and beverage processing and preparation machines and apparatus; packaging machines; sweeping, 
cleaning, washing and laundering machines; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and 
transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for 
eggs; clothes washing machines; dishwashers and dish dryers; drain cocks; water heaters [parts of machines]; mixers 
[machines].

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes, in particular for use in commercial kitchens; electric and gas apparatus for kitchen and industrial 
kitchen installations, namely cookers, bread ovens, hobs, cooking ranges, steam apparatus, microwave ovens, plate 
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warmers, extractor hoods, refrigeration and freezing apparatus, cooking and roasting apparatus, and automatic cooking 
and roasting machines, deep fryers, electric pressure cookers, pressure cooking saucepans, automatic fermentation 
apparatus, blast chillers; electrical and gas apparatus for kitchen and industrial kitchen installations, namely blast 
freezers, cooling tables, grills (kitchen appliances), banquet systems; systems for distributing plates and systems for 
storing and serving foodstuffs and prepared dishes, formed of apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, 
refrigerating, drying, ventilating or water supply purposes or fermentation apparatus or deep fryers or electric pressure 
cookers or electric pressure cooking saucepans; systems for distributing plates and systems for storing and serving 
foods and prepared dishes, formed of automatic fermentation apparatus or blast chillers or blast freezers or refrigerators 
and freezers or cooling tables or gas and electrical apparatus; parts and accessories for the aforesaid goods; anti-splash 
tap nozzles; bath fittings; taps [cocks, spigots] faucets [am] for pipes; feeding apparatus for heating boilers; filters for 
drinking water; fire bars; ovens (shaped fittings for -); kiln furniture [supports]; loading apparatus for furnaces; mixer taps 
for water pipes; oven fittings made of fireclay; regulating accessories for water apparatus and pipes; safety accessories 
for water or gas apparatus and pipes; framework of metal for ovens; taps [faucets]; toilet seats; washers for water taps; 
water-pipes for sanitary installations; hot air bath fittings; regulating and safety accessories for water apparatus; 
extractor hoods; ventilation hoods for stoves; adjustable coated baffle grease filters [parts of cooker hoods]; filters [parts 
of household or industrial installations].

Cl.37;Repairs of mixers (machines), incubators for eggs, washing machines, dishwashers and tumble dryers, electric 
door closers, electric door openers, drain cocks, water heaters (parts of machines), apparatus for lighting, heating, steam 
generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, in particular for industrial 
kitchens, electric and gas apparatus for kitchen and industrial kitchen installations; repairs of systems for distributing 
plates and systems for storing and serving foodstuffs and prepared dishes, formed of automatic fermentation apparatus 
or blast chillers or blast freezers or refrigerators and freezers or cooling tables or gas and electrical apparatus, anti-
splash tap nozzles, bath fittings, pipe line cocks [spigots], feeding apparatus for heating boilers, filters for drinking water; 
repairs of furnace grates, shaped fittings for furnaces, kiln furniture, loading apparatus for furnaces, mixer taps for water 
pipes, oven fittings made of fireclay, regulating accessories for water apparatus and pipes, safety accessories for water or 
gas apparatus and pipes, structural plates for ovens, taps, toilet seats, washers for water taps, pipes (parts of sanitary 
installations), hot air bath fittings, pipe line cocks, furnace grates, fire bars; repairs of aerators for taps, regulating and 
safety accessories for water apparatus, extractor hoods for kitchens, ventilation hoods for kitchens, adjustable coated 
baffle grease filters (parts of cooker hoods), filters (parts of household or industrial installations); installation of 
incubators for eggs, washing machines, dishwashers and tumble dryers, electric door closers, electric door openers, 
drain cocks, water heaters (parts of machines), apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, 
drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, in particular for industrial kitchens, electric and gas apparatus for 
kitchen and industrial kitchen installations; installation of systems for distributing plates and systems for storing and 
serving foodstuffs and prepared dishes, formed of automatic fermentation apparatus or blast chillers or blast freezers or 
refrigerators and freezers or cooling tables or gas and electrical apparatus, anti-splash tap nozzles, bath fittings, pipe line 
cocks [spigots], feeding apparatus for heating boilers, filters for drinking water, furnace grates, shaped fittings for 
furnaces; installation of kiln furniture, loading apparatus for furnaces, mixer taps for water pipes, oven fittings made of 
fireclay, regulating accessories for water apparatus and pipes, safety accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes, 
structural plates for ovens, taps, toilet seats, washers for water taps, pipes (parts of sanitary installations), hot air bath 
fittings, pipe line cocks, furnace grates, fire bars, aerators for taps, regulating and safety accessories for water apparatus; 
installation of extractor hoods for kitchens, ventilation hoods for kitchens, adjustable coated baffle grease filters (parts of 
cooker hoods), filters (parts of household or industrial installations) and mixers (machines); machinery installation, 
maintenance and repair; office machines and equipment installation, maintenance and repair; repair information.
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4317340    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489879]
Shanghai Finhere Cosmetics Ltd.

Room CJ131, Building 22, No. 1-30, Lane 88, Minbei Road, Minhang District 201106 Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Dentifrices; cleaning preparations; cosmetics for animals; cosmetics; shining preparations [polish]; perfumery; air 
fragrancing preparations; incense; laundry preparations; abrasives.

Cl.44;Dietary and nutritional guidance; animal breeding; plastic surgery; rental of sanitary installations; beauty salon 
services; opticians' services; hospital services; rest home services; veterinary assistance; gardening.
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4317341    26/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489884]
Successfield Pty Ltd

16 Knox Avenue EPPING NSW 2121 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Skincare cosmetics; body creams (cosmetics); cleaning oils for cosmetic purposes; collagen preparations for 
cosmetic application; colour cosmetics for the eyes; colour cosmetics for the skin; colours for cosmetic purposes; 
cosmetic acne cleansers; cosmetic acne creams; cosmetic articles; cosmetic bath products; skincare preparations 
(cosmetic); cosmetic creams; cosmetic dyes; cosmetic eye gels; cosmetic goods for care of the skin; cosmetic masks; 
cosmetic moisturisers; cosmetic oils; cosmetic preparations; cosmetic products for skin care; cosmetic skin care 
products; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic soaps; cosmetics; cosmetics for skin tanning; cosmetics for the 
treatment of dry skin; cosmetics for the use on the hair; cosmetics for use on the skin; cosmetics preparations; 
cosmetics to remove pigmentation marks; dermatological cosmetic preparations; essential oils for cosmetic purposes; 
almond lotion for cosmetic use; eye lotions for cosmetic use; eye moisturisers for cosmetic use; facial care products 
(cosmetic); hair cosmetics; hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes; lotions for cosmetic purposes; masks for the face 
(cosmetic); milks (cosmetics); mineral oils (cosmetic); moisturisers (cosmetics); almond milk for cosmetic purposes; 
moisturising preparations (cosmetic); natural oils for cosmetic purposes; night creams (cosmetics); nourishing creams 
(cosmetics); oil for cosmetic use; ointments for cosmetic use; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; pomades for 
cosmetic purposes; powders for cosmetic purposes; preparations for removing cosmetics; aloe vera preparations for 
cosmetic purposes; preparations for the skin (cosmetic); pumice stones for cosmetic purposes; serum (cosmetic 
preparations); skin balms (cosmetic); skin care creams (cosmetic); skin care lotions (cosmetic); skin care oils (cosmetic); 
skin care preparations (cosmetic); skin care products (cosmetic); skin cleaners (cosmetic); anti-sun preparations 
(cosmetics); skin cleansing cream (cosmetic); skin cleansing preparations (cosmetic); skin creams (cosmetic); skin 
discomfort cream (cosmetic); skin lightening compositions (cosmetic); skin lotions (cosmetic); slimming products 
(cosmetic), other than for medical use; sprays for use on the body (cosmetics); astringents for cosmetic purposes; sun 
barriers (cosmetics); sun creams (cosmetics); sun gel (cosmetics); sun lotions (cosmetics); sun milk (cosmetics); sun 
protection products (cosmetics); sun skin care products (cosmetics); sun-tanning preparations (cosmetics); tints 
(cosmetics); tonics (cosmetic); bleaching preparations (decolourants) for cosmetic purposes; tonics (cosmetic) based on 
plant extracts; varnishes (cosmetics); water for cosmetic use.

Cl.5;Skincare preparations (pharmaceutical); medicinal food supplements for nutritional purposes; milk powder for 
nutritional purposes for babies; nutritional supplements; parenteral nutrition solutions for medical use.
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4317364    03/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489937]
ALPINE HEALTH MANUFACTURING NEW ZEALAND LIMITED

189 Heaphy Road Moana 7872 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Bee pollen for use as a dietary food supplement; calcium supplements; colostrum dietary supplements; deer velvet 
supplements; dietary and nutritional supplements; dietary food supplements; dietary supplements consisting of amino 
acids, minerals and trace elements; dietary supplements for infants; food supplements; herbal supplements; liquid herbal 
supplements; liquid vitamin supplements; nutritional supplements for veterinary purposes; powdered fruit-flavored 
dietary supplement drink mix; powdered fruit-flavoured dietary supplement drink mix; protein dietary supplements; 
protein supplements for animals; vitamin and mineral supplements; vitamin supplements in tablet form for making 
effervescent beverages when added to water; zinc supplement lozenges; meal replacement snacks for medical purposes; 
mint-flavored chewing gum for medical use; herbal and dietary supplements to aid in milk production in lactating animals; 
milk ferments for pharmaceutical purposes; powdered milk for babies.

Cl.30;Baking chocolate; bitter chocolate; chocolate; chocolate bars; chocolate confections; chocolate-covered fruits; 
chocolate-covered macadamia nuts; chocolate-covered nougat bars; milk chocolate; white chocolate; breath-freshening 
chewing gum; sugar-free chewing gum; chocolate beverages with milk; gruel, with a milk base, for food; ice milk bars; 
milk jam.
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Priority claimed from 28/08/2019; Application No. : 4020190133732 ;Republic of Korea 

4317368    29/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489947]
LEE, Yoo Jin

303-ho, 30-15, Baekjegobun-ro 32-gil, Songpa-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; computer game software, recorded; computer software 
applications, downloadable; educational software for children; computer programs for editing images, sound and video; 
computer application software for mobile phones; computer programs and software; downloadable video recordings 
featuring music; downloadable video files; videotapes and video disks recorded with animation; downloadable computer 
graphics; digital books downloadable from the Internet; electronic publications, downloadable; computers and 
instructional manuals in electronic format sold as a unit; electronic publications recorded on computer media.

Cl.28;Rubber character toys; educational toys; toy animals; action toys; wooden toys; stuffed dolls; multiple activity 
toys for children; infant toys; toy dolls; baby toys; toys; plastic toys; games and playthings; game machines and 
apparatus; mosaic puzzles; video game apparatus; amusement and game apparatus adapted for use with an external 
display screen or monitor.
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Priority claimed from 19/03/2019; Application No. : 018037685 ;European Union 

4317381    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490024]
FinTeachWorld GmbH & Co. KG

Treppendorf 44 96142 Hollfeld Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic databases recorded on computer media; electronic publications recorded on computer media; pre-
recorded CD-Is; pre-recorded CD-ROMs; pre-recorded CDs; pre-recorded compact discs; electronic pocket calculators; 
cases for pocket calculators; programs for computers; computer software applications, downloadable; pocket 
calculators; sound recording carriers.

Cl.16;Printed matter; periodicals; books.

Cl.35;Marketing; advertising; online advertising.

Cl.41;Providing of training; conducting of instructional seminars; providing online training seminars; provision of 
online training; adult training; publication of printed matter; online publication of electronic books and journals; online 
publication of electronic books and journals; further training; organisation of seminars.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services; consultancy and research services in the field of science, engineering an 

information technology.
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4317430    08/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490115]
REAL CLUB CELTA DE VIGO S.A.D.

AVDA DE BALAIDOS S/N E-36210 VIGO Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Backpacks for sports; bags for sports; bags for sports; holdalls for sports clothing.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; sportswear; sports shoes.

Cl.35;Advertising and sales promotion services; wholesale services for sports goods; retail services for clothing; 
online retail services for clothing.

Cl.41;Education and training services relating to sports; entertainment services; sporting and cultural activities.
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Priority claimed from 10/12/2018; Application No. : 729859 ;Switzerland 

4317458    05/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490217]
ABB Asea Brown Boveri Ltd

Affolternstrasse 44 CH-8050 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software platform for the optimization of installations, industrial automation, diagnosis of machines and 
optimization of administrative processes in the fields of industry, public health, production and infrastructure; software 
for the collection and distribution of data in computer networks and for enabling data communication between application 
programs, consumer apparatus and industrial apparatus; cloud computing downloadable software for information 
management, data acquisition and analysis in the fields of optimization of installations, industrial automation, diagnosis 
of machines and optimization of administrative processes in the fields of industry, public health, production and 
infrastructure; downloadable software for information management, data acquisition and analysis in the fields of 
optimization of installations, industrial automation, diagnosis of machines and optimization of administrative processes 
in the fields of industry, public health, production and infrastructure; software for the optimization of power plants and 
overview of the state of power plants; computer hardware for power plant optimization.

Cl.37;Providing information with respect to the repair or maintenance of equipment for power distribution in the field of 
energy generation and distribution equipment, oil and gas equipment, automated control systems for processes, 
machines and machine tools.

Cl.42;Computer programming services; design and analysis of computer software; provision of advice and services 
provided by consultants relating to software; consultancy relating to design, development and use of computer hardware 
and computer software; installation and maintenance of software; design and analysis services for computer systems and 
computer networks for others; providing online non-downloadable software enabling customers to remotely administer, 
manage, modify and control networked apparatus on the Internet of things and safety and home automation apparatus; 
computer services, namely, providing temporary use of Web applications with a technology enabling customers to 
remotely manage, guide, modify and control networked apparatus on the Internet of things and safety and home 
automation apparatus; computer platform as a service (PaaS) with software platforms for the optimization of installations, 
industrial automation, diagnosis of machines and optimization of administrative processes in the fields of industry, public 
health, production and infrastructure; software-service (SaaS) with software for the optimization of installations, industrial 
automation, diagnosis of machines and optimization of administrative processes in the fields of industry, public health, 
production and infrastructure; cloud computing with software for the optimization of installations, industrial automation, 
diagnosis of machines and optimization of administrative processes in the fields of industry, public health, production 
and infrastructure; providing temporary use of online downloadable cloud computing software for the optimization of 
installations, industrial automation, diagnosis of machines and optimization of administrative processes in the fields of 
industry, public health, production and infrastructure; services provided by technical consultants in the field of power 
plant technology, namely, design of power plants for optimizing the efficiency and safety; engineering services in the field 
of power plant optimization; engineering services and services provided by technical consultants in the field of energy 
technology for owners and operators of industrial, commercial and government installations; engineering services and 
services provided by technical consultants in the field of energy measurement to improve the energy efficiency of owners 
and operators of industrial, commercial and government installations; diagnosis of software problems in the field of 
energy generation and distribution equipment, oil and gas equipment, automated control systems for processes, 
machines and machine tools; configuration, installation, fault diagnosis, repair, updating and maintenance of software in 
the field of energy generation and distribution equipment, oil and gas equipment, automated control systems for 
processes, machines and machine tools; technical advice in the field installation, maintenance and repair of software for 
computer systems.
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4317459    15/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490240]
DVA Agro GmbH

Valentinskamp 70 20355 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Agricultural chemicals; horticultural chemicals; industrial chemicals; chemical fertilizers; chemicals for use in 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry.

Cl.5;Herbicides.
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Priority claimed from 29/01/2019; Application No. : 88281083 ;United States of America 

4317460    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490252]
THE ODD1S OUT LLC

1082 E. Canyon Way Chandler AZ 85249 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;On-line retail store services featuring books, stickers, backpacks, bags, all-purpose carrying bags, mugs, water 
bottles sold empty, shirts, hats, beanies, socks, belts, novelty pins and badges, key chains, phone grips, and plush toys.

Cl.41;Providing on-line videos featuring animation, not downloadable; providing online non-downloadable comic strips.
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4317494    26/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489616]
Alpha ABMD Holdco B.V.

Comeniusstraat 8 NL-1817 MS Alkmaar Netherlands

Ammeraal Beltech Holding B.V.

Comeniusstraat 8 NL-1817 MS Alkmaar Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Reinforcing materials of metal for machine belts; straps of metal for handling mass; metal chains; steel belts for 
loading and unloading; metal connection for use in conjunction with chains.

Cl.7;Transporters (machines) and parts thereof; conveyor belts; roller conveyors; chain conveyors; hydraulic 
conveyors; pneumatic conveyors; screw conveyors; belt conveyors; belts for conveyor belts; mesh conveyor belts; belts 
for machines, in particular drive belts, process belts and timing belts; traction belts; tension straps; cable cords; take-off 
straps; drive belts; timing belts for machines; v-belts; covered belts; lift belts; belts for engines; pulleys; cam chains; 
transmission chains, other than for vehicles; lift gears; gears for motors for conveyor belts (machines); punching 
machines; cutting machines; sanders; press machines; machine tools for cutting; bending machines.

Cl.9;Hardware and software for conveyor belts, belts for conveyor belts, motors for conveyor belts and belts for 
machines; software for calculating the selection or dimensioning of drive belts or conveyor belts.

Cl.12;Air carriers; belts for transferring land vehicles; treads for vehicles (belts).

Cl.37;Repair and maintenance of conveyor belts, belts for conveyor belts, motors for conveyor belts and belts for 
machines.

Cl.42;Technical consultancy in the field of construction and use of conveyor belts, belts for conveyor belts and belts 
for machines.
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4317548    27/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489694]
Verein zur Förderung der internationalen Standardisierung von Automatisierungs- und Meßsystemen (ASAM) e.V.

Altlaufstr. 40 85635 Höhenkirchen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; simulation software; computer utility programs for file management; interfaces for computers; recorded 
data files.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of congresses; conducting instructional courses; arranging and conducting of 
workshops [training]; arranging and conducting of seminars.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services; testing, authentication and quality control; testing services for the 
certification of quality or standards; process monitoring for quality assurance; quality assurance consultancy; computer 
programming; design and development of computer database programs; software development, programming and 
implementation; computer software design; providing information about the design and development of computer 
hardware and software; rental of computer software; providing online, non-downloadable software; computer research 
services; computer aided scientific analysis services; scientific research conducted using databases.

Cl.45;Reviewing standards and practices to assure compliance with laws and regulations; licensing of computer 
software [legal services]; licensing of databases.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

 

4317550    27/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489697]
Verein zur Förderung der internationalen Standardisierung von Automatisierungs- und Meßsystemen (ASAM) e.V.

Altlaufstr. 40 85635 Höhenkirchen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; simulation software; computer utility programs for file management; interfaces for computers; recorded 
data files.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of congresses; conducting instructional courses; arranging and conducting of 
workshops [training]; arranging and conducting of seminars.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services; testing, authentication and quality control; testing services for the 
certification of quality or standards; process monitoring for quality assurance; quality assurance consultancy; computer 
programming; design and development of computer database programs; software development, programming and 
implementation; computer software design; providing information about the design and development of computer 
hardware and software; rental of computer software; providing online, non-downloadable software; computer research 
services; computer aided scientific analysis services; scientific research conducted using databases.

Cl.45;Reviewing standards and practices to assure compliance with laws and regulations; licensing of computer 
software [legal services]; licensing of databases.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 01/10/2018; Application No. : 017963919 ;European Union 

4317581    01/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489707]
IAQ LABORATORY LIMITED

Flat/RM 2002, 20/F, Kai Tak Commercial Building, 317-319 Des Voeux Road Central, Central District Hong Kong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Air analysis apparatus; air measuring apparatus; air pollution measuring devices; air temperature sensors.

Cl.11;Ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; ventilation apparatus; mobile ventilating apparatus; 
ventilating units; air conditioning apparatus; air cooling apparatus; cooling appliances and installations; air purifying 
apparatus and machines; air purifiers; air cleaning apparatus; air sterilisers; ionization apparatus for the treatment of air; 
air deodorising apparatus; air humidifying apparatus; air filtering installations; air filters; filters for air purifiers; filters for 
air conditioning.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

4317582    27/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489708]
Verein zur Förderung der internationalen Standardisierung von Automatisierungs- und Meßsystemen (ASAM) e.V.

Altlaufstr. 40 85635 Höhenkirchen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; simulation software; computer utility programs for file management; interfaces for computers; recorded 
data files.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of congresses; conducting instructional courses; arranging and conducting of 
workshops [training]; arranging and conducting of seminars.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services; testing, authentication and quality control; testing services for the 
certification of quality or standards; process monitoring for quality assurance; quality assurance consultancy; computer 
programming; design and development of computer database programs; software development, programming and 
implementation; computer software design; providing information about the design and development of computer 
hardware and software; rental of computer software; providing online, non-downloadable software; computer research 
services; computer aided scientific analysis services; scientific research conducted using databases.

Cl.45;Reviewing standards and practices to assure compliance with laws and regulations; licensing of computer 
software [legal services]; licensing of databases.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 06/02/2019; Application No. : 733960 ;Switzerland 

4317584    22/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489714]
Arvelle Therapeutics GmbH

Viaduktstrasse 8 CH-4051 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for human use; biological preparations for medical or therapeutic use.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; pharmaceutical, biomedical and 
biological therapeutic research services; research in the field of pharmaceutical and biological therapeutic products, 
clinical trials and post-authorization research for the marketing of medicines and/or commercial post-launching of 
medicines; pharmaceutical research and development; providing scientific research information in the field of 
pharmaceuticals, biomedicine, clinical trials and post-authorization research for the marketing of medicines and/or 
commercial post-launching of medicines.

Cl.44;Providing health and medical information; providing information relating to the diagnostic, prophylactic and 
therapeutic properties of pharmaceutical and biological products for the prevention and treatment of diseases, disorders 
and conditions.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 07/03/2019; Application No. : 018032534 ;European Union 

4319744    16/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491993]
LLEIDANETWORKS SERVEIS TELEMÀTICS S.A.

PARQUE TECNOLÓGICO AGROALIMENTARIO, EDIFICIO H1, 2ªPLANTA E-25003 LLEIDA Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; software for ensuring the security of electronic mail; electronic mail and messaging programs; 
downloadable software for electronic mail; electronic mail servers; electronic mail terminals; software; hardware; 
biometric identification devices; biometric identification systems; biometric system software for identification and 
authentication of persons.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; digital transmission services; information services relating to electronic 
communication networks; computer-aided message and image transmission services; electronic transmission of 
messages, data and documents; electronic transmission of data and documents via computer terminals and electronic 
devices; transmission of encrypted communications; communication services by electronic means; telematic 
communication services; provision of access to a global computer network for the transfer and dissemination of 
information; collection and transmission of messages.

Cl.42;Information technology services; certification of messages transmitted by telecommunication means; 
certification of data transmitted by telecommunication means; computer security services in the nature of providing 
digital certificates; data encryption services; information technology security, protection and restoration.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 25/02/2019; Application No. : 018026905 ;European Union 

4320621    16/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1492057]
LLEIDANETWORKS SERVEIS TELEMÀTICS S.A.

PARQUE TECNOLÓGICO AGROALIMENTARIO, EDIFICIO H1, 2ªPLANTA E-25003 LLEIDA Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Telecommunication services; digital transmission services; information services relating to electronic 
communication networks; computer-aided message and image transmission services; electronic transmission of 
messages, data and documents; electronic transmission of data and documents via computer terminals and electronic 
devices; transmission of encrypted communications.

Cl.42;Information technology services; certification of messages transmitted by telecommunication means; 
certification of data transmitted by telecommunication means; computer security services in the nature of providing 
digital certificates; certification of data by means of blockchain technology; storage of data by means of blockchain 
technology; data encryption services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

4320688    30/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491898]
GCL International SARL

8A, Rue Albert Borschette L-1246 Luxembourg Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal bottle caps; bottle closures of metal; metal bottle caps; bottle closures of metal; bottle closures of metal; 
screw caps of metal for bottles; caps of aluminium for bottles; bottle closures of aluminium; bottle capsules of 
aluminium; sealing caps of aluminium for bottles; closures of aluminium for bottles; screw tops of aluminium for bottles.

Cl.20;Corks for bottles; non-metal bottle caps; non-metal bottle caps; bottle closures, not of metal; non-metal bottle 
caps; bottle closures, not of metal; bottle closures, not of metal; bottle closures, not of metal; screw tops, not of metal, for 
bottles; non-metallic caps and closures for bottles and for containers; child resistant security closures (non-metallic -) for 
bottles.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 15/03/2019; Application No. : 018036152 ;European Union 

4320696    05/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491864]
Kempower Oy

Hennalankatu 71 FI-15810 Lahti Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Chargers for motor vehicles and rechargeable electric vehicles; load cells; rechargeable cells; charging docks; 
charging stations for electric vehicles; batteries for electric vehicles; battery charging devices for motor vehicles; 
computer applications for automated vehicle parking control; automated car parking control devices; on-board electronic 
systems in land vehicles for providing parking assistance; batteries, which provide electricity for motors of electric 
vehicles; wall-mounted electric connections for charging electric vehicles; mobile electric connections for charging 
electric vehicles; downloadable software in the form of mobile applications monitoring a vehicle and for remote control of 
a vehicle; controllers (regulators); power controllers; electric power controllers; electronic surveillance apparatus; 
electric batteries and their parts; fuel cells and their parts.

Cl.37;Recharging of batteries and accumulators; recharging services for vehicles; charging and recharging services for 
vehicle batteries.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 11/12/2018; Application No. : 1386765 ;Benelux 

4320755    13/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491798]
INTERSALES COMPANY naamloze vennootschap

De Leiteweg 8 B-8020 Oostkamp

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Massage oils and lotions; massage creams; massage gels; products for body cleansing; preparations for cleaning, 
for personal use; non-medicated preparations for personal use; moisturizing products; essential oils; aforementioned 
products whether or not based on ginseng, roseroot (rhodiola rosea), tribulus terrestris and/or panax ginseng.

Cl.5;Ginseng for medicinal purposes; dietary supplements based on ginseng, roseroot (rhodiola rosea), tribulus 
terrestris and/or panax ginseng; ginseng capsules for medical purposes; capsules of ginseng, roseroot (rhodiola rosea), 
tribulus terrestris and/or panax ginseng for medical purposes; gels for sexual stimulation; orgasm creams; lubricants, 
gels, liquids and creams for sexual health and/or improvement of sexual performance; nutritional supplements for sexual 
health and/or for improving sexual performance; pharmaceutical products and substances, all relating to sexual health 
and/or sexual performance; medicinal drinks.

Cl.10;Condoms; contrivances for contraceptive or prophylactic purposes; massage apparatus, instruments and 
apparatus; sex toys; adult sexual aids.

Cl.30;Tea; iced tea; tea with ginseng, roseroot (rhodiola rosea), tribulus terrestris and/or panax ginseng; coffee; coffee 
with ginseng, roseroot (rhodiola rosea), tribulus terrestris and/or panax ginseng; artificial coffee; chocolate; chocolate 
with ginseng, roseroot (rhodiola rosea), tribulus terrestris and/or panax ginseng; foodstuffs based on ginseng, roseroot 
(rhodiola rosea), tribulus terrestris and/or panax ginseng, insofar as included in this class.

Cl.32;Energy drinks; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and 
other preparations for making beverages; red ginseng juices beverages; energy drinks based on ginseng, roseroot 
(rhodiola rosea), tribulus terrestris and/or panax ginseng.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

4320759    05/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491786]
Ashe Morris Limited

AGP Chartered Accountants, Sterling House, Mandarin Court Centre Park, Warrington WA1 1GG United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for chemical reactors.

Cl.11;Chemical reactors, continuous reactors, flow reactors, continuously stirred tank reactors, plate heat exchangers, 
heat exchangers, agitated cell reactors, variable channel reactors for chemical processing.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 28/11/2018; Application No. : 017993128 ;European Union 

4320764    14/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491765]
Atreus GmbH

Landshuter Allee 8 80637 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management consulting; business organisation consulting; business management planning; business 
efficiency expert services; provision of business information; marketing studies; employment agencies, in particular in 
the management sector and the business management sector; personnel recruitment; staff selection by means of 
psychological testing and professional business aptitude testing; personnel management consultancy; business 
relocation consultancy and implementation; business conversion consultancy and implementation; consultancy and 
advisory services relating to personnel placement; personnel recruitment agency services; interim business 
management; conducting management services.

Cl.38;Message sending; computer-aided transmission of messages and images; information about telecommunication; 
transmission of digital files; provision of on-line forums; telecommunications routing and junction services; providing 
access to computer databases; videoconferencing; communications by cellular phones.

Cl.41;Vocational guidance [education or training advice]; training and further training consultancy; coaching; 
conducting of exhibitions and seminars, in particular in the management sector; conducting and arranging of workshops, 
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in particular in the management sector; arranging of conferences and congresses; conducting of conferences and 
congresses.

Cl.42;Computer software consultancy; preparation of data processing programmes; creation and design of website-
based information directories for others; off-site data backup; outsource service providers in the field of information 
technology; hosting computer sites; computer technology consultancy; data security consultancy; information 
technology [it] consultancy; providing of information in relation to computer technology and programming via electronic 
data storage; software as a service [SaaS]; technological consultation services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 07/10/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 229 892 ;Germany 

4320874    07/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491688]
Zeuz UG (haftungsbeschränkt)

Kistlerhofstr. 70 81379 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cloud servers; computers and computer hardware; cloud computing software; internet servers; server software; 
computer software.

Cl.38;Providing access to global computer networks and other computer databases; telecommunications routing and 
junction services; telecommunication services provided via internet platforms and portals.

Cl.42;Providing electronic memory space on the internet; cloud hosting services; rental of computer hardware; 
software development, programming and implementation; design and development of computer hardware; hosting 
platforms on the internet; hosting of software as a service (saas) and rental of computer software; server hosting; server 
administration; computer software design; software development; rental of a memory space server.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 22/03/2019; Application No. : 2019712776 ;Russian Federation 

4320951    31/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491469]
AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO «ROSOBORONEXPORT»

Stromynka str., 27 RU-107076 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Aeroplane engines; injectors for engines; carburetters; air cushion devices for moving loads; starters for motors 
and engines; dynamos; alternators; generators of electricity; pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; hydraulic 
turbines; driving motors, other than for land vehicles; steam engines; propulsion mechanisms, other than for land 
vehicles; transmissions, other than for land vehicles; jet engines, other than for land vehicles; pistons for engines; speed 
governors for machines, engines and motors; machine wheelwork; machine wheels; machine fly-wheels; stators [parts of 
machines]; turbines, other than for land vehicles; engines for air cushion vehicles; couplings, other than for land 
vehicles; aeronautical engines; engines for boats; gear boxes, other than for land vehicles; torque converters, other than 
for land vehicles; motors, other than for land vehicles; control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; gears, other 
than for land vehicles; cylinders for motors and engines; motors, electric, other than for land vehicles; hydraulic engines 
and motors; crankcases for machines, motors and engines; camshafts for vehicle engines; engine mounts, other than for 
land vehicles; mufflers for motors and engines; radiators [cooling] for motors and engines; exhausts for motors and 
engines; lubricating pumps; pistons for cylinders; automatic grapnels for marine purposes.

Cl.8;Side arms, other than firearms; hunting knives; cleavers; budding knives; sword scabbards; molding irons; blades 
[weapons]; daggers; box cutters.

Cl.9;Protection devices for personal use against accidents; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and 
fire; accumulators, electric, for vehicles; whistle alarms; acoustic alarms; amplifiers; amplifying tubes; antennas; anti-
interference devices [electricity]; transformers [electricity]; lenses for astrophotography; thermionic tubes; comparators; 
fire alarms; protective suits for aviators; life-saving rafts; tape recorders; sound recording carriers; commutators; marine 
compasses; eyepieces; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; converters, electric; objectives [lenses] 
[optics]; diving suits; electric apparatus for commutation; switches, electric; current rectifiers; metal detectors for 
industrial or military purposes; sonars; detectors; distance measuring apparatus; loudspeakers; distance recording 
apparatus; range finders; distribution consoles [electricity]; measuring apparatus; measuring devices, electric; control 
panels [electricity]; transmitters of electronic signals; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; high-frequency apparatus; 
radios; gas testing instruments; audio- and video-receivers; life saving apparatus and equipment; data processing 
apparatus; intercommunication apparatus; lasers, not for medical purposes; optical lenses; eyewear; periscopes; 
computer memory devices; meteorological instruments; precision measuring apparatus; microphones; mirrors [optics]; 
breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; nautical apparatus and instruments; navigational instruments; 
observation instruments; optical apparatus and instruments; computers; computer programs, recorded; signalling 
panels, luminous or mechanical; radiotelephony sets; radiotelegraphy sets; radar apparatus; vehicle radios; protection 
devices against X-rays, not for medical purposes; telephone apparatus; probes for scientific purposes; satellites for 
scientific purposes; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; sound transmitting apparatus; sound 
recording apparatus; sound reproduction apparatus; sounding apparatus and machines; remote control apparatus; masts 
for wireless aerials; telephone transmitters; telerupters; transmitters [telecommunication]; telescopic sights for firearms; 
anti-theft warning apparatus; life buoys; signalling buoys; marking buoys; computer keyboards; integrated circuits; semi-
conductors; chips [integrated circuits]; life jackets; bullet-proof waistcoats; wafers for integrated circuits; computer 
operating programs, recorded; computer peripheral devices; computer software, recorded; acoustic couplers; couplers 
[data processing equipment]; encoded magnetic cards; interfaces for computers; microprocessors; monitors [computer 
hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; mouse [computer peripheral]; processors [central processing units]; readers 
[data processing equipment]; scanners [data processing equipment]; transistors [electronic]; camcorders; notebook 
computers; shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; video screens; electronic publications, 
downloadable; computer programs, downloadable; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; cordless 
telephones; marine depth finders; satellite navigational apparatus; walkie-talkies; hands-free kits for telephones; 
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transponders; printed circuit boards; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; computer software applications, 
downloadable; tablet computers; 3D spectacles; bullet-proof clothing; computer hardware; telescopic sights for artillery; 
joysticks for use with computers, other than for video games; security tokens [encryption devices]; thermal imaging 
cameras; digital weather stations; electronic numeric displays; security surveillance robots; computer software platforms, 
recorded or downloadable; satellite finder meters; wearable computers.

Cl.12;Air vehicles; hot air balloons; amphibious airplanes; boats; automobiles; automobile chassis; aeroplanes; 
airships; ship hulls; steering gears for ships; launches; treads for vehicles [tractor type]; tracked vehicles; tractors; 
motors, electric, for land vehicles; parachutes; space vehicles; engines for land vehicles; seaplanes; hydroplanes; 
military vehicles for transport; jet engines for land vehicles; driving motors for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms for 
land vehicles; motorcycles; water vehicles; ships; screws [propellers] for ships; screw-propellers; aircraft; turbines for 
land vehicles; cars; ambulances; air cushion vehicles; remote control vehicles, other than toys; snowmobiles; push 
scooters [vehicles]; armored vehicles; armored personnel carrier; military drones; civilian drones; driverless cars 
[autonomous cars]; remotely operated vehicles for underwater inspections; autonomous underwater vehicles for seabed 
inspections; robotic cars; camera drones; rescue sleds; delivery drones; helicams; helicopters; air pumps [vehicle 
accessories]; timbers [frames] for ships; electric vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; pontoons; gear boxes for land 
vehicles; reduction gears for land vehicles; masts for boats.

Cl.13;Acetyl-nitrocellulose; gun carriages [artillery]; explosive cartridges; ammonium nitrate explosives; detonators; 
motorized weapons; firearms; fireworks; artillery guns [cannons]; mortar gun; multiple launch rocket system; ballistic 
missiles; ballistic weapons; intercepter missiles; missiles; cartridge cases; cannons; gun barrels; rifles; cartridges; 
cartridge loading apparatus; cartridge pouches; hunting firearms; ammunition; hammers for guns and rifles; powder 
horns; guncotton; breeches of firearms; dynamite; gun cases; explosives; signal rocket flares; guns [weapons]; 
gunstocks; sighting mirrors for guns and rifles; lead shot for hunting; ammunition for firearms; rocket launchers; fuses 
for explosives, for use in mines; mines [explosives]; machine guns; mortars [firearms]; pistols [arms]; explosive powders; 
projectiles [weapons]; pyrophoric substances; pyrotechnic products; revolvers; sights, other than telescopic sights, for 
firearms; air pistols [weapons]; primings [fuses]; sights, other than telescopic sights, for artillery; rockets [projectiles]; 
harpoon guns [weapons]; noise-suppressors for guns; tanks [weapons]; automatic firearm ammunition belts; torpedoes; 
side arms [firearms]; hand grenades; flare pistols; rescue flares, explosive or pyrotechnic.

Cl.16;Note books; pamphlets; catalogues; books; pencil lead holders; graphic prints; envelopes [stationery]; nibs of 
gold; writing materials; shields [paper seals]; photographs [printed]; ledgers [books]; indexes; forms, printed; charcoal 
pencils; geographical maps; terrestrial globes; graphic representations; printed timetables; postcards; printed matter; 
printed publications; manuals [handbooks]; writing paper; booklets; photo-engravings; fountain pens; stencils; 
prospectuses; magazines [periodicals]; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; greeting cards; 
postage stamps; almanacs; calendars; announcement cards [stationery]; writing cases [stationery]; writing cases [sets]; 
bottle wrappers of paper or cardboard; newsletters; marking pens [stationery]; banners of paper; bunting of paper.

Cl.25;Headwear; caps being headwear; clothing; outerclothing; uniforms; jackets [clothing]; tee-shirts; sports singlets.

Cl.35;Business management assistance; business inquiries; import-export agency services; cost price analysis; 
dissemination of advertising matter; business auditing; business management and organization consultancy; business 
management consultancy; advisory services for business management; demonstration of goods; direct mail advertising; 
commercial or industrial management assistance; updating of advertising material; distribution of samples; business 
efficiency expert services; market studies; business appraisals; business organization consultancy; publication of 
publicity texts; advertising; publicity; television advertising; radio advertising; business research; marketing research; 
computerized file management; professional business consultancy; economic forecasting; organization of exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes; business information; opinion polling; sales promotion for others; promotion of 
goods and services through sponsorship of sports events; compilation of information into computer databases; 
systemization of information into computer databases; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; 
online advertising on a computer network; data search in computer files for others; news clipping services; price 
comparison services; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; commercial administration of 
the licensing of the goods and services of others; outsourcing services [business assistance]; compilation of statistics; 
marketing; provision of commercial and business contact information; commercial intermediation services; negotiation 
and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; 
business project management services for construction projects; design of advertising materials; business management 
of reimbursement programs for others; business management of reimbursement programmes for others; web indexing 
for commercial or advertising purposes; updating and maintenance of information in registries; compiling indexes of 
information for commercial or advertising purposes; negotiation of business contracts for others; competitive intelligence 
services; market intelligence services; targeted marketing; administrative assistance in responding to calls for tenders; 
commercial lobbying services; commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; 
administrative processing of purchase orders; search engine optimization for sales promotion.

Cl.36;Financial appraisals in responding to calls for tenders; arranging finance for construction projects; financial 
information; financial analysis; financing services; capital investment; organization of monetary collections; financial 
management; financial sponsorship; financial management of reimbursement payments for others.

Cl.37;Construction consultancy; rebuilding machines that have been worn or partially destroyed; rebuilding engines 
that have been worn or partially destroyed; construction information; repair information; vehicle maintenance; machinery 
installation, maintenance and repair; factory construction; building construction supervision; shipbuilding; airplane 
maintenance and repair; motor vehicle maintenance and repair.

Cl.42;Technological research, including in the field of military equipment and weapons; conducting technical project 
studies; engineering; research and development of new products for others; surveying; research scientific, including in 
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the field of military equipment and weapons; technical writing; scientific and technological research relating to patent 
mapping; construction drafting; bacteriological research; chemical research; material testing; meteorological information; 
computer programming; research in the field of physics; mechanical research; calibration [measuring]; computer 
software design; updating of computer software; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; 
quality control; styling [industrial design]; recovery of computer data; maintenance of computer software; computer 
system analysis; computer system design; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; 
installation of computer software; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; computer 
software consultancy; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; information technology [IT] consultancy; 
electronic data storage; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; cartography services; 
technological consultancy; computer technology consultancy; computer security consultancy; data security consultancy; 
data encryption services; development of computer platforms; research in the field of telecommunications technology; 
research in the field of welding.

Cl.45;Intellectual property consultancy; licensing of intellectual property; monitoring intellectual property rights for 
legal advisory purposes; copyright management; legal research; litigation services; licensing of computer software [legal 
services]; licensing [legal services] in the framework of software publishing; alternative dispute resolution services; legal 
document preparation services; legal services in relation to the negotiation of contracts for others; legal advice in 
responding to calls for tenders; legal advice in responding to requests for proposals [RFPs]; legal watching services; 
legal consultancy relating to patent mapping.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 15/05/2019; Application No. : UK00003399526 ;United Kingdom 

4320956    12/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491460]
Marshall Amplification Plc

Denbigh Road, Bletchley Milton Keynes MK1 1DQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Audio effects apparatus; audio switchgear apparatus; volume control pedals; switchgear control pedals; electronic 
effect pedals for use with sound amplifiers; switchgear pedals for use with sound amplifiers; foot pedals and foot 
switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound; switchgear controllers for processing, amplifying or distorting 
sound; foot pedals and foot switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound for use with musical instruments; 
switchgear controllers for processing, amplifying or distorting sound for use with musical instruments; foot switches and 
effects pedals for use with electrical musical instruments; pedal for switching or altering signal path chains; foot switches 
and effects pedals for use with musical instruments, sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, switch pedals, all 
being electronic pedals for use with musical instruments; sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, switch pedals, 
all being electronic pedals for use with musical instruments; computer software for use with any of the aforesaid goods; 
parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; sound effects pedals for musical instruments.

Cl.15;Pedals for electrical and electronic musical instruments; switchgear controllers for processing, amplifying or 
distorting sound for use with musical instruments; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.28;Collectible toy figures; fantasy character toys; plastic character toys; rubber character toys; toy human 
characters; toy figurines; modelled plastic toy figurines; games relating to fictional characters; toy model hobby craft kits.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 10/10/2018; Application No. : 88150326 ;United States of America 

4320964    29/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491425]
TraDove, Inc.

1000 Elwell Court 220 Palo Alto CA 94303 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business to business direct marketing services; business to business networking services and lead generation 
services; business collaboration services, namely, providing a global computer-based networking web site for 
businesses and suppliers to identify each other, communicate, and make deals regarding their goods; advertisement for 
others on the Internet (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); advertising and commercial information services via the internet; providing a searchable on-line advertising 
website and guide featuring the goods and services of other vendors (terms too vague in the opinion of the International 
Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing administrative services, namely, services for documents 
and images to be viewed, copied, and printed for purposes of conducting business transactions by a secured access 
database via the Internet; providing advertising service to distribute advertisements for display on Internet, namely, in 
websites, social conversations over the Internet, emails, microblogs, blogs, electronic messages, instant messages, text 
messages, multimedia messages, social networks, status updates, forums, electronic bulletin boards; providing an on-
line commercial information directory on the internet; providing business information, namely, commercial corporate, 
international trade, product sourcing, and statistical information provided on-line from a computer database or the 
Internet; providing information pertaining to procurement, buying, selling and tendering information and opportunities 
relating to goods, services, and construction via computer, computer networks, telephone, the internet or electronic mail 
(terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.42;Providing a website and an on-line non-downloadable platform that enables internet users to share documents, 
images and videos (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); providing a web site and an on-line non-downloadable platform that enables internet users to submit 
comments of personal recognition, to exchange business proposals, and to provide and receive endorsements for 
buyers, sellers, products/services, companies, vendors, and importers (terms too vague in the opinion of the International 
Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing a website featuring a media aggregator and search 
engine for internet content; provision of Internet search engines (terms too vague in the opinion of the International 
Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing a web site and an on-line non-downloadable platform for 
businesses and suppliers to identify each other, communicate, and make deals regarding their goods (terms too vague in 
the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 10/04/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 104 809 ;Germany 

4320977    23/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491392]
X-Rite GmbH

Fraunhoferstr. 14 82152 Planegg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Gardening tools, namely, trowels, cultivators, pruning scissors, gardener's knives; table cutlery, namely, knives, 
forks, and spoons; plastic cutlery, namely, knives, forks, and spoons; biodegradable cutlery, namely, knives, forks, and 
spoons; emery files; emery boards; kitchen knives, bread knives, cheese knives, sport knives, pocket knives, carving 
knives, razor knives; knife handles; manicure sets; nail files; pizza cutters; shears; hand-operated vegetable slicers; 
vegetable knives; hand-operated vegetable shredders; tweezers; hair cutting scissors; scissors for household use; 
sewing scissors; nail scissors; cuticle scissors; sewing, needlework and embroidery scissors; scissors for children; 
hand-operated kitchen appliance for dicing, slicing and chopping food; electric steam irons; eyelash curlers; electric hair 
curling irons; electric hair straightening irons.

Cl.20;Furniture, namely, ottomans, side tables, wardrobe closets, chairs; home décor and furnishings, namely, mirrors, 
pillows, decorative pillows, picture frames, wall shelves; home and closet storage and organization goods, namely, plastic 
storage boxes, hangers, non-metal hooks, drawer dividers, shelves; personal compact mirrors; hand-held mirrors; 
shower curtain hooks; curtain hooks; towel hooks not of metal; towel racks; beds for pets; interior window blinds; 
mannequins; magazine racks; presentation boards; clothes hangers; coat hangers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 08/01/2019; Application No. : 018006838 ;European Union 

4320986    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491388]
BMI Group Operations S.à r.l.

2b, rue Albert Borschette L-1246 Luxembourg Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software platforms; communication software; the aforementioned goods are only used in the context of 
roofing and the respective supplies.

Cl.37;Roofing installations, repair and advisory services; installation and repair services and consultancy relating 
thereto with respect to photovoltaic and solar thermal products.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services provided via platforms and portals on the internet and other media; access to 
content, websites and portals; communication by computer; communications services for accessing a database; 
providing access to internet portals for third parties; providing access to platforms and portals on the internet; providing 
user access to information on the internet; providing user access to platforms on the internet; telecommunication 
services provided via Internet portals; telecommunication services; computer communication and internet access; 
communications by computer terminals; providing access to multimedia content online; providing access to online 
computer databases; provision of access to an electronic marketplace [portal] on computer networks; provision of access 
to an internet portal featuring video-on-demand programs; the aforementioned services are only used in the context of 
roofing and the respective supplies.

Cl.42;Hosting of portals on the internet; hosting platforms on the internet; programming of software for internet 
platforms; the aforementioned services are only used in the context of roofing and the respective supplies.
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Priority claimed from 27/02/2019; Application No. : 88318229 ;United States of America 

4321276    08/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491371]
Decibel Therapeutics, Inc.

1325 Boylston Street, Suite 500 Boston MA 02215 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hearing, speech recognition, and balance disorders.

Cl.42;Research and development services in the field of hearing, speech recognition, and balance disorders.

Cl.44;Providing medical information online relating to hearing, speech recognition, and balance disorders.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 24/06/2019; Application No. : 39065713 ;China 

4321290    01/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490703]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

Administration Building, Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District, Shenzhen City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Flexible flat panel displays for computers; smartglasses; smartwatches; computer hardware; computer memory 
devices; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; sleeves for laptops; tablet computers; covers for tablet computers; stands 
adapted for tablet computers; flat panel displays; laptop computers; notebook computers; bags adapted for laptops; 
computer keyboards; mouse [computer peripheral]; computer programmes, recorded; computer software applications, 
downloadable; black boxes [data recorders]; interactive touch screen terminals; humanoid robots with artificial 
intelligence; electronic sheet music, downloadable; smart rings; security tokens [encryption devices]; personal digital 
assistants [PDAs]; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; thin client computers; hand-held electronic 
dictionaries; computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; computer software, recorded; downloadable 
graphics for mobile phones; wearable computers; downloadable applications for use with mobile devices; downloadable 
emoticons for mobile phones; computer operating programs, recorded; large-screen liquid crystal displays; electronic 
diaries; liquid crystal displays; electronic pens; portable digital electronic scales; smartphones; wearable activity 
trackers; cases for smartphones; covers for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; transponders; 
network communication equipment; modems; switchboards; transmitters of electronic signals; video printers; computer 
styluses; computer programs, downloadable; pedometers; fingerprint identifiers; human face recognition devices; scales; 
weighing scales; scales with body mass analyzers; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; programme-controlled 
telephone exchange equipment; radios; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewelry; selfie sticks for use with 
smartphones; holders for cell phones; intercoms; wrist-mounted smartphones; digital photo frames; microphones; 
cabinets for loudspeakers; headphones; headsets; virtual reality headsets; video recorders for cars; set-top boxes; 
loudspeakers; portable media players; sound transmitting apparatus; camcorders; monitoring apparatus, other than for 
medical purposes; video monitors; audio interfaces; electric and electronic effects units for musical instruments; 
equalizers [audio apparatus]; security surveillance robots; wearable video display monitors; television apparatus; car 
televisions; ultra high definition televisions; liquid crystal display televisions; air analysis apparatus; laboratory robots; 
teaching robots; optical lenses; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; USB cables; USB cables for mobile phones; 
electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; video screens; integrated circuits; selfie sticks [hand-held 
monopods]; cameras [photography]; thermal imaging cameras; selfie lenses; connected bracelets [measuring 
instruments]; gas testing instruments; digital weather stations; biochips; infrared detectors; electronic chip cards; touch 
screens; electric plugs; electrical outlets; transducers; digital door locks; central alarms; batteries, electric; chargers for 
electric batteries; rechargeable batteries; cards encoded with security features for identification purposes; digital signal 
processors; short range radios; electronic access control systems for interlocking doors; electronic publications, 
downloadable; chips [integrated circuits]; printed circuit boards; printed circuits; central processing units for processing 
information, data, sound or images; processors [central processing units].

Cl.42;Technical research; research and development of new products for others; scientific research; conducting 
technical project studies; telecommunications technology consultancy; computer programming; computer software 
design; updating of computer software; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; maintenance 
of computer software; recovery of computer data; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; 
computer system design; creating and maintaining web sites for others; conversion of computer programs and data, 
other than physical conversion; computer software consultancy; rental of web servers; providing search engines for the 
internet; web site design consultancy; information technology [IT] consultancy; electronic data storage; providing 
information on computer technology and programming via a web site; cloud computing; computer technology 
consultancy; computer security consultancy; development of driver and operating system software.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/06/2019; Application No. : 39070909 ;China 

4321300    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490707]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

Administration Building, Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District, Shenzhen City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Flexible flat panel displays for computers; smartglasses; smartwatches; computer hardware; computer memory 
devices; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; sleeves for laptops; tablet computers; covers for tablet computers; stands 
adapted for tablet computers; flat panel displays; laptop computers; notebook computers; bags adapted for laptops; 
computer keyboards; mouse [computer peripheral]; computer programmes, recorded; computer software applications, 
downloadable; black boxes [data recorders]; interactive touch screen terminals; humanoid robots with artificial 
intelligence; electronic sheet music, downloadable; smart rings; security tokens [encryption devices]; personal digital 
assistants [PDAs]; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; thin client computers; hand-held electronic 
dictionaries; computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; computer software, recorded; downloadable 
graphics for mobile phones; wearable computers; downloadable applications for use with mobile devices; downloadable 
emoticons for mobile phones; computer operating programs, recorded; large-screen liquid crystal displays; electronic 
diaries; liquid crystal displays; electronic pens; portable digital electronic scales; smartphones; wearable activity 
trackers; cases for smartphones; covers for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; transponders; 
network communication equipment; modems; switchboards; transmitters of electronic signals; video printers; computer 
styluses; computer programs, downloadable; pedometers; fingerprint identifiers; human face recognition devices; scales; 
weighing scales; scales with body mass analyzers; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; programme-controlled 
telephone exchange equipment; radios; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewelry; selfie sticks for use with 
smartphones; holders for cell phones; intercoms; wrist-mounted smartphones; digital photo frames; microphones; 
cabinets for loudspeakers; headphones; headsets; virtual reality headsets; video recorders for cars; set-top boxes; 
loudspeakers; portable media players; sound transmitting apparatus; camcorders; monitoring apparatus, other than for 
medical purposes; video monitors; audio interfaces; electric and electronic effects units for musical instruments; 
equalizers [audio apparatus]; security surveillance robots; wearable video display monitors; television apparatus; car 
televisions; ultra high definition televisions; liquid crystal display televisions; air analysis apparatus; laboratory robots; 
teaching robots; optical lenses; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; USB cables; USB cables for mobile phones; 
electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; video screens; integrated circuits; selfie sticks [hand-held 
monopods]; cameras [photography]; thermal imaging cameras; selfie lenses; connected bracelets [measuring 
instruments]; gas testing instruments; digital weather stations; biochips; infrared detectors; electronic chip cards; touch 
screens; electric plugs; electrical outlets; transducers; digital door locks; central alarms; batteries, electric; chargers for 
electric batteries; rechargeable batteries; cards encoded with security features for identification purposes; digital signal 
processors; short range radios; electronic access control systems for interlocking doors; electronic publications, 
downloadable; chips [integrated circuits]; printed circuit boards; printed circuits; central processing units for processing 
information, data, sound or images; processors [central processing units].

Cl.42;Technical research; research and development of new products for others; scientific research; conducting 
technical project studies; telecommunications technology consultancy; computer programming; computer software 
design; updating of computer software; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; maintenance 
of computer software; recovery of computer data; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; 
computer system design; creating and maintaining web sites for others; conversion of computer programs and data, 
other than physical conversion; computer software consultancy; rental of web servers; providing search engines for the 
internet; web site design consultancy; information technology [IT] consultancy; electronic data storage; providing 
information on computer technology and programming via a web site; cloud computing; computer technology 
consultancy; computer security consultancy; development of driver and operating system software.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/06/2019; Application No. : 39062153 ;China 

4321305    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490709]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

Administration Building, Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District, Shenzhen City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Flexible flat panel displays for computers; smartglasses; smartwatches; computer hardware; computer memory 
devices; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; sleeves for laptops; tablet computers; covers for tablet computers; stands 
adapted for tablet computers; flat panel displays; laptop computers; notebook computers; bags adapted for laptops; 
computer keyboards; mouse [computer peripheral]; computer programmes, recorded; computer software applications, 
downloadable; black boxes [data recorders]; interactive touch screen terminals; humanoid robots with artificial 
intelligence; electronic sheet music, downloadable; smart rings; security tokens [encryption devices]; personal digital 
assistants [PDAs]; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; thin client computers; hand-held electronic 
dictionaries; computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; computer software, recorded; downloadable 
graphics for mobile phones; wearable computers; downloadable applications for use with mobile devices; downloadable 
emoticons for mobile phones; computer operating programs, recorded; large-screen liquid crystal displays; electronic 
diaries; liquid crystal displays; electronic pens; portable digital electronic scales; smartphones; wearable activity 
trackers; cases for smartphones; covers for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; transponders; 
network communication equipment; modems; switchboards; transmitters of electronic signals; video printers; computer 
styluses; computer programs, downloadable; pedometers; fingerprint identifiers; human face recognition devices; scales; 
weighing scales; scales with body mass analyzers; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; programme-controlled 
telephone exchange equipment; radios; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewelry; selfie sticks for use with 
smartphones; holders for cell phones; intercoms; wrist-mounted smartphones; digital photo frames; microphones; 
cabinets for loudspeakers; headphones; headsets; virtual reality headsets; video recorders for cars; set-top boxes; 
loudspeakers; portable media players; sound transmitting apparatus; camcorders; monitoring apparatus, other than for 
medical purposes; video monitors; audio interfaces; electric and electronic effects units for musical instruments; 
equalizers [audio apparatus]; security surveillance robots; wearable video display monitors; television apparatus; car 
televisions; ultra high definition televisions; liquid crystal display televisions; air analysis apparatus; laboratory robots; 
teaching robots; optical lenses; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; USB cables; USB cables for mobile phones; 
electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; video screens; integrated circuits; selfie sticks [hand-held 
monopods]; cameras [photography]; thermal imaging cameras; selfie lenses; connected bracelets [measuring 
instruments]; gas testing instruments; digital weather stations; biochips; infrared detectors; electronic chip cards; touch 
screens; electric plugs; electrical outlets; transducers; digital door locks; central alarms; batteries, electric; chargers for 
electric batteries; rechargeable batteries; cards encoded with security features for identification purposes; digital signal 
processors; short range radios; electronic access control systems for interlocking doors; electronic publications, 
downloadable; chips [integrated circuits]; printed circuit boards; printed circuits; central processing units for processing 
information, data, sound or images; processors [central processing units].

Cl.42;Technical research; research and development of new products for others; scientific research; conducting 
technical project studies; telecommunications technology consultancy; computer programming; computer software 
design; updating of computer software; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; maintenance 
of computer software; recovery of computer data; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; 
computer system design; creating and maintaining web sites for others; conversion of computer programs and data, 
other than physical conversion; computer software consultancy; rental of web servers; providing search engines for the 
internet; web site design consultancy; information technology [IT] consultancy; electronic data storage; providing 
information on computer technology and programming via a web site; cloud computing; computer technology 
consultancy; computer security consultancy; development of driver and operating system software.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

4321315    18/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490719]
GoFrendly AB

c/o Claudia Gård, Hornsbergs Strand 21 SE-112 17 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; software and applications for mobile devices; downloadable applications for use with mobile devices; 
downloadable mobile applications for the management of data; downloadable mobile applications for use with wearable 
computer devices; downloadable application software for smart phones; downloadable software to enable uploading, 
publishing, live streaming, viewing, labeling, blogging, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information via 
the internet.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; advertising; arranging of subscriptions to information media for 
others in the form of audiovisual and multimedia content.

Cl.42;Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; software development; development and 
maintenance of computer software; application service provider services (ASP), namely software that enables uploading, 
publishing, viewing, labeling, blogging, sharing or otherwise providing electronic, audiovisual and multimedia content via 
the internet and other communication networks.
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Priority claimed from 14/01/2019; Application No. : 018009541 ;European Union 

4321339    12/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490721]
ŠKODA AUTO a.s.

Tr. Václava Klementa 869, Mladá Boleslav II CZ-293 01 Mladá Boleslav Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Recorded content; information technology and audiovisual equipment; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; 
apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; safety, security, protection 
and signaling devices; diving equipment; navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices; measuring, 
detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, 
educational apparatus and simulators; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, electric weighing, 
measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving apparatus and instruments, included in this class; contact 
lenses; spectacles; spectacle cases; binoculars; magnifying glasses; sunglasses; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; 
vehicle breakdown warning lamps other than parts of vehicles; electric batteries and their parts; electric accumulators 
and their parts; fuel cells and their parts; solar batteries; electric batteries for vehicles; electric accumulators for vehicles; 
chargers for electric batteries; burglar alarms; fire alarms; smoke alarms; gas alarms; anti-theft warning apparatus; fire 
extinguishing apparatus; scales; spirit levels; compasses [measuring instruments]; rulers (measuring instruments), acid 
hydrometers; quantity indicators; electronic control mechanisms and power and voltage supply units for vehicle 
headlights and their parts; light-emitting diodes [LEDs]; electronic power controllers; electrical and electronic control 
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apparatus and instruments; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; voltage regulators for vehicles; speed 
indicators; revolution counters; measuring apparatus and instruments; lifesaving apparatus and equipment, namely life-
saving rafts, fire escapes, safety nets, safety tarpaulins, life belts, life buoys, life jackets; electric fuses; electric relays; 
lasers not for medical purposes; laser pointers; remote controlling apparatus; remote controls; aerials; navigation 
apparatus for vehicles; mobile telephones; telephone apparatus; television apparatus; video telephones; radios; 
compasses; navigation systems; navigational instruments; telematic apparatus; telematic terminal apparatus; apparatus 
and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating and controlling electricity; apparatus 
for recording, transmission and/or reproduction of sound and images; magnetic, electronic and optical data carriers; 
phonograph records; compact discs; DVDs; digital recording apparatus; sound carriers; coin-operated juke-boxes; 
compact discs [read-only memory]; downloadable music files; audio headphones; loudspeakers; cabinets for 
loudspeakers; illuminated signs; compact disc players; DVD players; video telephones; phototelegraphy apparatus; 
projection apparatus; cameras [photography]; exposed films; cinematographic cameras; photocopiers; electronic 
translation apparatus (computer); pocket translators, electronic; encoded magnetic cards; integrated circuit cards (smart 
cards); encoded telephone cards; mechanisms for coin operated apparatus; automatic banking machines; cash registers; 
calculators; data processing apparatus; computers; electronic calendars and organizers; facsimile apparatus; monitors 
(computer hardware and computer programs for); computer peripheral devices; computer programs for use in 
autonomous driving of vehicles; computer programs for use in the autonomous navigation of vehicles; computer 
programs for use in autonomous control of vehicles; recorded and downloadable computer programs, especially 
collected data recorded on data carriers; computer software; application software; pocket calculators; downloadable 
electronic publications; downloadable image files; crash test dummies; microscopes; electric cables; sockets, plugs and 
other contacts [electric connections]; igniting apparatus, electric, for igniting at a distance; radiological apparatus for 
industrial purposes; protective helmets; electric locks; electronic controllers; electronic control systems; parts and 
fittings of all aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.12;Vehicles and conveyances; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail and their parts; motorized land 
vehicles; driverless cars [autonomous cars]; motors and engines for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms for land 
vehicles; vehicle chassis; vehicle bodies; couplings for land vehicles; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; shock 
absorbing springs for vehicles; pneumatic tires; tires for vehicle wheels; rims for vehicle wheels; tires, solid, for vehicle 
wheels; wheels for vehicles; hubs for vehicle wheels; inner tubes for pneumatic tires; repair outfits for inner tubes; 
adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes; spikes for tires; anti-skid chains; non-skid devices for vehicle tires; 
vehicle seats; rearview mirrors; head-rests for vehicle seats; anti-theft alarms for land vehicles; anti-theft devices for 
vehicles; cigar lighters for automobiles; motor cars; automobiles; trucks; trailers and semi-trailers for vehicles; trailer 
hitches for vehicles; omnibuses; motorcycles; mopeds; bicycles; cable transport apparatus and installation; carts; 
trolleys; air vehicles; boats; ships; locomotives; motorbuses; caravans; tractors; cycles, scooters [vehicles]; chairlifts; 
funiculars; wheelchairs; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.36;Insurance services; real estate services; pawn brokerage; issuance of prepaid cards and tokens of value; safe 
deposit services; financial and monetary services and banking; fundraising and sponsorship; valuation services; 
insurance brokerage; financial affairs; monetary affairs; issuance of credit cards; loans (financing); installment loans; 
credit bureaus; financial consultancy; banking; financing services; leasing of property; finance-leasing, finance-leasing of 
vehicles; financial sponsorship; repair costs evaluation [financial appraisal]; instalment loans for land vehicles; saving 
bank services; real estate affairs; real estate appraisal; renting of flats; real estate agencies; accommodation bureaus 
(apartments); rental of real estate; services of an insurance agent; services of a financing broker; services of an estate 
agent; stocks and bonds brokerage; brokerage of carbon credits; insurance consultancy; health insurance underwriting; 
accident insurance underwriting; antique appraisal; real estate brokerage; real estate management; apartment house 
management; rental of offices [real estate]; brokerage; surety services; charitable fund raising; factoring; lending against 
security; advice, consultancy and information for the aforesaid, included in this class.

Cl.37;Building, construction and demolition; rental of tools, plant and equipment for construction and demolition; 
mining, oil and gas extraction; extermination and pest control (except for agriculture, horticulture and forestry purposes) 
as well as disinfection; reconstruction, repair, dismantling, maintenance and servicing of vehicles; vehicle repair in the 
course of vehicle breakdown service; customized carrying out of alterations on body, chassis and motor of motor 
vehicles (tuning), included in this class; varnishing of vehicles; vehicle polishing; anti-rust treatments for vehicles; 
vehicle maintenance; vehicle cleaning; retreading of tires; boiler and burner maintenance, cleaning and repair; repair 
information; construction information; installation of doors and windows; quarrying services; machinery installation, 
maintenance and repair; airplane maintenance and repair; shipbuilding; photographic apparatus repair; clock and watch 
repair; repair of security locks; rust proofing; furniture maintenance; leather care, cleaning and repair; disinfecting; 
burglar alarm installation and repair; advice, consultancy and information for the aforesaid, included in this class.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; telecommunication; collecting and providing news [news agencies]; services of 
news agencies; telecommunication via platforms and portals and the Internet; provision of access to the Internet; 
electronical exchange of news via chatlines, chatrooms and electronic bulletin boards, email-services; rental of 
telecommunication equipment; radio and television broadcasting; electronic mail; information about telecommunication; 
providing access to a worldwide computer network; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer 
network; providing access to computer programs on data networks; providing chatrooms on the internet; 
videoconferencing; wireless mobile phone services; computer aided transmission of messages and images; paging 
services by radio, telephone or other electronic communications systems; satellite transmission; telephone services; 
telephone exchange services; message transmission services; rental of telecommunications equipment; leasing access 
time to global computer networks; providing access to databases; telematics services; telematic communication 
services; telematic data transmission and file transfer; advice, consultancy and information for the aforesaid, included in 
this class.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; towing; taxi transport; car transport; 
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transportation logistics; rental of vehicles, especially automobiles; transport of people, especially by motor buses; 
services of a freight agent; delivery of goods and parcels; traffic information services; controlling of fleet vehicles using 
navigational and positioning apparatus.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 06/11/2018; Application No. : UK00003351300 ;United Kingdom 

4321352    01/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490733]
Biocompatibles UK Limited

Chapman House, Farnham Business Park, Weydon Lane Farnham, Surrey GU9 8QL United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer application software for mobile phones; computer programs; computer programs for 
use in the field of health care for the collection, maintenance and management of data for patient records, clinical 
diagnosis and assessment, patient treatment, goals management, outcome analysis, scheduling, health care facilities 
management, materials management, resources utilization, billing and accounting, and the review of health care facilities, 
services and clinical records; computer software for use by health care providers to analyze the outcomes of medical 
procedures and drug management and information relating to patient care; computer software for use in database 
management; computer databases for clinical use, clinical governance, clinical audit, collecting and analysing 
information relating to patient demographics, procedures and outcomes; electronic questionnaires; electronic patient 
reported outcome questionnaires; electronic patient reported outcome questionnaires for use with a telecommunications 
device; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application that provides access to information, advice and 
calculation tools in the fields of healthcare, medicine, medical treatment and patient care; computer software for 
controlling and managing patient medical information; computer programs for controlling and managing patient medical 
information; computer database software for clinical use, clinical governance, clinical audit, collecting and analyzing 
information relating to patient demographics, procedures and outcomes; downloadable electronic publications in the 
nature of questionnaires on the subject of healthcare, medicine, medical treatment and patient care; downloadable 
electronic publications in the nature of patient reported outcome questionnaires on the subject of healthcare, medicine, 
medical treatment and patient care for use with a telecommunications device; downloadable publications in electronic 
form; downloadable electronic publications provided on-line from databases or the internet; computer software and 
downloadable publications in electronic form supplied on-line from databases or from facilities provided on the internet 
(including websites).

Cl.42;Providing health care providers with temporary use of software for analyzing the outcomes of medical procedures 
and information relating to patient care; medical research on patient demographics, procedures and outcomes; providing 
healthcare providers with temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for analyzing the outcomes of medical 
procedures and information in relation to patient care; surveying services incorporating patient focussed questionnaires 
to measure outcomes of treatment; surveying of medical treatment outcome; medical research, namely, collecting and 
analysing information relating to patient demographics, procedures and outcomes; information and advisory services 
related to the aforesaid.

Cl.44;Patient quality monitoring services; advisory services relating to health and healthcare; advisory services relating 
to medicine and medical treatment and services; advisory services relating to patient care; medical health assessment 
and health risk assessment services; health advice and information services; health care consultancy services; 
consultancy services relating to medical treatment; information services relating to health care and medical treatment; 
health care services relating to assisting patients in evaluating therapeutic treatment options; providing patient quality 
monitoring and assurance services in the fields of healthcare, medicine, medical treatment and patient healthcare.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 03/07/2019; Application No. : 302019000046176 ;Italy 

4321359    05/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490752]
G.I.V.A. S.p.A.

Via Risorgimento, 63 I-20017 Rho (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Steel; steel alloys; aluminium ingots; ingots of common metals; rings of metal; metal construction materials; 
metals and metal alloys; metal hardware; metal forgings; steel forgings; rolled steels; metal castings; hot-rolled steel 
bars; steel buildings; valves of metal for water pipes; valves of metal, other than parts of machines; cast steel; unwrought 
or semi-wrought steel.

Cl.7;Valves being parts of machines; valves being parts of pumps; hydraulic valve actuators; pneumatic valve 
actuators; pump control valves; machine tools; metalworking machines; metal extrusion presses; fluid couplings being 
parts of machines; mechanical presses for metalworking; grinding machines; machine tools for metal working; metal 
forming machines; machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; couplings for machines.
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Priority claimed from 13/11/2018; Application No. : 152867 ;Bulgaria 

4321368    10/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490772]
Euro Games Technology Ltd.

"Maritsa" Str., 4, „Vranya-Lozen-Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; computer gaming software; computer software packages; computer operating system software; 
computer software, recorded; software drivers; virtual reality software; games software; entertainment software for 
computer games; computer programs for network management; operating computer software for main frame computers; 
monitors (computer hardware); computer hardware; apparatus for recording images; monitors (computer programs); 
computer game programs; computer programs for recorded games; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; communications servers [computer hardware]; electronic components for gambling 
machines; computer application software featuring games and gaming; computer software for the administration of on-
line games and gaming; computer hardware for games and gaming; electronic components and computer software for 
gambling, gambling machines, gambling games on the internet and via telecommunication network.

Cl.28;Gaming machines for gambling; chips for gambling; mah-jong; arcade games; gambling machines operating with 
coins, notes and cards; games; electronic games; parlor games; gaming chips; gaming tables; slot machines [gaming 
machines]; LCD game machines; slot machines and gaming devices; coin-operated amusement machines; roulette chips; 
poker chips; chips and dice [gaming equipment]; equipment for casinos; roulette tables; gaming roulette wheels; casino 
games; gambling machines and amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; coin-operated amusement machines 
and/or electronic coin-operated amusement machines with or without the possibility of gain; boxes for coin-operated 
machines, slot machines and gaming machines; electronic or electrotechnical amusement machines and apparatus, 
gaming machines, coin-operated entertainment machines; housings for coin-operated machines, gaming equipment, 
gaming machines, machines for gambling; electropneumatic and electrical gambling machines (slot machines).

Cl.41;Gambling; services related to gambling; gaming services for entertainment purposes; casino, gaming and 
gambling services; training in the development of software systems; provision of equipment for gambling halls; providing 
casino equipment [gambling]; gaming machine entertainment services; providing casino facilities [gambling]; gaming hall 
services; amusement arcade services; games equipment rental; rental of gaming machines; providing amusement arcade 
services; rental of gaming machines with images of fruits; editing or recording of sounds and images; sound recording 
and video entertainment services; hire of sound reproducing apparatus; provision of gaming equipment for casinos; 
providing of casino facilities; online gambling services; casino, gaming and gambling services; provision of gaming 
establishments, gaming halls, internet casinos, online gaming services.
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Priority claimed from 03/07/2019; Application No. : 302019000046188 ;Italy 

4321373    05/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490777]
G.I.V.A. S.p.A.

Via Risorgimento, 63 I-20017 Rho (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Steel; steel alloys; aluminium ingots; ingots of common metals; rings of metal; metal construction materials; 
metals and metal alloys; metal hardware; metal forgings; steel forgings; rolled steels; metal castings; hot-rolled steel 
bars; steel buildings; valves of metal for water pipes; valves of metal, other than parts of machines; cast steel; unwrought 
or semi-wrought steel.

Cl.7;Valves being parts of machines; valves being parts of pumps; hydraulic valve actuators; pneumatic valve 
actuators; pump control valves; machine tools; metalworking machines; metal extrusion presses; fluid couplings being 
parts of machines; mechanical presses for metalworking; grinding machines; machine tools for metal working; metal 
forming machines; machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; couplings for machines.
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4321794    15/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491991]
this is engineering Inc.

352, 815, Daewangpangyo-ro, Sujeong-gu, Seongnam-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;LED large-screens; LED screen displays; digital camcorders; robotic electrical control apparatus; multi touch 
screens; wireless communication remote controllers; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; simulators for the 
steering and control of vehicles; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; electric remote controls; remote control 
apparatus for camera/digital camera; telepresence robots; electric controller modules for airline cockpit; apparatus for 
inspecting speed for manipulating and checking airlines; night vision infrared cameras with built-in airlines; image 
reproducing apparatus for airlines; communications apparatus for aircraft; aeronautical communication machines; 
aircraft avionic displays; camcorders for cellphones.

Cl.12;Air cushion vehicles; military drones; electric racing carts for leisure; robotic cars; multi copters; pilotless 
aircraft; driverless cars, namely, autonomous cars; civilian drones; delivery drones; aeroplanes; photography drones; 
ships; remote control vehicles, other than toys; remote control air vehicles; automatic driving air vehicles; automobiles; 
parts and accessories for aircraft; helicopters.
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Priority claimed from 27/03/2019; Application No. : 4537727 ;France 

4321826    06/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491754]
DIAGNOSTICA STAGO

3 allée Thérésa F-92600 ASNIERES-SUR-SEINE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Products of chemical or biological origin to be used for analyses, reactions, dosages, measurements and controls 
for human and veterinary medicine.

Cl.10;Apparatus for the automatic production of biological dosages and measurements in the field of medical analysis 
for human and veterinary medicine.
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Priority claimed from 01/07/2019; Application No. : 018089168 ;European Union 

4321827    16/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491756]
Volocopter GmbH

Zeiloch 20 76646 Bruchsal Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Aerodynamic fairings for vehicles and aircraft; aerodynamic attachments for vehicle and aircraft bodies; 
aerodynamic wings for airplanes; aerofoils for air vehicles; aeronautical apparatus, machines and appliances; aeroplane 
towing vehicles; air and space vehicles; air vehicles; aircraft; aircraft fuselages; aircraft landing gear; airplane propellers; 
airplanes and structural parts thereof; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; automatic guided vehicles and 
aircraft; autonomous vehicles and aircraft; camera drones, other than toys; delivery drones; drones; electrically powered 
aircraft; fuselages [aircraft parts]; gearboxes [aircraft parts]; helicopters; landing gear [aircraft parts]; multiactuator aerial 
vehicles (MAVS); parts and fittings for air and space vehicles; pilotless aircraft; propeller airplanes; propellers for air 
vehicles; remote controlled aircraft, remote controlled air vehicles; rescue drones; stability control system for vehicles 
and aircraft; structural parts for aircraft; tiltrotor aircraft; unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVS); vehicle joystick; vehicle 
propellers; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; vehicles for travel by air; vehicles (remote control-), other 
than toys; wings for aircraft.

Cl.39;Air transport; delivery of goods; parcel delivery; rescue operations [transport]; salvaging; traffic information; 
transport; transportation information; transportation logistics; unloading cargo; aircraft or vehicle rental.

Cl.44;Aerial seeding; aerial spreading of fertilizers; aerial spreading of agricultural chemicals; fertilizers and other 
agricultural chemicals (aerial and surface spreading-); aerial and surface spreading of fertilizers and other agricultural 
chemicals; agricultural services; fumigation in agriculture; pest control in agriculture; spraying (insecticide-) in 
agriculture; rental of agricultural machinery; rental of agricultural equipment; spreading of agricultural chemicals; 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry services; rental of agricultural spraying machinery; vermin exterminating for 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry; spraying of crop protection products for agricultural purposes.
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Priority claimed from 21/08/2019; Application No. : 88586916 ;United States of America 

4321892    28/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491878]
Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP

525 West Monroe Street Chicago IL 60661 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newsletters, brochures and client advisories in the field of 
legal advice and practice-specific information.

Cl.16;Printed publications, namely, brochures containing information on legal services.

Cl.45;Legal services.
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Priority claimed from 21/08/2019; Application No. : 88586911 ;United States of America 

4321944    28/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491995]
Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP

525 West Monroe Street Chicago IL 60661 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newsletters, brochures and client advisories in the field of 
legal advice and practice-specific information.

Cl.16;Printed publications, namely, brochures containing information on legal services.
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4321954    15/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491999]
CANYON CORPORATION

2-20, Higashishinagawa 2-chome, Shinagawa-ku Tokyo 140-0002 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Packaging containers of plastic.

Cl.21;Liquid detergent dispenser; soap dispenser; perfume sprayers; cosmetic sprayers; closures of plastic with spray 
function; containers of plastic with spray function.

Cl.35;Retail services for closures of plastic with spray function; retail services for packaging containers of plastic; 
retail services for containers of plastic with spray function; retail services for liquid detergent dispenser; advertising; 
Internet advertising; direct mail advertising; providing information concerning commercial sales; Internet providing 
information concerning commercial sales; business information; Internet business information; business management 
consultancy; Internet business management consultancy; marketing research; Internet marketing research.
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Priority claimed from 05/02/2019; Application No. : 4522173 ;France 

4321988    02/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1492059]
BEABA

31 avenue de l'Opéra F-75001 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electric food processors; electric apparatus and machines for the kitchen; electric apparatus (mixers) for mixing 
meals especially for children.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for weighing, measuring and checking (supervision); thermostats for food; 
Thermostats for apparatus; software and firmware for the remote operation and control of household appliances, small 
electrical appliances, lighting systems; optical scanners; printers for use with computers; computer screens; peripherals 
adapted for use with computers; electric control and monitoring apparatus; electric apparatus for recording, transmission 
or reproduction of sound or images, for entertainment purposes; electric communication machines and instruments; 
digital memory storage devices; automatic timers for cooking apparatus; electric timers; computer programs relating to 
food and cooking; data storage apparatus for pre-recorded information on cooking, preparation of food, food processing 
and household appliances; remote control devices [electronic]; apparatus for the remote control of machine operation; 
temperature indicating apparatus; electrical transformers; application software for mobile phones, portable multimedia 
players, and handheld computers, namely, software enabling access to cookbooks and to a storage space of cookbook 
recipes; voltage stabilizers; electricity supplies; continuous power supply apparatus; parts and components (not included 
in other classes) for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generation, cooking, freezing, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water 
supply and sanitary installations especially adapted for the needs of children, infants, newborns, pregnant women and 
women following childbirth; cooking apparatus; electric apparatus for cooking or reheating meals particularly for 
children; air conditioning apparatus; air conditioning installations; sterilizers; electric heaters for feeding bottles; 
apparatus for cooling beverages; ionization apparatus for the treatment of milk; pasteurizers; plate warmers; protective 
covering devices for child safety for bathtub spouts; steam generating apparatus; cooking apparatus especially adapted 
for the needs of children, infants and newborns; lighting apparatus.

Cl.21;Non-electric utensils and receptacles for the kitchen especially adapted for the needs of children, infants and 
newborns.
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Priority claimed from 18/02/2019; Application No. : 018024607 ;European Union 

4322000    14/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490755]
Nordic Grafting Company A/S

Søholm Park 1 DK-2900 Hellerup Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Polymer resins, unprocessed; dispersions of plastics; polymers for industrial use; thermoplastic elastomers; 
synthetic resins, unprocessed; plasticizers; thermoplastic compounds; cryogenic preparations; plasticizers for plastics; 
plastics, unprocessed; hot-melt adhesives.

Cl.17;Synthetic rubber; sealant compounds for joints; elastomer polymers; plastic substances, semi-processed; semi-
processed natural resins; synthetic resins, semi-processed; semi-worked polymer resins.
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4322010    13/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490781]
POWER CONTACT SL

AV RAMON Y CAJAL EDF ZALACAIN, 2 1 E E-29640 FUENGIROLA Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Non-alcoholic beverages; beer; preparations for making beverages; concentrates for use in the preparation of 
soft drinks; concentrates for making fruit drinks.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beer).
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4322284    27/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491539]
T-ARM Limited Liability Company

Pskovskaya street, 29 Velikiy Novgorod, RU-173015 Novgorod oblast Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; building materials of metal; buildings, transportable, of metal; ironmongery, small 
items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes [strong boxes]; aluminium; fittings of metal for building; white 
metal; beacons of metal, non-luminous; vats of metal; beams of metal; joists of metal; bottles [metal containers] for 
compressed gas or liquid air; tin cans; beryllium [glucinium]; arbours [structures] of metal; window pulleys; blooms 
[metallurgy]; ingots of common metal; anchors; bolts of metal; eye bolts; casks of metal; mooring buoys of metal; barrels 
of metal; identification bracelets of metal; bronze; bells; bells for animals; letters and numerals of common metal, except 
type; silos of metal; busts of common metal; vanadium; valves of metal, other than parts of machines; screws of metal; 
tungsten; hoppers of metal, non-mechanical; gates of metal; sleeves [metal hardware]; ferrules of metal for handles; 
signboards of metal; diving boards of metal; loading gauge rods of metal for railway wagons; nuts of metal; galena [ore]; 
hafnium [celtium]; nails; crampons [climbing irons]; tacks [nails]; horseshoe nails; germanium; vice claws of metal; doors 
of metal; chimney pots of metal; memorial plates of metal; chimney shafts of metal; wall plugs of metal; troughs of metal 
for mixing mortar; packaging containers of metal; containers of metal for storing acids; jalousies of metal; outdoor blinds 
of metal; iron strip; tinplate; iron slabs; door bolts of metal; window fasteners of metal; bolts, flat; binding screws of metal 
for cables; crampons of metal [cramps]; wheel clamps [boots]; rivets of metal; padlocks; box fasteners of metal; locks of 
metal for bags; locks of metal for vehicles; locks of metal, other than electric; spring locks; traps for wild animals; bungs 
of metal; latches of metal; tension links; couplings of metal for chains; road signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of 
metal; registration plates of metal; signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal; fences of metal; buckles of 
common metal [hardware]; bronzes [works of art]; works of art of common metal; indium; cabanas of metal; telephone 
booths of metal; cadmium; paint spraying booths of metal; telpher cables; ropes of metal; greenhouse frames of metal; 
framework of metal for building; frames of metal for building; cornices of metal; cermets; water-pipe valves of metal; drain 
traps [valves] of metal; metal cages for wild animals; keys; mooring bollards of metal; cobalt, raw; chill-molds [foundry]; 
elbows of metal for pipes; bed casters of metal; furniture casters of metal; manifolds of metal for pipelines; door bells of 
metal, non-electric; casings of metal for oilwells; chimney cowls of metal; bottle caps of metal; sealing caps of metal; tent 
pegs of metal; pegs of metal; copper rings; ferrules of metal; rings of metal; door fittings of metal; fittings of metal for 
windows; brackets of metal for building; buildings of metal; steel buildings; containers of metal [storage, transport]; 
guard rails of metal for railways; baskets of metal; door frames of metal; tool boxes of metal, empty; stringers [parts of 
staircases] of metal; faucets of metal for casks; tubbing of metal; roofing of metal; turntables [railways]; manhole covers 
of metal; pitons of metal; hooks [metal hardware]; pot hooks of metal; sash fasteners of metal for windows; window stops 
of metal; hooks of metal for clothes rails; clothes hooks of metal; chicken-houses of metal; chests of metal; wrapping or 
binding bands of metal; scaffolding of metal; staircases of metal; ladders of metal; limonite; steel sheets; cast steel; 
magnesium; manganese; reinforcing materials, of metal, for concrete; reinforcing materials of metal for machine belts; 
reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; reinforcing materials of metal for building; railway material of metal; materials of 
metal for funicular railway permanent ways; refractory construction materials of metal; masts of metal; steel masts; 
sheets and plates of metal; pyrophoric metals; metals in powder form; moldings of metal for cornices; molybdenum; 
metal knockers; pipe muffs of metal; monuments of bronze for tombs; tombs of metal; flashing of metal for building; roof 
flashing of metal; fish plates [rails]; anvils; anvils [portable]; beak-irons; rope thimbles of metal; ferrules of metal for 
walking sticks; handcuffs; jets of metal; duckboards of metal; belt stretchers of metal; stretchers for metal bands [tension 
links]; wire stretchers [tension links]; stretchers for iron bands [tension links]; nickel silver; nickel; niobium; grease 
nipples; binding thread of metal for agricultural purposes; thread of metal for tying-up purposes; house numbers of metal, 
non-luminous; braces of metal for handling loads; enclosures of metal for tombs; laths of metal; barrel hoops of metal; 
palings of metal; crash barriers of metal for roads; tree protectors of metal; trellis of metal; door stops of metal; door 
fasteners of metal; stops of metal; windows of metal; ironwork for doors; ironwork for windows; tin; shuttering of metal 
for concrete; filings of metal; poles of metal for power lines; props of metal; branching pipes of metal; monuments of 
metal; monuments of metal for tombs; wainscotting of metal; signalling panels, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of 
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metal; building panels of metal; partitions of metal; lintels of metal; casement windows of metal; strap-hinges of metal; 
shims; rocket launching platforms of metal; transport pallets of metal; platforms, prefabricated, of metal; floor tiles of 
metal; tiles of metal for building; anchor plates; grave slabs of metal; tile floorings of metal; lead seals; loading pallets of 
metal; handling pallets of metal; trays of metal; firedogs [andirons]; armor-plating; paving blocks of metal; roof coverings 
of metal; linings of metal for building; steel strip; door panels of metal; floors of metal; sills of metal; ceilings of metal; 
gold solder; silver solder; door openers, non-electric; collars of metal for fastening pipes; floating docks of metal, for 
mooring boats; aluminium wire; iron wire; wire of common metal; wire of common metal alloys, except fuse wire; barbed 
wire; copper wire, not insulated; soldering wire of metal; steel wire; springs [metal hardware]; rods of metal for welding; 
rods of metal for brazing and welding; rods of metal for brazing; window frames of metal; containers of metal for liquid 
fuel; containers of metal for compressed gas or liquid air; tanks of metal; floating containers of metal; rails of metal; 
straps of metal for handling loads; furnace fireguards of metal; grilles of metal; runners of metal for sliding doors; iron 
ores; ores of metal; chrome ores; door handles of metal; knobs of metal; sheet piles of metal; pigsties of metal; insect 
screens of metal; burial vaults of metal; door scrapers; junctions of metal for pipes; nozzles of metal; anti-friction metal; 
silver-plated tin alloys; alloys of common metal; sheaf binders of metal; bindings of metal; shutters of metal; steel alloys; 
tinfoil; statues of common metal; cask stands of metal; tombstone stelae of metal; bars for metal railings; stables of 
metal; advertisement columns of metal; posts of metal; telegraph posts of metal; railway points; steps [ladders] of metal; 
slings of metal for handling loads; stair treads [steps] of metal; machine belt fasteners of metal; tombstone plaques of 
metal; identity plates of metal; tantalum [metal]; greenhouses of metal, transportable; titanium; wire cloth; tombac; mobile 
boarding stairs of metal for passengers; wire rope; pipework of metal; penstock pipes of metal; water-pipes of metal; 
gutter pipes of metal; ducts of metal for ventilating and air-conditioning installations; drain pipes of metal; chimneys of 
metal; ducts of metal, for central heating installations; steel pipes; angle irons of metal; tinplate packings; bicycle parking 
installations of metal; wind-driven bird-repelling devices made of metal; towel dispensers, fixed, of metal; tungsten iron; 
molybdenum iron; silicon iron; titanium iron; chrome iron; flanges of metal [collars]; weather- or wind-vanes of metal; 
aluminium foil; foils of metal for wrapping and packaging; ice moulds of metal; foundry molds of metal; fittings of metal 
for coffins; fittings of metal for beds; fittings of metal for furniture; building or furniture fittings of nickel-silver; chromium; 
cattle chains; chains of metal; safety chains of metal; zinc; zirconium; cotter pins of metal; roofing tiles of metal; washers 
of metal; balls of steel; hinges of metal; poles of metal; cashboxes of metal; safety cashboxes; chests of metal for food; 
pulleys of metal, other than for machines; railroad ties of metal; window casement bolts; spurs; pins [hardware]; roller 
blinds of steel; latch bars of metal; badges of metal for vehicles; lock bolts; tool chests of metal, empty; boxes of 
common metal; letter boxes of metal.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; vending 
machines; welding machines, electric; welding apparatus, gas-operated; vulcanization apparatus; acetylene cleaning 
apparatus; high pressure washers; apparatus for drawing up beer under pressure; apparatus for aerating water; 
apparatus for aerating beverages; electrical apparatus for sealing plastics [packaging]; electric arc cutting apparatus; 
electric arc welding apparatus; electric welding apparatus; inking apparatus for printing machines; soldering apparatus, 
electric; fittings for engine boilers; expansion tanks [parts of machines]; drums [parts of machines]; reels, mechanical, for 
flexible hoses; brake shoes, other than for vehicles; concrete mixers [machines]; reels [parts of machines]; bobbins for 
weaving looms; harrows; journal boxes [parts of machines]; bulldozers; hoppers [mechanical discharging]; mine borers; 
railway wagon lifts; rolling mill cylinders; crank shafts; printing rollers for machines; transmission shafts, other than for 
land vehicles; valves [parts of machines]; fans for motors and engines; saw benches [parts of machines]; winnowers; 
vibrators [machines] for industrial use; bearings [parts of machines]; water heaters [parts of machines]; agitators; 
exhausts for motors and engines; drilling rigs, floating or non-floating; lawnmowers [machines]; card clothing [parts of 
carding machines]; emergency power generators; alternators; dynamos; bicycle dynamos; current generators; generators 
of electricity; hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; mufflers for motors and engines; drilling heads [parts 
of machines]; drilling bits [parts of machines]; cylinder heads for engines; soldering blow pipes, gas-operated; gas-
operated blow torches; raking machines; stalk separators [machines]; sieves [machines or parts of machines]; mud 
catchers and collectors [machines]; tarring machines; hydraulic engines and motors; aeronautical engines; aeroplane 
engines; engines for air cushion vehicles; compressed air engines; jet engines, other than for land vehicles; engines for 
boats; driving motors, other than for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms, other than for land vehicles; de-aerators for 
feedwater; disintegrators; tympans [parts of printing presses]; holding devices for machine tools; turf removing ploughs; 
pump diaphragms; chisels for machines; jacks [machines]; rack and pinion jacks; moving walkways; electric hand drills; 
crushers for kitchen use, electric; flues for engine boilers; reapers and binders; millstones; rakes for raking machines; 
kitchen grinders, electric; shredders [machines] for industrial use; injectors for engines; incubators for eggs; tools [parts 
of machines]; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; air condensers; control cables for machines, engines or motors; 
capstans; calenders; rotary steam presses, portable, for fabrics; ditchers [ploughs]; carburetters; carriages for knitting 
machines; crankcases for machines, motors and engines; steamrollers; pressure valves [parts of machines]; clack valves 
[parts of machines]; pressure reducers [parts of machines]; can openers, electric; cowlings [parts of machines]; machine 
wheels; freewheels, other than for land vehicles; scale collectors for machine boilers; lasts for shoes [parts of machines]; 
brake pads, other than for vehicles; piston segments; grease rings [parts of machines]; reapers and threshers; coal-
cutting machines; compressors [machines]; air pumps [garage installations]; compressors for refrigerators; conveyors 
[machines]; belt conveyors; converters for steelworks; steam condensers [parts of machines]; aerocondensers; diggers 
[machines]; thermic lances [machines]; mechanized livestock feeders; boxes for matrices [printing]; gear boxes, other 
than for land vehicles; grease boxes [parts of machines]; housings [parts of machines]; harvesting machines; steam 
engine boilers; coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; taps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; cranes [lifting and 
hoisting apparatus]; roller bridges; water separators; spray guns for paint; cranks [parts of machines]; potters' wheels; 
grindstones [parts of machines]; cultivators [machines]; soldering lamps; winches; ploughshares; belts for conveyors; 
lubricators [parts of machines]; igniting magnetos; handling machines, automatic [manipulators]; churns; matrices for 
use in printing; machine fly-wheels; hair clipping machines for animals; paper machines; blowing machines; knitting 
machines; galvanizing machines; bending machines; ironing machines; mineworking machines; net hauling machines 
[fishing]; electroplating machines; bottle sealing machines; sealing machines for industrial purposes; embossing 
machines; engraving machines; finishing machines; waste disposal units; blade sharpening [stropping] machines; earth 
moving machines; cord making machines; lace making machines; butter machines; cigarette machines for industrial 
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purposes; sausage making machines; stereotype machines; hosiery looms; grinding machines; dyeing machines; bottle 
washing machines; dishwashers; bottle filling machines; racket stringing machines; leather-working machines; dairy 
machines; glass-working machines; tobacco processing machines; grain husking machines; painting machines; oil 
refining machines; peeling machines; machines for processing plastics; ore treating machines; printing machines for use 
on sheet metal; brewing machines; whitewashing machines; leather paring machines; bitumen making machines; 
papermaking machines; machines for the production of sugar; weeding machines; cinder sifters [machines]; puddling 
machines; notchers [machine tools]; bread cutting machines; road making machines; railroad constructing machines; 
machines for the textile industry; rail-laying machines; bottle capping machines; bottle stoppering machines; packaging 
machines; waste compacting machines; die-stamping machines; stamping machines; darning machines; milking 
machines; drainage machines; wrapping machines; grain separators; bookbinding apparatus and machines for industrial 
purposes; machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric; machines and apparatus for carpet shampooing, electric; 
machines and apparatus for polishing [electric]; sizing machines; punching machines; riveting machines; kitchen 
machines, electric; foundry machines; smoothing presses; fleshing machines; rinsing machines; flour mill machines; 
type-setting machines [printing]; hemming machines; grating machines for vegetables; braiding machines; wringing 
machines for laundry; cutting machines; steam engines; printing machines; rotary printing presses; compressed air 
machines; trimming machines; spinning machines; filling machines; friezing machines; cutters [machines]; satinizing 
machines; agricultural machines; mixing machines; sorting machines for industry; stitching machines; washing 
machines [laundry]; coin-operated washing machines; clippers [machines]; spinning frames; spin driers [not heated]; 
looms; kneading machines; typographic machines; type-setting machines [photocomposition]; beating machines; 
beaters, electric; packing machines; filtering machines; molding machines; carding machines; sewing machines; 
typecasting machines; electromechanical machines for chemical industry; labellers [machines]; mills [machines]; mills 
for household purposes, other than hand-operated; pepper mills, other than hand-operated; centrifugal mills; machine 
wheelwork; feeders [parts of machines]; forge blowers; mixers [machines]; blenders, electric, for household purposes; 
vacuum cleaner bags; threshing machines; pneumatic hammers; hammers [parts of machines]; tilt hammers; power 
hammers; reeling apparatus, mechanical; motorized cultivators; motors for boats; clutches, other than for land vehicles; 
meat choppers [machines]; superchargers; brake linings, other than for vehicles; guides for machines; vacuum cleaner 
attachments for disseminating perfumes and disinfectants; pumps [machines]; pumps [parts of machines, engines or 
motors]; aerating pumps for aquaria; vacuum pumps [machines]; compressed air pumps; pumps for heating installations; 
beer pumps; lubricating pumps; self-regulating fuel pumps; fuel dispensing pumps for service stations; centrifugal 
pumps; blades [parts of machines]; knives for mowing machines; chaff cutter blades; knives, electric; shears, electric; 
scissors, electric; bearing brackets for machines; pulverisers [machines]; axles for machines; steam traps; chucks [parts 
of machines]; drill chucks [parts of machines]; exhaust manifold for engines; soldering irons, gas-operated; soldering 
irons, electric; superheaters; gears, other than for land vehicles; reduction gears, other than for land vehicles; drilling 
machines; saws [machines]; chain saws; guns [tools using explosives]; glue guns, electric; compressed air guns for the 
extrusion of mastics; carburetter feeders; feeding apparatus for engine boilers; loading ramps; ploughs; pneumatic 
transporters; pneumatic controls for machines, motors and engines; hangers [parts of machines]; anti-friction bearings 
for machines; roller bearings; self-oiling bearings; bearings for transmission shafts; ball-bearings; elevators [lifts]; hoists; 
lifts, other than ski-lifts; pulleys; saw blades [parts of machines]; pistons [parts of machines or engines]; shock absorber 
plungers [parts of machines]; pistons for engines; pistons for cylinders; catalytic converters; torque converters, other 
than for land vehicles; fuel conversion apparatus for internal combustion engines; presses [machines for industrial 
purposes]; wine presses; basket presses; fodder presses; printing presses; typographic presses; swaging machines; 
pedal drives for sewing machines; cleaning appliances utilizing steam; food processors, electric; springs [parts of 
machines]; spinning wheels; punches for punching machines; vacuum cleaners; tambours for embroidery machines; 
radiators [cooling] for motors and engines; sewage pulverizers; air brushes for applying colour; regulators [parts of 
machines]; pressure regulators [parts of machines]; speed governors for machines, engines and motors; knives [parts of 
machines]; cutting blow pipes, gas-operated; blade holders [parts of machines]; loom shafts; gears for weaving looms; 
belts for machines; elevator belts; fan belts for motors and engines; dynamo belts; belts for motors and engines; 
adhesive bands for pulleys; kick starters for motorcycles; stuffing boxes [parts of machines]; paper feeders [printing]; 
whisks, electric, for household purposes; sparking plugs for internal combustion engines; glow plugs for Diesel engines; 
brake segments, other than for vehicles; tedding machines; separators; steam/oil separators; cream/milk separators; ball 
rings for bearings; sowers [machines]; snow ploughs; sheaf-binding machines; shaft couplings [machines]; fruit presses, 
electric, for household purposes; chaff cutters; suction cups for milking machines; stands for machines; die-cutting and 
tapping machines; woodworking machines; sharpening machines; bicycle assembling machines; mortising machines; 
threading machines; planing machines; lathes [machine tools]; milling machines; trueing machines; metal drawing 
machines; rolling mills; starters for motors and engines; stators [parts of machines]; glaziers' diamonds [parts of 
machines]; tables for machines; derricks; slide rests [parts of machines]; couplings, other than for land vehicles; heat 
exchangers [parts of machines]; transmissions for machines; transmissions, other than for land vehicles; boiler tubes 
[parts of machines]; wind turbines; hydraulic turbines; turbines, other than for land vehicles; turbocompressors; 
connecting rods for machines, motors and engines; joints [parts of engines]; central vacuum cleaning installations; 
suction machines for industrial purposes; washing installations for vehicles; degreasers [machines]; dust exhausting 
installations for cleaning purposes; sifting installations; pneumatic tube conveyors; dust removing installations for 
cleaning purposes; condensing installations; lifting apparatus; air suction machines; dividing machines; igniting devices 
for internal combustion engines; door closers, electric; washing apparatus; binding apparatus for hay; extractors for 
mines; door openers, electric; door openers, hydraulic; door openers, pneumatic; curtain drawing devices, electrically 
operated; adhesive tape dispensers [machines]; anti-pollution devices for motors and engines; beverage preparation 
machines, electromechanical; food preparation machines, electromechanical; elevator operating apparatus; control 
mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; shoe polishers, electric; machines and apparatus for wax-polishing, 
electric; air cushion devices for moving loads; handling apparatus for loading and unloading; elevating apparatus; aprons 
[parts of machines]; filter presses; filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines; molds [parts of machines]; printing plates; 
journals [parts of machines]; centrifugal machines; elevator chains [parts of machines]; driving chains, other than for 
land vehicles; transmission chains, other than for land vehicles; cylinders for motors and engines; cylinders for 
machines; printing cylinders; shuttles [parts of machines]; universal joints [Cardan joints]; pulleys [parts of machines]; 
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vacuum cleaner hoses; brushes [parts of machines]; dynamo brushes; brushes, electrically operated [parts of machines]; 
carbon brushes [electricity]; ejectors; fuel economisers for motors and engines; excavators; shovels, mechanical; 
agricultural elevators; motors, electric, other than for land vehicles; electrodes for welding machines; electric hammers; 
parquet wax-polishers, electric; cartridges for filtering machines; moving staircases [escalators]; automatic grapnels for 
marine purposes.
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4322311    27/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491221]
FERRETTO GROUP S.P.A.

Strada Padana verso Verona, 101 I-36100 VICENZA (VI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines, installations and devices for handling, packaging, palletising and storing goods and products; automatic 
machines for the warehousing, management and consultation of mobile loading units; automatic machines with rack 
feeders and/or rotating decks for warehousing and for the management of warehouses for various loose and/or palletised 
materials; mechanical machines with mobile shelves, on rails and not, for files and archives and for the warehousing of 
various loose and/or palletised materials.

Cl.9;Electronically operated apparatus for the warehousing, management and consultation of mobile loading units; 
automatic apparatus with rack feeders and/or rotating decks for warehousing and for the management of warehouses for 
various loose and/or palletised materials; mechanical machines with mobile shelves, on rails and not, controlled 
electrically or electronically, for files and archives and for the warehousing of various loose and/or palletised materials; 
automatic car-park management software; electric and electronic parts for the aforesaid warehousing apparatus; 
automation and management software for the aforesaid warehousing apparatus.

Cl.20;Storage racks; mobile filing cabinets, files, shelves and automatic archiving units; archiving units.
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Priority claimed from 31/08/2018; Application No. : 20181947 ;Belarus 

4322355    25/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491263]
INNOPHOS, INC.

259 Prospect Plains Road BLDG A Cranbury NJ 08512 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; fire extinguishing compositions; 
chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; chemicals for industrial use; chemicals used in the industries of asphalt; 
chemicals for use in the manufacture of fertilizers; sequestering agents for water treatment; chemical substances for use 
in the manufacture of pharmaceutical products; chemicals additives for use in food and beverages; plant extracts and 
vegetable agents (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); ingredients used in the manufacture of oral care, hair care, skin care, pharmaceuticals, nutrition, coating 
and adhesives products; thickening agents (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of 
the Common Regulations); enzymes (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); phosphates; phosphoric acid; proteins (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau 
– Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); antioxidants for use in the manufacture of cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and 
food supplements; enzymes for the food industry; phosphates, including phosphates for the food industry; phosphoric 
acid; proteins for use in the food industry and for the manufacture of food substances; vitamins for use in the food 
industry; vitamins for use in the manufacture of food supplements, pharmaceuticals, and cosmetics.

Cl.3;Additives for toothpaste; tooth-whitening preparations.

Cl.5;Dietary supplements for humans and animals; vitamins; minerals (terms too vague in the opinion of the 
International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); dietary supplements; nutritional supplements; 
nutritional additives; nutraceuticals (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); herbs (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); botanicals (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); amino acids (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); nutritional beverage supplements; food supplements in powdered drink mix and beverage form; 
pharmaceutical additives; pharmaceutical excipients; veterinary products; minerals for animals; protein dietary 
supplements; protein based drink mixes; protein supplements for animals.

Cl.29;Additives for dairy products; additives for meat products.

Cl.30;Leavening agents (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); binding agents for foods; additives for foods (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – 
Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.32;Powders used for sport beverages; powders used for beverages.

Cl.35;Wholesale services; wholesale distributorship services featuring ingredients in the nature of raw materials sold in 
bulk quantities to manufacturers of cosmetics, cosmeceuticals, pharmaceuticals, nutritional supplements, foods and 
beverages; sale and distribution of ingredients in the nature of raw materials sold in bulk quantities to manufacturers of 
cosmetics, cosmeceuticals, pharmaceuticals, nutritional supplements, foods and beverages.

Cl.40;Manufacture of specialty chemicals to the order and specification of others; processing and treatment of 
specialty chemicals; consultation in the field of custom manufacturing services of ingredients used in the manufacture of 
oral care, hair care, skin care, pharmaceuticals, nutraceuticals, vitamins and nutritional supplements, foods and 
beverages.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; product development services 
featuring ingredients in the nature of raw materials intended for sale in bulk quantities to manufacturers of cosmetics, 
cosmeceuticals, oral care, vitamins and nutritional supplements, foods and beverages.
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4322371    09/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1490844]
HERE STARTS, S.L.

c/ Eloy Gonzalo, 27 E-28010 MADRID Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Hardware and software for computers; software applications to enable transmission, organization and management 
of text messaging, online journals, text, links to the web and images and access thereto, via the internet and other 
communications networks; software to enable uploading, downloading, sending, displaying, editing, tagging, blogging, 
streaming, linking, sharing or provision via other means of electronic or information media, and access thereto, via 
computer and communication networks; software for accessing information on a global computer network; computer 
software downloadable via the internet and wireless devices; downloadable software in relation to social networking; 
downloadable software of a mobile application type; downloadable software for providing online advertising, business 
promotion, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; application programming interface 
(api) for software which facilitates online services for social networking, building of social networking applications and for 
allowing recovery, uploading, downloading and management of data, and access thereto; magnetic recording media, 
sound recording disks; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; data processing equipment and computers; software 
downloadable via the internet and wireless devices for accessing information, sending it and receiving it, on a global 
computer network; downloadable cloud-based software for use in integrating computer systems; downloadable online 
electronic publications.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; online and telecommunication facilitation services for real time interaction among 
computer users, mobile and manual computers, wired and wireless communication devices; telecommunication services 
enabling individuals to send and receive messages via e-mail, instant messaging or a website on the internet in the field 
of general interest; access to online chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among 
users in relation to general interest; providing access to online journals, blogs featuring user-defined content; instant 
messaging services, web messaging services, and text message transmission services; electronic communications 
services; radio broadcasting services; website dissemination services; transmission of messages, data and content via a 
global computer network and other communications and computer networks; access to online forums, chat rooms, 
journals and blogs for the transmission of messages, comments, information and content; providing online 
communication links that transfer website users to other local and global Web pages; providing access to computer 
databases in the fields of social networking, social introduction and appointment scheduling; access to an information 
network in real-time; access to an online search database featuring topics and persons from the entertainment and sports 
sectors; access to an electronic and online database in the field of entertainment; access to an internet website for the 
purpose of social networking.

Cl.41;Education, training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities; publication of online electronic publications 
(not downloadable); publishing online journals, namely, blogs featuring content defined by users in the field of social 
networking; access to a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable text, audio and video files in relation to 
entertainment, sports, education, celebrities, culture and news; provision of entertainment services; providing images 
from the internet; entertainment activity information; publication services for magazines; providing online electronic 
publications (not downloadable); publication of electronic books, journals; publication of material on magnetic or optical 
data media; publication of music online; rental of videos, films; electronic publishing services for third parties; 
entertainment services, namely the provision of interactive games for multiple or single players for games played via 
computer or communication networks; provision of information relating to computer games and video games via 
computer or communication networks; providing information on entertainment via social networks; electronic games 
services provided via social communication networks.

Cl.45;Online network services; legal services; online social networking services; online services on social networks 
accessible via downloadable mobile applications.
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4322787    24/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490845]
HANERGY CO-INNO MOBILE ENERGY INVESTMENT CO. LTD.

NO.0801, FLOOR 7, ROOM 101, FLOOR 1 TO 14, BUILDING 3, YARD 8, BEICHEN WEST ROAD, CHAOYANG DISTRICT 
100044 BEIJING China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Electric vehicles; automobiles; automobile bodies; automobile chassis; bicycles; pumps for bicycle tyres; cable 
cars; trolleys; carts; repair outfits for inner tubes; tires for vehicle wheels; aerial drone, other than toys; boats; upholstery 
for vehicles.

Cl.18;Leather, unworked or semi-worked; bags; leather trimmings for furniture; travelling trunks; leather cord; 
parasols; umbrellas; umbrella covers; walking sticks; leather leads.

Cl.19;Lumber; roofing slates; gypsum (building materials); cement; concrete building elements; roofing tiles, not of 
metal; refractory construction materials, not of metal; road coating materials; luminous paving blocks, not of metal; 
building materials, not of metal; roofing, not of metal; wall claddings, not of metal, for building; roofing, not of metal, 
incorporating solar cells; buildings, not of metal; building glass; coatings [building materials]; binding material for road 
repair; statues of stone, concrete or marble; memorial plaques, not of metal.
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Priority claimed from 19/04/2019; Application No. : 4-2019-13296 ;Viet Nam 

4322788    17/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490846]
TV TRADE PROMOTION PHARMACEUTICAL AND INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED

345 Ly Thuong Kiet, Ward 9, Tan Binh District Ho Chi Minh City Viet Nam

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Food for babies; medicines for human purposes; medicines for veterinary purposes; nutritional supplements; 
pharmaceuticals; powdered milk for babies.

Cl.10;Analyzers for bacterial identification for medical purposes; dental apparatus, electric; diagnostic apparatus for 
medical purposes; lamps for medical purposes; medical apparatus and instruments; veterinary apparatus and 
instruments; containers especially made for medical waste.

Cl.42;Architectural services; biological research; cloud computing; cosmetic research; scientific laboratory services; 
quality control; scientific research; technological consultancy.
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4323000    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1421337]
U2 systems, Inc.

8th floor, 92, Olympic-ro, Songpa-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Non-electric water purifier filter cartridges for household purposes; non-electric water purifiers for household 
purposes; non-electric water purifier filters for household purposes; portable water purifiers.

Cl.21;Water bottles sold empty; water containers for household and kitchen use; drinking bottles for sports; drinking 
flasks for travelers (bottle gourds); sports bottles sold empty; glass carafes; water bottles for bicycles; reusable stainless 
steel water bottles sold empty; reusable plastic water bottles sold empty; buckets.
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Priority claimed from 11/01/2019; Application No. : 88258529 ;United States of America 

4323001    13/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491050]
Reliance Worldwide Corporation

2300 Defoor Hills Road NW Atlanta GA 30318 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Plumbing fittings of metal for water and gas supply, namely, push-fit fittings in the nature of junctions, straight 
couplings, reducing couplings, conversion couplings, straight connectors, reducing connectors, bullnose connectors, 
elbows, reducing elbows, stubout elbows, elbows for pipes for dishwashers, drop ear elbows, hy-ear elbows, branches, 
tees, bullnose tees, reducing tees, end stops, fitting reducers, threaded adaptors, slip fittings, swivel fittings, swivel 
adaptors, swivel elbows, slip couplings, slip tees, slip tee adaptors, manifolds, namely, manifolds with branches, angle 
stops, straight stops, stop valve tee adaptors, stop valve connectors, pipe connections and couplings, conversion tees, 
tube adaptors, capillary pipe tail pieces, bend supports for piping, compression adaptors, tail piece reducers, tail piece 
plugs, pipe bend supports, suspension clamps, clamp rings, crimp rings, pipe clips, sleeves, valve connections and 
couplings, check valves; metal parts of and accessories for plumbing fittings for water and gas supply, namely, kits for 
use by contractors and for installation of plumbing fittings, consisting of metal pipe connectors; metal pipes, tubing and 
tubing couplings for joining and terminating pipes.

Cl.9;Parts of and accessories for plumbing fittings, namely, flow regulators for commercial use; gauges, namely, 
temperature and pressure gauges and crimp ring gauges, namely, gauges to determine the correct sizing of crimp rings 
post crimping.

Cl.11;Parts of and accessories for plumbing fittings, namely, pressure regulators for gas and water installations; 
plumbing fittings, namely, push-fit fittings and couplings, pipe connections and couplings, elbows, tees, conversion tees, 
tap connectors, tube adaptors, capillary tails, compression adaptors, tail reducers, tail plugs, recessed assemblies, 
shower assemblies, pipe bend supports, pipe clips, sleeves, valve connections and couplings, thermostatic valves 
including valves with integral connectors, pressure limiting valves, pressure relief valves, gate valves, valves, all of the 
aforesaid being parts of and for water and/or gas installations; kits for making water heater installations comprised of 
pipes for water supply and gas supply purposes; kits for making toilet and faucet plumbing installations comprised of 
swivel adaptors, stop valves and pipes for water supply purposes; contractor kits for plumbing, comprised of pipes and 
fittings for making bath, basin, shower and sink plumbing installations, for water supply purposes; plumbing components 
for bath, basin, shower and sink installations, namely, disconnect clips, pipes, tubing and ducting, for water supply 
purposes; plumbing fittings for water supply and gas supply purposes, namely, push-fit fittings in the nature of junctions, 
straight couplings, reducing couplings, conversion couplings, straight connectors, reducing connectors, bullnose 
connectors, elbows, reducing elbows, stubout elbows, dishwasher elbows, drop ear elbows, hy-ear elbows, branches, 
tees, bullnose tees, reducing tees, end stops, fitting reducers, threaded adaptors, slip fittings, swivel fittings, swivel 
adaptors, sweat adaptors, swivel elbows, swivel toilet connectors, slip couplings, slip tees, slip tee adaptors, manifolds 
including manifolds with branches, angle stops, straight stops, stop valve tee adaptors, stop valve connectors, faucet 
connectors, toilet connectors, toilet elbows, pipe connections and couplings, conversion tees, tap connectors, flexible 
water heater connectors, tube adaptors, capillary pipe tail pieces, bend supports for piping, compression adaptors, tail 
piece reducers, tail piece plugs, pipe bend supports, suspension clamps, clamp rings, crimp rings, pipe clips, sleeves, 
valve connections and couplings, check valves; parts of and accessories for the aforesaid goods, namely, supply line 
fittings and stops, for water supply and gas supply purposes; water hammer arrestors; water heater connectors, for water 
supply and gas supply purposes; water heater kits consisting of connector fittings and disconnect clips, for water supply 
and gas supply purposes; plumbing contractor kits consisting of connector fittings and disconnect clips, for water supply 
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and gas supply purposes; toilet and faucet kits consisting of faucet connectors, angle stops and tubing or ducting, for 
water supply purposes; plumbing components, namely, disconnect clips, for water supply purposes.

Cl.17;Flexible plastic pipes for plumbing purposes; non-metal tubing couplings for joining and terminating pipes.

Cl.19;Rigid non-metal pipes and tubing.

Cl.20;Non-metal clamps, non-metal supports, non-metal brackets.
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Priority claimed from 19/12/2018; Application No. : UK0003362107 ;United Kingdom 

4323421    19/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490934]
Moonbug Entertainment Limited

1st Floor, 10 Parkway London NW1 7AA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Recorded films; recorded motion picture films; animated films; animated motion picture films; DVDs; CDs; 
videodiscs, videotapes; audio tapes; video recordings, audio recordings, audio visual recordings; personal computers; 
laptops, portable computers, tablet computers, handheld computers; memory cards, memory sticks, memory apparatus, 
memory devices; computer and application software for use on personal computers, laptops, mobile devices, mobile 
phones and tablets; virtual reality software; games software; computer games software; electronic game programs; 
mouse pads; laptop cases; spectacles, sunglasses, and cases therefor; goggles for sport; camera cases; portable media 
player cases; cases for electronic diaries; downloadable publications; downloadable electronic publications for children; 
mobile phones; mobile phone straps and cases; mobile computer straps and portable media player straps; decorative, 
protective and carrying cases adapted for mobile phone; computer application software for mobile phones; application 
software for mobile devices; sports helmets; screen savers; computer screen saver software; downloadable image files, 
downloadable music files; talking books; electronic books for children; audio books for children; interactive video game 
programs; interactive virtual character dolls and animals, namely, downloadable virtual goods in the nature of computer 
programs featuring interactive virtual character dolls and animals for use in online virtual worlds; magnets.

Cl.18;Goods made of leather and imitations of leather, namely, bags, backpacks, bum bags, calling card cases, coin 
purses, key cases, luggage, luggage tags, purses, umbrellas, wallets; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; 
all purpose sport bags; athletic bags; baby backpacks; backpacks; beach bags; book bags; calling card cases; change 
purses; coin purses; diaper bags; duffel bags; gym bags; handbags; knapsacks; key cases; luggage; luggage tags; 
overnight bags; purses; satchels; shopping bags; tote bags; waist packs; wallets.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; outer-clothing; underclothing; belts being clothing; casual wear; leisure wear; 
exercise wear; sportswear; beach wear; swim wear; ski wear; rain wear; sleepwear; underwear baby wear; infant wear; 
fancy dress costumes; Halloween costumes; socks; hosiery; headgear; neckwear; scarves; pashminas; capes; gloves; 
mittens; fancy dress outfits for children.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; toys; electronic activity 
toys; electronic action toys; stuffed toys; plush toys; toy figures; clothing for toy figures; dolls; dolls clothing; toy 
vehicles; ride-on toys; toy blocks, sets of toys blocks; toy building blocks, sets of toy building blocks; stacking shape 
toys; toy musical instruments; toys adapted for educational purposes; bath toys; fantasy character toys; toy playsets; 
playthings; educational playthings; playing cards; play figures; clothing for play figures; play gyms, namely, baby 
multiple activity toys; balls for play; children's playhouses; snow globes; puppets; balloons; swings; swing sets; games; 
board games; card games; sports balls; baseball gloves; puzzles; inflatable swimming floats; baby rattles; baby swings; 
infant activity play mats; electronic activity toys; electronic learning toys; handheld non-electronic skill games; children's 
handheld electronic game units adapted for stand-alone use without a television or computer; wearable technology toys; 
paper party hats; Christmas tree decorations and ornaments; children's multiple activity tables; activity seats; Halloween 
masks, costume masks, face masks being playthings.

Cl.38;Providing access to e-commerce platforms on the Internet; providing access to software on data networks for 
Internet access; telecommunications by means of platforms and portals on the Internet; providing chat-lines, chat rooms 
and forums on the Internet; Internet provider services, namely the leasing and arranging of access time to data networks, 
in particular to the Internet; hotline or call centre telephone services; providing press services in connection with online 
services, namely the gathering, supplying and transmission of messages and information of all kinds, being online press 
agency services, including on-demand services and other electronic media services; providing access to information on 
the Internet; telecommunications, in particular computer-aided electronic information and communication services, 
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included in this class, for public and private users; sound, image and data transmission by cable, satellite, computer, 
computer network, telephone, ISDN and DSL lines and any other transmission media; news and general information 
agencies, being press agency services, including electronic agencies, and broadcasting of (television/radio) programs on 
the World Wide Web, and broadcasting of television programs by cable, satellite and other media; rental and arranging of 
access time to computer databases, in particular on the Internet and/or intranets; providing access to licensed content on 
the Internet by means of content syndication for customers; providing access to computer programs on data networks.

Cl.41;Education; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; providing, arranging and/or organising games; online 
interactive entertainment; online games; production and/or provision of television programmes, movies, animated 
cartoons, videos, live performances, storytelling events; production of entertainment shows and interactive programs for 
distribution via television, cable, satellite, audio and video media, cartridges, laser discs, computer discs and electronic 
means; presentation of live performances; animation production; television scheduling (programming); providing 
entertainment and education via website featuring interactive educational games, animated cartoons, videos and 
literature that promote character development in children; providing online non-downloadable e-books that promote 
character development in children; publishing services; publication services; amusement park services; providing 
recreation facilities; providing amusement arcade services; presentation of circus performances; presentation of live 
performances; presentation of variety shows; theatre productions; production of shows; holiday camp services 
[entertainment]; organisation of shows [impresario services].
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Priority claimed from 12/02/2019; Application No. : 36316925 ;China 

4323437    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490960]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District, Shenzhen City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Smartphones; tablet computers; smartwatches; smart rings; smartglasses; wearable activity trackers; virtual reality 
headsets; computer programs, recorded; computer software applications, downloadable; operating system programs; 
data processing apparatus; computer memory devices; computer software, recorded; computer programs (downloadable 
software); computer operating software; digital signal processors; memory devices for use with data processing 
apparatus; computer operating programs; central processing units for processing information, data, sound or images; 
computer hardware; computer chatbot software for simulating conversations; computer software for organizing and 
viewing digital images and photographs; computer software for processing digital images; computer software for creating 
and editing music and sounds; computer programs for user interface design; Internet servers; computer software for 
wireless content delivery; memory modules; computer software for network management; computer utility programs for 
file management; computer software for database management; computer software for controlling and managing access 
server applications; computer software for controlling self-service terminals; images, graphics and word processing 
software; computer programs for using the Internet and the World Wide Web; computer software to maintain and operate 
computer systems; gesture recognition software; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable.

Cl.42;Telecommunications technology consultancy; product safety testing services; scientific research and 
development; design of telecommunication equipment and components; design and development of multimedia 
products; computer programming; computer software design; computer system design; conversion of data or documents 
from physical to electronic media; creating and maintaining web sites for others; conversion of computer programs and 
data, other than physical conversion; computer software consultancy; information technology [IT] consultancy; electronic 
data storage; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; consultancy in the design 
and development of computer hardware; software as a service [SaaS]; cloud computing; computer technology 
consultancy; software development in the framework of software publishing; platform as a service [PaaS]; design and 
development of computer databases; writing of data processing programs; creating, maintaining, and updating computer 
software; computer aided graphic design; creating, designing and maintaining websites; design and development of 
wireless computer networks; data conversion of electronic information; design and development of virtual reality 
software; development of driver and operating system software; research and development of computer software; 
database development services; updating and maintenance of computer software; installation, maintenance and repair of 
computer software; computer system integration services; design and development of computer software; installation 
and maintenance of computer software; computer software design for others; rental of a database server to third parties; 
advisory services in the field of product development and quality improvement of software; writing and updating 
computer software; web site usability testing services; electronic storage services for archiving electronic data; 
development of software for secure network operations.
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883002 883002 - (9998-1) •The applicant name corrected to read as: VARDHMAN ACRYLICS 
LIMITED. 

883003 883003 - (9998-1) The applicant firm name corrected to read as: VARDHMAN ACRYLICS 
LIMITED. 

2805199 2805199 - (1909-0)  
THE PROPRIETOR NAME AMENDED TO BE HAZEL PROPERTIES AND TRADING LP ON 
THE BASIS OF TM M DATED 03/07/2017. 

4253306 4253306 - (1919-0) 
services amended on the basis of TM M dated 14/08/2019, which was already allowed to 
be in class 35 - Advertising; On-line advertising on a computer network; Presentation of 
goods on communication media, for retail purposes; On-line promotion of computer 
networks and websites; Providing business information via a web site; Providing business 
information, also via internet, the cable network or other forms of data transfer; 
organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; Sales 
promotion for others; Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods 
and services; marketing; rental of vending machines; rental of sales stands; Sponsorship 
search. None of the aforementioned services being in relation to compliance and due 
diligence and related digital passporting services; none of the aforementioned services 
being in relation to background checking and digital passporting services for identity 
verification. 
Class 41 - Training in the field of communication technologies; training; Organization of 
competitions [education or entertainment]; Organization of exhibitions for cultural or 
educational purposes; Arranging and conducting of conferences; Organizing cultural and 
arts events; Providing on-line electronic publications, notdownloadable; Publication of 
books; Video tape editing; Production of radio and television programmes; Video 
recording services; Providing on-line music, not downloadable; Photography; 
Entertainment services; Entertainment information; Providing entertainment information 
via a website; Virtual reality game servicesprovided online from a computer network; 
Virtual reality arcade services. None of the aforementioned services being in relation to 
compliance and due diligence and related digital passporting services; none of the 
aforementioned services being in relation to background checking and digital passporting 
services for identity verification. 
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350414 399786 433626 552058 554119

622519 622881 647346 697257 723391

736262 742959 751460 762754 763912

800539 829403 855598 860651 863867

864794 867119 902032 903876 908356

918124 963781 965929 979054 1064979

1081065 1090278 1090396 1094216 1239637

1249538 1258908 1292810 1345707 1346910

1357326 1387929 1393726 1451680 1512927

1519402 1519403 1519404 1548063 1598045

1705831 1719694 1822321 1891686 1915923

2040644 2156267 2207842 2208234 2214811

2229054 2309872 2332396 2347998 2397687

2405878 2470644 2471905 2479070 2489199

2492160 2497537 2512550 2513492 2520480

2529937 2536347 2539155 2547107 2547253

2548861 2550278 2552839 2555906 2556234

2560037 2568041 2568484 2568564 2580359

2584940 2587711 2589793 2597212 2603935

2605615 2614306 2617561 2624012 2627015

2634848 2635944 2636964 2647665 2653782

2654394 2657723 2658742 2660595 2660968

2663213 2674226 2674961 2677227 2684601

2688859 2689148 2691596 2699969 2702251

2702384 2705938 2705943 2706148 2709144

2729539 2735627 2740945 2747224 2749162

2749163 2753813 2755439 2757692 2758216

2770387 2771582 2772270 2775423 2784478

2787986 2789412 2790323 2793852 2795854

2805891 2808695 2809998 2809999 2810000

2810002 2810003 2810004 2810005 2810006

2810008 2810009 2810010 2810011 2810012

2810013 2810014 2810015 2824839 2827672

2829266 2831638 2836026 2836392 2837253

2838125 2841813 2841899 2842161 2843339

2843448 2846041 2847415 2847426 2847632
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2852377 2852770 2852772 2853112 2853472

2854204 2854809 2856517 2856520 2857762

2858575 2859135 2859180 2860034 2860858

2861383 2862467 2866077 2866079 2866822

2867623 2867629 2868629 2869350 2872115

2872912 2874064 2874123 2874729 2874997

2875331 2875560 2876660 2876803 2879371

2880964 2882053 2887774 2892573 2892837

2893920 2894731 2895286 2896074 2896075

2896076 2896080 2899008 2900265 2900589

2902011 2902016 2902020 2902026 2902396

2907215 2907700 2907868 2910388 2912226

2912700 2912719 2912813 2914268 2914270

2918359 2918483 2919067 2919568 2921366

2921368 2921465 2921511 2921988 2924557

2925912 2926351 2926353 2926386 2926396

2926399 2930080 2930543 2930930 2934230

2935772 2940176 2941427 2941802 2942329

2943140 2943283 2944212 2944214 2947314

2949698 2957436 2958120 2958948 2959634

2963276 2964569 2965519 2968337 2968810

2969517 2971304 2971621 2974722 2974723

2978286 2979629 2980937 2982653 2982792

2985038 2986888 2988001 2988671 2988958

2988963 2989628 2990358 2993753 2993754

2995409 2996224 2997822 2997835 2999831

3000884 3007215 3011326 3011462 3014320

3016890 3019757 3019985 3025095 3026559

3027299 3028046 3030991 3035098 3039088

3040211 3040707 3042234 3043331 3043442

3043576 3043823 3043829 3043834 3044022

3044023 3044631 3044633 3044944 3045166

3045247 3046087 3046281 3046741 3046743

3046900 3046902 3047105 3047350 3047499

3047816 3047920 3047943 3048997 3048998

3049570 3049864 3049944 3051047 3051054
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3051586 3051646 3051977 3051978 3052052

3052132 3052605 3053228 3053721 3053979

3054326 3054423 3054424 3054430 3054717

3055635 3056027 3056028 3056060 3056743

3056748 3056898 3056934 3057081 3057082

3057083 3057165 3057285 3057324 3057367

3058061 3058245 3058450 3059215 3059614

3059644 3059646 3060054 3060273 3060510

3061962 3061963 3061974 3062096 3062097

3062098 3062706 3062883 3062961 3063765

3063766 3063871 3063943 3064454 3064455

3064456 3064554 3064574 3064713 3064766

3064774 3064775 3065113 3065367 3065368

3065507 3065682 3065840 3065844 3066393

3067103 3067216 3067532 3067553 3067556

3067898 3068199 3068603 3068863 3068907

3068912 3069011 3069396 3069831 3069953

3069994 3069995 3069996 3069998 3069999

3070000 3070689 3070859 3070975 3071658

3071662 3071665 3071667 3072262 3072320

3072588 3072802 3073618 3073812 3073955

3073976 3074292 3074307 3074308 3075772

3075838 3076018 3076660 3076841 3076948

3077342 3077431 3077510 3077556 3077557

3078345 3078462 3078656 3078976 3079254

3079567 3079569 3079570 3079571 3079573

3079574 3079575 3079576 3079577 3079579

3079879 3080234 3080299 3080907 3081130

3081271 3081274 3081386 3081602 3082473

3082802 3082903 3083120 3083847 3084814

3084815 3085378 3085408 3085643 3085797

3085798 3085975 3086269 3086570 3086727

3087106 3087206 3087334 3088142 3088376

3088537 3088658 3088659 3089031 3089238

3089908 3090044 3090134 3090179 3090277

3090576 3090645 3090651 3090655 3090688
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3090689 3090690 3090703 3090854 3091099

3091102 3091104 3091105 3091461 3091462

3091466 3091800 3091852 3092399 3092535

3092646 3092747 3093141 3093617 3093650

3093745 3094333 3094484 3094534 3095759

3096125 3096127 3096266 3096283 3096285

3096550 3097084 3097266 3097294 3097743

3097751 3097753 3097754 3097999 3098045

3098158 3098187 3098269 3098276 3098685

3098896 3099027 3099169 3099339 3099340

3099414 3100179 3100774 3100777 3100869

3100917 3101095 3101353 3101423 3101712

3101713 3101721 3102314 3102365 3102432

3102464 3102542 3102558 3102641 3102643

3102788 3102843 3102845 3102847 3102848

3103298 3103561 3103817 3104516 3104931

3104938 3104948 3104949 3104952 3105218

3105463 3105577 3105602 3105800 3105834

3105896 3105898 3106080 3106081 3106230

3106232 3106245 3106318 3106339 3107339

3107523 3107819 3107965 3107968 3107969

3108055 3108716 3108759 3108969 3109771

3109776 3109821 3109896 3110066 3110086

3110196 3110222 3110315 3110430 3110601

3110759 3110760 3110762 3110765 3110766

3110788 3110832 3110833 3110847 3111636

3111704 3111920 3112032 3112302 3112400

3112435 3112436 3112448 3112449 3112456

3112458 3112459 3112460 3112465 3112852

3112872 3112926 3113014 3113104 3113106

3113213 3113215 3113218 3113234 3113266

3113308 3113344 3113361 3113371 3113379

3113716 3113963 3113977 3113997 3114040

3114280 3114320 3114395 3114397 3114420

3114430 3114531 3114734 3114756 3114844

3115339 3115340 3115385 3115401 3115424
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3115916 3115918 3116058 3116064 3116067

3116338 3116342 3116343 3116390 3116679

3116682 3116690 3116739 3116817 3116872

3116873 3116874 3117226 3117229 3117230

3117253 3117264 3117266 3117273 3117332

3117333 3117334 3117388 3117393 3117563

3117599 3117600 3117603 3117606 3117611

3117612 3117613 3117678 3117682 3117713

3117716 3117723 3117961 3118314 3118316

3118326 3118584 3118667 3118669 3118671

3118673 3118680 3118689 3118726 3118742

3118770 3118827 3118844 3118877 3118878

3119472 3119476 3119485 3119546 3119706

3119889 3119943 3119958 3119977 3120204

3120255 3120272 3120273 3120472 3120649

3120650 3120652 3121135 3121136 3121149

3121322 3122275 3122342 3122349 3122362

3122421 3122434 3122437 3122463 3122664

3122890 3122899 3122903 3122905 3122906

3122908 3122975 3122985 3123270 3123279

3123646 3123653 3123656 3123659 3123740

3123743 3123755 3124011 3124140 3124215

3124218 3124572 3124705 3124707 3124793

3124842 3124844 3125184 3125210 3125213

3125307 3125333 3125405 3125421 3125427

3125429 3125430 3125471 3125983 3126023

3126026 3126037 3126125 3126126 3126225

3126354 3126355 3126358 3126402 3126403

3126464 3126465 3126466 3126759 3126770

3126780 3126781 3126782 3127036 3127046

3127105 3127477 3127479 3127480 3127505

3127669 3127674 3127676 3127678 3127680

3127690 3127910 3127960 3128089 3128094

3128104 3128105 3128138 3129140 3129538

3129540 3129556 3129558 3129579 3129580

3129581 3129582 3129583 3129584 3129585
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3129592 3129748 3129969 3129996 3130466

3130831 3131154 3131215 3131270 3131363

3131456 3131474 3131490 3131497 3131498

3131500 3131502 3131507 3131508 3131683

3131691 3131735 3131809 3131810 3131812

3131816 3131855 3131856 3131861 3132494

3132539 3132671 3132679 3133112 3133115

3133118 3133125 3133253 3133256 3133751

3134107 3134394 3134395 3134396 3134398

3134399 3134511 3135474 3135547 3135686

3137308 3137309 3137312 3137515 3137688

3137925 3138080 3138243 3138391 3138392

3138394 3138817 3139091 3139234 3139244

3139245 3139298 3139300 3139344 3139367

3139373 3139375 3139404 3139424 3139425

3139434 3139435 3139465 3139468 3139675

3139809 3139914 3139915 3139919 3139923

3139927 3140202 3140205 3140207 3140209

3140230 3140568 3141089 3141090 3141091

3141452 3141821 3141856 3141862 3142628

3142762 3142795 3142882 3142898 3142909

3143032 3143036 3143057 3143104 3143167

3143241 3143262 3143263 3143282 3143414

3143418 3143764 3143829 3144025 3144400

3144434 3144779 3144789 3144901 3144904

3144924 3145004 3145115 3145119 3145177

3145242 3145335 3145394 3145408 3145415

3145419 3145443 3145493 3145915 3145916

3145917 3146885 3147404 3147855 3148014

3148017 3148025 3148165 3148166 3148169

3148170 3148173 3148268 3148387 3148614

3149133 3149140 3149164 3149184 3149185

3149401 3149509 3149514 3149658 3149750

3149753 3149765 3149772 3149806 3149823

3150074 3150077 3150101 3150105 3150109

3150112 3150117 3150313 3150323 3150342
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3150358 3150376 3150377 3150378 3150732

3151037 3151054 3151059 3151172 3151704

3151708 3151709 3151734 3152214 3153018

3153253 3153264 3153372 3153373 3153381

3153717 3153730 3154057 3154062 3154065

3154201 3154206 3154215 3154222 3155573

3155667 3155694 3155695 3155696 3156043

3156194 3156526 3156527 3156602 3156605

3156613 3156621 3156623 3156782 3156986

3156988 3156992 3157784 3158065 3158066

3158067 3158068 3158242 3158249 3158250

3158251 3158252 3158256 3158264 3158432

3158433 3158434 3158435 3158605 3159469

3159499 3159787 3159858 3159859 3159888

3159889 3159917 3160236 3160367 3160900

3160922 3160923 3160924 3160927 3160996

3161032 3161048 3161101 3161102 3161116

3161169 3161170 3161306 3161308 3161309

3161341 3161345 3161346 3161406 3161435

3161444 3162271 3162272 3162273 3162278

3162281 3162553 3162624 3162768 3162776

3162942 3162947 3163584 3163643 3163712

3164220 3164756 3164757 3164832 3164905

3164907 3165009 3165011 3165013 3165035

3165036 3165101 3165156 3165157 3165178

3165645 3165717 3165744 3166159 3166160

3166520 3166582 3166688 3166700 3166701

3166703 3166704 3166706 3166861 3166934

3167021 3167079 3167097 3167098 3167099

3167101 3167389 3167953 3168416 3168691

3168900 3168909 3169643 3169706 3169744

3170016 3170142 3170198 3170443 3170494

3170679 3170754 3171074 3171117 3171119

3171163 3171609 3171701 3171710 3171713

3171889 3171925 3172035 3172044 3172054

3172063 3172138 3172139 3172237 3172502
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3172637 3172645 3173054 3173055 3173057

3173409 3173410 3173549 3173550 3173701

3173999 3174033 3174175 3174177 3174178

3174183 3174192 3174195 3174197 3174207

3174208 3174226 3174577 3174766 3174767

3174896 3174951 3174954 3174986 3175033

3175069 3175613 3175614 3175632 3175957

3176269 3176270 3176497 3176498 3176501

3176502 3176627 3176718 3177089 3177157

3177294 3177598 3177611 3177651 3177652

3177653 3177758 3177822 3177826 3177828

3177829 3177960 3178152 3178259 3178260

3178262 3178313 3178314 3178415 3178416

3178417 3178449 3178453 3178469 3178483

3178484 3178485 3178526 3179254 3179264

3179438 3179444 3179448 3179457 3179537

3179558 3179680 3180005 3180347 3180382

3180464 3180593 3180596 3180597 3180598

3180607 3180625 3180778 3181323 3181648

3182181 3182824 3183029 3183030 3183137

3183152 3183197 3183321 3183487 3183498

3183581 3183612 3183614 3183615 3183658

3184337 3184589 3184590 3184594 3184595

3184596 3184599 3185028 3185029 3185031

3185036 3185037 3185394 3185696 3185700

3185703 3185706 3185707 3185708 3185715

3185720 3185725 3185728 3185740 3186118

3186121 3186260 3186631 3186706 3186910

3186914 3187374 3187375 3187376 3187377

3187456 3187556 3187950 3188036 3188037

3188751 3188756 3188822 3188828 3188829

3189215 3189248 3189265 3189266 3189267

3189268 3189269 3189270 3189294 3189487

3189577 3189582 3189584 3189585 3189948

3190098 3190149 3190238 3190239 3190920

3191335 3191337 3191338 3191343 3191352
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3191363 3191439 3191444 3191445 3191447

3191467 3191519 3192320 3192385 3192397

3192404 3192490 3192497 3192498 3192503

3192504 3192972 3193092 3193095 3193276

3193277 3193555 3194202 3194493 3194495

3194522 3194550 3194556 3194558 3194743

3195160 3195161 3195162 3195163 3195165

3195166 3195167 3195168 3195177 3195184

3195187 3195191 3195217 3195218 3195748

3195852 3195912 3195913 3195917 3196036

3196897 3197030 3197033 3197034 3197039

3197048 3197227 3197287 3197446 3197447

3197453 3197731 3198202 3198274 3198304

3198562 3198608 3198651 3198987 3199605

3199609 3199618 3199626 3199627 3199628

3199633 3199655 3199821 3199823 3200155

3200174 3200205 3200557 3218634 3218645

3220629 3223119 3230558 3233560 3234930

3235224 3235242 3236304 3239930 3245781

3251710 3257044 3257576 3258350 3263169

3275861 3278596 3283716 3283816 3287927

3288497 3290244 3290246 3290436 3297056

3299614 3299619 3300367 3302775 3303358

3303370 3303602 3305447 3305535 3306646

3306649 3306655 3306657 3306660 3307559

3308120 3308518 3308522 3308523 3308934

3310213 3313685 3313686 3313687 3314607

3314611 3314613 3316537 3319447 3319720

3321144 3324606 3327649 3327909 3328222

3328752 3328754 3329286 3332588 3336004

3336560 3337582 3339031 3341971 3342842

3343427 3343875 3350126 3350352 3350354

3361371 3366765 3368320 3371142 3371894

3372775 3378363 3381941 3381943 3382597

3383345 3388184 3393330 3393537 3394848

3395002 3396542 3397245 3397908 3400912
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3403936 3403937 3405248 3409053 3412521

3418019 3419586 3419798 3420146 3421748

3422054 3423596 3433780 3437397 3439456

3440636 3442064 3443024 3444124 3448217

3449741 3449798 3449880 3450055 3450710

3452192 3453889 3454499 3454871 3457471

3460023 3460493 3461813 3462023 3462357

3464083 3465415 3465548 3465726 3466997

3467132 3467711 3470383 3471553 3472143

3473295 3474277 3474941 3474945 3477557

3477559 3477774 3478559 3479448 3479542

3479629 3480103 3481369 3481555 3481871

3482297 3482298 3482299 3482318 3482368

3482369 3482370 3482551 3483831 3484211

3485542 3485759 3486729 3486932 3487726

3488023 3488027 3488028 3488706 3488847

3489529 3490090 3490141 3490241 3490493

3490653 3490662 3492102 3492104 3492109

3492110 3492391 3493541 3494131 3494530

3494703 3494714 3494841 3495328 3495532

3495533 3497071 3497879 3498173 3498818

3499441 3499443 3499446 3499447 3499449

3499450 3499451 3499452 3499454 3499455

3499456 3499459 3499462 3499931 3500688

3501038 3501470 3501586 3501749 3502208

3502210 3502214 3502308 3502309 3502311

3502314 3502502 3502680 3502686 3502694

3502916 3502919 3502983 3503473 3503672

3503951 3505949 3505952 3505956 3506740

3506741 3506747 3506748 3506815 3506816

3507604 3507729 3507730 3508133 3508456

3508567 3509525 3509693 3509701 3509703

3509708 3509709 3509711 3509715 3509717

3509719 3509723 3509724 3510598 3511523

3511824 3511826 3511828 3512356 3512422

3512602 3512748 3512794 3512796 3513828
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3513829 3513832 3513834 3514459 3514597

3514822 3514829 3514831 3514834 3514913

3515586 3515587 3515719 3515720 3516049

3516234 3516235 3516380 3516381 3516382

3516387 3516394 3516404 3516405 3516653

3516721 3516817 3517178 3517179 3517470

3517471 3517576 3517618 3517885 3517989

3519024 3519027 3519141 3519174 3520236

3520352 3520711 3520860 3521080 3521081

3521644 3521657 3521661 3521662 3521664

3521689 3521691 3522193 3522980 3522981

3523491 3523779 3523781 3524083 3524768

3524769 3524833 3525287 3525634 3525668

3525754 3525764 3526219 3526220 3526368

3526369 3526374 3526409 3526582 3527182

3527238 3528534 3528539 3528541 3528733

3528819 3529144 3529223 3529226 3529357

3529358 3529372 3529375 3529377 3529398

3529399 3529403 3530001 3530081 3530977

3531031 3531149 3531150 3531598 3531599

3531750 3532307 3532485 3532530 3532690

3532764 3532766 3532797 3532812 3533363

3533364 3533483 3533515 3533517 3533647

3534579 3534655 3534656 3534659 3534661

3535083 3535194 3535525 3535676 3535677

3536698 3536699 3536894 3536962 3536963

3537435 3537850 3537897 3538142 3538143

3540089 3540488 3540776 3541405 3541512

3542267 3542268 3542482 3542484 3542489

3542491 3542720 3543105 3543328 3543470

3543471 3543474 3543475 3543477 3543478

3543483 3543910 3543911 3544365 3544937

3545899 3546387 3546861 3546862 3546863

3546865 3546866 3546867 3547516 3547519

3548172 3548173 3548303 3549259 3549839

3549840 3550138 3550139 3550141 3550183
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3551704 3551705 3551706 3551766 3551844

3552475 3552655 3552659 3552661 3552667

3552747 3553188 3553240 3553283 3553285

3556361 3556364 3556630 3557099 3557101

3557627 3557720 3557721 3558141 3558517

3558518 3558521 3558523 3558524 3559032

3559228 3559300 3559512 3559513 3560193

3560195 3560197 3560329 3560389 3560478

3560636 3561549 3562081 3563211 3564602

3565692 3566311 3566313 3568428 3568771

3569477 3569651 3570168 3571154 3572309

3572311 3572884 3577099 3586149 3586150

3589650 3598389 3599309 3599315 3600642

3604004 3608178 3608710 3615714 3619041

3620621 3621153 3621159 3633608 3638976

3639866 3639867 3644353 3647532 3653816

3655876 3668599 3674576 3681304 3682545

3683182 3683369 3684526 3684527 3684528

3684532 3684538 3684541 3684542 3684544

3689528 3693474 3693477 3693553 3694450

3695579 3695580 3695581 3695806 3696269

3696351 3696353 3696355 3696474 3696475

3696481 3696547 3696668 3696791 3697494

3697507 3697615 3697616 3697653 3697961

3698093 3698094 3698227 3698229 3698284

3698368 3698372 3698375 3698376 3698604

3699203 3699318 3699592 3699707 3700176

3700187 3700820 3701287 3701348 3701480

3701481 3701896 3702085 3702250 3702457

3702754 3703112 3703121 3703899 3703948

3704180 3704181 3704186 3704188 3704366

3704367 3704910 3704911 3705372 3706205

3706207 3706209 3706729 3706950 3707254

3707334 3707536 3707692 3708351 3708788

3708843 3709062 3709156 3709157 3709158

3709160 3709233 3709903 3709904 3709905
 
 

8281



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

3710183 3710268 3710334 3710335 3710366

3710472 3710541 3710668 3710836 3711074

3711858 3711859 3711978 3712148 3712224

3713069 3713325 3713332 3713630 3713841

3713872 3713875 3713889 3714158 3714202

3714334 3714375 3714378 3715375 3715898

3716019 3716167 3716354 3716355 3716356

3716401 3716495 3717016 3717233 3717847

3717853 3718188 3718226 3718675 3718684

3718913 3718927 3718928 3719511 3719611

3719759 3719937 3719975 3720300 3720346

3720472 3720477 3720482 3720925 3721245

3721354 3721998 3722001 3722734 3722848

3722850 3722975 3723430 3723477 3723799

3723800 3723883 3724572 3724576 3724583

3724780 3724870 3724902 3725051 3725212

3726054 3726061 3726285 3726400 3726654

3726657 3726661 3727440 3727620 3727835

3728668 3728672 3728815 3728826 3728829

3728855 3728856 3728911 3728950 3729103

3729167 3729168 3729251 3729795 3729798

3729873 3730811 3730820 3730822 3731081

3731417 3731555 3731783 3732159 3732241

3732242 3732460 3732469 3732470 3733118

3733121 3733122 3733127 3733134 3733146

3733257 3733322 3733554 3733966 3734246

3734248 3734740 3734785 3734874 3734966

3735017 3735030 3735031 3735033 3735600

3735715 3735719 3736048 3736303 3736407

3736825 3737000 3737541 3738826 3739163

3739217 3739704 3739794 3739864 3739939

3740011 3740225 3740241 3740756 3740757

3740759 3740863 3741308 3741412 3741654

3741842 3741858 3741860 3741862 3741864

3741865 3741866 3741867 3741965 3742059

3742064 3742537 3742662 3742711 3742743
 
 

 

8282



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

3742852 3742984 3743809 3743996 3744223

3744226 3744430 3744633 3744913 3744973

3745067 3745072 3745122 3745123 3745124

3745129 3745725 3745727 3745737 3745740

3745747 3746243 3746245 3746433 3747738

3748034 3748040 3748786 3748789 3749238

3749324 3749532 3749534 3749542 3749581

3749594 3749970 3749971 3750084 3750087

3750088 3750090 3750091 3750092 3750195

3750843 3750907 3750908 3751456 3751457

3751459 3751631 3751770 3752319 3752323

3752325 3752357 3752914 3753873 3753967

3754147 3754897 3754921 3755075 3755252

3755294 3755325 3755848 3755914 3755930

3757400 3757703 3758154 3759009 3759447

3760330 3760419 3760508 3760533 3760660

3761134 3761135 3761136 3761379 3761391

3761873 3762137 3762325 3762535 3762558

3762631 3762636 3763413 3763859 3763862

3763865 3763947 3763952 3764186 3764465

3764470 3764848 3764874 3765904 3765906

3765974 3765986 3766095 3766096 3766525

3766737 3767248 3767345 3767436 3767744

3767789 3767792 3767850 3767854 3767915

3768267 3768315 3768344 3768381 3768382

3768542 3768661 3768684 3768710 3768711

3768712 3768723 3768728 3768738 3768819

3768896 3769293 3769383 3769384 3769394

3769861 3770055 3770688 3770973 3771646

3771651 3771746 3772351 3772534 3772923

3773246 3773384 3773387 3774119 3774121

3774535 3775179 3775195 3775265 3775271

3775373 3775381 3775440 3775631 3775703

3775743 3775948 3776762 3776945 3776946

3776948 3777279 3777376 3777378 3777490

3777492 3777493 3777496 3777498 3778197
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

3778335 3779134 3779139 3779144 3779178

3779276 3779277 3779498 3779499 3779500

3779553 3779873 3780038 3780751 3781128

3781517 3781891 3782239 3782326 3782493

3782630 3782633 3782634 3782939 3783344

3783400 3783631 3783763 3784918 3785187

3785310 3785934 3785937 3785944 3786306

3786410 3786418 3786442 3786452 3786529

3786553 3786623 3786627 3786939 3787547

3788282 3788450 3788660 3788688 3789206

3789325 3789349 3789450 3789652 3789830

3789856 3790400 3790508 3790509 3790626

3790658 3790661 3790670 3791242 3791326

3791328 3791814 3792044 3792377 3792977

3793586 3794174 3795011 3795014 3795184

3795236 3795242 3795243 3795302 3795328

3795331 3795585 3796109 3796330 3797687

3797898 3798308 3798349 3798354 3798632

3799191 3799192 3799193 3799219 3799222

3799319 3799334 3799704 3799816 3799817

3799819 3800052 3800053 3800228 3800267

3800640 3800927 3800977 3802752 3802950

3804889 3805467 3805563 3805647 3805651

3805653 3805655 3806358 3806964 3807242

3808070 3808495 3808660 3809605 3810608

3811713 3812297 3812305 3813365 3813757

3814285 3815342 3815368 3816514 3818039

3818043 3818135 3818311 3818505 3818534

3818538 3818539 3818654 3818655 3819878

3820895 3820897 3820969 3821344 3821349

3821862 3824368 3854132 3912450 3922390

3977968 3984867 3984868 3985060 3991529

4008948 4019907 4029869 4034533 4037272

4037956 4045057 4048727 4052813 4054550

4054558 4056102 4056106 4056561 4059171

4062210 4066089 4069025 4072903 4072936
 
 

8284



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4072943 4072944 4081621 4083204 4083295

4085382 4086442 4087098 4087190 4087281

4087309 4088703 4089674 4091564 4092705

4093621 4093993 4094208 4096038 4096575

4097051 4097428 4098650 4100202 4101217

4101928 4102089 4102093 4102387 4102535

4102536 4102539 4102540 4103494 4103556

4104320 4104753 4105433 4105633 4108655

4108748 4109135 4109799 4109842 4110012

4110996 4111863 4111864 4114102 4114429

4115195 4115372 4115616 4115617 4116343

4116345 4116404 4116637 4116685 4117044

4117351 4117718 4118430 4118669 4118998

4119479 4119507 4119622 4120970 4121195

4121504 4121656 4121742 4121846 4121875

4121890 4121893 4121895 4121896 4121901

4121904 4121908 4122093 4122215 4122227

4122433 4123541 4123699 4123889 4124126

4125060 4125356 4125357 4125423 4125611

4125613 4125768 4126212 4126460 4126529

4126553 4126563 4126900 4127003 4127109

4127124 4127267 4127405 4127462 4127464

4127468 4127635 4127637 4128302 4128303

4128370 4128371 4128372 4128525 4128698

4128782 4128994 4129173 4129181 4129194

4129195 4129196 4129198 4129227 4129315

4129568 4129691 4129697 4129735 4129757

4129899 4129954 4129979 4130046 4130054

4130076 4130132 4130139 4130152 4130207

4130218 4130314 4130329 4130429 4130434

4130439 4130477 4130486 4130522 4130585

4130586 4130590 4130591 4130592 4130595

4130596 4130597 4130598 4130606 4130613

4130661 4130662 4130663 4130664 4130665

4130666 4130668 4130677 4130679 4130682

4130687 4130688 4130694 4130762 4130763
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4130764 4130766 4130767 4130768 4130779

4130791 4130825 4130843 4130850 4130861

4130873 4130887 4130944 4130946 4130949

4131030 4131087 4131099 4131112 4131115

4131116 4131134 4131153 4131154 4131171

4131173 4131174 4131206 4131208 4131209

4131210 4131220 4131222 4131224 4131225

4131226 4131235 4131245 4131282 4131283

4131285 4131323 4131324 4131346 4131356

4131417 4131483 4131514 4131516 4131517

4131553 4131585 4131597 4131600 4131603

4131638 4131639 4131656 4131667 4131679

4131695 4131696 4131732 4131737 4131738

4131752 4131753 4131756 4131757 4131758

4131759 4131767 4131770 4131786 4131787

4131793 4131794 4131814 4131815 4131836

4131839 4131840 4131841 4131843 4131880

4131901 4131922 4131970 4131975 4132020

4132031 4132043 4132045 4132068 4132078

4132088 4132100 4132107 4132251 4132253

4132254 4132261 4132262 4132272 4132352

4132354 4132367 4132369 4132456 4132496

4132498 4132505 4132539 4132548 4132549

4132558 4132573 4132575 4132592 4132595

4132612 4132615 4132628 4132632 4132670

4132710 4132714 4132715 4132724 4132732

4132775 4132776 4132779 4132782 4132787

4132800 4132839 4132840 4132871 4132872

4132877 4132879 4132880 4132883 4132890

4132891 4132896 4132897 4132899 4132903

4132904 4132919 4132929 4132950 4132959

4132971 4132973 4132975 4132980 4133000

4133001 4133011 4133028 4133071 4133083

4133100 4133108 4133175 4133185 4133188

4133189 4133199 4133200 4133202 4133203

4133208 4133209 4133213 4133214 4133216
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4133217 4133246 4133248 4133250 4133251

4133258 4133261 4133262 4133263 4133273

4133276 4133283 4133293 4133301 4133323

4133328 4133330 4133331 4133336 4133337

4133339 4133373 4133395 4133399 4133403

4133407 4133408 4133409 4133419 4133440

4133448 4133468 4133477 4133481 4133504

4133505 4133508 4133511 4133519 4133521

4133528 4133545 4133551 4133552 4133554

4133558 4133589 4133600 4133607 4133634

4133750 4133756 4133762 4133763 4133764

4133765 4133766 4133767 4133822 4133832

4133833 4133835 4133837 4133838 4133839

4133905 4133928 4133934 4133936 4133937

4133943 4133945 4133947 4133949 4133950

4133951 4133963 4133964 4133965 4133968

4133985 4133988 4133989 4133991 4133992

4133993 4133994 4133999 4134009 4134011

4134029 4134040 4134043 4134044 4134046

4134047 4134049 4134050 4134051 4134054

4134056 4134059 4134060 4134079 4134081

4134082 4134084 4134165 4134184 4134201

4134207 4134303 4134324 4134363 4134411

4134412 4134413 4134418 4134483 4134486

4134488 4134495 4134496 4134498 4134499

4134525 4134529 4134530 4134532 4134537

4134539 4134548 4134551 4134575 4134578

4134579 4134585 4134587 4134588 4134592

4134593 4134594 4134596 4134607 4134613

4134620 4134622 4134672 4134676 4134678

4134679 4134681 4134687 4134691 4134692

4134711 4134712 4134713 4134714 4134718

4134731 4134748 4134749 4134784 4134787

4134799 4134802 4134807 4134809 4134811

4134813 4134857 4134866 4134872 4134877

4134879 4134882 4134884 4134888 4134889
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4134891 4134893 4134895 4134896 4134903

4134907 4134908 4134910 4134979 4135005

4135008 4135010 4135016 4135018 4135027

4135029 4135032 4135033 4135039 4135040

4135041 4135046 4135049 4135051 4135052

4135053 4135054 4135060 4135063 4135072

4135075 4135090 4135092 4135104 4135112

4135125 4135127 4135134 4135141 4135149

4135151 4135153 4135155 4135162 4135163

4135165 4135167 4135169 4135174 4135175

4135179 4135185 4135191 4135192 4135195

4135200 4135204 4135211 4135214 4135215

4135217 4135219 4135223 4135236 4135239

4135244 4135245 4135258 4135262 4135264

4135277 4135283 4135285 4135287 4135291

4135293 4135296 4135297 4135303 4135346

4135348 4135358 4135362 4135364 4135373

4135377 4135379 4135380 4135383 4135384

4135389 4135391 4135394 4135395 4135409

4135411 4135412 4135413 4135414 4135419

4135422 4135442 4135452 4135456 4135458

4135482 4135483 4135499 4135502 4135503

4135504 4135519 4135528 4135529 4135530

4135531 4135533 4135537 4135538 4135541

4135547 4135558 4135570 4135574 4135586

4135591 4135599 4135613 4135614 4135615

4135627 4135631 4135647 4135655 4135659

4135675 4135676 4135680 4135690 4135695

4135706 4135708 4135709 4135710 4135711

4135714 4135722 4135730 4135740 4135741

4135762 4135764 4135775 4135776 4135778

4135779 4135780 4135781 4135793 4135794

4135812 4135814 4135816 4135818 4135857

4135885 4135889 4135898 4135911 4135914

4135916 4135930 4135941 4135944 4135946

4135952 4135954 4135970 4135973 4135998
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4136003 4136017 4136018 4136030 4136036

4136038 4136071 4136075 4136078 4136092

4136096 4136116 4136117 4136120 4136128

4136145 4136152 4136154 4136167 4136178

4136192 4136199 4136201 4136219 4136221

4136223 4136237 4136238 4136239 4136252

4136255 4136260 4136262 4136264 4136268

4136271 4136276 4136283 4136293 4136307

4136308 4136318 4136322 4136335 4136340

4136351 4136352 4136369 4136379 4136391

4136393 4136394 4136396 4136397 4136415

4136444 4136454 4136462 4136464 4136480

4136483 4136484 4136485 4136487 4136488

4136489 4136490 4136497 4136499 4136525

4136526 4136535 4136540 4136541 4136544

4136545 4136548 4136549 4136551 4136552

4136572 4136583 4136592 4136603 4136610

4136611 4136613 4136626 4136627 4136654

4136656 4136657 4136662 4136671 4136672

4136675 4136686 4136694 4136702 4136720

4136722 4136723 4136725 4136735 4136738

4136740 4136742 4136743 4136744 4136746

4136747 4136749 4136750 4136777 4136790

4136793 4136795 4136820 4136821 4136826

4136827 4136844 4136847 4136850 4136853

4136854 4136866 4136868 4136887 4136888

4136894 4136899 4136901 4136933 4136935

4136936 4136937 4136939 4136940 4136966

4136967 4136980 4136981 4136982 4136990

4136998 4137000 4137007 4137008 4137009

4137012 4137042 4137044 4137049 4137050

4137051 4137059 4137061 4137062 4137063

4137068 4137069 4137070 4137087 4137095

4137097 4137098 4137102 4137103 4137104

4137109 4137110 4137128 4137139 4137140

4137141 4137142 4137144 4137148 4137150
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4137151 4137153 4137154 4137156 4137159

4137160 4137164 4137167 4137169 4137172

4137188 4137196 4137210 4137214 4137218

4137219 4137221 4137229 4137235 4137248

4137251 4137262 4137265 4137273 4137274

4137280 4137281 4137313 4137326 4137328

4137332 4137336 4137355 4137356 4137358

4137359 4137367 4137368 4137381 4137389

4137390 4137392 4137393 4137394 4137402

4137403 4137409 4137410 4137411 4137412

4137413 4137414 4137416 4137418 4137422

4137441 4137442 4137443 4137452 4137454

4137457 4137461 4137463 4137466 4137467

4137469 4137471 4137472 4137474 4137481

4137482 4137484 4137487 4137489 4137491

4137494 4137495 4137498 4137505 4137506

4137514 4137531 4137534 4137535 4137550

4137578 4137580 4137582 4137583 4137605

4137607 4137610 4137619 4137621 4137622

4137629 4137638 4137645 4137648 4137655

4137672 4137673 4137674 4137685 4137693

4137725 4137733 4137736 4137742 4137744

4137745 4137746 4137747 4137772 4137773

4137776 4137777 4137778 4137781 4137782

4137784 4137786 4137790 4137791 4137792

4137793 4137794 4137795 4137796 4137797

4137798 4137799 4137800 4137802 4137809

4137810 4137814 4137815 4137816 4137817

4137818 4137821 4137824 4137834 4137835

4137836 4137837 4137844 4137845 4137850

4137852 4137856 4137861 4137862 4137863

4137864 4137865 4137866 4137867 4137876

4137877 4137879 4137880 4137881 4137882

4137883 4137885 4137896 4137901 4137910

4137911 4137925 4137926 4137942 4137945

4137949 4137950 4137952 4137959 4137963
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4137973 4137977 4137978 4137979 4137980

4137982 4137985 4137986 4137987 4138018

4138021 4138022 4138023 4138024 4138031

4138039 4138042 4138043 4138045 4138047

4138049 4138051 4138052 4138053 4138054

4138064 4138075 4138077 4138079 4138088

4138090 4138099 4138115 4138121 4138122

4138126 4138127 4138128 4138130 4138135

4138138 4138157 4138158 4138159 4138161

4138167 4138168 4138194 4138195 4138203

4138211 4138212 4138217 4138220 4138231

4138245 4138251 4138256 4138257 4138273

4138276 4138278 4138280 4138291 4138293

4138302 4138304 4138306 4138321 4138323

4138324 4138327 4138330 4138339 4138361

4138370 4138376 4138379 4138387 4138401

4138404 4138405 4138406 4138407 4138408

4138418 4138427 4138432 4138433 4138434

4138438 4138440 4138441 4138445 4138446

4138447 4138449 4138452 4138453 4138454

4138455 4138457 4138459 4138460 4138461

4138462 4138464 4138465 4138466 4138467

4138469 4138470 4138475 4138476 4138486

4138497 4138507 4138514 4138517 4138518

4138533 4138535 4138557 4138573 4138574

4138575 4138576 4138580 4138581 4138583

4138589 4138599 4138605 4138614 4138623

4138628 4138629 4138637 4138638 4138639

4138643 4138647 4138652 4138656 4138658

4138659 4138660 4138661 4138662 4138664

4138666 4138670 4138672 4138674 4138683

4138684 4138686 4138689 4138690 4138699

4138706 4138707 4138710 4138716 4138720

4138726 4138729 4138732 4138735 4138738

4138740 4138745 4138757 4138769 4138771

4138772 4138773 4138776 4138780 4138808
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4138809 4138818 4138824 4138834 4138839

4138841 4138844 4138847 4138848 4138869

4138875 4138879 4138882 4138883 4138887

4138891 4138895 4138905 4138906 4138907

4138908 4138914 4138915 4138925 4138929

4138931 4138932 4138949 4138956 4138957

4138958 4138974 4138987 4138999 4139005

4139010 4139021 4139025 4139032 4139035

4139036 4139044 4139050 4139053 4139054

4139057 4139059 4139064 4139069 4139070

4139071 4139074 4139075 4139076 4139079

4139080 4139083 4139085 4139086 4139087

4139091 4139096 4139104 4139105 4139106

4139130 4139137 4139138 4139139 4139140

4139141 4139146 4139147 4139149 4139154

4139155 4139156 4139158 4139159 4139160

4139161 4139162 4139165 4139170 4139171

4139177 4139185 4139191 4139192 4139193

4139194 4139195 4139202 4139203 4139204

4139220 4139226 4139227 4139231 4139234

4139236 4139238 4139239 4139243 4139246

4139258 4139261 4139264 4139276 4139277

4139279 4139285 4139290 4139300 4139313

4139315 4139316 4139319 4139320 4139321

4139322 4139323 4139329 4139333 4139334

4139335 4139336 4139337 4139339 4139343

4139345 4139346 4139347 4139352 4139357

4139358 4139360 4139362 4139363 4139390

4139394 4139397 4139409 4139431 4139441

4139450 4139457 4139463 4139471 4139472

4139484 4139498 4139501 4139503 4139521

4139523 4139524 4139525 4139526 4139529

4139533 4139537 4139544 4139545 4139547

4139553 4139573 4139576 4139577 4139581

4139584 4139588 4139591 4139597 4139598

4139604 4139605 4139606 4139607 4139615
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4139616 4139617 4139619 4139620 4139622

4139625 4139631 4139633 4139635 4139639

4139649 4139667 4139679 4139690 4139694

4139702 4139703 4139704 4139706 4139707

4139730 4139733 4139742 4139743 4139765

4139766 4139767 4139768 4139769 4139770

4139772 4139774 4139777 4139779 4139781

4139782 4139783 4139787 4139788 4139794

4139799 4139804 4139813 4139814 4139815

4139822 4139823 4139825 4139828 4139829

4139835 4139837 4139847 4139849 4139850

4139853 4139855 4139860 4139862 4139911

4139912 4139916 4139918 4139920 4139923

4139925 4139926 4139929 4139930 4139931

4139932 4139934 4139936 4139940 4139957

4139959 4139968 4139970 4139971 4139987

4139988 4139991 4139993 4139996 4139997

4140001 4140007 4140019 4140020 4140021

4140024 4140028 4140050 4140054 4140065

4140068 4140081 4140082 4140085 4140096

4140103 4140105 4140106 4140108 4140118

4140120 4140126 4140127 4140135 4140142

4140154 4140198 4140199 4140204 4140219

4140229 4140232 4140233 4140244 4140249

4140250 4140251 4140254 4140258 4140260

4140268 4140270 4140273 4140274 4140282

4140286 4140291 4140295 4140296 4140299

4140310 4140315 4140316 4140321 4140330

4140339 4140340 4140363 4140364 4140397

4140402 4140403 4140408 4140410 4140415

4140416 4140421 4140423 4140424 4140427

4140428 4140429 4140430 4140435 4140461

4140466 4140476 4140484 4140491 4140492

4140505 4140507 4140514 4140520 4140526

4140542 4140544 4140545 4140549 4140554

4140569 4140580 4140583 4140584 4140589
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4140595 4140596 4140597 4140598 4140608

4140614 4140622 4140629 4140631 4140632

4140639 4140645 4140647 4140654 4140655

4140656 4140657 4140661 4140669 4140670

4140671 4140672 4140673 4140674 4140675

4140676 4140677 4140687 4140690 4140691

4140692 4140703 4140713 4140719 4140725

4140727 4140728 4140729 4140731 4140736

4140765 4140767 4140771 4140792 4140802

4140804 4140805 4140808 4140812 4140813

4140821 4140824 4140827 4140834 4140855

4140856 4140870 4140878 4140879 4140884

4140917 4140944 4140954 4140959 4140961

4140977 4140978 4140984 4140993 4141003

4141014 4141015 4141016 4141017 4141018

4141021 4141025 4141027 4141028 4141055

4141067 4141072 4141085 4141087 4141088

4141089 4141090 4141094 4141098 4141100

4141102 4141104 4141110 4141112 4141114

4141118 4141119 4141120 4141123 4141136

4141160 4141189 4141192 4141196 4141198

4141199 4141201 4141203 4141204 4141217

4141251 4141264 4141269 4141271 4141278

4141279 4141283 4141284 4141286 4141287

4141288 4141289 4141294 4141296 4141297

4141302 4141305 4141320 4141330 4141340

4141361 4141362 4141373 4141374 4141375

4141376 4141377 4141378 4141388 4141389

4141390 4141391 4141392 4141393 4141394

4141396 4141397 4141405 4141407 4141408

4141411 4141415 4141416 4141418 4141426

4141446 4141447 4141448 4141449 4141463

4141467 4141471 4141482 4141484 4141486

4141518 4141529 4141532 4141536 4141537

4141541 4141542 4141543 4141556 4141559

4141561 4141563 4141564 4141577 4141580
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4141594 4141603 4141605 4141608 4141609

4141610 4141614 4141615 4141616 4141617

4141618 4141620 4141621 4141622 4141713

4141725 4141726 4141727 4141734 4141737

4141738 4141749 4141751 4141755 4141771

4141776 4141777 4141779 4141780 4141788

4141806 4141809 4141812 4141814 4141818

4141820 4141821 4141825 4141826 4141827

4141831 4141834 4141848 4141854 4141855

4141856 4141862 4141909 4141912 4141913

4141914 4141921 4141923 4141937 4141939

4141941 4141942 4141943 4141948 4141949

4141983 4141984 4141986 4141987 4141989

4141994 4142005 4142010 4142011 4142015

4142020 4142023 4142026 4142027 4142033

4142042 4142048 4142054 4142062 4142076

4142078 4142082 4142106 4142114 4142115

4142116 4142117 4142121 4142122 4142126

4142127 4142132 4142137 4142138 4142140

4142142 4142168 4142170 4142172 4142174

4142185 4142199 4142200 4142202 4142203

4142205 4142208 4142214 4142255 4142263

4142264 4142265 4142301 4142302 4142303

4142304 4142312 4142314 4142348 4142352

4142354 4142356 4142357 4142360 4142362

4142366 4142370 4142372 4142375 4142378

4142383 4142391 4142394 4142395 4142396

4142397 4142398 4142400 4142403 4142405

4142408 4142432 4142440 4142441 4142447

4142448 4142460 4142465 4142470 4142489

4142544 4142555 4142556 4142557 4142558

4142559 4142562 4142564 4142565 4142595

4142600 4142608 4142624 4142640 4142659

4142660 4142664 4142668 4142672 4142674

4142680 4142683 4142686 4142691 4142696

4142710 4142734 4142735 4142767 4142768
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4142821 4142822 4142823 4142824 4142827

4142828 4142829 4142831 4142833 4142834

4142835 4142836 4142838 4142841 4142851

4142853 4142863 4142865 4142881 4142908

4142909 4142914 4142928 4142930 4142946

4142957 4142961 4142962 4142973 4142987

4142996 4143001 4143002 4143003 4143004

4143009 4143017 4143021 4143023 4143033

4143034 4143053 4143063 4143081 4143087

4143098 4143101 4143105 4143107 4143108

4143109 4143110 4143111 4143112 4143128

4143129 4143141 4143144 4143147 4143148

4143149 4143150 4143151 4143171 4143172

4143185 4143187 4143188 4143193 4143201

4143212 4143213 4143214 4143216 4143218

4143227 4143230 4143231 4143232 4143233

4143234 4143235 4143239 4143244 4143245

4143253 4143255 4143256 4143257 4143258

4143272 4143290 4143291 4143295 4143299

4143300 4143301 4143302 4143306 4143309

4143314 4143323 4143325 4143329 4143338

4143339 4143340 4143391 4143392 4143395

4143397 4143398 4143402 4143418 4143426

4143430 4143432 4143436 4143439 4143441

4143450 4143458 4143461 4143466 4143485

4143488 4143495 4143500 4143507 4143554

4143555 4143558 4143559 4143561 4143581

4143583 4143588 4143589 4143590 4143592

4143595 4143596 4143601 4143602 4143606

4143608 4143635 4143640 4143641 4143648

4143650 4143652 4143654 4143655 4143691

4143692 4143693 4143694 4143697 4143699

4143701 4143705 4143706 4143752 4143760

4143763 4143765 4143766 4143769 4143773

4143777 4143778 4143782 4143783 4143784

4143785 4143789 4143793 4143814 4143824
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4143838 4143841 4143843 4143847 4143853

4143855 4143862 4143864 4143865 4143866

4143871 4143872 4143873 4143874 4143875

4143880 4143885 4143893 4143913 4143950

4143952 4143953 4143954 4143956 4143962

4143963 4143967 4143973 4143978 4143986

4143998 4144017 4144040 4144054 4144055

4144075 4144079 4144082 4144083 4144106

4144107 4144109 4144118 4144119 4144120

4144122 4144128 4144129 4144155 4144211

4144212 4144213 4144231 4144260 4144264

4144266 4144269 4144270 4144272 4144273

4144274 4144275 4144282 4144315 4144316

4144319 4144326 4144330 4144333 4144345

4144346 4144348 4144353 4144356 4144357

4144359 4144360 4144361 4144365 4144403

4144420 4144425 4144442 4144452 4144453

4144458 4144460 4144462 4144464 4144465

4144469 4144473 4144548 4144561 4144576

4144586 4144587 4144589 4144590 4144592

4144594 4144595 4144598 4144599 4144600

4144601 4144602 4144603 4144604 4144605

4144611 4144614 4144626 4144628 4144630

4144631 4144632 4144635 4144636 4144637

4144734 4144740 4144743 4144750 4144751

4144753 4144754 4144760 4144762 4144766

4144767 4144768 4144774 4144775 4144776

4144777 4144778 4144785 4144787 4144789

4144791 4144792 4144794 4144815 4144816

4144831 4144863 4144864 4144865 4144869

4144872 4144877 4144888 4144892 4144894

4144910 4144914 4144916 4144917 4144918

4144924 4144950 4144956 4144963 4144966

4144984 4144986 4144990 4145031 4145032

4145035 4145036 4145039 4145051 4145060

4145062 4145070 4145071 4145072 4145073
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4145074 4145075 4145076 4145098 4145100

4145101 4145103 4145104 4145105 4145107

4145109 4145113 4145132 4145135 4145136

4145137 4145138 4145139 4145141 4145142

4145143 4145144 4145147 4145168 4145170

4145175 4145177 4145186 4145187 4145195

4145196 4145222 4145224 4145225 4145227

4145228 4145230 4145232 4145237 4145241

4145243 4145244 4145246 4145247 4145254

4145255 4145266 4145267 4145268 4145270

4145271 4145272 4145278 4145292 4145293

4145294 4145295 4145296 4145297 4145298

4145299 4145300 4145301 4145302 4145303

4145304 4145305 4145308 4145314 4145316

4145322 4145338 4145339 4145341 4145342

4145348 4145349 4145351 4145357 4145359

4145373 4145376 4145381 4145440 4145448

4145464 4145466 4145478 4145482 4145483

4145500 4145514 4145518 4145519 4145521

4145522 4145523 4145524 4145526 4145531

4145542 4145543 4145612 4145617 4145623

4145629 4145637 4145646 4145651 4145674

4145701 4145702 4145706 4145708 4145725

4145726 4145731 4145732 4145735 4145748

4145762 4145780 4145877 4145879 4145882

4145888 4145889 4145890 4145891 4145893

4145894 4145912 4145913 4145920 4145930

4145933 4145954 4145955 4145957 4145958

4145964 4146007 4146022 4146026 4146027

4146030 4146077 4146079 4146081 4146098

4146099 4146100 4146101 4146102 4146103

4146111 4146132 4146134 4146135 4146138

4146140 4146141 4146142 4146168 4146174

4146190 4146198 4146201 4146203 4146206

4146208 4146211 4146212 4146213 4146215

4146216 4146221 4146224 4146237 4146238
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4146251 4146263 4146264 4146317 4146322

4146323 4146326 4146342 4146346 4146351

4146352 4146353 4146355 4146363 4146369

4146371 4146378 4146389 4146392 4146393

4146396 4146397 4146398 4146399 4146409

4146412 4146413 4146414 4146442 4146445

4146446 4146460 4146477 4146488 4146490

4146492 4146493 4146496 4146498 4146500

4146501 4146502 4146503 4146504 4146505

4146514 4146515 4146522 4146528 4146529

4146531 4146560 4146562 4146571 4146581

4146583 4146584 4146586 4146590 4146591

4146607 4146622 4146626 4146635 4146637

4146638 4146792 4146793 4146797 4146799

4146802 4146861 4146907 4146909 4146911

4146951 4146955 4146956 4146961 4146962

4146964 4146967 4146968 4146971 4147012

4147013 4147015 4147017 4147018 4147020

4147021 4147027 4147111 4147113 4147117

4147118 4147119 4147120 4147121 4147123

4147124 4147125 4147128 4147131 4147132

4147133 4147167 4147177 4147193 4147201

4147209 4147211 4147226 4147249 4147264

4147265 4147269 4147273 4147274 4147291

4147294 4147296 4147300 4147302 4147303

4147304 4147349 4147350 4147351 4147353

4147355 4147359 4147360 4147362 4147365

4147366 4147389 4147390 4147402 4147407

4147409 4147412 4147414 4147416 4147418

4147485 4147489 4147493 4147495 4147500

4147503 4147506 4147535 4147544 4147549

4147550 4147552 4147630 4147651 4147652

4147653 4147654 4147656 4147754 4147758

4147759 4147762 4147767 4147803 4147804

4147806 4147850 4147851 4147852 4147853

4147854 4147861 4147862 4147863 4147864
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4147865 4147866 4147887 4147888 4147896

4147961 4148022 4148028 4148029 4148034

4148041 4148047 4148053 4148085 4148094

4148098 4148102 4148108 4148114 4148115

4148116 4148119 4148125 4148127 4148134

4148193 4148194 4148195 4148196 4148198

4148199 4148211 4148212 4148214 4148215

4148216 4148217 4148218 4148219 4148220

4148222 4148223 4148225 4148226 4148227

4148228 4148229 4148230 4148231 4148232

4148233 4148234 4148235 4148236 4148237

4148238 4148239 4148255 4148269 4148301

4148304 4148332 4148333 4148334 4148337

4148340 4148341 4148415 4148416 4148423

4148425 4148435 4148532 4148554 4148555

4148556 4148557 4148567 4148573 4148580

4148597 4148615 4148623 4148782 4148855

4148856 4148860 4148861 4148868 4148869

4148875 4148880 4148957 4148958 4149001

4149002 4149003 4149018 4149059 4149118

4149146 4149148 4149165 4149294 4149303

4149304 4149685 4149688 4149690 4149694

4149695 4149696 4149697 4149709 4149711

4149712 4149937 4149938 4149943 4149981

4155902
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

104985 6 20/01/2002

115389 9 20/11/2019

115391 9 20/11/2019

115802 1 05/12/2009

155832 14 08/10/2009

156294 5 15/11/2019

163829 10 23/04/2020

195528 5 20/04/2009

196435 6 13/06/2019

199627 1 19/12/2009

200180 34 16/01/2010

204223 25 16/08/2020

239307 34 07/12/2018

240334 7 03/02/2009

244933 12 18/10/2019

245940 9 11/12/2019

245941 17 11/12/2019

246289 5 27/12/2019

292966 17 19/12/2018

294161 5 11/02/2019

295302 9 28/03/2009

297850 5 22/07/2009

300350 21 01/11/2019

300456 17 05/11/2019

300586 3 08/11/2019

300750 6 18/11/2019

300751 7 18/11/2019

301233 1 05/12/2019

301234 4 05/12/2019

301844 5 31/12/2019

302493 5 29/01/2020

303324 9 28/02/2010

303331 7 28/02/2010

306490 33 25/06/2020

307599 5 12/08/2020

378801 5 24/07/2009

379043 25 29/07/2009

382987 12 12/11/2019

383211 20 18/11/2019

383518 6 26/11/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

383519 8 26/11/2019

383520 7 26/11/2019

384033 5 09/12/2019

384229 5 14/12/2019

384308 24 17/12/2009

387774 5 18/03/2010

387860 5 20/03/2020

394682 30 28/08/2020

479386 9 05/10/2018

485813 32 15/02/2008

496654 6 26/08/2019

496776 34 29/08/2019

499276 12 11/10/2019

499338 11 13/10/2009

499395 9 13/10/2019

499506 31 17/10/2019

499578 5 18/10/2019

499590 21 18/10/2019

499605 16 19/10/2019

499677 9 19/10/2019

499779 25 24/10/2019

499780 18 24/10/2019

499782 18 24/10/2019

499824 5 25/10/2019

499835 5 25/10/2019

499838 5 25/10/2019

499847 11 25/10/2019

499974 5 27/10/2019

499976 5 27/10/2019

499977 5 27/10/2019

500037 19 28/10/2019

500212 16 02/11/2019

500229 21 02/11/2019

500641 21 11/11/2019

500839 12 16/11/2019

501610 19 01/12/2019

502262 19 13/12/2019

502263 19 13/12/2019

503270 14 02/01/2010
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

503271 14 02/01/2010

503272 14 02/01/2010

503273 14 02/01/2010

503606 5 09/01/2020

504051 3 18/01/2020

506104 30 28/02/2020

506112 5 28/02/2020

506661 1 09/03/2010

507422 5 23/03/2020

508060 4 03/04/2020

508859 5 20/04/2020

509240 3 25/04/2020

509295 11 26/04/2020

510698 3 23/05/2020

511805 5 13/06/2020

514317 5 02/08/2009

514318 5 02/08/2009

515996 3 31/08/2020

516979 30 18/09/2020

517844 3 04/10/2019

517913 3 05/10/2019

518833 7 24/10/2019

518834 8 24/10/2019

518962 3 26/10/2009

520155 16 21/11/2019

520269 30 23/11/2019

520393 7 27/11/2019

526608 9 21/03/2010

555734 11 02/08/2011

583800 9 29/10/2019

585354 24 20/11/2019

586821 5 16/12/2019

587671 30 30/12/2009

588274 31 08/01/2020

621965 19 15/03/2004

628150 9 16/05/2004

633641 30 12/07/2004

641958 21 04/10/2004

641959 20 04/10/2004
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

641964 6 04/10/2004

675432 30 02/08/2009

677740 25 23/08/2009

682205 5 04/10/2019

683693 5 16/10/2019

683695 9 16/10/2019

684049 3 18/10/2019

684146 12 18/10/2009

684472 25 24/10/2019

684600 5 26/10/2019

686851 3 15/11/2019

686855 3 15/11/2019

687590 3 21/11/2019

687599 1 21/11/2019

690842 18 15/12/2019

694294 7 11/01/2006

702326 99 20/03/2020

709505 12 15/07/2020

709506 12 15/07/2020

709507 12 15/07/2020

709508 12 15/07/2020

709509 12 15/07/2020

709510 12 15/07/2020

709513 12 15/07/2020

709514 12 15/07/2020

709515 12 15/07/2020

709516 12 15/07/2020

709517 12 15/07/2020

709518 12 15/07/2020

710690 12 24/07/2020

710691 12 24/07/2020

710692 12 24/07/2020

710693 12 24/07/2020

710694 12 24/07/2020

710695 12 24/07/2020

710696 12 24/07/2020

710697 12 24/07/2020

723683 16 11/04/2016

723683 16 11/04/2016
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

748502 5 14/03/2007

764974 32 25/07/2017

765207 5 05/08/2007

773229 5 21/10/2017

784774 18 02/01/2008

822864 5 13/10/2008

825931 17 03/11/2018

828130 5 18/11/2018

830999 5 07/12/2018

831000 5 07/12/2018

831002 5 07/12/2018

831860 12 11/12/2018

831861 17 11/12/2018

836686 5 14/01/2019

837718 9 21/01/2019

840624 32 10/02/2009

843790 9 04/03/2019

851587 5 16/04/2019

851686 16 16/04/2019

851688 16 16/04/2019

851748 3 16/04/2019

851749 3 16/04/2019

851750 29 16/04/2019

851751 29 16/04/2019

855592 34 10/05/2009

856896 25 19/05/2019

859063 5 02/06/2009

861871 5 21/06/2009

862410 3 23/06/2009

865116 16 12/07/2009

865164 30 12/07/2009

869832 32 05/08/2009

869834 33 05/08/2009

869835 32 05/08/2009

869836 33 05/08/2009

870076 32 06/08/2009

870377 3 09/08/2009 14:30:01

870378 3 09/08/2009

870379 3 09/08/2009
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

870380 3 09/08/2009

870568 25 10/08/2009

872532 24 23/08/2009

874237 25 01/09/2009

879583 32 01/10/2019

879906 25 05/10/2019

880923 9 11/10/2019

880989 9 11/10/2019

881113 11 11/10/2019

881133 16 11/10/2019

881189 5 11/10/2009

881472 5 13/10/2019

881473 5 13/10/2019

881474 5 13/10/2019

881526 5 13/10/2019

881527 5 13/10/2019

881528 5 13/10/2019

881529 5 13/10/2019

881541 5 13/10/2019

881542 5 13/10/2019

881546 5 13/10/2019

881570 24 13/10/2019

881688 14 14/10/2019

881689 14 14/10/2019

881705 30 14/10/2019

881863 9 14/10/2019

881945 25 14/10/2019

881967 9 15/10/2019

881968 28 15/10/2019

882071 16 15/10/2019

882086 7 15/10/2019

882093 11 15/10/2019

882097 25 15/10/2019

882139 5 15/10/2019

882140 5 15/10/2019

882141 5 15/10/2019

882143 5 15/10/2019

882144 5 15/10/2019

882245 18 18/10/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

882362 25 18/10/2019

882426 11 18/10/2019

882504 5 20/10/2019

882553 5 20/10/2019

882556 5 20/10/2019

882557 5 20/10/2019

882702 34 21/10/2019

882794 5 22/10/2019

882795 5 22/10/2019

882797 5 22/10/2019

882800 5 22/10/2019

882823 3 22/10/2019

882824 3 22/10/2019

882877 5 22/10/2019

883004 16 22/10/2019

883089 24 25/10/2019

883092 24 25/10/2019

883136 16 25/10/2019

883355 24 25/10/2019

883471 5 26/10/2019

883512 5 26/10/2019

883553 5 26/10/2019

883638 12 27/10/2019

883639 13 27/10/2019

883640 16 27/10/2019

883641 9 27/10/2019

884064 5 29/10/2019

884307 34 29/10/2019

884308 31 29/10/2019

884437 5 01/11/2019

884553 19 01/11/2019

884555 19 01/11/2019

884567 28 01/11/2019

884830 11 02/11/2019

884986 24 03/11/2019

884989 24 03/11/2019

884996 24 03/11/2019

885318 24 04/11/2019

885368 5 04/11/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

885815 9 08/11/2019

885817 7 08/11/2019

885890 31 08/11/2019

885993 7 09/11/2019

885993 7 09/11/2019

886197 32 11/11/2019

886364 5 12/11/2019

886512 11 15/11/2019

886878 5 16/11/2019

887048 9 17/11/2019

887051 25 17/11/2019

887052 3 17/11/2019

887178 19 18/11/2019

887391 7 19/11/2019

887392 9 19/11/2019

887393 7 19/11/2019

887394 9 19/11/2019

887507 18 22/11/2019

887615 16 22/11/2009

887616 16 22/11/2009

887617 16 22/11/2009

888121 16 24/11/2019

888122 9 24/11/2019

888124 9 24/11/2019

888229 5 25/11/2019

888230 5 25/11/2019

888347 33 26/11/2019

888411 33 26/11/2019

888668 30 29/11/2019

888971 25 30/11/2019

889120 16 30/11/2019

889333 5 01/12/2019

889544 25 02/12/2019

890496 5 08/12/2019

890710 33 09/12/2019

891533 5 13/12/2019

891665 7 14/12/2019

891666 11 14/12/2019

891955 9 15/12/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

891956 16 15/12/2019

892029 31 15/12/2019

892030 32 15/12/2019

892453 9 17/12/2019

892454 16 17/12/2019

892554 5 20/12/2019

892684 9 20/12/2019

892946 19 21/12/2019

893283 5 21/12/2019

893284 5 21/12/2019

893285 5 21/12/2019

893995 11 24/12/2019

893996 12 24/12/2019

894227 24 24/12/2019

894295 7 27/12/2019

894303 11 27/12/2019

894309 12 27/12/2009

894415 16 27/12/2019

894416 28 27/12/2019

894638 8 28/12/2019

894958 5 29/12/2019

894960 5 29/12/2019

894961 5 29/12/2019

896127 3 05/01/2020

897725 3 13/01/2020

899293 5 21/01/2020

899597 11 24/01/2020

899598 21 24/01/2020

901237 9 02/02/2010

901329 12 02/02/2020

901803 12 04/02/2020

904425 25 18/02/2020

904709 5 21/02/2020

904710 5 21/02/2020

905552 5 24/02/2020

905934 24 25/02/2010

907848 18 06/03/2020

907849 25 06/03/2020

912113 16 24/03/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

912904 9 27/03/2020

913625 6 28/03/2020

913626 6 28/03/2020

914474 28 30/03/2020

915777 3 04/04/2020

915779 3 04/04/2020

915781 3 04/04/2020

915783 3 04/04/2020

915784 3 04/04/2020

915785 3 04/04/2020

915786 3 04/04/2020

915787 3 04/04/2020

915788 3 04/04/2020

915789 3 04/04/2020

915790 3 04/04/2020

917783 17 13/04/2020

917784 17 13/04/2020

921643 5 28/04/2010

921723 12 28/04/2020

921723 12 28/04/2020

922444 2 03/05/2020

923479 11 09/05/2020

923480 11 09/05/2020

924701 5 12/05/2020

925365 29 17/05/2020

925424 9 17/05/2020

928514 5 31/05/2020

932864 3 19/06/2020

938296 1 10/07/2020

941751 30 24/07/2020

943729 19 31/07/2020

943730 11 31/07/2020

944750 10 03/08/2020

947495 30 14/08/2020

948522 16 17/08/2020

949609 3 24/08/2020

950133 30 25/08/2020

950391 31 28/08/2020

953503 29 05/09/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

954998 3 11/09/2020

955097 17 11/09/2020

955098 17 11/09/2020

955630 11 13/09/2020

959387 10 27/09/2020

960139 30 29/09/2020

961547 9 05/10/2020

961549 16 05/10/2020

961871 9 06/10/2020

962066 29 09/10/2020

962785 10 11/10/2020

963012 9 12/10/2020

963015 11 12/10/2020

963168 30 12/10/2020

1033727 12 02/08/2011

1043400 21 10/09/2011

1252034 42 28/11/2013

1252990 7 03/12/2013

1336045 9 03/02/2015

1691290 1 26/05/2018

1734515 99 19/09/2018

1742314 9 13/10/2018

1742316 17 13/10/2018

1747113 5 23/10/2018

1747756 9 24/10/2018

1748063 5 27/10/2018

1748508 19 27/10/2018

1751225 34 06/11/2018

1776376 9 21/01/2019

1777267 42 23/01/2019

1777706 11 23/01/2019

1780712 6 03/02/2019

1782763 41 09/02/2019

1802973 34 03/04/2019

1806809 35 15/04/2019

1806810 35 15/04/2019

1812435 35 28/04/2019

1812475 34 28/04/2019

1812476 34 28/04/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1812489 34 28/04/2019

1812491 34 28/04/2019

1812506 34 28/04/2019

1818342 25 14/05/2019

1819438 12 18/05/2019

1820391 25 21/05/2019

1820748 99 21/05/2019

1821227 10 22/05/2019

1821228 10 22/05/2019

1822237 35 26/05/2019

1827829 14 10/06/2019

1827830 14 10/06/2019

1827831 14 10/06/2019

1837149 25 07/07/2019

1837150 25 07/07/2019

1838632 6 13/07/2019

1839237 41 14/07/2019

1839240 38 14/07/2019

1839241 41 14/07/2019

1841570 39 20/07/2019

1851207 7 17/08/2019

1853838 25 24/08/2019

1854920 41 26/08/2019

1861124 6 10/09/2019

1861125 40 10/09/2019

1861126 4 10/09/2019

1861127 37 10/09/2019

1862743 3 15/09/2019

1862831 7 15/09/2019

1862912 35 15/09/2019

1863314 45 16/09/2019

1865307 5 22/09/2019

1866330 21 24/09/2019

1867209 44 25/09/2019

1867746 29 29/09/2019

1868043 99 29/09/2019

1868066 44 29/09/2019

1868755 5 01/10/2019

1868767 41 01/10/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1869192 99 01/10/2019

1869564 3 05/10/2019

1869973 3 06/10/2019

1869974 5 06/10/2019

1869975 32 06/10/2019

1870197 32 06/10/2019

1870198 33 06/10/2019

1871038 35 08/10/2019

1871941 11 12/10/2019

1872045 34 12/10/2019

1872046 34 12/10/2019

1872047 34 12/10/2019

1872048 34 12/10/2019

1872059 5 12/10/2019

1872106 4 12/10/2019

1872147 3 12/10/2019

1872156 10 12/10/2019

1872173 5 12/10/2019

1872187 30 12/10/2019

1872190 41 12/10/2019

1872200 37 12/10/2019

1872206 42 12/10/2019

1872207 8 12/10/2019

1872208 7 12/10/2019

1872219 7 12/10/2019

1872233 9 12/10/2019

1872234 9 12/10/2019

1872235 7 12/10/2019

1872236 9 12/10/2019

1872256 31 12/10/2019

1872278 6 12/10/2019

1872346 30 12/10/2019

1872382 32 12/10/2019

1872465 5 12/10/2019

1872468 5 12/10/2019

1872507 14 12/10/2019

1872508 14 12/10/2019

1872512 35 12/10/2019

1872514 35 12/10/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1872515 19 12/10/2019

1872654 7 13/10/2019

1872658 25 13/10/2019

1872680 24 13/10/2019

1872681 24 13/10/2019

1872682 24 13/10/2019

1872683 24 13/10/2019

1872684 24 13/10/2019

1872702 25 13/10/2019

1872801 17 13/10/2019

1872802 9 13/10/2019

1872878 5 13/10/2019

1872888 6 13/10/2019

1872896 5 13/10/2019

1872917 5 13/10/2019

1873012 42 13/10/2019

1873090 36 14/10/2019

1873091 36 14/10/2019

1873092 37 14/10/2019

1873133 16 14/10/2019

1873137 1 14/10/2019

1873225 42 14/10/2019

1873226 41 14/10/2019

1873279 5 14/10/2019

1873280 5 14/10/2019

1873367 24 14/10/2019

1873368 17 14/10/2019

1873388 5 14/10/2019

1873418 37 14/10/2019

1873420 5 14/10/2019

1873437 19 14/10/2019

1873438 9 14/10/2019

1873546 21 15/10/2019

1873547 8 15/10/2019

1873549 43 15/10/2019

1873556 9 15/10/2019

1873599 34 15/10/2019

1873616 35 15/10/2019

1873677 5 15/10/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1873702 5 15/10/2019

1873703 5 15/10/2019

1873745 5 15/10/2019

1873755 5 15/10/2019

1873756 5 15/10/2019

1873757 5 15/10/2019

1873758 5 15/10/2019

1873759 5 15/10/2019

1873760 5 15/10/2019

1873809 28 15/10/2019

1873810 28 15/10/2019

1873831 33 15/10/2019

1873840 25 15/10/2019

1873843 5 15/10/2019

1873846 1 15/10/2019

1873899 5 15/10/2019

1873900 5 15/10/2019

1873901 5 15/10/2019

1873903 5 15/10/2019

1873923 5 15/10/2019

1873926 25 15/10/2019

1873927 24 15/10/2019

1873928 25 15/10/2019

1873929 35 15/10/2019

1873933 34 15/10/2019

1873940 7 15/10/2019

1873941 7 15/10/2019

1873942 7 15/10/2019

1873947 24 15/10/2019

1873948 25 15/10/2019

1873959 35 15/10/2019

1873965 3 16/10/2019

1874055 18 16/10/2019

1874070 30 16/10/2019

1874125 5 16/10/2019

1874126 5 16/10/2019

1874127 42 16/10/2019

1874128 42 16/10/2019

1874140 19 16/10/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
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1874152 3 16/10/2019

1874171 31 16/10/2019

1874174 31 16/10/2019

1874206 99 16/10/2019

1874264 18 16/10/2019

1874268 3 16/10/2019

1874270 9 16/10/2019

1874271 11 16/10/2019

1874298 30 16/10/2019

1874304 7 16/10/2019

1874323 5 18/10/2019

1874324 5 18/10/2019

1874326 37 18/10/2019

1874330 7 18/10/2019

1874338 6 19/10/2019

1874352 34 19/10/2019

1874357 31 19/10/2019

1874358 31 19/10/2019

1874361 34 19/10/2019

1874362 34 19/10/2019

1874364 34 19/10/2019

1874365 34 19/10/2019

1874396 6 19/10/2019

1874397 7 19/10/2019

1874398 9 19/10/2019

1874399 11 19/10/2019

1874400 37 19/10/2019

1874401 40 19/10/2019

1874402 42 19/10/2019

1874425 99 19/10/2019

1874550 5 20/10/2019

1874583 14 20/10/2019

1874611 32 20/10/2019

1874614 17 20/10/2019

1874620 9 20/10/2019

1874621 99 20/10/2019

1874622 99 20/10/2019

1874643 7 20/10/2019

1874682 20 20/10/2019
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1874692 28 20/10/2019

1874693 28 20/10/2019

1874793 25 20/10/2019

1874795 42 20/10/2019

1874833 5 20/10/2019

1874914 9 20/10/2019

1874969 32 21/10/2019

1874974 29 21/10/2019

1875095 5 21/10/2019

1875128 5 21/10/2019

1875178 2 21/10/2019

1875179 16 21/10/2019

1875195 3 21/10/2019

1875197 29 21/10/2019

1875229 99 21/10/2019

1875340 36 22/10/2019

1875412 7 22/10/2019

1875535 99 22/10/2019

1875756 5 23/10/2019

1875757 5 23/10/2019

1875758 36 23/10/2019

1876010 7 23/10/2019

1876048 35 23/10/2019

1876140 5 26/10/2019

1876263 5 26/10/2019

1876264 5 26/10/2019

1876267 5 26/10/2019

1876268 5 26/10/2019

1876269 5 26/10/2019

1876271 5 26/10/2019

1876272 5 26/10/2019

1876273 5 26/10/2019

1876368 11 26/10/2019

1876655 20 26/10/2019

1876812 36 27/10/2019

1876813 16 27/10/2019

1876901 25 27/10/2019

1876966 99 27/10/2019

1877020 5 27/10/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1877032 11 27/10/2019

1877323 41 28/10/2019

1877324 41 28/10/2019

1877325 41 28/10/2019

1877457 16 28/10/2019

1877498 9 28/10/2019

1877576 38 28/10/2019

1877577 9 28/10/2019

1877580 9 28/10/2019

1877581 9 28/10/2019

1877582 42 28/10/2019

1877846 25 29/10/2019

1877911 3 29/10/2019

1877913 9 29/10/2019

1877980 37 29/10/2019

1877981 37 29/10/2019

1878008 5 29/10/2019

1878045 25 29/10/2019

1878046 25 29/10/2019

1878089 41 29/10/2019

1878096 9 29/10/2019

1878103 11 29/10/2019

1878104 11 29/10/2019

1878341 99 30/10/2019

1878355 5 30/10/2019

1878358 5 30/10/2019

1878361 5 30/10/2019

1878407 9 30/10/2019

1878436 44 30/10/2019

1878510 3 30/10/2019

1878549 25 30/10/2019

1878550 35 30/10/2019

1878573 17 30/10/2019

1878620 5 30/10/2019

1878731 28 30/10/2019

1878802 31 30/10/2019

1879257 5 03/11/2019

1879258 5 03/11/2019

1879259 5 03/11/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
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1879260 5 03/11/2019

1879261 5 03/11/2019

1879262 5 03/11/2019

1879273 6 03/11/2019

1879587 6 03/11/2019

1879623 30 03/11/2019

1879624 29 03/11/2019

1879625 29 03/11/2019

1879626 29 03/11/2019

1879627 29 03/11/2019

1879628 30 03/11/2019

1879672 30 03/11/2019

1879823 37 04/11/2019

1879824 37 04/11/2019

1879825 37 04/11/2019

1879894 43 04/11/2019

1879915 30 04/11/2019

1880304 99 04/11/2019

1880622 44 05/11/2019

1880623 9 05/11/2019

1880647 31 05/11/2019

1880893 33 05/11/2019

1881016 17 05/11/2019

1881156 43 06/11/2019

1881453 11 06/11/2019

1881653 41 09/11/2019

1881654 41 09/11/2019

1881705 5 09/11/2019

1882051 12 09/11/2019

1882084 99 09/11/2019

1882085 99 09/11/2019

1882086 99 09/11/2019

1882123 11 09/11/2019

1882457 30 10/11/2019

1882627 14 10/11/2019

1882628 35 10/11/2019

1883478 40 12/11/2019

1883479 39 12/11/2019

1883480 38 12/11/2019
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1883481 35 12/11/2019

1883482 37 12/11/2019

1883483 36 12/11/2019

1883485 9 12/11/2019

1883511 34 12/11/2019

1883742 7 13/11/2019

1883980 99 13/11/2019

1883981 99 13/11/2019

1884194 99 13/11/2019

1884195 99 13/11/2019

1884196 99 13/11/2019

1884484 5 16/11/2019

1884622 29 16/11/2019

1884623 30 16/11/2019

1884624 31 16/11/2019

1884864 9 16/11/2019

1884865 16 16/11/2019

1884866 41 16/11/2019

1884867 41 16/11/2019

1884868 16 16/11/2019

1884869 9 16/11/2019

1884913 25 16/11/2019

1884914 25 16/11/2019

1885149 5 17/11/2019

1885150 10 17/11/2019

1885153 5 17/11/2019

1885154 10 17/11/2019

1885307 5 17/11/2019

1885581 36 17/11/2019

1885582 37 17/11/2019

1885583 41 17/11/2019

1885584 36 17/11/2019

1885585 37 17/11/2019

1885586 41 17/11/2019

1885587 36 17/11/2019

1885588 37 17/11/2019

1885589 41 17/11/2019

1885591 37 17/11/2019

1885592 41 17/11/2019
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1885613 3 17/11/2019

1885792 25 18/11/2019

1886204 42 19/11/2019

1886356 5 19/11/2019

1886357 5 19/11/2019

1886467 25 19/11/2019

1886468 25 19/11/2019

1886469 28 19/11/2019

1886470 28 19/11/2019

1886508 34 19/11/2019

1886533 25 19/11/2019

1886534 25 19/11/2019

1886762 43 20/11/2019

1886961 2 20/11/2019

1886964 30 20/11/2019

1886993 11 20/11/2019

1887111 6 20/11/2019

1887186 99 20/11/2019

1887187 99 20/11/2019

1887221 99 20/11/2019

1887275 7 23/11/2019

1887278 99 23/11/2019

1887346 5 23/11/2019

1887348 5 23/11/2019

1887349 5 23/11/2019

1887350 5 23/11/2019

1887351 5 23/11/2019

1887352 5 23/11/2019

1887353 5 23/11/2019

1887354 5 23/11/2019

1887355 5 23/11/2019

1887357 5 23/11/2019

1887358 5 23/11/2019

1887359 5 23/11/2019

1887361 5 23/11/2019

1887362 5 23/11/2019

1887366 5 23/11/2019

1887368 5 23/11/2019

1887369 5 23/11/2019
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1887404 25 23/11/2019

1887449 42 23/11/2019

1888002 43 24/11/2019

1888067 1 24/11/2019

1888472 25 25/11/2019

1888473 25 25/11/2019

1888474 25 25/11/2019

1888620 5 25/11/2019

1888645 16 25/11/2019

1888752 17 25/11/2019

1889108 11 26/11/2019

1889159 99 26/11/2019

1889294 5 27/11/2019

1889295 5 27/11/2019

1889296 5 27/11/2019

1889552 9 27/11/2019

1889553 16 27/11/2019

1889554 38 27/11/2019

1889555 41 27/11/2019

1889556 9 27/11/2019

1889557 16 27/11/2019

1889558 38 27/11/2019

1889559 41 27/11/2019

1889984 7 30/11/2019

1890047 24 30/11/2019

1890100 29 30/11/2019

1890444 19 01/12/2019

1890445 7 01/12/2019

1890739 3 02/12/2019

1890740 3 02/12/2019

1892372 41 07/12/2019

1892373 41 07/12/2019

1892825 17 08/12/2019

1892888 99 08/12/2019

1893065 37 08/12/2019

1893147 5 08/12/2019

1893150 5 08/12/2019

1893153 5 08/12/2019

1893155 44 08/12/2019
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1893445 99 08/12/2019

1893815 1 09/12/2019

1894381 99 10/12/2019

1894382 99 10/12/2019

1894383 99 10/12/2019

1894501 41 11/12/2019

1894643 5 11/12/2019

1894644 5 11/12/2019

1894864 41 11/12/2019

1894960 39 11/12/2019

1894961 16 11/12/2019

1895188 17 14/12/2019

1895190 99 14/12/2019

1895429 43 14/12/2019

1895484 24 14/12/2019

1895485 25 14/12/2019

1895495 3 14/12/2019

1895518 29 14/12/2019

1895519 29 14/12/2019

1895591 35 14/12/2019

1895950 99 15/12/2019

1895963 30 15/12/2019

1896032 36 15/12/2019

1896172 36 15/12/2019

1896468 31 16/12/2019

1896469 31 16/12/2019

1896470 31 16/12/2019

1896680 31 16/12/2019

1896781 36 16/12/2019

1896783 99 16/12/2019

1896876 3 17/12/2019

1897098 99 17/12/2019

1897302 3 17/12/2019

1897809 19 18/12/2019

1897834 6 18/12/2019

1897835 22 18/12/2019

1897836 6 18/12/2019

1897837 11 18/12/2019

1897883 7 18/12/2019
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1897955 35 18/12/2019

1898606 5 21/12/2019

1898697 5 21/12/2019

1899151 99 21/12/2019

1899389 99 22/12/2019

1900130 1 22/12/2019

1900131 1 22/12/2019

1900132 1 22/12/2019

1900194 99 22/12/2019

1900772 1 23/12/2019

1900926 5 24/12/2019

1901031 11 24/12/2019

1901180 99 24/12/2019

1902028 37 29/12/2019

1902029 37 29/12/2019

1902056 9 29/12/2019

1902392 5 30/12/2019

1902883 99 30/12/2019

1903005 38 30/12/2019

1903006 38 30/12/2019

1903098 9 30/12/2019

1903408 25 31/12/2019

1903746 42 31/12/2019

1903770 12 31/12/2019

1904120 20 01/01/2020

1904390 43 04/01/2020

1905664 16 06/01/2020

1905877 31 06/01/2020

1905878 31 06/01/2020

1906688 9 08/01/2020

1907413 42 08/01/2020

1907414 38 08/01/2020

1907416 38 08/01/2020

1908073 5 12/01/2020

1908668 5 13/01/2020

1908671 5 13/01/2020

1908672 5 13/01/2020

1908673 5 13/01/2020

1908674 5 13/01/2020
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1908856 7 14/01/2020

1908857 35 14/01/2020

1908888 35 14/01/2020

1908889 36 14/01/2020

1908890 37 14/01/2020

1908891 38 14/01/2020

1908893 39 14/01/2020

1908894 41 14/01/2020

1909257 45 15/01/2020

1909582 6 15/01/2020

1909852 16 18/01/2020

1910014 35 18/01/2020

1910219 42 18/01/2020

1911363 3 20/01/2020

1911511 3 20/01/2020

1911512 3 20/01/2020

1911514 3 20/01/2020

1911515 3 20/01/2020

1911516 3 20/01/2020

1911517 3 20/01/2020

1911518 3 20/01/2020

1911520 3 20/01/2020

1911752 3 21/01/2020

1911753 3 21/01/2020

1911754 35 21/01/2020

1912015 21 21/01/2020

1912184 6 21/01/2020

1913234 43 25/01/2020

1914084 99 27/01/2020

1914591 36 28/01/2020

1915564 5 03/02/2020

1915715 42 03/02/2020

1915716 42 03/02/2020

1915775 31 03/02/2020

1917018 35 04/02/2020

1917083 24 04/02/2020

1918421 9 05/02/2020

1918546 41 08/02/2020

1918653 7 08/02/2020
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1919180 16 08/02/2020

1919181 35 08/02/2020

1919182 39 08/02/2020

1919183 16 08/02/2020

1919184 35 08/02/2020

1919185 39 08/02/2020

1919186 19 08/02/2020

1919187 36 08/02/2020

1919188 37 08/02/2020

1919189 42 08/02/2020

1919685 5 09/02/2020

1919810 14 09/02/2020

1921464 11 11/02/2020

1921465 11 11/02/2020

1921726 7 12/02/2020

1922051 35 15/02/2020

1922052 35 15/02/2020

1923078 13 16/02/2020

1924371 5 18/02/2020

1924940 3 19/02/2020

1924955 1 19/02/2020

1924956 31 19/02/2020

1925755 43 22/02/2020

1927284 5 24/02/2020

1927733 25 25/02/2020

1927736 99 25/02/2020

1927738 99 25/02/2020

1927739 99 25/02/2020

1928183 5 26/02/2020

1930711 30 04/03/2020

1931125 5 05/03/2020

1931126 5 05/03/2020

1931128 5 05/03/2020

1931130 5 05/03/2020

1931725 99 05/03/2020

1931726 99 05/03/2020

1932000 30 08/03/2020

1932036 18 08/03/2020

1932662 5 09/03/2020
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1933263 35 09/03/2020

1934114 6 10/03/2020

1934115 9 10/03/2020

1934116 11 10/03/2020

1934117 14 10/03/2020

1934118 16 10/03/2020

1934119 35 10/03/2020

1934120 36 10/03/2020

1934121 38 10/03/2020

1934122 41 10/03/2020

1934123 42 10/03/2020

1934145 99 10/03/2020

1934203 17 10/03/2020

1934204 37 10/03/2020

1934501 18 11/03/2020

1934962 9 12/03/2020

1935478 42 12/03/2020

1935496 9 13/03/2020

1935652 9 15/03/2020

1935654 11 15/03/2020

1935657 35 15/03/2020

1935658 39 15/03/2020

1935794 16 15/03/2020

1938199 5 18/03/2020

1938284 5 19/03/2020

1939168 32 22/03/2020

1940000 25 23/03/2020

1940260 1 23/03/2020

1940501 99 23/03/2020

1940595 19 23/03/2020

1940596 36 23/03/2020

1940597 37 23/03/2020

1940598 42 23/03/2020

1941414 12 25/03/2020

1941415 12 25/03/2020

1941740 3 26/03/2020

1941741 5 26/03/2020

1942120 5 26/03/2020

1942122 31 26/03/2020
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1942124 30 26/03/2020

1942125 5 26/03/2020

1942198 12 26/03/2020

1943723 16 30/03/2020

1944062 25 31/03/2020

1944281 28 31/03/2020

1946435 24 06/04/2020

1948034 5 08/04/2020

1948654 5 09/04/2020

1948655 5 09/04/2020

1948896 5 12/04/2020

1948897 5 12/04/2020

1948898 5 12/04/2020

1948899 5 12/04/2020

1948900 5 12/04/2020

1948901 5 12/04/2020

1950211 5 14/04/2020

1950212 5 14/04/2020

1950214 10 14/04/2020

1950215 10 14/04/2020

1950216 10 14/04/2020

1950217 5 14/04/2020

1950707 1 15/04/2020

1951399 16 16/04/2020

1952895 17 20/04/2020

1954050 3 21/04/2020

1954051 30 21/04/2020

1956402 37 27/04/2020

1957408 25 29/04/2020

1958494 17 30/04/2020

1958495 21 30/04/2020

1958964 5 30/04/2020

1959146 41 30/04/2020

1959154 5 30/04/2020

1959155 5 30/04/2020

1959532 30 03/05/2020

1959533 5 03/05/2020

1960328 42 04/05/2020

1961109 3 06/05/2020
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1962844 1 10/05/2020

1962845 2 10/05/2020

1962846 3 10/05/2020

1962847 4 10/05/2020

1962848 5 10/05/2020

1962849 6 10/05/2020

1962850 7 10/05/2020

1962851 8 10/05/2020

1962852 10 10/05/2020

1962853 11 10/05/2020

1962854 12 10/05/2020

1962855 13 10/05/2020

1962856 14 10/05/2020

1962857 15 10/05/2020

1962858 17 10/05/2020

1962859 18 10/05/2020

1962860 19 10/05/2020

1962861 20 10/05/2020

1962862 21 10/05/2020

1962863 22 10/05/2020

1962864 23 10/05/2020

1962865 24 10/05/2020

1962866 25 10/05/2020

1962867 26 10/05/2020

1962868 27 10/05/2020

1962869 28 10/05/2020

1962870 29 10/05/2020

1962871 30 10/05/2020

1962872 31 10/05/2020

1962873 32 10/05/2020

1962874 33 10/05/2020

1962875 34 10/05/2020

1962876 35 10/05/2020

1962877 36 10/05/2020

1962878 37 10/05/2020

1962879 39 10/05/2020

1962880 40 10/05/2020

1963676 3 11/05/2020

1964040 18 12/05/2020
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1965992 1 14/05/2020

1966185 29 17/05/2020

1966344 4 17/05/2020

1967096 30 18/05/2020

1971064 2 26/05/2020

1971835 12 28/05/2020

1972439 14 28/05/2020

1972440 18 28/05/2020

1972441 25 28/05/2020

1972442 35 28/05/2020

1972953 9 31/05/2020

1974281 99 02/06/2020

1974380 99 02/06/2020

1974566 5 03/06/2020

1975688 35 07/06/2020

1975931 5 07/06/2020

1975935 5 07/06/2020

1976018 30 07/06/2020

1977501 6 09/06/2020

1978714 9 11/06/2020

1978715 9 11/06/2020

1978716 9 11/06/2020

1978717 9 11/06/2020

1978718 9 11/06/2020

1978719 9 11/06/2020

1978720 35 11/06/2020

1978721 35 11/06/2020

1978722 35 11/06/2020

1978723 35 11/06/2020

1978724 35 11/06/2020

1978725 38 11/06/2020

1978726 38 11/06/2020

1978727 38 11/06/2020

1978728 38 11/06/2020

1978729 38 11/06/2020

1978730 41 11/06/2020

1978731 41 11/06/2020

1978732 41 11/06/2020

1978733 41 11/06/2020
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1978734 41 11/06/2020

1978735 42 11/06/2020

1978736 42 11/06/2020

1978737 42 11/06/2020

1978738 42 11/06/2020

1978739 42 11/06/2020

1979474 5 14/06/2020

1979475 1 14/06/2020

1979476 5 14/06/2020

1979477 1 14/06/2020

1979732 35 15/06/2020

1979733 38 15/06/2020

1981007 1 17/06/2020

1981009 11 17/06/2020

1981010 31 17/06/2020

1981011 35 17/06/2020

1981012 39 17/06/2020

1981013 42 17/06/2020

1981014 1 17/06/2020

1981016 11 17/06/2020

1981017 31 17/06/2020

1981018 35 17/06/2020

1981019 39 17/06/2020

1981020 42 17/06/2020

1981431 5 17/06/2020

1981697 24 18/06/2020

1982697 30 21/06/2020

1983520 45 23/06/2020

1983924 45 23/06/2020

1986130 99 28/06/2020

1986760 37 29/06/2020

1989739 7 06/07/2020

1991820 29 09/07/2020

1992114 43 12/07/2020

1992562 33 13/07/2020

1992806 30 13/07/2020

1993154 11 14/07/2020

1994277 99 16/07/2020

1994278 99 16/07/2020
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1994279 99 16/07/2020

1994280 99 16/07/2020

1994281 99 16/07/2020

1994282 99 16/07/2020

1994283 99 16/07/2020

1994284 99 16/07/2020

1994285 99 16/07/2020

1994286 99 16/07/2020

1994287 99 16/07/2020

1994288 99 16/07/2020

1994289 99 16/07/2020

1994290 99 16/07/2020

1995404 8 19/07/2020

1996608 36 21/07/2020

1996982 9 22/07/2020

1996983 9 22/07/2020

1996986 9 22/07/2020

1996989 35 22/07/2020

1996990 35 22/07/2020

1996994 41 22/07/2020

1996995 41 22/07/2020

1996996 41 22/07/2020

1998745 11 26/07/2020

1999357 25 27/07/2020

2001219 30 29/07/2020

2001220 30 29/07/2020

2001832 35 30/07/2020

2002370 45 02/08/2020

2003752 7 04/08/2020

2007852 43 11/08/2020

2007853 41 11/08/2020

2007854 35 11/08/2020

2007855 16 11/08/2020

2008165 7 12/08/2020

2010460 21 18/08/2020

2011922 21 20/08/2020

2012524 24 23/08/2020

2012890 1 23/08/2020

2013249 3 24/08/2020
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2014134 35 25/08/2020

2016541 6 31/08/2020

2016817 9 31/08/2020

2016818 11 31/08/2020

2017870 9 03/09/2020

2017871 16 03/09/2020

2017872 35 03/09/2020

2017873 38 03/09/2020

2017874 41 03/09/2020

2018329 29 03/09/2020

2018399 30 03/09/2020

2018644 21 06/09/2020

2021314 5 09/09/2020

2022178 7 13/09/2020

2022874 6 14/09/2020

2024157 3 16/09/2020

2024158 3 16/09/2020

2025571 43 20/09/2020

2025572 41 20/09/2020

2026156 28 21/09/2020

2026159 28 21/09/2020

2026161 28 21/09/2020

2026443 35 21/09/2020

2026667 30 21/09/2020

2027044 9 23/09/2020

2027957 25 24/09/2020

2027997 18 24/09/2020

2027999 34 24/09/2020

2028084 25 24/09/2020

2028085 16 24/09/2020

2028086 24 24/09/2020

2028928 2 27/09/2020

2030100 35 29/09/2020

2030101 41 29/09/2020

2030103 35 29/09/2020

2030104 41 29/09/2020

2030440 30 29/09/2020

2031433 3 01/10/2020

2032332 3 04/10/2020
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2032333 14 04/10/2020

2033350 35 06/10/2020

2033352 44 06/10/2020

2033868 19 06/10/2020

2033872 6 06/10/2020

2034010 10 07/10/2020

2034011 10 07/10/2020

2034012 10 07/10/2020

2034013 10 07/10/2020

2034035 32 07/10/2020

2034056 25 07/10/2020

2034057 35 07/10/2020

2034535 14 08/10/2020

2035441 2 11/10/2020

2035525 16 11/10/2020

2035823 29 11/10/2020

2036215 43 12/10/2020

2036216 44 12/10/2020

2036217 45 12/10/2020

2036219 35 12/10/2020

2036220 35 12/10/2020

2036231 3 12/10/2020

2036448 21 12/10/2020

2036610 16 12/10/2020

2037225 99 13/10/2020

2037266 12 13/10/2020

2037320 20 13/10/2020

2037322 11 13/10/2020

2038524 5 15/10/2020

2038564 19 15/10/2020
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NOTIFICATION 
SNo. NOTIFICATION 

1 The Notification published for IRDI no 4049599 in TM Journal no 1923 dated 14.10.2019 
on page no 6654 is treated as cancelled. 

2 The Notification published for IRDI no 4063842 in TM Journal no 1923 dated 14.10.2019 
on page no 6654 is treated as cancelled. 

3 The Notification published for IRDI no 4066076 in TM Journal no 1923 dated 14.10.2019 
on page no 6654 is treated as cancelled. 

4 Advertisement of IRDI No 3364344 inadvertently published at page 4972 of Trade Marks 
Journal No 1910 dated 15.07.2019 is hereby cancelled and advertisement of this IRDI 
published in Trade Marks Journal No 1908 dated 01.07.2019 will remain valid. 
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PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  

1420632 - 42: Proprietor Altered to FOODWORLD SUPERMARKETS PRIVATE LIMITED , 740, Eswari 
Industriesl Estate, Gate 2, Hulimavu, Bannerghatta Road, Bangalore-560076, Karnataka India. 
M/S HEALTH & GLOW RETAILING PRIVATE LIMITED.

1455410 - 3: Proprietor Altered to THE BURT’S BEES PRODUCTS COMPANY , 1221 Broadway 
Oakland, CA 94612, U.S.A., 
BURT'S BEES, INC.

2371803 - 33: Proprietor Altered to MARCHESI ANTINORI S.P.A. , Piazza degli Antinori 3, 50123 
Firenze, Italy 
MARCHESI ANTINORI S.R.L

1414012 - 25: Proprietor Altered to BORDER I.P. LIMITED , Unit A Queens Drive, Kingmoor Park 
South, Carlisle, 
CA6 4SB, United Kingdom 
AUSTIN REED LIMITED

1373657 - 12: Proprietor Altered to SATNAM SINGH,HARSH LAKHANPAL,PARVINDER SINGH trading 
as POWER RUBBER FACTORY , RAJ NAGAR, BASTI BAWA KHEL KAPURTHALA ROAD, 
JALANDHAR, PUNJAB 
SUTLEJ RUBBER FACTORY

1375105 - 41: Proprietor Altered to ADITYA INFOTECH LIMITED . , KHEMKA CENTRE, 2-5, NEHRU 
PLACE, NEW DELHI - 110019 
INT INFOSOLUTION INDIA LIMITED.

1401742 - 1, 1401743 - 40: Proprietor Altered to SULZER METAPLAS GMBH , 51427 BERGISCH 
GLADBACH 
AM BOETTCHERBERG 30-38 
GERMANY 
NV BEKAERT SA

1428496 - 30: Proprietor Altered to RAKESH KUMAR , C-4, S.M.A. INDUSTRIAL ESTATE G.T. 
KARNAL ROAD DELHI-33 
PRITAM DAS

831867 - 21: Proprietor Altered to MAC COATINGS PVT.LTD , H-35/A,kirti nagar,delhi 110015 
THE HOME MAKERS.

1377482 - 5: Proprietor Altered to GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD , B/2, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 
22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai – 400 026 
PRAVEEN KUMAR

796210 - 29: Proprietor Altered to SUNIL DAIRY PVT.LTD. , B - 1/ 135, VISHNU GARDEN, DELHI - 110 
018 
SUNIL DXAIRY.

2231442 - 5: Proprietor Altered to NOVARTIS AG , 4002 BASEL, SWITZERLAND. 
NOVARTIS PHARMA AG

1543765 - 6: Proprietor Altered to NEWAY VALVE (SUZHOU) CO., LTD. , NO. 999 XIANGJIANG ROAD, 
SUZHOU NEW DISTRICT, SUZHOU, JIANGSU, CHINA. 
SUZHOU ZHENGHE MACHINERY CO., LTD

1682856 - 5, 1682856 - 29: Proprietor Altered to SOHO FLORDIS UK LIMITED , 5 NEW STREET 
SQUARE, LONDON, EC4A 3TW, UNITED KINGDOM. 
VIFOR SA.

1666603 - 5, 1666603 - 3: Proprietor Altered to SOS CORPORACION ALIMENTARIA S.A. , Deoleo,S.A., 
of Alcolea (Cérdoba), Carretera N-IV, kilémetro 388, CP 14610,Spain 
KOIPE CORPORACION, S.L.U.

1821140 - 17, 1821144 - 17, 2289501 - 17, 1821143 - 17, 1931963 - 17, 1821149 - 17: Proprietor Altered 
to SHRI DEEPAK GARG,VINAY GARG trading as RADHEY POLY INDUSTRIES , VILLAGE 
KAKKARWAL BARNALA ROAD DHURI-148024 (PB) 
RADHEY POLY INDUSTRIES, RADHEY POLY INDUSTRIES, RADHEY POLY INDUSTRIES
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1404373 - 99, 1404373 - 99, 1407323 - 99: Proprietor Altered to LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE PLC. , 
10, PATERNOSTER SQUARE, LONDON, EC4M 7LS, UNITED KINGDOM. 
THE FINANCIAL TIMES LIMITED,, THE FINANCIAL TIMES LIMITED, LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE 
PLC.

1506602 - 41: Proprietor Altered to M/S.AMBITIONS COMMERCE INSTITUTE PRIVATE LIMITED , 404, 
CITI CENTER, 4th FLOOR, OPP AYURVED RASASHALA, KARVE ROAD, PUNE MH 411004 
AMBITIONS COMMERCE INSTITUTE

308458 - 25: Proprietor Altered to WRANGLER APPAREL CORP. , 3411 Silverside Road, Wilmington, 
Delaware 19810, U.S.A. 
BLUE BELL INC

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE RWGISTER OF THE FORM 
ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  

373204 - 17: Proprietor Name Altered to SOLVAY SOLEXIS S.P.A. 
AUSIMONT S.P.A.

236748 - 11: Proprietor Name Altered to MAYTAG INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
MAGIC CHEF INC

1684283 - 99, 1684283 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to HILL-ROM SERVICES, INC, STATE OF 
INDIANA 
HILL-ROM SERVICES, INC

1666603 - 99, 1666603 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to KOIPE CORPORACION, S.L.U. 
KOIPE CORPORACION, S.L.,

1666603 - 99, 1666603 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to DEOLEO S.A. 
SOS CORPORACION ALIMENTARIA S.A.

1416015 - 41, 1415998 - 38: Proprietor Name Altered to TV 18 BROADCAST LIMITED 
IBN18 BROADCAST LIMITED

1416015 - 41, 1415998 - 38: Proprietor Name Altered to IBN18 BROADCAST LIMITED 
M/S. GLOBAL BROADCAST NEWS LIMITED & CABLE NEWS NETWORK, INC

1416015 - 41, 1415998 - 38: Proprietor Address Altered to 503,504 & 507, 5TH FLOOR,MERCANTILE 
HOUSE,15 KASTOORBA GANDHI MARG , NEW DELHI 110001.INDIA 
TV 18 BROADCAST LIMITED

1658733 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 183,AMAR SHREE COMPLEX,NEAR H.R.S.CHOWK,DELHI 
ROAD, MEERUT -250002(U.P.) 
SHREE GOPALA ENTERPRISES

2924488 - 24: Proprietor Address Altered to B-193, R.K. COLONY, BHILWARA -311001, RAJASTHAN 
VIMAL FABWORTH FASHION PVT. LTD.

935759 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to MOH-JUMMANPURA, POST- KOPAGANJ, DIST- MAU, U.P-
275305 
AFZAL & COMPANY

1666603 - 99, 1666603 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to ALCOLEA (CORDOBA), CARRETERA N-IV, 
kilémetro 388 CP 14610,Spain 
DEOLEO S.A.

1643709 - 99, 1643709 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to '19, rue Peclet, 75015 PARIS,FRANCE'. 
LABORATOIRE NUXE

GOODS AND SERVICES DELETED IN THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK  

1790059 - 37:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the goods 
'AND/OR APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR THE CAPTURE, PROCESSING AND FORWARDING 
OF MEASUREMENT DATA IN CONNECTION WITH PHOTOVOLTAIC ENERGY GENERATING 
INSTALLATIONS.(TOTAL CHARACTERS. ' of class 37 from the goods for which the trademark is 
registered. 

1828250 - 99:  

661008 - 29: Address for Service is altered to S-454, GREATER KAILASH - II NEW DELHI - 110 048.,
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PR Section 
J/1925 

 
622129 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, 
PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34,

816260 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-
395 002.,

1142250 - 5: Address for Service is altered to NO. 267, NEW LAW CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT 
BUILDING, CHENNAI - 600 104,

2124169 - 19: Address for Service is altered to NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW 
POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA,

795279 - 16: Address for Service is altered to MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.,

2539470 - 19: Address for Service is altered to NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW 
POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA,

225434 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9,

1750290 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-
110 025., unitedmark@unitedipr.com

1490511 - 5: Address for Service is altered to F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, 
Tamil Nadu,

1673748 - 32: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014, 
info@zeusip.com

1373197 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.,

1542177 - 99: Address for Service is altered to D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 
110049,

1422254 - 29: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.,

813718 - 19: Address for Service is altered to 405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE 
LINES, MUMMBAI - 400 002.,

2112419 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-
110 025., drspatent@yahoo.com

1568126 - 42: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301,

1396282 - 5: Address for Service is altered to D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049,

2317200 - 19: Address for Service is altered to A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY PATEL CHEST DELHI-
110007, pluthra80@gmail.com

834257 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 21/22, FREE PRESS HOUSE, FREE PRESS JOURNAL 
ROAD, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021, INDIA.,

1543765 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 409, PRAJAY CORPORATE HOUSE, 1-10-63 & 64, 
CHIKOTI GARDENS, BEGUMPET, HYDERABAD - 500 016.,

2528739 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.,

799246 - 30: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301,

2231442 - 5, 629344 - 5: Address for Service is altered to PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, 
INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.,

2097005 - 5: Address for Service is altered to H NO 961/12, LANE NO. 4, KALYAN NAGAR, 
KURUKSHETRA HARYANA 136118, advvikaskashyap@gmail.com

1574800 - 17, 1574801 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, 
LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB),

791595 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.,
 

8338



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

477590 7 24/10/2019 10:14:06

555113 24 22/10/2019 15:50:20

555181 25 23/10/2019 10:22:22

555187 25 23/10/2019 10:24:14

555234 9 23/10/2019 11:32:49

555238 13 23/10/2019 11:33:22

555257 24 23/10/2019 11:33:52

555462 17 24/10/2019 11:26:31

635111 25 23/10/2019 14:25:24

635151 5 23/10/2019 14:26:12

635246 30 24/10/2019 11:16:30

635346 30 24/10/2019 11:19:49

635347 5 24/10/2019 11:21:28

1020724 30 23/10/2019 14:27:02

1029444 2 22/10/2019 15:51:13

1029445 2 22/10/2019 15:51:41

1029473 16 22/10/2019 15:52:29

1029549 28 22/10/2019 15:55:35

1029596 30 22/10/2019 15:56:21

1029681 5 22/10/2019 11:07:47

1029682 6 22/10/2019 11:08:05

1029683 7 22/10/2019 11:41:03

1029684 8 22/10/2019 11:41:46

1029685 9 22/10/2019 11:42:09

1029686 10 22/10/2019 11:42:31

1029687 11 22/10/2019 11:42:59

1029688 12 22/10/2019 11:43:20

1029689 13 22/10/2019 11:43:41

1029690 14 22/10/2019 11:44:10

1029691 15 22/10/2019 11:44:50

1029692 16 22/10/2019 11:45:11

1029693 17 22/10/2019 11:45:35

1029694 18 22/10/2019 11:46:00

1029695 19 22/10/2019 11:46:26

1029696 20 22/10/2019 11:46:48

1029697 21 22/10/2019 11:47:08

1029698 22 22/10/2019 11:47:32

1029699 23 22/10/2019 11:47:57

1029700 24 22/10/2019 11:48:17

1029701 25 22/10/2019 11:48:40
 
 

8339



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1029702 26 22/10/2019 11:49:01

1029703 27 22/10/2019 11:49:19

1029704 28 22/10/2019 11:49:41

1029705 29 22/10/2019 11:50:02

1029706 30 22/10/2019 11:50:24

1029707 31 22/10/2019 11:50:47

1029708 32 22/10/2019 11:51:07

1029709 33 22/10/2019 11:51:27

1029710 34 22/10/2019 11:51:49

1029711 1 22/10/2019 11:52:11

1029712 2 22/10/2019 11:52:50

1029713 3 22/10/2019 11:53:12

1029714 4 22/10/2019 11:53:35

1029715 5 22/10/2019 11:53:57

1029716 6 22/10/2019 11:54:19

1029717 7 22/10/2019 11:54:44

1029718 8 22/10/2019 11:55:04

1029719 9 22/10/2019 11:55:25

1029720 10 22/10/2019 11:56:10

1029721 11 22/10/2019 11:57:37

1029722 12 22/10/2019 11:58:02

1029723 13 22/10/2019 12:08:52

1029724 14 22/10/2019 12:09:19

1029725 15 22/10/2019 12:09:50

1029726 16 22/10/2019 12:10:10

1029727 17 22/10/2019 12:10:40

1029728 18 22/10/2019 12:11:09

1029729 19 22/10/2019 12:13:01

1029730 20 22/10/2019 12:13:22

1029731 21 22/10/2019 12:13:51

1029732 22 22/10/2019 12:14:21

1029733 23 22/10/2019 12:14:58

1029734 24 22/10/2019 12:15:44

1029735 25 22/10/2019 12:16:27

1029736 26 22/10/2019 12:16:49

1029737 27 22/10/2019 12:17:10

1029738 28 22/10/2019 12:17:31

1029739 29 22/10/2019 12:17:59

1029741 31 22/10/2019 12:18:52
 
 

 

8340



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1029742 32 22/10/2019 12:19:18

1029743 33 22/10/2019 12:19:44

1029744 34 22/10/2019 12:20:07

1029745 3 22/10/2019 12:20:28

1029746 5 22/10/2019 12:20:56

1029747 10 22/10/2019 12:21:20

1029748 16 22/10/2019 12:21:44

1029749 29 22/10/2019 12:22:07

1029750 30 22/10/2019 12:22:28

1029752 32 22/10/2019 12:22:54

1029753 33 22/10/2019 12:23:20

1029754 34 22/10/2019 12:24:03

1029755 3 22/10/2019 12:24:27

1029756 5 22/10/2019 12:25:07

1029757 10 22/10/2019 12:25:38

1029758 16 22/10/2019 12:26:02

1029759 29 22/10/2019 12:26:30

1029760 30 22/10/2019 12:27:01

1029761 31 22/10/2019 12:27:26

1029762 32 22/10/2019 12:27:52

1029763 33 22/10/2019 12:28:25

1029764 34 22/10/2019 12:28:47

1029765 3 22/10/2019 14:25:18

1029766 5 22/10/2019 14:25:50

1029767 10 22/10/2019 14:26:16

1029768 16 22/10/2019 14:26:48

1029769 29 22/10/2019 14:27:26

1029771 31 22/10/2019 14:28:03

1029772 32 22/10/2019 14:28:40

1029773 33 22/10/2019 14:29:25

1029774 34 22/10/2019 14:30:37

1029777 16 22/10/2019 14:31:02

1029781 16 22/10/2019 14:31:25

1029788 12 22/10/2019 14:31:54

1029791 25 22/10/2019 14:32:59

1029792 9 22/10/2019 14:33:25

1029794 5 22/10/2019 14:33:57

1029795 5 22/10/2019 14:34:27

1029799 25 22/10/2019 14:35:10
 
 

 

8341



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1029806 3 22/10/2019 14:35:44

1029807 5 22/10/2019 14:36:12

1029808 10 22/10/2019 14:36:39

1029809 16 22/10/2019 14:37:01

1029810 29 22/10/2019 14:37:22

1029811 30 22/10/2019 14:39:14

1029812 31 22/10/2019 14:39:38

1029813 32 22/10/2019 14:40:07

1029814 33 22/10/2019 14:40:27

1029815 34 22/10/2019 14:40:53

1029816 3 22/10/2019 14:41:39

1029817 5 22/10/2019 14:42:06

1029818 10 22/10/2019 14:42:38

1029819 16 22/10/2019 14:43:09

1029820 24 22/10/2019 14:43:34

1029821 25 22/10/2019 14:43:59

1029822 28 22/10/2019 14:44:21

1029823 29 22/10/2019 14:44:44

1029824 30 22/10/2019 14:49:34

1029825 31 22/10/2019 14:50:18

1029826 32 22/10/2019 14:51:02

1029827 34 22/10/2019 14:51:40

1029828 30 22/10/2019 14:57:58

1029829 30 22/10/2019 14:58:22

1029868 34 22/10/2019 15:57:36

1029872 31 22/10/2019 14:58:53

1029873 34 22/10/2019 14:59:26

1029874 11 22/10/2019 14:59:54

1029876 11 22/10/2019 15:00:18

1029879 6 22/10/2019 15:01:08

1029881 6 22/10/2019 15:01:35

1029888 16 22/10/2019 15:01:57

1029889 24 22/10/2019 15:02:27

1029890 25 22/10/2019 15:03:00

1029891 31 22/10/2019 15:03:30

1029892 30 22/10/2019 15:03:55

1029894 17 22/10/2019 15:04:19

1029895 3 22/10/2019 15:04:54

1029898 1 22/10/2019 15:05:26
 
 

8342



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1029924 30 22/10/2019 16:05:22

1029934 11 22/10/2019 16:05:44

1029935 9 22/10/2019 16:06:06

1029938 29 22/10/2019 16:06:30

1029944 23 22/10/2019 16:06:54

1029971 27 23/10/2019 10:26:49

1029987 9 22/10/2019 16:07:24

1030018 19 22/10/2019 16:07:53

1030021 19 22/10/2019 16:08:19

1030027 25 22/10/2019 16:08:43

1030031 2 22/10/2019 16:09:05

1030032 3 22/10/2019 16:09:28

1030033 5 22/10/2019 16:09:51

1030039 5 22/10/2019 16:10:26

1030041 16 22/10/2019 16:10:49

1030052 25 22/10/2019 16:11:11

1030109 5 23/10/2019 10:30:56

1030118 19 22/10/2019 16:11:48

1030120 5 22/10/2019 16:12:09

1030121 5 22/10/2019 16:12:31

1030203 17 22/10/2019 16:12:53

1030205 9 23/10/2019 10:08:28

1030233 29 23/10/2019 10:09:01

1030256 1 23/10/2019 10:09:28

1030257 2 23/10/2019 10:09:49

1030258 3 23/10/2019 10:10:12

1030259 4 23/10/2019 10:32:11

1030260 5 23/10/2019 10:10:41

1030261 6 23/10/2019 10:11:31

1030262 7 23/10/2019 10:11:56

1030263 8 23/10/2019 10:12:19

1030264 9 23/10/2019 10:12:52

1030265 10 23/10/2019 10:13:11

1030266 11 23/10/2019 10:13:32

1030267 12 23/10/2019 10:13:55

1030268 13 23/10/2019 10:14:17

1030270 15 23/10/2019 10:14:41

1030272 17 23/10/2019 10:15:03

1030273 18 23/10/2019 10:15:59
 
 

8343



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1030274 19 23/10/2019 10:16:23

1030275 20 23/10/2019 10:16:49

1030276 21 23/10/2019 10:17:14

1030277 22 23/10/2019 10:34:43

1030278 23 23/10/2019 10:17:55

1030279 24 23/10/2019 10:18:17

1030280 25 23/10/2019 10:19:06

1030281 26 23/10/2019 10:19:30

1030282 27 23/10/2019 10:19:57

1030283 28 23/10/2019 10:20:24

1030303 5 23/10/2019 10:20:46

1030321 9 23/10/2019 10:35:11

1030324 29 23/10/2019 10:35:45

1030325 30 23/10/2019 11:34:43

1030332 16 23/10/2019 10:36:11

1030339 5 23/10/2019 10:36:33

1030342 5 23/10/2019 10:36:58

1030344 5 23/10/2019 10:37:30

1030356 24 23/10/2019 10:37:52

1030357 25 23/10/2019 10:38:12

1030358 12 23/10/2019 10:38:36

1030367 19 23/10/2019 10:38:58

1030373 5 23/10/2019 11:20:33

1030375 16 23/10/2019 11:21:01

1030376 25 23/10/2019 11:21:25

1030377 25 23/10/2019 11:21:51

1030386 9 23/10/2019 11:22:14

1030394 34 23/10/2019 11:22:41

1030411 5 23/10/2019 11:23:08

1030412 9 23/10/2019 11:24:38

1030413 28 23/10/2019 11:35:59

1030446 5 23/10/2019 11:26:10

1030447 5 23/10/2019 11:26:34

1030448 5 23/10/2019 11:26:56

1030450 16 23/10/2019 11:36:33

1030464 7 23/10/2019 11:27:27

1030466 30 23/10/2019 11:28:27

1030468 30 23/10/2019 11:28:51

1030469 30 23/10/2019 11:29:17
 
 

8344



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1030482 5 23/10/2019 11:37:22

1030507 14 23/10/2019 14:27:55

1030512 14 23/10/2019 14:29:25

1030523 23 23/10/2019 11:38:17

1030531 23 23/10/2019 11:38:53

1030532 25 23/10/2019 11:39:24

1030533 11 23/10/2019 11:39:50

1030534 3 23/10/2019 11:40:19

1030557 32 23/10/2019 14:30:02

1030581 5 23/10/2019 11:40:58

1030678 12 23/10/2019 14:31:29

1030679 9 23/10/2019 11:41:35

1030680 25 23/10/2019 11:42:06

1030685 3 23/10/2019 11:42:50

1030693 25 23/10/2019 11:43:19

1030694 12 23/10/2019 11:44:17

1030695 19 23/10/2019 11:44:53

1030696 19 23/10/2019 11:45:21

1030697 19 23/10/2019 12:05:27

1030699 3 23/10/2019 12:05:51

1030700 25 23/10/2019 12:06:17

1030704 11 23/10/2019 12:08:27

1030706 20 23/10/2019 12:09:23

1030711 3 23/10/2019 12:09:48

1030712 5 23/10/2019 12:10:10

1030714 5 23/10/2019 12:10:34

1030715 10 23/10/2019 12:13:58

1030717 10 23/10/2019 12:14:20

1030719 5 23/10/2019 12:17:25

1030724 5 23/10/2019 12:24:29

1030727 5 23/10/2019 14:35:02

1030730 5 23/10/2019 12:25:09

1030731 5 23/10/2019 12:26:13

1030732 5 23/10/2019 12:26:40

1030734 5 23/10/2019 12:27:04

1030736 1 23/10/2019 12:27:46

1030743 24 23/10/2019 12:28:14

1030745 9 23/10/2019 12:28:36

1030746 11 23/10/2019 12:28:59
 
 

8345



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1030752 30 23/10/2019 14:33:08

1030756 7 23/10/2019 12:29:29

1030759 29 23/10/2019 12:30:00

1030799 25 23/10/2019 13:52:25

1030801 25 23/10/2019 13:53:33

1030804 5 23/10/2019 13:53:56

1030805 25 23/10/2019 13:54:30

1030891 25 23/10/2019 13:54:54

1030892 25 23/10/2019 13:55:32

1030893 26 23/10/2019 13:56:00

1030894 25 23/10/2019 13:56:24

1030895 24 23/10/2019 13:56:59

1030896 23 23/10/2019 13:57:28

1030897 23 23/10/2019 14:33:57

1030900 5 23/10/2019 13:58:09

1030901 5 23/10/2019 13:58:38

1030902 5 23/10/2019 13:59:01

1030912 9 23/10/2019 14:09:41

1030913 9 23/10/2019 14:10:25

1030916 5 23/10/2019 14:11:15

1030944 5 23/10/2019 14:11:57

1031099 5 23/10/2019 14:13:00

1031100 25 23/10/2019 14:13:38

1031126 23 23/10/2019 14:14:08

1031208 24 23/10/2019 14:14:56

1031239 30 23/10/2019 14:47:24

1031245 5 23/10/2019 14:47:57

1031246 29 23/10/2019 14:48:34

1031247 30 23/10/2019 14:49:35

1031252 11 23/10/2019 14:50:02

1031253 17 23/10/2019 14:50:54

1031254 9 23/10/2019 14:51:17

1031264 3 23/10/2019 14:51:44

1031266 5 23/10/2019 14:52:11

1031267 5 23/10/2019 14:53:06

1031268 5 24/10/2019 11:22:15

1031269 5 23/10/2019 14:53:43

1031271 5 23/10/2019 14:54:09

1031272 5 23/10/2019 14:54:36
 
 

8346



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1031273 5 23/10/2019 14:55:30

1031274 5 23/10/2019 14:55:53

1031275 5 23/10/2019 14:56:19

1031276 29 23/10/2019 14:56:44

1031277 34 23/10/2019 14:57:07

1031278 31 23/10/2019 14:57:30

1031279 30 23/10/2019 14:57:54

1031280 16 23/10/2019 14:58:15

1031281 16 23/10/2019 14:58:39

1031291 25 23/10/2019 15:00:23

1031379 7 23/10/2019 15:01:23

1031388 3 23/10/2019 15:01:50

1031401 16 24/10/2019 11:23:22

1031402 31 23/10/2019 15:02:20

1031412 25 23/10/2019 15:02:46

1031413 25 23/10/2019 15:20:25

1031414 25 23/10/2019 15:20:57

1031415 25 23/10/2019 15:21:28

1031416 25 24/10/2019 10:08:15

1031430 29 24/10/2019 10:09:24

1031431 30 24/10/2019 10:10:08

1031432 30 24/10/2019 10:10:32

1031433 30 24/10/2019 10:10:55

1031434 6 24/10/2019 10:11:22

1031440 16 24/10/2019 10:11:45

1031446 7 24/10/2019 10:15:42

1031447 7 24/10/2019 10:16:06

1031492 1 24/10/2019 10:16:29

1031495 10 24/10/2019 10:16:59

1031496 16 24/10/2019 10:17:21

1031497 16 24/10/2019 10:17:45

1031498 16 24/10/2019 10:18:11

1031499 16 24/10/2019 10:19:09

1031500 16 24/10/2019 10:19:34

1031524 19 24/10/2019 10:19:59

1031526 19 24/10/2019 10:20:25

1031533 1 24/10/2019 10:20:53

1031534 3 24/10/2019 10:21:20

1031535 12 24/10/2019 10:29:06
 
 

8347



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1031544 34 24/10/2019 10:29:28

1031545 3 24/10/2019 10:30:08

1031546 3 24/10/2019 10:30:40

1031548 3 24/10/2019 10:31:10

1031550 30 24/10/2019 10:31:34

1031556 21 24/10/2019 10:32:03

1031565 34 24/10/2019 10:32:43

1031566 31 24/10/2019 10:33:07

1031567 31 24/10/2019 10:33:30

1031575 9 24/10/2019 11:24:05

1031655 12 24/10/2019 10:34:08

1031656 12 24/10/2019 10:34:31

1031657 9 24/10/2019 10:34:55

1031659 5 24/10/2019 10:35:16

1031660 5 24/10/2019 10:46:22

1031661 10 24/10/2019 10:46:58

1031663 5 24/10/2019 10:47:21

1031664 5 24/10/2019 10:47:56

1031665 10 24/10/2019 10:49:34

1031666 5 24/10/2019 10:50:02

1031667 10 24/10/2019 10:53:09

1031668 9 24/10/2019 10:54:09

1031669 5 24/10/2019 10:55:07

1031672 9 24/10/2019 10:57:01

1031675 30 24/10/2019 11:24:39

1031685 5 24/10/2019 10:58:47

1031687 5 24/10/2019 11:00:03

1031688 5 24/10/2019 11:00:27

1031689 5 24/10/2019 11:01:02

1031691 5 24/10/2019 11:01:32

1031693 5 24/10/2019 11:03:33

1031694 5 24/10/2019 11:01:57

1031695 5 24/10/2019 11:04:04

1031719 19 24/10/2019 11:04:33

1031767 11 24/10/2019 11:04:58

1031777 9 24/10/2019 11:06:02

1031812 9 24/10/2019 11:06:25

1031814 9 24/10/2019 11:06:47

1031816 28 24/10/2019 11:07:08
 
 

8348



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1031818 5 24/10/2019 11:27:47

1031819 34 24/10/2019 11:28:17

1031820 31 24/10/2019 11:28:45

1031840 30 24/10/2019 11:29:14

1031843 11 24/10/2019 11:29:44

1031844 7 24/10/2019 11:30:18

1031855 9 24/10/2019 11:34:55

1031856 29 24/10/2019 11:36:14

1031858 30 24/10/2019 11:41:22

1031859 16 24/10/2019 11:43:48

1031861 16 24/10/2019 11:45:07

1031862 31 24/10/2019 11:45:30

1031864 17 24/10/2019 11:45:55

1031865 9 24/10/2019 12:28:03

1031866 10 24/10/2019 12:28:31

1031871 7 24/10/2019 12:28:57

1031872 11 24/10/2019 12:29:22

1031877 32 25/10/2019 12:03:43

1031878 3 24/10/2019 12:29:57

1031880 16 25/10/2019 12:04:07

1031881 16 25/10/2019 12:04:57

1031913 5 25/10/2019 12:05:38

1031917 6 24/10/2019 12:30:35

1031919 7 24/10/2019 12:32:13

1031920 16 24/10/2019 12:32:36

1031923 16 24/10/2019 12:33:02

1031925 24 24/10/2019 12:33:26

1031926 30 24/10/2019 12:33:50

1031929 30 24/10/2019 12:34:14

1031944 5 24/10/2019 12:34:35

1031945 5 24/10/2019 14:08:28

1031954 23 24/10/2019 14:09:25

1031955 24 24/10/2019 14:10:33

1031956 25 24/10/2019 14:19:01

1031957 28 24/10/2019 14:19:26

1031966 16 24/10/2019 14:19:51

1031968 16 24/10/2019 14:20:25

1031984 34 24/10/2019 14:20:50

1031995 5 24/10/2019 14:21:22
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1032000 16 24/10/2019 14:21:55

1032001 16 24/10/2019 14:22:22

1032005 25 24/10/2019 14:22:49

1032006 25 24/10/2019 14:23:17

1032021 7 24/10/2019 14:23:49

1032022 12 24/10/2019 14:24:18

1032023 11 24/10/2019 14:24:45

1032024 12 24/10/2019 14:25:09

1032030 9 24/10/2019 14:25:36

1032034 16 24/10/2019 14:26:07

1032035 25 24/10/2019 14:26:35

1032040 30 24/10/2019 14:27:11

1032048 3 24/10/2019 14:27:38

1032054 33 24/10/2019 14:45:35

1032055 33 24/10/2019 14:46:01

1032056 33 24/10/2019 14:46:25

1032057 33 24/10/2019 14:46:51

1032058 5 24/10/2019 14:47:18

1032076 16 24/10/2019 14:47:44

1032079 7 24/10/2019 14:48:12

1032080 9 24/10/2019 14:48:36

1032081 11 24/10/2019 14:49:02

1032082 7 24/10/2019 14:51:41

1032083 11 24/10/2019 14:52:30

1032084 7 24/10/2019 14:52:54

1032089 11 24/10/2019 14:57:21

1032094 3 24/10/2019 14:59:55

1032108 16 24/10/2019 15:00:42

1032109 16 24/10/2019 15:01:06

1032127 3 24/10/2019 15:02:19

1032146 5 24/10/2019 15:02:48

1032148 5 24/10/2019 15:03:29

1032205 24 24/10/2019 15:03:51

1032214 11 24/10/2019 15:04:22

1032215 9 24/10/2019 15:04:44

1032216 7 24/10/2019 15:05:14

1032219 16 25/10/2019 12:06:12

1032260 9 24/10/2019 15:05:43

1032290 5 24/10/2019 15:06:20
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1032292 5 24/10/2019 15:15:41

1032294 3 25/10/2019 12:06:47

1032295 3 24/10/2019 15:16:08

1032296 3 24/10/2019 15:21:51

1032300 16 24/10/2019 16:02:33

1032302 31 25/10/2019 12:07:07

1032332 25 24/10/2019 16:03:22

1032334 5 24/10/2019 16:04:24

1032335 5 24/10/2019 16:04:52

1032336 5 24/10/2019 16:05:15

1032337 5 24/10/2019 16:05:42

1032341 5 24/10/2019 16:06:12

1032356 16 24/10/2019 16:06:40

1032361 25 25/10/2019 10:26:11

1032362 25 25/10/2019 10:29:32

1032365 12 25/10/2019 10:30:18

1032366 12 25/10/2019 10:30:40

1032398 3 25/10/2019 10:31:16

1032408 5 25/10/2019 10:31:42

1032415 5 25/10/2019 10:32:13

1032416 5 25/10/2019 10:32:42

1032419 5 25/10/2019 10:33:44

1032421 5 25/10/2019 10:34:06

1032422 5 25/10/2019 10:35:04

1032425 5 25/10/2019 10:35:29

1032435 26 25/10/2019 10:36:02

1032436 26 25/10/2019 10:36:34

1032437 26 25/10/2019 10:37:00

1032438 26 25/10/2019 10:37:25

1032439 26 25/10/2019 10:37:55

1032454 9 25/10/2019 10:38:17

1032457 5 25/10/2019 10:45:47

1032459 5 25/10/2019 10:51:09

1032462 5 25/10/2019 10:51:43

1032465 3 25/10/2019 10:52:17

1032467 3 25/10/2019 10:52:44

1032470 3 25/10/2019 10:53:06

1032471 3 25/10/2019 10:53:29

1032477 30 25/10/2019 10:53:56
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1032478 16 25/10/2019 10:54:30

1032479 3 25/10/2019 10:54:57

1032480 3 25/10/2019 10:55:26

1032482 24 25/10/2019 10:55:50

1032483 16 25/10/2019 10:56:18

1032484 16 25/10/2019 10:57:03

1032485 24 25/10/2019 10:59:11

1032489 30 25/10/2019 11:39:53

1032490 30 25/10/2019 11:40:44

1032500 7 25/10/2019 11:41:12

1032503 3 25/10/2019 11:42:08

1032505 5 25/10/2019 11:42:28

1032506 7 25/10/2019 11:43:25

1032507 7 25/10/2019 11:44:13

1032514 16 25/10/2019 11:48:04

1032518 7 25/10/2019 11:48:43

1032519 6 25/10/2019 11:49:04

1032524 9 25/10/2019 11:49:27

1032534 24 25/10/2019 12:08:34

1032536 30 25/10/2019 12:09:00

1032537 30 25/10/2019 12:09:27

1032548 17 25/10/2019 12:09:54

1032549 1 25/10/2019 12:10:28

1032550 9 25/10/2019 12:17:38

1032560 24 25/10/2019 12:18:03

1032562 11 25/10/2019 12:18:25

1032564 12 25/10/2019 12:18:48

1032566 22 25/10/2019 12:19:13

1032568 8 25/10/2019 12:22:54

1032569 8 25/10/2019 12:23:19

1032570 11 25/10/2019 12:24:37

1032573 8 25/10/2019 12:25:00

1032574 12 25/10/2019 12:26:38

1032624 9 25/10/2019 12:29:37

1032641 5 25/10/2019 12:30:43

1032663 5 25/10/2019 12:31:04

1032665 5 25/10/2019 12:31:30

1032717 16 25/10/2019 12:33:58

1032730 30 25/10/2019 12:34:43
 
 

 

8352



Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1032732 1 25/10/2019 12:35:05

1032735 30 25/10/2019 12:35:35

1032738 6 25/10/2019 12:35:56

1032739 9 25/10/2019 12:36:17

1032740 5 25/10/2019 12:37:52

1032741 5 25/10/2019 12:43:23

1032742 5 25/10/2019 12:44:39

1032745 12 25/10/2019 12:45:00

1032746 6 25/10/2019 12:45:31

1032747 30 25/10/2019 12:45:54

1032749 8 25/10/2019 14:24:37

1032752 25 25/10/2019 14:25:10

1032753 30 25/10/2019 14:25:33

1032761 24 25/10/2019 14:26:02

1032784 2 25/10/2019 14:26:24

1032785 2 25/10/2019 14:34:47

1032796 16 25/10/2019 14:35:15

1032797 10 25/10/2019 14:35:39

1032805 3 25/10/2019 14:36:02

1032812 5 25/10/2019 14:36:22

1032816 5 25/10/2019 14:43:21

1032817 5 25/10/2019 14:44:12

1032819 5 25/10/2019 14:44:36

1032820 5 25/10/2019 14:45:11

1032821 5 25/10/2019 14:46:51

1032822 5 25/10/2019 14:48:51

1032824 26 25/10/2019 14:49:15

1032828 31 25/10/2019 14:49:38

1032848 27 25/10/2019 14:50:12

1032849 27 25/10/2019 14:50:43

1032850 24 25/10/2019 14:51:10

1032851 27 25/10/2019 14:51:39

1032852 24 25/10/2019 14:53:57

1032853 24 25/10/2019 14:54:25

1032854 27 25/10/2019 14:54:49

1032855 24 25/10/2019 14:59:26

1032857 24 25/10/2019 15:00:37

1032875 29 25/10/2019 15:01:18

1032877 31 25/10/2019 15:04:50
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1925 ,   28/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1032878 5 25/10/2019 15:05:12

1032879 10 25/10/2019 15:05:35

1032880 5 25/10/2019 15:05:58

1032885 30 25/10/2019 15:06:19

1032887 25 25/10/2019 15:06:43

1032888 16 25/10/2019 15:07:10

1032894 11 25/10/2019 15:07:45

1032902 25 25/10/2019 15:08:07

1032911 18 25/10/2019 15:08:27

1032917 1 25/10/2019 15:08:49

1032918 1 25/10/2019 15:09:12

1032919 1 25/10/2019 15:09:36

1032927 5 25/10/2019 15:10:03

1032928 5 25/10/2019 15:10:28

1032950 30 25/10/2019 15:10:50

1298724 42 23/10/2019 14:17:00
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     Trade Marks Journal No: 1925,   28/10/2019

 
 

: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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